General Introduction

The language and its people

The Bafut language is spoken mainly in the Bafut kingdom in Mezam Division of the North West province of the Republic of Cameroon. Bafut covers an area of 425 square kilometers and has a population of approximately 85,000 people. The about 85,000 inhabitants live in the 38 villages and quarters that make up the kingdom. However the total number of native speakers of the Bafut language scattered in other parts of the country (and the world) is estimated at about 100,000 people. The Bafut people are historically of Tikar origin. Tikar here is to be taken as an ethnonym and not as a linguistically distinct group. The movements of the Bafut people to the present site in the Grassfields region of Cameroon can be traced back to the 18th century wave of migration when the Tikar People, driven away by wars and harsh weather conditions, started moving southwards from the areas of Banyo and Tibati. The group that now forms Bafut first stopped at Ndop in Mezam Division and then moved again to the present site.

The Bafut people refer to themselves and their language as Bifì. The name Bafut is an administrative appellation and I will continue to use it in this book in order to be consistent with political, administrative, religious and language-related documents existing on the language and the people. The Bafut language has two regional and two social dialects. The regional dialects are (a) a peripheral dialect spoken in the hilly villages situated at the periphery of the kingdom such as Bawum, Mambu’u, Mankaa, Mbebelli and Mankwi; (b) a central dialect spoken in the more central part of the kingdom by villages in the immediate vicinity of the king’s palace generally referred to as múmòlá’à. The differences between these two dialects are most prominent at the level of pronunciation but much less so at the lexical and structural levels. The few differences I could identify are presented in Tables I and II below.

Table I. Phonological differences between the central and peripheral dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound alternation</th>
<th>Central dialect</th>
<th>Peripheral dialect</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>by/bw</td>
<td>fìbjè</td>
<td>fìbwè</td>
<td>‘fish’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m/ŋ</td>
<td>jũmɔ</td>
<td>jwùŋɔ</td>
<td>‘pull/draw/drag’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ/s</td>
<td>ʧwímbaŋ</td>
<td>ʧswímbaŋ</td>
<td>‘cone (of palm nuts)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l/r</td>
<td>ñjɛlɔ</td>
<td>ñjɛrɔ</td>
<td>‘thief’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t/tw</td>
<td>tũ</td>
<td>twũ</td>
<td>‘pay (vt)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zj/z</td>
<td>zjàndå</td>
<td>jàndɔ</td>
<td>‘roof’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ/n</td>
<td>mũŋwí</td>
<td>mũnwí</td>
<td>‘knife’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table II. Lexical differences between the central and peripheral dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central dialect</th>
<th>Peripheral dialect</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ñdʒi’i</td>
<td>múndžu</td>
<td>Groundnuts (Peanuts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be pointed out that these differences are gradually spreading into the two dialectal regions such that one could find a speaker from one region using the two forms interchangeably.
The social dialects attested in Bafut are (a) a court dialect spoken mostly by the royal family or anyone associated (by social position or otherwise) with the royal family. (b) a mainstream/common/popular dialect spoken by non-members of the royal family. Understandably, the mainstream dialect comprises the two regional dialects along with their phonetic/lexical differences. At the phonetic level, the court dialect is very similar to the central regional dialect in respect of segmental units but as far as rhythm is concerned, the court dialect is delivered/rendered at a much more slower pace than any of the regional dialects. There is also a noticeable difference between the court dialect and the mainstream dialect with regard to vocabulary and at times structure. Because the court dialect is by its nature exclusive, it is hard for non-members of the royal family (such as the present author) to have access to data. Table III illustrates some of the common lexical items of the court dialect that have (inadvertently) reached the general public. These lexical items are used to refer to objects and actions associated with the king of the Bafuts.

Table III: Lexical differences between the court and mainstream dialects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Court dialect</th>
<th>Mainstream dialect</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ànô</td>
<td>ñðñη</td>
<td>‘drinking horn/cup’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñtsá’â</td>
<td>mikòri</td>
<td>‘feet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>àkɔõ</td>
<td>àtʃúgi</td>
<td>‘staple dish of the Bafuts’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mù’ú</td>
<td>ðζì</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tfù</td>
<td>ñàà</td>
<td>‘speak/announce’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwê</td>
<td>kwô</td>
<td>‘die’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to these dialects of Bafut, there is another speech form used by princes, princesses and probably the king of Bafut. While the royal dialect is used by members of the royal family and anyone associated to it by social rank for instance, this speech form is used exclusively by the princes and princesses. The verses of the Bafut ethnic (village Anthem) (Appendix A) are probably from this speech form. It is hard to associate this speech form to the Bafut language since the two bear virtually no similarities (except prosody).

Other languages spoken in the Bafut kingdom are (ordered according to numerical strength): Pidgin English, English, Hausa, French. Isolated ethnic groups speaking other Cameroonian languages are also represented in the Kingdom.

Linguistic classification

Bafut falls under the Niger-Kordofanian phylum which is one of the four major language phyla in Africa. It is a Grassfields Bantu language belonging to the Benue-Congo family of the Niger-Kordofanian Phylum. Within the Benue-Congo family, Bafut belongs to the Ngemba group of Eastern Grassfields Bantu languages. Welmers (1971) includes Bafut under the more general groups Niger-Congo and Benue. Jacquot and Richardson (1956) classify Bafut under the Nkom group. Voorhoeve (1971) in his classification of Mbam-Nkam languages classifies Bafut under the Ngemba group. Stallcup (1977) divides Bantu languages of the Grassfields zone into two groups: Western Grassfields and Mbam-Nkam. In this classification, Bafut falls under the mbam-Nkam group. Fig. I below illustrates the division of Grassfields Bantu languages into Eastern Grassfields and Mbam-Nkam.
A generally accepted classification of the Benue-Congo languages is that of Williamson (1971). In her subclassification of the Benue-Congo languages Williamson classifies Bafut under the Ngemba group which includes five language types:

For the present study, the classification made available by the Grassfields Bantu Working Group (GBWG) which is the most recent and very revealing will be adopted. The GBWG gives the following four divisions of the languages considered Bantu languages spoken in the Grassfields zone of the Republic of Cameroon:

i. Western Grassfields (Bamilike, Northeast, Ngemba, Nun)
ii. Menchum
iii. Momo
iv. Ring

In the above divisions, Bafut is placed under the Ngemba subgroup of Western Grassfields languages. The languages listed below make up the main Bantu languages of the Ngemba subgroup:

Awing, Akum, Bafut, Bambil, Bambui, Mandankwe, Mankon, Mundum, Nkwen, Pinyin.
In a further subclassification of the Ngemba languages, Leroy (1977) proposes the following additions to the list:

Ala’tining, Babaji, Mbatu, Mundum I, Mundum II, Njong, Shomba, Songwa.

Previous linguistic research

The first Linguistic work on Bafut was carried out in 1854 by Koelle. In *Polyglotta Africana*, Koelle presents a comparative vocabulary of nearly 300 words and phrases in more than 100 distinct African languages. Bafut figures as one of the languages in Koelle’s list. The words contained in Koelle’s inventory of the Bafut vocabulary are different from words of mainstream Bafut and because of this difference, Crozier, for instance, speculates that Koelle must have worked on the court dialect. It is also possible that Koelle’s work was based on an earlier form of Bafut or the special speech form used among princes and princesses.

In his phonetic study of West African languages, Ladefoged (1964) presents a brief discussion of Bafut consonants and vowels. On the basis of his study, Bafut has 8 vowel phonemes and 13 consonant phonemes. In his discussion of phonological contrasts, Ladefoged claims that there are several consonant clusters with w as the second element. Mfonyam (1989) however interprets what Ladefoged calls consonant clusters as consonant modification.

In brief study of Western Grassfields Bantu languages, Chilver and Kaberry (1974) include a considerable word list of Bafut. This list is comprised of nouns, verbs in the imperative form, personal pronouns, phrases with demonstrative pronouns and some kinship terms. An attempt is made in this study to mark tone but they acknowledge that their marking of tone is incomplete.

Crozier has done quite a lot of work on the Bafut language. He produced a reading and writing primer in 1980a, a study of Bafut phonology in 1980b and compiled an extensive word list (Bafut-English, English-Bafut) in 1980c. With Annett in 1978, he edited stories written in the Bafut language. Mfonyam has continued what Crozier started. He has produced a large number of reading and writing primers on the language. He is also credited for translating the New Testament into the Bafut language with the help of the Bafut language committee. At moment of going to press, Mfonyam is also working on a Bafut-English dictionary.

Several other linguists, among them Eastlack (1968), Dunstan (1971) and Leroy (1977a) have made reference to Bafut in their study of Bantu noun classes. The study of Bafut noun classes in these works is however preliminary in nature meant to serve for comparative purposes.

There are 8 major linguistic works on Bafut which give one a more or less clear picture of the grammar of the language. These works however focus on specific areas of the language and most of them are couched in formal theories of linguistics and so seek to justify these theories rather than provide a clear insight into the grammar of the language.

The first of these major works is Ambe’s (1989) PhD thesis presented at Georgetown University. In it, Ambe focuses on constituents and the internal structure of various phrasal categories in the language. He attempts to classify nouns and verbs into various classes and discusses the properties of other word categories such as adjectives, determiners, etc.

Mfonyam (1989) devotes his doctoral dissertation to tone. He sets out in this dissertation to determine the most appropriate way of representing tone in the orthography of Bafut and related Grassfields Bantu languages. Before reaching this goal, he describes, in great detail, the surface tonal patterns in various grammatical categories and constructions in Bafut and related Grassfields Bantu languages.

Neba (1989 and 2006) devotes his MA and PhD theses to the study of Bafut tone using formal models of linguistic analysis including optimality theory. Both theses examine the
question of the underlying representation of tones as well as their surface realizations and related processes. In all, eleven allotones are attested in the language and processes such as the simultaneous lowering and raising of contiguous tones, downstep, downdrift, high tone spreading, etc. account for different surface realizations.

In the area of morphology, Bila’s (1987) MA thesis is prominent. In this work, Bila demonstrates the centrality of the Bafut verb in linguistic expressions. In particular, he discusses formal (inflectional) and derivational suffixes which occur with verb stems and how these suffixes influence/determine verb valency.

With regard to Syntax, works by Tamanji (1991), Tanda (1993), Chumbow and Tamanji (1994) and Tamanji (1999) are worth noting. Tamanji (1991), based on Chomsky’s Government and Binding theory, provides a description of the syntax of the Bafut noun phrase arguing that variant surface word orders result from the application of the GB Move-Alpha operation. Also based on generative syntactic views, Tanda (1994) investigates the structure of coordinate constructions in Bafut and establishes a relation between coordination and verb serialization in Bafut. His work proposes a unique parser which handles a wide range of coordinate constructions and serial verb constructions. Chumbow and Tamanji (1994) describe sentential negation in Bafut identifying the different morphemes that mark negation and showing how they interact with tense and other constituents of the sentence. In his 1999 Ph.D. dissertation, Tamanji describes the internal structure of the DP (determiner phrase) in Bafut with a view to proposing an account of the really rich agreement system in the DPs of the Bafut and Romance languages. He describes various DP types in the language and proposes that in addition to the familiar Spec-Head configuration required for checking Phi-features in clauses, we need a Head-Head configuration to check agreement in Bafut and Romance DPs.

As one can see from this overview of linguistic works on Bafut, much has been done on the language using formal models of linguistics. However, these works focus on specific aspects of the language such as the tone system, noun morphology, the verb group, the noun phrase, etc. Apart from Ambe’s PhD thesis which attempts a description of many aspects of the grammar, no work has so far focused solely on a description of the entire grammar of the language. In the present volume therefore, I intend to fill this gap by attempting a comprehensive description of the grammar of the Bafut language. As much as possible, I will stay clear of any formal model of linguistic analysis and only provide a very simple straightforward description of the facts as they appear to me. I intend to make the description as simple as possible in order to make the book accessible to all categories of language practitioners who are interested in the Bafut language and in related Grassfields Bantu languages.

Presentation of data

The data for this study is transcribed using the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). I have decided not to use the letters of the Bafut alphabet in order to facilitate exploitation of the data by especially phonologists since the letters of an alphabet often “hide” some crucial phonological details. Each example, especially one that is longer than a single word, is presented in four lines as shown below.

```
bif caractère
bif-fo bif-á bif-í kí ji’í ‘í tsè’ò dëz-á N-sí’ti
2-chief 2-the 2-SM P2 wash 8-dresses 8-the N-wash
```

“The chiefs washed the dresses thoroughly”.

The first line shows the utterance as it is said/pronounced in normal speech. The second line is a morpheme-by-morpheme representation of the utterance. The morphemes are separated using a
hyphen. The null prefix is generally not marked on nouns except when this is necessary to understand an issue at hand. The third line is the morpheme-by-morpheme translation. Digits in this line represent noun class and related concord. In the example above, *chiefs* is a class 2 noun. In the morpheme-by-morpheme translation, the class prefix is indicated by the digit 2. The same digit on the following definite article and subject marker (SM) shows that this definite article and the subject marker agree in noun class with the preceding noun. The fourth and last line represents my attempt at giving an English translation of the utterance.

In the stories from which data for this study were collected, animals are personified. As such, we find instances in the data in which an animal name is spelt in upper case in the middle of a sentence and/or written without an accompanying definite article as one would do with ordinary names of humans.
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Chapter 1
The sound system

Introduction

The Bafut sound system comprises 21 consonant, 9 vowel and 2 tone phonemes. Section 2 presents an inventory, evidence for phonemic contrasts, distribution and interpretation of consonants. Section 3 presents the inventory, contrasts, distribution and interpretation of vowels. Section 4 handles tones while section 5 gives an overview of the syllable structure leaving out details which will be filled out in the relevant sections of subsequent chapters.

1. Consonants

The consonant sounds of Bafut are presented in the chart below. In this chart, the names at the top denote the point of articulation while those at the side denote manner of articulation. In each "box" consonants at the top are voiceless while those at the bottom are voiced. The symbols used are those of the IPA.

Table : Phonemic Consonant Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manner Of Art.</th>
<th>Place Of Art.</th>
<th>Labials</th>
<th>Alveolars</th>
<th>Post Alveolars</th>
<th>Palatals</th>
<th>Velars</th>
<th>Glottals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral</td>
<td></td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t t’w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td></td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabic Nasals</td>
<td></td>
<td>sóc</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenasals</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>mb</td>
<td>nt</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ηK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td></td>
<td>nd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ηG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>ʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ʏ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricates</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>dz</td>
<td>ʒ3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenasalised Affricates</td>
<td>VL</td>
<td>nts</td>
<td>ntf</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>ndz</td>
<td>ndʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterals</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trills</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glides</td>
<td>VD</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The phonetic sounds presented in the table above will be used in transcribing the data for the present study. In the transcription, the glottal stop [ʔ] will be represented by the apostrophe [’], e.g. [mʔ’w] will be transcribed as [m’w’].

Following are examples showing contrast between the 21 consonant phonemes attested in the language. In the pairs of contrast, an attempt is made to represent front, central and back vowels as well as the two major word classes; nouns and verbs. The presentation begins with sounds whose status as phonemes is easy to establish. Then sounds whose phonemic status is not immediately clear are presented with reasons for treating them as phonemes or otherwise.

1.1. Phonemic contrasts

1. ˌt & ˌd

/ˌt/ is a voiceless alveolar stop while /ˌd/ is the voiced counterpart. The two sounds contrast in the following words:

- à-tà’à ‘snail’ ń-tòò ‘village head’ à-tı ‘tree/stick’
- à-dà’à ‘energy/strength’ à-dòò ‘misfortune/ill luck’ à-dì ‘bad faith/wickedness’
- dâŋsò ‘cross over’ tɔ’l ‘support (with pole)!’ ñ-tá’å ‘hill/mountain’ (gutter!)
- tâŋsò ‘resist pain!’ dò’l ‘push (violently!)’ ñ-dá’å ‘type of bird’

2. ˌs, ˌts, ˌdz & ˌj

/ˌs/ is a voiceless alveolar fricative, /ˌdz/ is a voiced alveolar affricate, /ˌts/ a voiceless alveolar affricate and /ˌj/ a voiced palatal approximant. The phonemic status of these sounds is demonstrated in the following examples:

- sé’ê ‘gather from the ground!’ ñ-sòò ‘farm’
- tsé’ê ‘cut (object, e.g. stick!’ ñ-tsò ‘war’
- dzé’ê ‘feed!’ ñ-dzò ‘prayer/curse’
- yè’ê ‘sweep!’ à-yóò ‘thing/object’
- só’ş ‘scoop!’ ì-sò’s ‘ladles’
- tsó’ş ‘be sharp (e.g. knife)/be wild’ ì-tsò’s ‘type of fruit’
- dzó’ş ‘belch!’ ì-dzò’s ‘catarrh’
- yó’ş ‘cry!’
- sòŋsò ‘pull out!’ ñ-sù ‘friend’
- tsòŋsò ‘corrupt!’ ñ-tsù ‘mouth’
- yòŋsò ‘quarrel!’ ñ-dzù ‘large peanuts’

3. ˌd & ˌl

/ˌl/ is a voiced alveolar lateral. /ˌl/ contrasts with the voiced alveolar stop /ˌd/ in the following words:
dɔ́ ’dɔ́  ‘push violently!’  à-dà’ à  ‘energy/strength/power’
lɔ́ ’lɔ́  ‘curse!’  à-là’ à  ‘wound/sore’
dè’è  ‘push lightly!’  lɔ̀ nɔ̀  ‘put bait on trap!’
lè’è  ‘prepare food with great care!’  dɔ̀ nɔ̀  ‘put handle on hoe/knife!’

4. k & g

/k/ is a voiceless velar stop while /g/ is the voiced counterpart. Both sounds contrast in the words below.

à-kò  ‘bush’  ṣ̀-kùù  ‘tail’  ṣ̀-kèè  ‘age group’  kànɔ̀  ‘choose’
à-gò  ‘stupid’  ṣ̀-gùù  ‘skin’  ṣ̀-gèè  ‘grass/weed’  gànɔ̀  ‘grip’

5. g & y

/y/ is a voiced velar fricative. It contrasts with /g/ in the following words:

gànɔ̀  ‘grip’  à-gànɔ̀  ‘group of thieves/wild animals’
yànɔ̀  ‘tie roughly’  à-yànɔ̀  ‘bundle’
ngɔ̀  ‘chest’  gáá  ‘coerce’
ní-yò  ‘pit for making palm oil’  yáá  ‘tour/roam about’

6. m, n & ŋ

These three sounds are nasals. /m/ is bilabial, /n/ is alveolar and /ŋ/ is velar.

mù’û  ‘put into mouth!’  mà’â  ‘throw!’  mà’â  ‘grandmother’
nù’û  ‘add oil to food!’  nà’â  ‘despise!’  nà’â  ‘animal’
nû’û  ‘swell!’  nà’â  ‘open!’  nà’â  ‘acquire by chance!’

7. b, m, w & ñ

These are labial sounds. /b/ is a voiced bilabial stop, /m/ a nasal, /w/ a voiced labialvelar approximant and /ñ/ is a voiceless labio-dental fricative. These four sounds contrast in the following groups of words:

bà’â  ‘push aside/away!’  bì’î  ‘spark!’
mà’â  ‘throw down!’  mì’î  ‘shake to remove water!’
wà’â  ‘scare away with loud noise!’  wì’î  ‘wriggle!’
fà’â  ‘work!’  fì’î  ‘remove!’

bè’è  ‘scratch lightly!’  bú’û  ‘beat with a club!’
mé’è ‘bleat (sheep/goat)!’
we’è ‘put on clothes!’
fè’è ‘go out!’
fè’è ‘hire/get initiated’
mù ’ù ‘put into mouth!’
wú ’ù ‘short (become)!’
fù ’ù ‘harvest!’
fù ’ù ‘become white’

8. /ʒ & /z/

/ʃ/ is a voiceless postalveolar fricative while /ʒ/ is the voiced counterpart. Both sounds contrast in minimal/near minimal pairs as illustrated in the examples that follow.

ʒí ‘come!’
ʒí ‘today’
ʒwì ’í ‘ready to move (termites)!’
ʃwì ’í ‘pour huge quantities on ground!’
ʒwí’tɔ ‘kill!’
ʃwí’tɔ ‘pour little quantities on ground!’
à-ʒwì ‘breathe/soul’
à-ʃwì ‘vapour’

9. /ts & /tʃ/

/ts/ is a voiceless alveolar affricate while /tʃ/ is a voiceless postalveolar affricate. /tʃ/ contrasts with /ts/ in the following minimal and near minimal pairs:

tsítɔ ‘shout down!’
ʃítɔ ‘catch up with!’
ʃí’tí ‘meet someone!’
ʃi ‘play huge drum!’

tsí ‘only’
tsí ‘sit down/stay!’

10. /dz & /dʒ/

The voiced postalveolar affricate /dʒ/, seems to be a contextual variant of the voiced alveolar affricate /dz/. However they both occur in similar positions in a word and are followed by the same vowels as in:

ǹ-dzà ‘axe’
ǹ-dzìm ‘back’
ǹ-dʒì ‘eat!’
ǹ-dʒì ‘kick violently!’
ǹ-dʒì ‘sneeze!’

This distribution, as well as the contrast in the meanings of the first and last pair of words suggest that /dz/ and /dʒ/ are separate phonemes.

1.2. The Status of other consonant sounds.

A number of consonant sounds in Bafut pose problems in determining their phonemic status. I will examine these sounds and advance reasons for treating them in this study as phonemes or allophones.

a. /l & /r/

The alveolar trill /r/ has a very restricted distribution in Bafut. It occurs intervocally before the central vowels /ə/ and /i/ and only when these vowels are short. I will treat /r/ an allophone of /l/ because of its distribution and behavior in loan words. The lateral /l/, but not the trill /r/, occurs in
word initial position and is followed by all Bafut vowels. This is illustrated in the following words.

(11)  láá ‘cook!’  lóó ‘keep!’  lóó ‘look for!’
    lë’ë ‘cook with care!’  ínjë ‘lick!’  ínsë ‘mark!’
    lú’ú ‘spoon’  lóó ‘bite!’  lélé ‘ululating sound’

On the other hand, r occurs exclusively in intervocalic position and is followed by a restricted number of vowels; ə and i only.

(12)  à-kòrì ‘foot’
    mi-wúrì ‘oil’
    à-mbòrò ‘vegetable’
    káárò ‘fold/twist!”

Also, with some speakers, the [r] in these words is realized as [l].

In a majority of loan words containing r the tendency is to substitute r for l. This is illustrated below.

(13)  landrover → lánlóbà
trousers → tòlósà
driver → dòlóbà
rubber → lóbà
rent → lèntì

Few words containing r are however still attested in the speech of a few educated speakers of Bafut.

(14)  rédyò ‘radio’
    trèn ‘train’

These, I think, are words that are not yet fully integrated into the sound system of the language.

The alveolar trill r and the lateral l occur in free variation in some contexts. It is worth noting that this variation is attested exclusively in word medial position and very often in the speech of speakers who interact frequently with speakers from other dialectal regions. Otherwise, where speakers of the peripheral dialect use r, those of the central dialect use l.

e.g. Central Dialect  Peripheral Dialect
    à-kòlì  à-kòrì  ‘foot’
    n-jàlò  n-jàrò  ‘thief’
    jóólò  jóórò  ‘dry up in patches’
    nò’lòlò  nò’órò  ‘press randomly’

Based on the restricted distribution of r and its behavior in loan words, I decide to treat it as an allophone of /l/.
b. The Glottal Stop

The glottal stop in Bafut has a very limited distribution. It occurs exclusively in syllable final position and, in this position, it is often followed by an echo vowel. At first sight, this limited distribution seems to suggest that the glottal stop is a contextual variant of some other sound. However, in some otherwise similar words, the presence versus absence of the glottal stop affects the meanings of the words. Consider the examples below:

\[
\begin{align*}
(15) & \quad \text{à-bùù} & \quad \text{‘ridge’} & \quad \text{kóó} & \quad \text{‘clean!’} \\
& \quad \text{à-bù’ù} & \quad \text{‘slave’} & \quad \text{kó’ó} & \quad \text{‘climb!’} \\
& \quad \text{à-bàà} & \quad \text{‘bag’} & \quad \text{bòò} & \quad \text{‘hunt!’} \\
& \quad \text{à-bà’à} & \quad \text{‘door’} & \quad \text{bó’ò} & \quad \text{‘shout out/cry out loud!’} \\
& \quad \text{à-bèè} & \quad \text{‘outside/daylight’} & \quad \text{lòò} & \quad \text{‘keep!’} \\
& \quad \text{à-bè’è} & \quad \text{‘shoulder’} & \quad \text{lò’ò} & \quad \text{‘be slippery’}
\end{align*}
\]

These pairs of words differ from each other only in the presence versus absence of the glottal stop and this difference signals a change in the meaning of the words. Despite the limited distribution of the glottal stop, it will be treated as a separate phoneme based on its role in distinguishing meaning in the words above.

c. The Alveolar Fricative \( z \)

In the data collected for the present study, \( z \) occurs in a very small number of words in the speech forms of some aged speakers of the central dialect. In such words, \( z \) is in free variation with \( \j \) and \( \j’ \). The few words in which this variation is attested are presented in (16).

\[
\begin{align*}
(16) & \quad \text{zi} & \quad \sim & \quad \text{zi} & \quad \sim & \quad \text{jī} & \quad \text{‘come’} \\
& \quad \text{zi} & \quad \sim & \quad \text{zi} & \quad \sim & \quad \text{jī} & \quad \text{‘know’} \\
& \quad & \quad \sim & \quad \text{zè’è} & \quad \sim & \quad \text{jè’è} & \quad \text{‘sweep’}
\end{align*}
\]

Interestingly, present generation speakers of Bafut (including speakers who are over 60 years old) find the use of the sound \( z \) in the first two words in (16) rather odd preferring to use the voiced postalveolar affricate \( \j \) in its place. In the third word, the only pronunciation accepted is that with \( \j \). This seems to indicate that \( z \) is gradually phasing out of the sound system of Bafut. More evidence supporting this claim comes from the behaviour of \( z \) in borrowed words. In borrowed words like these below, \( z \) is realized as \( \j \).

\[
\begin{align*}
(17) & \quad \text{zîŋk} & \quad \rightarrow & \quad \text{jîŋ} & \quad \text{‘zinc’} \\
& \quad \text{zimbabwe} & \quad \rightarrow & \quad \text{jimbábwè} & \quad \text{‘Zimbabwe’}
\end{align*}
\]

Based on these observations, it does not make sense to treat \( z \) as a separate phoneme in Bafut.

Before we conclude this section on consonants, it is worth noting that all the consonant sounds presented above occur in syllable-initial position. However, only the nasal consonants
occur at syllable final position. We return to this in section 5 where we examine the syllable structure of the language.

2. Vowels

Bafut has a total of 13 short vowels and 11 corresponding long ones. The phonetic chart below contains only the short vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tongue Position \ Tongue Height</th>
<th>Front Unrounded</th>
<th>Center Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Rounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-High</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Low</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1. Phonemic Contrasts

The vowels in the pairs [i, ɪ], [u, ʊ] and [ə, ɔ] constitute a point of controversy in the grammar of Bafut (see Ambe 1989, Mfonyam 1989, Niba 2007 for further discussion). In each of these pairs, the first member is tense while the second is lax. The lax vowel is often shorter, lower and slightly more centralized than the corresponding tense vowel. Also, there appears to be a general tendency for the lax vowels to occur in low tone syllables. In the pair [ə, ɔ], I have used ɔ for lack of an appropriate symbol. It should be pronounced as the tensed counterpart of the schwa [ə] sound.

18. Front Vowels

The four front vowels in Bafut are /i/ high, /ɪ/ high, /e/ mid high and /ɛ/ mid low. The tongue position for /i/ is slightly lower than that for cardinal vowel 1 with lips decidedly spread. For the lax counterpart /ɪ/, the tongue position is decidedly lower and more centralized. For /e/ and /ɛ/, the lips are spread and the tongue is midway between the roof and the floor of the mouth. The four front vowels contrast in the following words:

/i/ /ɪ/ /e/ /ɛ/

ǹ-fì ‘face’
fi‘ì ‘become black’
fi‘i ‘remove!’
ǹ-fè ‘earth/soil/ground’
féè ‘slap!’
fé’è ‘organise a feast!’
The Bafut high front vowel is not as high as the English counterpart. It is generally realized at a level lower than that of ordinary high vowels but higher than the level at which mid high vowels are realized. There is very little contrast between the mid high vowel /e/ and other front vowels. The absence of this contrast, coupled with the fact that /e/ is attested in a very small number of words, suggests the possibility that either the mid high /e/ is gradually dying out of use or it is merging with mid low /e/ into a single phonological unit.

19. Central Vowels

Of the four central vowels in Bafut, /i/ is high, /ə/ and /ɜ/ are mid while /a/ is low. All four are pronounced with the lips in a neutral position. High /i/ and mid /ə/ are very similar in pronunciation the only difference being that the tongue is closer to the roof of the mouth in /i/ than in /ə/. Three of the Bafut central vowels contrast in the following set of words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/i/</th>
<th>/ə/</th>
<th>/ɜ/</th>
<th>/a/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fí ‘it (cl.19)’</td>
<td>fò ‘where’</td>
<td>fā ‘give’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à-tfí ‘half’</td>
<td>à-tôd ‘calabash’</td>
<td>à-táá ‘deep hole’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñ-dì ‘witch’</td>
<td>ñ-dôd ‘penis’</td>
<td>ñ-dàà ‘trap’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-bì ‘stem/trunk’</td>
<td>m-bôd ‘chalk’</td>
<td>m-báá ‘embankment’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tì ‘get’</td>
<td>tô ‘stand/walk!’</td>
<td>táá ‘line up!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong/well’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jό ‘sing’</td>
<td>jɔ ‘see’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fourth central vowel [ɜ] is very rare in the language. From the data collected for this study, it appears only three times: in the verb [jɔ] ‘see’, the person name [jɔ] and the question tag marker [jɔ]. An appropriate minimal pair of words contrasting this vowel and some other mid vowel in the language could not be found. However, a contrast such as in /jɔ ‘see’ and jɔ ‘sing’ suggests its phonemic status.

20. Back Vowels

The four back vowels are /u/ high tense, /u/ high lax, /o/ mid high, and /ɔ/ mid low. The tongue position for /u/ is somewhat lower than that for cardinal vowel 8 but the lips are fully rounded. For the lax counterpart /u/, the tongue position is even lower and more centralized. /o/ and /ɔ/ are also produced with fully rounded lips which are slightly protruding. The tongue is mid way between the floor and the roof of the mouth. The distinctive property of these four vowels is illustrated in the following contrasts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/u/</th>
<th>/u/</th>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>/ɔ/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lù ‘become full’</td>
<td>ló ‘bite!’</td>
<td>lò ‘beg!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nwù ‘honey’</td>
<td>nò ‘body’</td>
<td>nó ‘snake’</td>
<td>i-nò ‘crowd’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bwù ‘transform!’</td>
<td>bó ‘hunt!’</td>
<td>bó ‘build!’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The high back unrounded vowel [ui] occurs in a very small number of words in the language. Some of the words in which this sound is attested are ‘jump’, ‘show’, ‘commandment/will’. This vowel is another source of controversy in the grammar of Bafut. It does not feature in earlier studies such as Mfonyam (1989), Ambe (1989), Tamanji (1986, 1999), etc. In the earlier works, the words in which this sound is attested are transcribed with the high central unrounded vowel [i]. Because of its contrastive distribution with closely related vowels such as u, o, and e, I treat it as a separate phoneme in the language.

2.2. Vowel Length

Vowel length in Bafut, as in many Bantu languages, is contrastive. This is illustrated below.

(21)  à-tì  ‘tree/stick’  à-bà  ‘birth mark’  à-bò  ‘hand’
     à-tì  ‘waist’  à-bàà  ‘bag’  à-bóò  ‘hunt’
     à-bè  ‘blemish’  à-lò  ‘fishing’  à-bwù  ‘wood ash’
     à-bèè  ‘case/outside’  à-lòò  ‘tongue/blood’  à-bùù  ‘rib bone’

2.3. Distribution of Vowels

All the vowels of Bafut can occur in syllable or word final position. There is however a restriction as to which vowel can occur in affixes. Only nouns and related modifying constituents in Bafut have prefixes. In these prefixes, only the vowels a and ì can occur. In suffixes on the other hand, occurrence is restricted to ì and ø. Long vowels are restricted to occurring in word-final position. Except in derived environments, and in very rare instances, a long vowel never occurs in word medial position.

3. Tones

In this section, I sketch out the tone system of Bafut limiting the discussion to an inventory of phonemic tones in the language. Tonal processes in Bafut are numerous; probably an indication that diachronically, the language has lost many segments (TBUs) whose tones now manifest as floating tones. However, a detailed study of these tonal processes is way beyond the scope of this book. In the following section, I will briefly comment on only those tone processes that have a direct bearing on the discussion in subsequent chapters. For a more detailed discussion of tonal processes in Bafut, see Mfonyam (1989) and Neba (1998), (2004), (2006), (2007). Bafut has two level (register) phonemic tones: H (high), and L (low). The data in (22) illustrates the phonemic contrasts between the two level tones.
In a language with a two way tone contrast the following 3 tone patterns are generally possible on disyllabic roots:

(23) a. HH  
    b. HL  
    c. LL  

These patterns occur on disyllabic noun roots in Bafut as illustrated in (24).

(24) a. tíítá ‘pepper’  
    b. mánnì ‘step sister’  
    c. ǹ-gò́̀ò ‘stone’  

A LH pattern, which is another very plausible combination in a two-way tone contrast is not very evident in Bafut because of a general lowering process which lowers a H tone immediately after a L. Thus, in a possible LH pattern, the H would be realized at a level lower than that for ordinary high tones. This general lowering shows up in nouns with a high tone root and a low tone prefix. For instance, if a low tone prefix is affixed to the high tone roots in column I below the root high tone is lowered as in column II. I indicate lowering using the down arrow ↓. It is hard to say with certainty whether the high tone is lowered to mid or simply down stepped although my judgments lean more towards down stepping.

(25) I     II
    ø-títá  bi-↓títá  ‘pepper(s)’  
    ø-lú’ú  bi-↓lú’ú  ‘spoon(s)’  
    ø-lọ́ŋó  bi-↓lọ́ŋó  ‘horse(s)’  
    ø-fórrí  bi-↓fórrí  ‘rat(s)’  
    ø-tó’á  bi-↓tó’á  ‘tin(s)’  

In a very small number of words, the low tone on the noun prefix raises to a level close to mid when the noun stem bears a high tone. Compare the minimal pairs below in which the mid tone represents this raising.

(26) a. à-là’á ‘wound/sore’  
    b. à-lá’á ‘village/country’  
    c. nì-bóò ‘pumpkin’  
    d. ní-bóò ‘fear’  

This data is however insufficient to make a generalization about the existence of a tone assimilation process in which a high tone raises preceding L tones. A good number of words bear contour tones (falling and rising) in the language. I treat these contour tones as sequences of level tones for two principal reasons: (a) The number of contour tones is very limited and they have a restricted distribution, (b) Where a tone copying
rule applies to a contour tone, it copies only the final element of the contour and not both (see Mfonyam 1989:82 for an illustration of this copying process).

A very large number of other interesting tonal phenomena are attested in the grammar of the Bafut language. I however prefer to discuss these in the relevant sections where the associated morphological/syntactic facts are discussed. See for instance boundary tone association and H tone lowering in §3.1 where I treat the syllable structure of nouns, Tone docking in §6.3.1 where I treat the associative construction and H tone spreading in chapter 7 which discusses the verb group.

4. Syllable Structure

Bafut has open and close syllables attested in nouns, verbs and affixes. The basic syllable types are:

(27) a. CV nó fâ bì-
    ‘snake’ ‘give!’ ‘noun prefix’
    CVC sîŋ ‘bird’
    VC à ‘he/she/it’
    NV mbà ‘meat’ ‘nominalizer-like/love!’

We observe from these examples that the syllable structure consists of an obligatory syllable peak or nucleus V (vowel)/N (syllabic nasal) and an optional marginal consonant element which serves as either Onset or Coda. All the consonant phonemes presented in section 2.1.1. can appear in onset position. The coda position, on the other hand, is restricted to nasal consonants only. The nasal consonant which serves as an affix shares the same place of articulation features as the following consonant as illustrated below:

(28) a. m-fô ‘chief’
    b. ŋ-tôŋ ‘neck’
    c. ñ-dâ ‘house’
    d. ñ-kâm ‘a million’
    e. ñ-gû ‘skin’

The onset consonant can be labialized, palatalized or both labialized and palatalized. In such cases, the structure of the syllable is still (C)V(C) since labialization and palatalization are treated here as instances of consonant modification (and not as a second instance of a consonant in a CC cluster). The structure of the words in the examples below is as indicated.

(29) a. nwí CwV
    ‘machette’
    b. bjâ C3V
    ‘pear’
    c. gwjè CwjiV
    ‘court jester’
Another reason why these words are not treated as having a CCV/CCCv structure is that consonant clusters are not attested elsewhere in the language. Wherever a sequence of two or more consonants is found, the second/third is always a glide.

Conclusion
A lot more remains to be said about the sound system and syllable structure of the Bafut language. In fact, the discussion in this chapter should be considered simply as an “eye opener” to the complexity of the sound system of the language. Much still needs to be done, for instance, to determine the number and quality of Bafut vowels. I leave this rather prohibitive task to the phonologists. Also, I mentioned pre-nasalization earlier on in the chapter when presenting the sound inventory but this was not discussed anywhere else in the chapter. This is another area of the grammar of the language that needs a careful investigation. Finally, as I have just mentioned above, many tone processes remain undescribed. The same is true of a few segmental processes like vowel coalescence, central vowel raising, final nasal deletion, etc. The discussion of these processes, in my opinion, will be easier to understand if treated in the relevant sections of the work where the associated morphological/syntactic phenomena are discussed. So we just note that these phenomena exist but post-pone discussion of them until later.
Chapter 2
Noun classes and structure

Introduction

Four studies have been carried out on the structure of the noun in Bafut by Eastlack (1968), Dunstan (1971), Leroy (1979) and Mfonyam (1989). The first three studies are of a preliminary nature meant to serve for comparative purposes either within the larger framework of the Mbam-Nkam group or the Ngemba group of languages. Mfonyam’s work is the only one that focuses on the noun class system of Bafut alone without an eye to comparison. Although Mfonyam’s work is quite detailed, it was carried out against the background of the search for an appropriate tone marking system in Bafut orthography. These works have served as a basis for our description of the noun in Bafut. We have also drawn upon other works especially Ayuninjam (1998) which has proved very useful to our study because the noun class system of Mbili is in many ways similar to that of Bafut.

The present chapter describes the structure of the Bafut noun with attention focused primarily on the internal constituency of the noun. The first section briefly describes the syllable and tone patterns of the Bafut noun. Section 2 presents the classification of nouns into different morphological classes and suggests ways of handling some irregular nouns. Section 3 examines the gender system while section 4 presents the concord system.

1. Syllable structure and tone patterns of nouns

The stems of most Bafut nouns are either monosyllabic or bisyllabic. A few nouns have trisyllabic stems and a very small number, especially borrowed and derived nouns, have four syllables. Five syllables are attested only in compound nouns (see chapter 4). The prefix of the noun always bears a low tone in citation form. In presenting examples in this section and in the rest of the chapter, the prefix of the noun is separated from the stem by a hyphen (-).

1.1 Monosyllabic noun stems

Monosyllabic noun stems bear either a low or a high tone in citation form. These basic tones are often affected, in various ways, by phonetic factors such as intonation, stress and neighbouring tones. Following are some examples of monosyllabic noun stems and their basic tones.

| 1   | a.  m-bà  | ‘meat’       | h.  o-síŋ | ‘bird’       |
|     | b.  à-síŋ | ‘type of dance’ | i.  o-nwí | ‘cutlass’ |
|     | c.  i-kò  | ‘belt’       | j.  o-nó | ‘snake’ |
|     | d.  ní-kòŋ | ‘spear’     | k.  m-û  | ‘child’  |
|     | e.  fi-kùû | ‘small bed’ | l.  m-bî | ‘goat’   |
|     | f.  ñ-û | ‘person’ | m.  à-tû | ‘head’  |
|     | g.  o-lû | ‘tree rat’ | n.  à-bô | ‘hand’   |

The group of nouns in h-n is very interesting. While the nouns in k-n are realized with a falling contour tone on the stem, the tone on the stems of the nouns in h-j remains level high. Considering just the nouns in k-n, it seems reasonable to conclude that the low segment of the contour tone is a boundary low tone. This is borne out by the fact that when a noun modifier, e.g. a definite article, is added to these nouns, the low boundary tone is then realized on the modifier.
7. The \( \text{HH} \) pattern is found exclusively on the prefixless noun stems of class 1a. The HH pattern in these stems remains level high. When these stems take the low tone plural prefix, they pattern into two groups depending on how they react to the preceding L tone on the plural prefix. The H tone on both syllables of the nouns in (2a-d) is stepped (lowered). In the nouns in (2e-f) on the other hand, only the H on the first syllable is stepped (lowered). The H on the second syllable remains level H. It is difficult to say whether the H tones in these cases are lowered to mid or is simply a down stepped high. See Neba (2006 and 2008) for further discussion on these interesting tone phenomena.

1.2. Bisyllabic noun stems

Bisyllabic noun stems have various tone patterns. These are: HH, L-LL, L-HL, L- L̃H̃L.

\[(2)\] a. \( \text{ø-fôrí} \) ‘mouse’  m. \( \text{ni-bò’ò} \) ‘pumpkin’
b. \( \text{ø-lôngô} \) ‘horse’  n. \( \text{bi-bâti} \) ‘wine calabashes’
c. \( \text{ø-tò’ò} \) ‘tin’  o. \( \text{mì-lù’ù} \) ‘wine’
d. \( \text{ø-lù’ú} \) ‘spoon’  p. \( \text{à-mògò} \) ‘dew’
e. \( \text{ø-títá} \) ‘pepper’  q. \( \text{à-wùgì} \) ‘wall (of house)’
f. \( \text{ø-ñìñíñí} \) ‘tiny fly’  r. \( \text{à-kwúsì} \) ‘lid/cover’
g. \( \text{bi-fôrí} \) ‘mice’  s. \( \text{ni-ỳyò̀} \) ‘praying mantis’
h. \( \text{bi-lôngô} \) ‘horses’  t. \( \text{l-bífù} \) ‘questions’
i. \( \text{bi-tò’ò} \) ‘tins’  u. \( \text{à-kwè’è} \) ‘cough’
j. \( \text{bi-lù’ú} \) ‘spoons’  v. \( \text{à-kàrò} \) ‘English (language)’
k. \( \text{bi-títá} \) ‘peppers’  w. \( \text{à-bàrò} \) ‘madness/mad person’
l. \( \text{bi-ñìñíñí} \) ‘tiny flies’  x. \( \text{à-ŋírò} \) ‘aubergine (garden egg)’

The HH pattern is found exclusively on the prefixless noun stems of class 1a. The HH pattern in these stems remains level high. When these stems take the low tone plural prefix, they pattern into two groups depending on how they react to the preceding L tone on the plural prefix. The H tone on both syllables of the nouns in (2a-d) is stepped (lowered). In the nouns in (2e-f) on the other hand, only the H on the first syllable is stepped (lowered). The H on the second syllable remains level H. It is difficult to say whether the H tones in these cases are lowered to level of a M tone or to a level between M and H. For this reason, I have not indicated the lowering in the surface forms.

A low tone prefix also affects (steps) the first H in the L-HL pattern. The L-L̃H̃L pattern in (2t-x) is not very common and the few examples of nouns with this pattern are found in class 7. The H segment of the contour in this pattern is also realized as a stepped H.
1.3 Trisyllabic noun stems

Three-syllable noun stems are very few in Bafut. The tone patterns on these nouns include LLLL (3a – 3c), (L)-HHH (3d – 3e), L-HHL (3f – 3h), and L-HLL (3i – 3k).

(3) a. m-bəgîtì ‘insult’ i. n-súkà ‘friend’
   b. m-fà-’nì ‘blind person’ j. m-bǐndzɔrì ‘sheep’
   c. n-sàŋbèbè ‘court yard’ k. à-yà’tì ‘armpit’
   d. ò-kò’òsì ‘type of yam’
   e. ì-kìkò’ò ‘dumb persons’
   f. bì-básìkò ‘bicycles’
   g. à-bòřìkì ‘laziness’
   h. ò-tákúmbòŋ ‘type of juju’

Preceding low tones generally step a following high tone. In the L-HHH, and L-HHL patterns, the stepping effect extends onto the second H tone of the stem.

1.4 Quadrisyllabic nouns

The few quadrisyllabic nouns in Bafut belong in class 1a. It must be underscored here that these noun stems are complex and like the trisyllabic stems are derived from several morphemes. The tone patterns found on these nouns are: HHHL, HHLL, HHHH, and LHLL.

(4) a. ò-bá’ámìyà ‘millipede’
   b. ò-nàŋšbùrì ‘spring (water)’
   c. ò-tába’ànàm ‘butterfly’
   d. ò-kwímáŋkɔ ‘tortoise’
   e. ò-bù’ùtòtí ‘woodpecker’
   f. ò-kùntáji ‘a species of bananas’
   g. ò-tsíítákɔ̀ ‘wall cricket’
   h. ò-nágǐnɔŋɔ ‘chameleon’

When the class 2 plural prefix is attached to these nouns, the stepping effect proceeds as discussed above; that is, the first two high tones following the low on the prefix are stepped.

2. Noun classes

The noun can be defined simply as a word which denotes the name of a person or of a thing; concrete or abstract. It is a substantive generally composed of two formatives: a stem and an affix. In Bafut, as already mentioned in the previous section, the noun is composed of a stem and a prefix. Suffixes are generally not attested. The noun is the governing element in the nominal group as the form of the noun prefix influences the form of concord markers on pronouns, determiners, adjectives, etc. when these other parts of speech are concatenated with the noun. Bafut nouns are divided into "classes" and "class genders" according to the form of their prefixes and the concord pattern that the nouns trigger on related words. The same stem can appear with a different prefix depending on whether it is used in the singular or plural. Although this Bantu-
like "class" and "class gender" system exists in Bafut, no case can be made out of relating these prefixes to those of true Bantu. Following is a table of the noun class prefixes in Bafut compared with those of the proto Bantu system reconstructed in Meeusen (1980).

Table I: Bafut and Proto-Bantu noun class prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class N°</th>
<th>Proto-Bantu Prefix</th>
<th>Bafut Prefix</th>
<th>Class N°</th>
<th>Proto-Bantu Prefix</th>
<th>Bafut Prefix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mu-</td>
<td>N-, ø-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ba-</td>
<td>bì-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>µi-</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ma-</td>
<td>mì-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ì-</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although a formal relationship can be established (with much effort) between some proto-Bantu and Bafut noun class prefixes, there is very little else of any convincing nature that can be said about the relatedness of Bafut to Proto-Bantu noun classes.

The noun stem in Bafut is generally morphologically constant being subject to only phonological changes (especially tonal). On the other hand, prefixes may be interchanged to express number or to indicate the gender to which the noun belongs. Here are some examples where prefixes are interchanged to indicate number and gender.

(5) Change in number Change of gender
mì-fì "chief" bì-fì "chiefs" ī-kùù ‘bed’ fì-kùù ‘small bed’
à-bàà "bag" î-bàà "bags" ī-kùm ‘name’ ū-kùm ‘noble’
ì-bàà "wing" mì-bàà "wings" nì-kà’à ‘leg’ fì-kà’à ‘clog’

Bafut nouns pattern into 10 morphological classes (6 singular and 4 plural) according to the form of their prefixes and of the concordial agreement. The class and gender systems are the only clear features of proto Bantu that are attested in the Bafut noun morphology. Classes 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 19 are singular classes while classes 2, 6, 8, and 10 are plural classes. The classification of nouns into these different classes is based on (a) identity in nominal prefixes, (b) singular-plural pairing, and, most important, (c) identity in the system of concords. The numbering system is that proposed by Bleek (1862) and Meinhof (1899). I present the different classes below along with their salient characteristics.

2.1 Noun class 1 / ø-, N/

Class 1 nouns are subdivided into two subclasses based on the prefixes of the nouns. The nouns in all two subclasses, however form their plural in the same class (class 2) and employ the same concord elements in larger nominal constructions. Semantically, class 1 nouns refer to animate entities, and primarily to the subcategory human: their kinship roles, and their occupations or professions. Borrowed words also belong in this class. The two subclasses identified are:

A. Noun class 1a / ø-/
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The nouns in this subclass have a zero prefix. Loan words into the language belong in this class. A few animal names are also found in this class. Examples of nouns in this sub-class are:

(6) a. œ-lú́ú ‘spoon’  
b. œ-kářì ‘ring (finger)’  
c. œ-síŋ ‘bird’  
d. œ-sářì ‘witch’  
e. œ-fóřì ‘rat’  
f. œ-káá ‘crab’  
g. œ-mánɡòřì ‘mango’  
h. œ-láŋfi ‘orange’  
i. œ-bjá ‘pear’  
j. œ-máńtʃ̣á ‘pineapple’  
k. œ-fíláwà ‘flower’  
l. œ-mítù ‘motor car’  
m. œ-báá ‘bar’  
n. œ-tábèrò ‘table’  
o. œ-bóádà ‘powder’  
p. œ-bíŋgísì ‘hinge (door)’  
q. œ-láŋgí ‘lock’  
r. œ-reá ‘radio’  
s. œ-máń ‘step sister’  
t. œ-máń ‘step sister’  
u. œ-náŋgí ‘mother-in-law’

B. Noun class 1b / N-/  

Class 1b nouns have a homorganic nasal prefix. Examples of nouns in this sub-class are:

(7) a. m-fá ‘chief’  
b. n-dímá ‘friend/close relation’  
c. n-dóó ‘husband’  
d. n-díi ‘witch’  
e. n-jářì ‘thief’  
f. n-kúm ‘noble’  
g. m-fá’ñí ‘blind person’  
h. m-bwíŋkà ‘lame person’  
i. n-súkà ‘friend’  
j. m-ú ‘child’  
k. m-àŋgí ‘woman’  
l. n-ú ‘person’

A very small number of nouns that belong in this class (by virtue of the concord elements they trigger) begin with the vowel á. Examples are ànsáŋ ‘corn/maize’, àndōŋá ‘sweet potato’ àŋkáŋá ‘rooster’, àntābà ‘tobacco’. This vowel does not participate in determining concord as the concord elements associated with these nouns are the same as those associated with other nouns in this class which begin with the homorganic nasal consonant (see section 3 for a description of the concord). For this reason, we will treat the initial á as an augment and maintain the following nasal consonant as the class prefix since it is the one that actually determines concord. Notice in passing that the initial vowel á in the singular forms, is not attested in the speech of some speakers. However, it is attested in the plural forms for all speakers, e.g. bànsáŋ ‘cobs of corn/maize’, bàndōŋá ‘sweet potatoes’ bàŋkáŋá ‘roosters’, bàntābà ‘tobacco (types of)’.

The last three nouns in the examples in (7) ‘child’, ‘woman’ and ‘person’ are irregular forms in the sense that they constitute the few instances in Bafut where a noun stem does not begin with a consonant. The stems of these forms may be regarded as the product of a kind of elision between an earlier prefix and the stem. As we will see immediately below, plural formation also exhibits the same irregularity.
Another irregular noun that should belong in this class is the word for ‘wife’ ḣgwe. This noun is never used without a modifier such as possessive or determiner. Also, it has no plural form; rather, the plural form - bàŋjè ‘women’ is used where ‘wives’ is intended.

2.2. Noun class 2 / bî- /

Noun class 2 is the plural class for class 1 nouns. Nouns in this class take the prefix bî-. When prefixed to a stem that begins with a vowel, the vowel and tone of the prefix are dropped and the prefix consonant then fuses with the noun stem. Examples of class 2 nouns are:

\[(8)\]

| a. bî-lú’ú   | ‘spoons’   | k. bî-fô   | ‘chiefs’   |
| b. bî-kàrî  | ‘rings (finger)’ | l. bî-límò | ‘friends’ |
| c. bî-sîj    | ‘birds’    | m. bî-lôò  | ‘husbands’ |
| d. bî-sòrà   | ‘witches’ | n. bî-liò   | ‘witches’ |
| e. bî-fôrî   | ‘rats’    | o. bî-jôrô | ‘thieves’ |
| f. bî-kàá    | ‘crabs’   | p. bî-kùm  | ‘nobles’ |
| g. bî-mâŋgôrî  | ‘mangoes’  | r. bî-bwînkì | ‘lame persons’ |
| h. bî-låmﬁ | ‘oranges’ | s. bî-fô’ònì | ‘women’ |
| i. bî-bjå   | ‘pears’  | t. bî-tsô’ô | ‘bodyguards’ |
| j. bî-mântjô | ‘pineapples’ | u. bî-nôhìsì | ‘female-in-laws’ |

In forming the plural of the irregular nouns noted in class 1b above in which the nasal prefix is preceded by the vowel à the vowel is maintained: ànsâŋ/bànsâŋ ‘(cob(s) of) corn/maize’, àndôŋ/bàndôŋ ‘sweet potato(es)’ and àŋkôgô/bàŋkôgô ‘roosters’. In these plural forms, the vowel prefix à is deleted by a general vowel deletion rule which targets one of two vowels in a tautosyllabic sequence. The deletion process in this situation however deviates slightly from the norm: it is generally V₂ that is deleted in such contexts but in this case, deletion targets V₁. This is however not surprising since V₂ is considered part of the stem and as we know, phonological processes more easily affect prefixes than they do stems/roots.

The plural forms of the irregular nouns noted above in class 1b are as follows: mú/bô ‘child/children’, màŋgô/bàŋgô ‘woman/women/wives’, jù/bô ‘person/people’. Across a wide range of Grassfields bantu languages, these same nouns exhibit similar irregularities. See also Atindogbe (2007) for Coastal Bantu languages.

Proper names form their plural in this class. The plural of proper names is used in one of two ways; either (a) as a regular plural indicating more than one person of the particular name, or (b) to indicate the person and the people who are with him/her, those under his/her charge.

**e.g.**

nibà’à  "A Bafut name commonly spelt as Niba/Neba in English Orthography"

bî-nibà’à  "All persons called Niba"

bî-nibà’à  "Niba and his people"

2.3. Noun class 3
Class 3 nouns are subdivided into subclass 3a and 3b. The two subclasses have different prefixes but the nouns in both classes behave alike with regard to plural formation and agreement marking. Nouns from both subclasses form their plural in class 6. The prefix for class 3a nouns is  ámb while that of class 3b is N-.

**A. Noun class 3a / ámb/**

(9) a.  ámb-fà’à ‘job/work/employment’
   b.  ámb-sá’à ‘case (law court)’
   c.  ámb-bò’à ‘mushroom’
   d.  ámb-lhì ‘ant’
   e.  ámb-lòj ‘shoot of raffia palm’
   f.  ámb-bìì ‘trunk (of a person)’
   g.  ámb-tìì ‘inner strength’
   h.  ámb-kòò ‘song’
   i.  ámb-kùù ‘bed’
   j.  ámb-kùm ‘name’
   k.  ámb-kòj ‘ladder’
   l.  ámb-túj ‘night/darkness’
   m.  ámb-kxì ‘cane’

**B. Noun class 3b / N-/**

(10) a.  n-bàj ‘kernel/palm nut’
   b.  n-báì ‘cliff’
   c.  n-tìf ‘heart’
   d.  n-tòj ‘neck’
   e.  n-gàj ‘root’
   f.  n-gárì ‘gun’
   g.  n-gòò ‘porcupine’
   h.  n-tsù ‘mouth’
   i.  n-dòd ‘penis’
   j.  n-gòd ‘gutter’
   k.  n-sòd ‘farm’
   l.  n-kùù ‘tail’
   m.  n-kxì ‘water/stream’
   n.  n-dòj ‘metal ring/telephone’
   o.  n-kèjì ‘rope’
   p.  n-dígì ‘climber stem’

Class 3b and class 1b nouns have some characteristics in common. For instance, they have the same homorganic nasal prefix and they take identical concord elements in many contexts. On the surface, such similarities might suggest that we are dealing with one and the same class. There is however reason to maintain the two as separate classes. First, whereas class 1b nouns form their plural in class 2, class 3b nouns form theirs either in class 6 or class 10. Secondly, the identity in the concord elements that both classes take is only apparent. On the surface it looks like the possessive pronoun for both classes is the same. Compare the possessive for the class 1b nouns in (11A) below to that of the class 3b nouns in (11B).
Though the possessive pronoun in both (11A) and (11B) is segmentally identical, there is a significant difference in the tones. Whereas the class 1b possessive bears a L tone, that of class 3b bears a H_eL tone.

Another significant difference between the two classes is attested in the morpheme that marks agreement between a noun from any of the two classes and a modifying adjective and quantifier ‘every’. This agreement morpheme is prefixed to the modifier as illustrated below.

On the one hand, whereas the adjective prefix for class 1b nouns contains a final homorganic nasal consonant, that of class 3b nouns does not. On the other hand, the quantifier ‘every’ takes a homorganic nasal prefix when used with class 1b nouns but takes a null morpheme when used with class 3b nouns.

A last difference between class 1b and class 3b nouns concerns the formation of plurals. While the nasal prefix of class 1b nouns always alternates with the plural prefix of class 2 (m-f3/bi-f3 ‘chief(s)’) the nasal prefix of class 3b nouns which form their plural in class 6 is inseparable from the stem such that the plural prefix is pre-prefixed to the nasal (n-tsù/mì-n-tsù ‘mouth(s)’).

The fact that nasal (singular) prefix is maintained in the plural form of class 3b nouns raises the ultimate question of whether we should not assign a ø- (null) prefix to this class and treat the nasal as part of the stem. This question also applies to other classes like 9 and 10 which have a nasal prefix. For the purpose of consistency with the Proto-Bantu system and with the description of related Grassfields Bantu languages (Hyman (1980), Welmers (1973)), Ayuninjam (1995) I will maintain the homorganic nasal as the prefix for these classes and simply refer to them as inseparable prefixes which are probably undergoing reanalysis as part of the stem in Bafut and in a wide range of Grassfields Bantu languages.

2.4. Noun class 5 / mì- /
Class 5 contains quite a good number of the nouns in Bafut. Most body parts and abstract nouns belong in this class. This class also contains many names of objects which normally exist in pairs such as “arm”, “leg”, “twins”, etc. Some examples of nouns in this class are given below.

(14) a. ni-li’i ‘eye’ k. ni-dörü ‘play/joy’
b. ni-lwî ‘nose’ l. ni-yà’ô ‘cry’
c. ni-tù’ù ‘hip’ m. ni-yàà ‘speech/language/noise’
d. ni-sòñ ‘tooth’ n. ni-bö’ô ‘pumpkin’
e. ni-ká’à ‘leg’ o. ni-bàn ‘flute’
f. ni-yà’à ‘jaw’ p. ni-mfà’å ‘twin’
g. ni-sá’à ‘buttock’ q. ni-dòò ‘goitre (a disease)’
h. ni-tòñ ‘navel’ r. ni-yó’ô ‘marriage’
i. ni-làn ‘love charm’ s. ni-kàn ‘barn/sky’
j. ni-bö’ô ‘fear’ t. ni-wjè ‘laughter’

2.5. Noun class 6 / mì-/ 

Noun class 6, as in many other Bantu languages, has merged Proto-Benue Congo classes 6 and 6a as the membership of this class in Bafut is heterogenous, partly consisting of plurals mainly of class 5 and also of mass nouns. This class also contains the plurals of some class 3, 9 and 19 nouns. Although the majority of mass nouns are contained in this class, others are also found in class 1, some in class 7 and some in class 9. The prefix for class 6 is mì-. Following are examples of class 6 nouns.

(15) a. mì-kòrì ‘feet’ k. mì-wàn ‘porridge’
b. mì-lwî ‘nostrils’ l. mì-lù’ù ‘palm wine’
c. mì-tù’ù ‘hips’ m. mì-yàà ‘languages’
d. mì-sòñ ‘teeth’ n. mì-bö’ô ‘pumpkins’
e. mì-ká’à ‘legs’ o. mì-bàn ‘flutes’
f. mì-yà’à ‘jaws’ p. mì-mfà’å ‘twin’
g. mì-sá’à ‘buttocks’ q. mì-yó’ô ‘marriages’
h. mì-tòñ ‘navels’ r. mì-bè ‘liver’
i. mì-wùrì ‘oil’ s. mì-kàn ‘barns’
j. mì-kàà ‘gun powder’ t. mì-ngòò ‘plantains’
k. mì-lìñù ‘sorrow/pity/sadness’

At times, in front of some oral consonants such as b and k, the prefix loses its vowel and the nasal homorganises with the stem oral consonant. In some cases, the root-initial consonant is deleted along with the prefix vowel making it difficult to separate the prefix from the stem. This is illustrated below.

(16) a. /mì-bô/ → [m-bô] ‘breasts’
b. /mì-kwéë/ → [ŋ-kwéë] ‘arms’
c. /mì-li’i/ → [m-i’i] ‘eyes’

This process is not general (compare the examples in (16) to those in (15a, e, j, n, o, r, and s). Given that this change does not apply in all contexts in this class, it would not be very plausible
to attribute it to a synchronic phonological process. I rather suggest that some nouns such as those in (16) are undergoing a major revision which, with time, might end in a change in the morphological class.

2.6. Noun class 7 / à-/ 

The prefix for noun class 7 is à which seems to have been adopted from the Proto-Bantu class 12 prefix ka with a subsequent loss of the initial consonant. The concord system however does not resemble either that of Proto-Bantu class 7 or class 12. Class 7 contains the largest number of nouns in Bafut. Some body parts and household utensils fall within this class. It is also composed of nouns designating material objects, instruments and vegetation. The class also contains abstract nouns designating a state, e.g. ‘idleness’, ‘nothingness’, etc. A substantial number of nouns in this class form their plural in class 8.

(17) a. à-bà’à ‘door’
    b. à-løŋ ‘chair’
    c. à-bè’è ‘shoulder’
    d. à-kørì ‘foot’
    e. à-tú ‘head’
    f. à-kàŋ ‘pan’
    g. à-sò ‘hoe’
    h. à-køŋ ‘umbrella’
    i. à-bø ‘hand’
    j. à-dòò ‘groin’
    k. à-bø̀rkì ‘laziness’
    l. à-dàŋ’dàŋ ‘nothingness’
    m. à-lè̤ntú ‘stupidity’
    n. à-bǿrì ‘a fool’
    o. à-bàrò ‘madness, mad person’
    p. à-tsá’á ‘rudeness, disrespect’
    q. à-là ‘wound’
    r. à-là ’è ‘village/country’
    s. à-bù’ù ‘slave’
    t. à-lè ‘curse’

2.7. Noun class 8 /í/-

Class 8 seems to have merged Proto-Bantu classes 8 and 13. The merger resulted in the retention (and subsequent modification) of the Proto-Bantu class 13 prefix í and the class 8 concord system. Bafut Class 8 is the plural class for class 7 nouns. The prefix for this class is í- which is, coincidentally, identical in form to the prefix of class 3a. The two, however, differ in function: whereas the í- of class 3a marks the singular form, that of class 8 marks the plural. In addition to this, both differ with respect to the agreement morpheme they trigger in larger nominal constructions. The following are examples of class 8 nouns.

(18) a. í-bà’á ‘doors’
    b. í-løŋ ‘chairs’
    c. í-bè’è ‘shoulders’
    d. í-bùù ‘ridges’
    e. í-tú ‘heads’
    f. í-kàŋ ‘pans’
    g. í-sò ‘hoses’
    h. í-køŋ ‘umbrellas’
    i. í-bàŋ ‘cliffs’
    j. í-dòò ‘groins’
    k. í-bà ‘bags’
    l. í-tò ‘calabashes’
    m. í-lè̤ntú ‘stupid persons’
    n. í-bǿrì ‘fools’
    o. í-bàrò ‘mad persons’
    p. í-tà ‘snails’
    r. í-là ‘wounds’
    s. í-là ‘villages/countries’
    t. í-bù’ù ‘slaves’
    u. í-lè ‘curses’

2.8. Noun class 9 / N/- /
Class 9 contains mostly animal names. This class has the same homorganic nasal prefix as classes 1b and 3b. The three classes however differ in plural formation and in the agreement patterns they provoke in larger nominal constructions. The following are examples of class 9 nouns.

(19) a. ǹ-bû  ‘dog’
    b. ǹ-bî  ‘goat/sheep’
    c. ǹ-kaà  ‘monkey’
    d. ǹ-bà  ‘meat’
    e. ǹ-gwû  ‘chicken’
    f. ǹ-dzàå  ‘axe’
    g. ǹ-dʒà  ‘soup’
    h. ǹ-fè  ‘soil/ground/earth’
    i. ǹ-dà  ‘house’
    j. ǹ-dʒŋ  ‘thorn’
    k. n-àå  ‘animal’
    l. n-ô  ‘snake’

2.9. Noun class 10 / N-

Class 10 is the plural class for nouns in class 9. Some nouns in classes 3, 7 and 19 also form their plural in this class. Class 10 has the same prefix as classes 9, 1b and 3b but it is treated as a separate class first because it is a plural class and second because it takes a set of concord elements different from those of any of the other classes. The examples below are class 10 nouns.

(20) a. ǹ-bû  ‘dogs’
    b. ǹ-bî  ‘goats/sheep’
    c. ǹ-kaà  ‘monkeys’
    d. ǹ-bàŋ  ‘nuts/kernels’
    e. ǹ-gwû  ‘chickens/fowls’
    f. ǹ-dzàå  ‘axes’
    g. ǹ-dá’á  ‘swallow birds’
    h. ǹ-sàkèè  ‘frogs’
    i. ǹ-dà  ‘houses’
    j. ǹ-dʒŋ  ‘thorns’
    k. n-àå  ‘animals’
    l. n-ô  ‘snakes’

As we observe from these examples, the prefixes of class 10 nouns are identical to class 9 nouns. The singular/plural distinction is signaled only by the concord elements, raised intonation on the noun stem and at times by context of use.

As we mentioned earlier in this chapter (see section 2.3) although the prefix of class 9 nouns does not change in the plural form, we have decided to maintain the nasal consonant as the prefix of classes 9 and 10 for the sake of consistency with the Proto-Bantu system and with the description of related Grassfields Bantu languages (Hyman (1980), Welmers (1973)), Ayuninjam (1995) I will maintain the homorganic nasal as the prefix for these classes and simply refer to them as inseparable prefixes which are probably undergoing reanalysis as part of the stem in Bafut and in a wide range of Grassfields Bantu languages.

2.10 Noun class 19 / fi-

Most nouns that refer to diminutives and long objects belong in this class. The majority of nouns form their plural in class 6. Others form theirs in class 10. The prefix of this class is fi-

(21) a. fi-ndʒòò  ‘toad’
    g. fi-kùù  ‘small bed’
b. ɓi-bwè  ‘fish’  h. ɓi-ndẓ̄η  ‘star’
c. ɓi-tɔ̀s  ‘small calabash’  i. ɓi-nsâŋ  ‘broom’
d. ɓi-ŋgwâŋ  ‘salt’  j. ɓi-ŋkóbî  ‘statue’
e. ɓi-n tà  ‘fruit’  k. ɓi-tà  ‘dry seeds’
f. ɓi-nà’á  ‘type of fruit’  l. ɓi-kwî  ‘firewood’

The stems of some nouns in this class have an initial homorganic nasal consonant (see for example (a), (d), (f) and (g)). This feature is also attested in some nouns scattered in other classes. For example:

(22) a. nì-n่อง̀  ‘plantain’  (class 5)
    b. nì-mfá’á  ‘twins’  (class 5)
c. mì-ntî  ‘hearts’  (class 6)
d. mì-ŋgâŋ  ‘roots’  (class 6)
e. mì-mfá’á  ‘twins’  (class 6)

The homorganic nasal consonant, as we have observed, is a regular prefix for classes 1b, 3b, 9 and 10 nouns. Its occurrence as stem initial consonant in this group of nouns in classes 19, 6 and 5 is quite an exception. My guess is that this nasal consonant is an old prefix which has undergone a metanalysis and has, in effect, become part of the stem in the examples in (121-22)\(^1\).

3. Gender system

The noun classes presented above can be paired with respect to a singular-plural opposition. The 10 classes constitute 6 singular and 4 plural classes which in turn are paired into 6 major genders, 5 minor genders and a couple of single class genders. The table below illustrates the pairing of the noun classes into genders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N.cl.</th>
<th>Pref.</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>N.cl.</th>
<th>Pref.</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a)</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>Ỳ-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>bi-</td>
<td>b̀-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b)</td>
<td>N-</td>
<td>Ỳ-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Mutaka (2003) proposes an alternative analysis for similar cases in Ewondo where he considers the nasal element as the primary prefix. What I call the regular prefix (i.e. ɓi, nì, and mì), he treats as pre-prefixes.
In the table, the noun classes, noun prefixes and concord consonants are indicated. Following each concord consonant is a floating tone associated with the class. The concord consonants and the related floating tones will be treated in greater detail in the next section. Full lines in the table indicate major genders while broken lines indicate minor genders. The following paired genders therefore exist in Bafut:

Major genders: 1/2, 3/6, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 19/6.

Minor genders: 3b/10, 7/6, 7/10, 9/6, 19/10.

The semantic contents of the classes and genders vary a lot making it difficult to give a general semantic characterization of any particular class or gender. However, considering related studies (Hyman ed. (1981), Leroy (1977b) and Ayuninjam (1998)), the following general semantic relationships can be posited for the different classes/genders in Bafut:

Humans: 1b/2
Loan words: 1a/2
Animals/Birds: 9/10, 1/2, 7/8
Insects: 3/6, 7/8, 9/10
Abstracts: 7
Mass/Liquids: 6
Body parts: 5/6, 7/8
Gerunds: 9
Vegetation: 7/8
Diminutives: 19/6
Heavenly bodies: 1/2, 9, 19/6

Following are examples of nouns in the different genders.

3.1. Major genders

(i) Gender 1/2 (humans, animals, borrowed words)

(23) a. m-fɔ/bi-fɔ ‘chief(s)’
   b. n-dim/bi-lìm ‘friend(s)’
   c. n-dóò/bi-lódò ‘husband(s)’
   d. n-dìì/bì-lìì ‘witch(es)’
   e. n-yàrò/bi-yàrò ‘thief/thieves’
   f. n-kùm/bì-kùm ‘ambassador(s)’
   g. m-ú/b-ò ‘child(ren)’
   j. ø-fórfi/bì-fórfi ‘rat(s)’
   k. ø-síŋ/bì-síŋ ‘bird(s)’
   l. ø-káá/bì-káá ‘crab(s)’
   m. ø-lóŋò/bì-lóŋò ‘horse(s)’
   n. ø-niláwà/bì-niláwà ‘flower(s)’
   o. ø-tàbëri/bì-tàbëri ‘table(s)’
   p. ø-bíŋgisi/bì-bíŋgisi ‘hinge(s)’

In the table, the noun classes, noun prefixes and concord consonants are indicated. Following each concord consonant is a floating tone associated with the class. The concord consonants and the related floating tones will be treated in greater detail in the next section. Full lines in the table indicate major genders while broken lines indicate minor genders. The following paired genders therefore exist in Bafut:

Major genders: 1/2, 3/6, 5/6, 7/8, 9/10, 19/6.

Minor genders: 3b/10, 7/6, 7/10, 9/6, 19/10.

The semantic contents of the classes and genders vary a lot making it difficult to give a general semantic characterization of any particular class or gender. However, considering related studies (Hyman ed. (1981), Leroy (1977b) and Ayuninjam (1998)), the following general semantic relationships can be posited for the different classes/genders in Bafut:

Humans: 1b/2
Loan words: 1a/2
Animals/Birds: 9/10, 1/2, 7/8
Insects: 3/6, 7/8, 9/10
Abstracts: 7
Mass/Liquids: 6
Body parts: 5/6, 7/8
Gerunds: 9
Vegetation: 7/8
Diminutives: 19/6
Heavenly bodies: 1/2, 9, 19/6

Following are examples of nouns in the different genders.

3.1. Major genders

(i) Gender 1/2 (humans, animals, borrowed words)
h. m-æŋgiè/b-æŋgiè ‘woman/women’ r. ø-lógi/bi-lógi ‘lock(s)’
i. ṭ-ù/b-ò ‘person(s)’ s. ø-máŋgɔrì/bi-máŋgɔrì ‘mango(es)’

(ii) Gender 3/6 (Insects, assorted words)

(24) a. i-fà’á/mì-fà’á ‘job(s)’ k. i-kòò/mì-kòò "song(s)"
b. i-sá’á/mì-sá’á ‘case(s)’ (law l. i-kùù/mì-kùù ‘bed(s)’
c. i-bò’ó/mì-bò’ó ‘mushroom(s)’ m i-kùù/mì-kùù "name(s)"
d. i-lhí/mì-lhî ‘ant(s)’ n. i-túgì/mì-túgì "night(s)"
e. i-lǹg/mì-lǹg ‘shoot(s)’ of. i-kɔ’á/mì-kɔ’á ‘ladder(s)’
f. m-bàá/mì-mbàá ‘cliff(s)’ p. ñ-tsù/mì-ntsù "mouth(s)"
g. h-ṭíi/mì-ntí ‘heart(s)’ q. h-sòò/mì-nśòò ‘farm(s)’
h. h-ṭò/mì-ntò ‘neck(s)’ r. ñ-tò/mì-ntò ‘bud/young shoot(s)’
i. ṭ-gàři/mì-ngàři ‘gun(s)’ s. ṭ-kùù/mì-ńkùù ‘tail(s)’
j. ṭ-gàŋ/mì-ngàŋ "root(s)’” t. ṭ-kìři/mì-ńkìři ‘rope(s)’

(iii) Gender 5/6 (body parts and assorted nouns)

(25) a. nì-kwéë/h-kwéë ‘arm(s)’ k. nì-dóři/mì-dóři ‘play(s)’
b. nì-lwì/mì-lwì ‘nose(s)’ l. nì-yà’ò/mì-yà’ò ‘cry’
c. nì-tǜ’ù/mì-tǜ’ù ‘hip(s)’ m nì-ghàà/mì-ghàà ‘speech(e)s/language(s)
   .
d. nì-sọŋ/mì-sọŋ ‘tooth/teeth’ n. nì-bò’ó/mì-bò’ó ‘pumpkin(s)’
e. nì-kà’á/mì-kà’á ‘leg(s)’ o. nì-bàŋ/mì-bàŋ ‘flute(s)’
f. nì-tò/mì-tò ‘navel(s)’ p. nì-fùrì/mì-fùrì ‘feather(s)’
g. nì-gò/mì-gò ‘chest(s)’ q. nì-kǹg/mì-kǹg ‘spear(s)’
h. nì-bà/mì-bà ‘wing(s)’ r. nì-kìŋ/mì-kìŋ ‘pipe(s)(tobacco)’
i. nì-sà’á/mì-sà’á ‘buttock(s)’ s. nì-wéë/mì-wéë ‘pebble(s)/ice block’
j. nì-yà’á/mì-yà’á ‘jaw(s)’ t. nì-kùù/mì-kùù ‘bean(s)’

(iv) Gender 7/8 (body parts, household utensils, birds, insects, vegetation, etc.)

(26) a. à-dòò/i-dòò ‘groin(s)’ k. à-kìkúŋ/h-kiŋúŋ ‘owl(s)’
b. à-fù/i-fù ‘waist(s)’ l. à-ntsìwàŋ/h-ntsìwàŋ ‘dirt-eating bird(s)’
c. à-bè’è/i-bè’è ‘shoulder(s)’ m. à-lìlòó/i-lìlòó ‘bat(s)’
d. à-tòŋnì/i-tòŋnì ‘ear(s)’ n. à-ntsìnà/i-ntsìnà ‘cricket(s)’
e. à-tù/i-tù ‘head(s)’ o. à-mbènù/i-mbènù ‘honey bee(s)’
f. à-kàn/i-kàn ‘pan(s)’ p. à-bò/bi-bò ‘weevil(s)’
g. à-sò/i-sò ‘hoe(s)’ q. à-fù/i-fù ‘leaf/medicine(s)’
h. à-kòn/i-kòn ‘umbrella(s)’ r. à-tì/i-tì ‘tree(s)/stick(s)’
i. à-tòd/i-tòd ‘calabash(es)’ s. à-yù/i-dù ‘yam(s)’
j. à-bàà/i-bàà ‘bag(s)’ t. à-sísòŋ/i-sísòŋ ‘elephant grass’
(v) Gender 9/10 (Animals, birds, assorted nouns)

(27) a. m-bû/m-bû ‘dog(s)’
   b. m-bǐ/m-bǐ ‘goat/sheep(s)’
   c. ŋ-kàà/ŋ-kàà ‘monkey(s)’
   d. m-bin/m-bin ‘penis’
   e. ŋ-gjá/ŋ-gjá ‘antelope(s)’
   f. ŋ-gwû/ŋ-gwû ‘chicken(s)’
   g. ŋ-dá’â/ŋ-dâ’â ‘swallow bird(s)’
   h. ŋ-jà/ŋ-jà ‘soup’
   i. ŋ-dzàà/ŋ-dzàà ‘axe(s)’
   j. ŋ-dzǒŋ/ŋ-dzǒŋ ‘thorn(s)’
   k. n-àà/n-àà ‘animal(s)’
   l. ŋ-fê/ŋ-fê ‘soil/ground/earth’
   m. n-dâ/n-dâ ‘house(s)’
   n. n-ô/n-ô ‘snake(s)’
   o. ŋ-dôn/ŋ-dôn ‘cup(s)’
   p. ŋ-dùû/n-dùû ‘hammer(s)’
   q. ŋ-tô’ô/n-tô’ô ‘palace(s)’
   r. ŋ-kôm/ŋ-kôm ‘box(es)’
   s. m-bôn/m-bôn ‘bull(s)’
   t. ŋ-kôô/ŋ-kôô ‘type of plant’

(vi) Gender 19/6 (Diminutives)

(28) a. fî-ndzô’d/mî-ndzô’d ‘toad(s)’
   b. fî-kûû/mî-kûû ‘small bed(s)’
   c. fî-ŋgê’ê/mî-ŋgê’ê ‘small cane(s)’
   d. fî-ndzôj/mî-ndzôj ‘star(s)’
   e. fî-ntà/mî-ntà ‘fruit(s)’
   f. fî-nsân/mî-nsân ‘broom(s)’
   g. fî-ntsûû/mî-ntsûû ‘small drum(s)’
   h. fî-ŋkôbî/mî-ŋkôbî ‘statue(s)’
   i. fî-rînjî/mî-rînjî ‘housefly(ies)’
   j. ŋ-sôn/ŋ-sôn ‘middle/spine:center(s)’

3.2. Minor genders

Minor genders consist of much fewer words than the major genders above. They are probably of closed classes.

(vii) Gender 3b/10 (assorted nouns)

(29) a. m-bâñ/m-bâñ ‘kernel(s)’
   b. ŋ-dônî/ŋ-dônî ‘bamboo(es)’
   c. ŋ-gôô/ŋ-gôô ‘porcupine(s)’
   d. ŋ-kâm/ŋ-kâm ‘million(s)’
   e. ŋ-sôn/ŋ-sôn ‘middle/spine:center(s)’
   f. fî-nsân/mî-nsân ‘broom(s)’
   g. fî-ntsûû/mî-ntsûû ‘small drum(s)’
   h. fî-ŋkôbî/mî-ŋkôbî ‘statue(s)’
   i. fî-rînjî/mî-rînjî ‘housefly(ies)’
   j. ŋ-sôn/ŋ-sôn ‘middle/spine:center(s)’

(viii) Gender 7/6 (assorted nouns)

(30) a. ã-kôr’î/mî-kôr’î ‘foot/feet’
   b. ã-fâ’â/mî-fâ’â ‘job(s)’
   c. ã-kût’û’û/mî-kût’û’û ‘knee(s)’
   d. ã-dà’â/mî-dà’â ‘energy’
   e. ã-kâà/mî-kâà ‘oath/testament(s)’

(ix) Gender 7/10 (assorted nouns)

(31) a. ã-jôô/ŋ-dzôô ‘thing(s)’
   b. ã-ŋgâå/ŋ-gâå ‘spider(s)’
3.3. Single class genders

Nouns that are always either in the singular only or in the plural only are found in all classes in Bafut. In this section however, we present only those single class genders that have a reasonable number of nouns in them.

(xi) Gender 6 (Liquid and mass nouns)

(33) a. mì-wàŋ ‘porridge’
b. mì-lù̀ ‘palm wine’
c. mì-wúrì ‘oil’
d. mì-kò̀ ‘juju’
e. mì-wíntì ‘goose pimples’

(xii) Gender 9 (Gerunds)

All gerunds fall within this gender

(34) a. ñ-dòrò ‘(the act of) playing’
b. mì-fè ‘(the act of) slapping’
c. ī-kòŋ ‘(the act of) loving’
d. ī-kwèrò ‘(the act of) taking’
e. ñ-dàŋsò ‘(the act of) crossing’

(xiii) Gender 5 (Gerundials)

(35) a. nì-yà ‘speech/language’
b. nì-tò ‘walk’
c. nì-wyè ‘laughter’
d. nì-tsò ‘wildness’
e. nì-yò ‘cry’

4. Concord system

Each of the noun classes presented above is associated with a particular nominal prefix and with a distinctive pattern of agreement borne by modifiers and arguments of the noun. Thus the form of the noun related word (modifiers and arguments) especially the initial consonant is determined by the class of the head noun such that each noun class will command the same concord prefixes or morphemes. The table below presents the concord consonants (CC) or prefixes of the following noun related words that are determinant in the classification of nouns in Bafut: the possessive morpheme (Poss) ‘my’, the interrogative pronoun (Int.) ‘which’, the adjective (Adj) ‘huge/big/superior’ and the demonstrative determiner (Dem) ‘that’. The subject marker (SM) is also included. The concord segment is separated from the root by a hyphen.
There are three kinds of concord elements: CVC, CV, V and C. The CVC concord element is attested only in adjectives (numerals pattern with adjectives) used to modify classes 1 and 9 nouns. The vowel concord element which occurs on the quantifier “all/every” usually gets deleted when the preceding noun ends in a vowel. Vowel deletion of this type targeting the second vowel in a tautosyllabic sequence is very common in Bafut as noted earlier on in section 3.1. The CV element could be an oral or nasal consonant. The latter generally assimilates to the place features of a following oral stop. In addition to the variation according to noun class illustrated in the table above, the concord element for the possessive pronoun also differs with person and number for some of the classes. Thus for instance, “my chief” is ınd-fɔ ɣ-ɑ, “his/her chief” is ınd-fɔ ʃ-ɨ and ‘their chief’ is ınd-fɔ ʍ-ɑ. This variation will be treated more fully in chapter 4.

The concord consonants of classes 8 and 10 are identical. We however observe differences in the tones in some cases. Apart from the high-low differences on the adjective and demonstrative, there is a general tendency for the high of class 10 in the possessive and interrogative to be stepped (lowered).

**Conclusion**

In classifying the nouns in this chapter, we relied principally on the morphological criteria in which the noun class is conceived of as a group of nouns that provoke an identical pattern of agreement on noun modifiers. We observed that the semantic criteria which also played a role in the classification of nouns in Proto-Bantu does not play a major role in the classification of Bafut nouns. The fact that the nouns do not pattern into any regular semantic classes is a common feature of Grassfields Bantu languages. Noun classes 3b, 9 and 10 in Bafut remain a source of contention. Because the homorganic nasal prefix in the singular forms remains unchanged in the plural form, some analysts (e.g. Mutaka (pc)) think that it is more reasonable to treat class 9 as a subpart of class 1 with a null prefix. This idea is worth considering but the question remains about what to do with the related plural forms. In fact, a number of problems persist in the classification of nouns in Grassfields Bantu languages in general using the traditional
morphological criteria. In the face of these problems, one might begin to take seriously Niba’s (2007) idea of classifying nouns into tone classes and not morphological classes.
Chapter 3
Noun formation

Introduction

Two major processes are involved in the formation of nouns in Bafut. These are derivation and compounding. Derivation involves attaching a prefix to a root which, most often, belongs to a different word category (e.g. a verb root) while compounding entails combining two independent words, one of which must be a noun, to produce a new noun with a composite meaning. The present chapter examines the different processes employed in derivation and compounding. We will present the form, meaning and distribution of the prefixes used in derivation and also provide an analysis of compounding as a word formation process in Bafut.

1. Derivation

Derived nominals in Bafut may be classified into five types based on the type of derivational prefix and on the categorial status of the root involved. These classes of derived nouns are: deverbatives, agentive nouns, augmentatives, diminutives and negative nominals.

1.1. Deverbatives

As the name suggests, deverbatives are nouns formed from verb stems. The derivation here involves prefixing an ordinary noun class prefix to the verb root and a corresponding modification of the tone pattern of the verb stem. The noun class prefixes that are commonly used to derive nouns from verbs are: à- (cl.7), mi- (cl.5), N- (cl.9) and their corresponding plurals i- (cl.8), mî- (cl.6), and N- (cl.10). In each case, the nouns thus formed indicate one of four things:

(i) an instrument with which the action signified by the verb is performed e.g. à-\text{è} \text{è} \text{è}\text{è} \text{è} ‘comb’ from \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} ‘comb one’s hair’,
(ii) the result of the action signified by the verb, e.g. à-\text{è} \text{è} ‘an answer/a reply’, from \text{è} \text{è} ‘answer/reply/respond’!
(iii) an abstract idea conveyed by the verb e.g. \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} ‘stinginess/greed’ from \text{è} \text{è} ‘refuse one something’,
(iv) the experiencer of the action/state conveyed by the verb, e.g. \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} ‘lame person’ from \text{è} \text{è} ‘get/become lame’,
(v) the agent of the action conveyed by the verb, e.g. \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} ‘one who taps palm wine’ from \text{è} \text{è} \text{è} ‘tap palm wine’.

Some examples of deverbatives are listed below under the different noun prefixes along with the corresponding verb root. The verbs from which the nouns are derived are presented in the imperative form since this is the least inflected form of the verb in the language (as we will see in chapter 7, imperatives are marked by a high tone but in terms of segmental morphology, the imperative is the least inflected form).
A. The prefix à-

(1) a. à-kwúsì "lead/cover" from kwúsì "cover!"
   b. à-bú’ù "drum stick" from bú’ù "hit/play (drum)!
   c. à-sò’ò "ladle/spoon" from sò’ò "scoop out!"
   d. à-nò "chief’s cup" from nò "drink!"

(2) a. à-kwí’i "answer/reply" from kwí’i "answer/reply!"
   b. à-bín "dance" from bín "dance!"
   c. à-bi’ì "load" from bi’ì "carry!"
   d. à-lò’ò "curse" from lò’ò "curse!"

(3) a. à-kọ̀nì "love" from kọ̀nì "like/love!"
   b. à-kwétì "help" from kwétì "help!"
   c. à-bí’sì "deceit" from bí’sì "deceive!"
   d. à-γò`ènì "jealousy/envy" from γò`ènì "be jealous/envious of"

(4) a. à-ti’ři "stupid/dumb person" from tìrinì "behave foolishly!"
   b. à-ti’tì "headiness" from tìtì "be heady!"
   c. à-kwǎrì "prostitute" from kwàrì "play about carelessly!"

The examples in (1) indicate the instrument with which the action signified by the verb is carried out while those in (2) represent the result of the action signified by the verb. The ones in (3) indicate the abstract idea expressed by the verb and those in (4) indicate the patient/experimenter of the action/state implied in the verb.

A number of tone changes are noticed. Generally, following H tones are lowered (stepped) by the L on the noun prefix; /kwétì/ → [à-↓kwétì]. The HHL pattern on verbs changes to HL in the derived noun stem. The LLHL pattern in verbs is realised as LLL on the derived noun stem (see Niba 2008 for a more illuminating discussion of such tone changes). The L-HL tone pattern on some of these nouns distinguishes them from ordinary class 7 nouns which generally bear either a L-LL or L-HHL tone pattern. The fact that the HL pattern which we find on the stems of some of these nouns is normally a characteristic of verbs gives us an insight into the direction of derivation: nouns from verbs and not verbs from nouns. Also notice that some of the nouns end in nì, sì, tì, etc. (see the examples in (3)). As we will see later in chapter 6, phonological variants of these morphemes, nò, sò, tò are regular verb extensions in the language. This is another fact which points to the observation that we are deriving nouns from verbs and not verbs from nouns.

B. The prefix nì-

The prefix nì-, which is the prefix for ordinary class 5 nouns is used to derive nouns which indicate either the result of an action implied in a verb or an abstract idea corresponding to the meaning conveyed by the verb.

(5) a. nì-jò’ò "cry" from jò’ò "cry!"
   b. nì-wjè "laughter" from wjè "laugh!"
   c. nì-jò’ò "marriage" from jò’ò "get married!"
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This is the prefix for ordinary class 3a nouns. It can be used to derive the following nouns from verbs:

(6) a. ñ-fà’á
"work/employment" from fà’á
"work!"

b. ñ-sá’á
"case (law court)" from sá’á
"judge/rule"

c. ñ-lòñ
"raffia palm shoot", "palm wine source"

d. The prefix i-
The class 9 N- prefix can be used to derive nouns which could indicate instrument, result, abstract idea, or experiencer of an action. On the other hand, the cl 1 N- prefix is used to derive nouns that refer to the agent or theme of the action expressed by the verb. Nouns derived with the class 1 prefix generally refer to persons/professions. In (7) below, the examples from (a - e) illustrate derivations with the class 9 prefix while those in (f - i) illustrate derivations with the class 1 prefix.

(7) a. ñ-kjâ
"comb" from kjâ
"comb!"

b. ñ-kà’á
"agreement/plan" from kà’á
"agree/plan!"

c. ñ-kwëfô
"evening" from kwëé
"return from farm!"

(á)-fô

b. ñ-lòñ
"palm wine tapper" from lòñ
"tap palm wine!"

g. ñ-tsú’ï
"healer" from tsú’ï
"heal/treat disease!"

h. ñ-tôô
"messenger" from tôô
"send!"

i. ñ-lwìn
"old person" from lwìn
"get old!"

In the formation of deverbatives in Bafut, it is not often easy to attribute a particular meaning to a specific prefix. Thus for instance, the prefix å- can denote the instrument with which an action is carried out, the ultimate result of some action, the abstract idea expressed by the verb, a state, etc.

It is also not evident, in the formation of deverbatives, what determines the noun class prefix which a particular verb root takes. We have observed that some verb roots take the prefix å-, some take N-, some take ñ- while others take ñ-. There seems to be a general tendency for intransitive verbs to take the ñ- prefix. The use of either the å-, or the N- prefixes seems to be conditioned by the semantic function that the underlying verb would assign to its object NP. Thus, whereas verbs which would assign a Theme theta role to its object NP take the N- prefix, those that would assign a Patient or Beneficiary theta role to their object NPs take the å-. I should however point out here that the situation is not that clear as verbs which we expect (by the

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>nì-yàà</td>
<td>&quot;speech/language&quot;</td>
<td>from yàà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>nì-yôó</td>
<td>&quot;illness&quot;</td>
<td>from yôó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>nì-dôrí</td>
<td>&quot;play/game/joke&quot;</td>
<td>from dôrí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g.</td>
<td>nì-jîm</td>
<td>&quot;stinginess&quot;</td>
<td>from jîm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. The prefix i-

D. The prefix N-
criteria outlined here) to take one prefix rather take the other. This is however not very surprising given the situation with noun class membership in the group of Bantu languages that Bafut belongs to. Nouns which normally should belong to a particular class (based on the criteria for noun class membership in Proto-Bantu languages) rather belong in other classes.

1.2. Agentive nouns

What I have decided to call *agentive nouns* in Bafut divide into two categories; (i) a category of nouns very similar in interpretation to the possessive-ing gerund in English, (ii) a category of nouns that refer to the agent of the action expressed by the verb. Agentive nouns in Bafut are formed by prefixing a homorganic nasal consonant to a verb root. This nominalization prefix in the category (i) nouns is similar in form and behavior to the prefix of ordinary class 9 nouns while that of category (ii) nouns is similar to the prefix of ordinary class 1b nouns. The verb root can be transitive or intransitive. In the former case, the object of the verb root obligatorily accompanies the derived noun except in cases where the object is directly implied in the meaning of the verb. The examples in (8iii) below specifically signify agents of the action.

(8) (i) Intransitive verb roots

| a. Ţm-bwíį | "sleeping (the act/manner of)" | from | bwíį | "sleep!" |
| b. ţ-lû | "jumping (the act/manner of)" | from | lû | "jump!" |
| c. ţ-kx̣̀sō | "running (the act/manner of)" | from | kx̣̀sō | "run!" |
| d. ţ-wòō | "falling (the act/manner of)" | from | Wòō | "fall!" |
| e. ţ-ʒíį | "coming (the act/manner of)" | from | ʒíį | "come!" |
| f. ţ-ỳèè | "going (the act/manner of)" | from | ỳèè | "go!" |

(ii) Transitive verb roots

| a. Ŧ-n-làā mìkùú | N-cook beans "(the act/manner of) cooking beans" | from | láā | "cook!" |
| b. Ŧm-bôō n-dá | N-build house "(the act/manner of) building houses/house building" | from | bôō | "build!" |
| c. ţ-kàŋ ţi-bwè | N-fry fish "the act/manner of) frying fish/fish frying" | from | kàŋ | "fry!" |
| d. ţ-làŋ ţì-lù’û | "the act/manner of) tapping palm wine/palm wine tapping" | from | làŋ | “tap palm wine!” |

(iii) Personal nouns

| a. Ŧm-bôō n-dá | "builder" | from | bôō | "build!" |
| b. Ŧm-fîi m-bà | "meat merchant" | from | fîi | "sell!" |
| c. ţ-kôō mì-ŋkóɓi | "wood carver" | from | kôō | "carve!" |
| d. Ŧn-wà m-bà | “butcher” | from | wà | “slaughter” |
The derived nominals presented in these examples in (8) pattern in two noun classes. The examples in (8) (i) and (ii) belong in class 9 while those in (iii) belong in class 1, the normal class for humans and names of different professions/trades. The formation of the plurals of the personal nouns in (iii) provides reason to think that the relation between the verb stem and the following noun is possessive and not objective. The plural of ǹ-wàmbà 'butcher' for instance is bì-wà bì mbà. As we will see later in chapter 5, the morpheme bì' between the verb stem and the following noun is the ordinary associative morpheme employed by class 2 nouns.

Also worth noting is the fact that in the personal nouns in (8iii) signifying the agent (doer of some action), the derived noun behaves exactly like ordinary class 1b nouns in terms of concord marking and, as mentioned immediately above, plural formation. Thus, for instance, a noun such as ǹwàmbà "butcher" triggers the same concord patterns on possessive pronouns and determiners as a class 1b noun such as mìfà "chief". This similarity is maintained, to a certain degree, in plural formation. First, like ordinary class 1 nouns, the nasal prefix of the derived noun is replaced by the class 2 plural prefix bì- (class 2 is the normal plural class for class 1b nouns). The associative morpheme of ordinary class 2 nouns bì' is inserted between the verb base and the following noun giving the entire derived nominal the structure of an associative noun phrase.

Concord and plural formation in a personal agentive noun and a class 1 noun are illustrated below.

(9) a. ǹ-wà m-bà y-à    m-fà y-à
    1-butcher    1-my
    "My butcher"
    "My chief"

b. bì-wà bì m-bà b-à    bì-fà b-à
    2-butchers    2-my
    "My butchers"
    "My chiefs"

(10) a. bì-wà bì m-bà 'butchers'    d. bì-fà 'chiefs'
     b. bì-fì bì m-bà 'meat'    e. bì-lóò 'husbands'
     merchants'
     c. bì-tì̀ bì m-bìì 'first bornes'    f. bì-sìŋ 'birds'

A last comment about the examples in (8) is that the nouns in (iii) are not very common in Bafut. Speakers will often prefer to use a longer expression such as ūgàŋ m-bò chì ndà 'one who builds houses' to refer to a "builder". This is probably to avoid the ambiguity that arises in the interpretation of m-bò chì ndà which could either mean "builder" or "the act/manner of building".

1.3. Use of a special prefix

In addition to the ordinary classes 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 prefixes (N-, ṭ-, nì-, à- and N-) as well as the nominalisation prefix N-, Bafut also employs a "special" negative prefix to derive nouns from other word classes. This special negative prefix is ṭì and its use is restricted to these instances of noun derivation from verbs. I will use the expression negative nominals to refer to the nouns that are formed using this prefix.

Negative Nominals are comprised of an ordinary nominal prefix, the negative morpheme - ṭì, which signifies the absence of a concept/object or the negation of an action, and a lexical
root. They subdivide into two classes depending on the syntactic category of the lexical root. *Noun-based negative nominals* take a noun root while *Verb-based negative nominals* take a verb root.

1.3.1 Noun-based negative nominals

The nominals that fall in this class are comprised of a nominal prefix, the negative particle, and a noun root. This class contains a very small set of nouns. They take the ordinary noun class 1a zero prefix in the singular and the class 2 bi- prefix in the plural. The root itself is an ordinary noun from another noun class whose prefix has been re-analyzed as part of the stem. Some examples of noun-based negative nominals are listed below. I highlight the prefix which has been re-analyzed as part of the stem. (The vowel prefix of "name" in the first example is deleted in output form).

(11) a. ø-ti-ïkùm
    Pref-Neg-name
    ‘A non-title holder (commoner)’

b. ø-ti-ntsù
    Pref-Neg-mouth
    ‘One who does not speak out.’

c. ø-ti-nàli’ï
    Pref-Neg-eye
    ‘One who makes poor judgement.’

In addition to showing a singular/plural distinction as illustrated above, the nouns in this class take ordinary nominal modifiers such as adjectives and determiners and also have the same external distribution as ordinary nouns/NPs. These characteristics are illustrated in (12a-c).

(12) a. bitìkùm bìsìginì bjà
        bì-tì-kùm bì-sìgìnì bj-à
    Pref-Neg-name Pref-nice Pref-the
    ‘The nice commoners.’

b. bitìkùm bìsìginì bjà bì kì jò mìfò.
        bì-tì-kùm bì-sìgìnì bj-à bì kì jò mìfò
    Pref-Neg-name nice the SM P2 see chief
    ‘The nice commoners petitioned to the chief.’

c. mìfò kì jò bitìkùm bìsìginì byà.
        mìfò à kì jò bì-tì-kùm bì-sìgìnì bj-à
    chief SM P2 see Pref-Neg-name Pref-nice Pref-the
    ‘The chief granted audience to the nice commoners.’
We notice then that noun-based negative nominals exhibit characteristics of pure nominals. Considering the fact that the derivation of these nominals is not very productive and that the product of each derivation is an idiomatic expression, it is reasonable to think that they are a sort of synthetic compounds. As head of the derived nominal, the nominal morpheme supplies the nominal specification of the entire structure. In addition to this, it specifies the class of the derived word and so the appropriate number/class features are spelled out.

1.3.2. Verb-based negative nominals

Verb-based negative nominals are comprised of a nominal prefix, the negative particle ṭi and a verb root. This category of verb-to-noun derivation is fairly productive as all verbs that take an agent human subject NP can potentially be used to derive nouns in this class. In (13), I list some examples of verb-based negative nominals that are commonly used in the language.

(13) a. ọ-ti-yàà     bi-ti-yàà     From yàà  ‘talk!’
    Pref-Neg-talk     Pref-Neg-talk
    ‘One who does not speak much.’     ‘People who do not speak much.’

b. ọ-ti-bwī     bi-ti-bwī     From bwī  ‘sleep!’
    Pref-Neg-sleep     Pref-Neg-sleep
    ‘One who seldom sleeps.’     ‘People who seldom sleep.’

c. ọ-ti-wjètì     bi-ti-wjètì     From wjètò  ‘laugh!’
    Pref-Neg-laugh     Pref-Neg-laugh
    ‘One who seldom laughs (serious person).’     ‘Serious persons.’

d. ọ-ti-fì’i-nù     bi-ti-fì’ì-nù     From fì’ì nù  ‘Bathe!’
    Pref-Neg-wash body     Pref-Neg-wash body
    ‘One who seldom baths.’     ‘People who seldom bathe.’

e. ọ-ti-jú’ú-nù     bi-ti-jú’ú-nù     From jú’ú nù  ‘hear/obey’
    Pref-Neg-hear things     Pref-Neg-hear things
    ‘Disobedient person.’     ‘Disobedient persons.’

2. Compounding

Noun formation via compounding in Bafut generally involves the combination of two parts of speech. These combinations could be either: (i) verb + noun, (ii) adjective + noun, or (iii) noun + noun. Noun + noun combinations to form compounds are particularly rare. Where such combinations are attested, the result is usually the structure of an associative construction (and not a compound per se). Expressions that are considered as compound nouns in this discussion generally meet the following criteria:
a) If a compound noun is formed from two independent nouns, each with a prefix, only one of the prefixes marks singular or plural in the resulting compound;
b) Although a compound noun is composed of at least two word stems and may have additional morphemes attached in order to make it a grammatically classifiable lexical entity, it has the status of a single word;
c) The grammatical category of the components is not necessarily related to the grammatical category of the compound. The resulting compound noun is not subject to the rules which bind its components;
d) The meaning of the compound noun is almost always different from the sum of the meanings of its component parts.

Based on these criteria, the few instances of compound nouns formed via Noun + Noun combinations include:

- m-bíndzərì “sheep” from m-bí “goat” and n-dzərì “no meaning”
- m-bíndònì “goat” from m-bí “goat” and h-dònì “horns”
- múntś’ś “prince(ss)” from mū “child” and h-tś’ś “palace”

In plural formation, only the prefix of the first member of the compound is affected (múntś’ś/bśh-tś’ś “prince/princes”). Compare this with a very closely related noun which is not a compound màngyè n-tś’ś “queen” whose plural is bàngyè bī n-tś’ś “queens”.

2.1. Verb + noun combinations

Compound nouns can be formed by combining a verb and a noun. For ease of exposition, we will refer to such compounds as verbal compound nouns. Following are some examples of this category of compound nouns.

Verbal compounds
(14) a. kúúkòrì "jigger" from kúú "enter!" à-kòrì "foot"
b. nàŋśbírì "spring (water)" from nàŋś "pour down/jump!" ní-bírì "pit"
c. bá’àmìyåà "millipede" from bá’à "plait!" mì-yàà "rainy season"
d. bú’útáti "wood-pecker" from bú’útå "hit/knock a little!" à-tì "tree/stick"

In the formation of the examples in (14a) and (14d) the vowel deletion process targeting the second of two contiguous vowels applies. The compound nouns formed by this process behave like ordinary class 1 nouns in terms of concord marking. In plural formation, the compound noun takes the plural prefix of ordinary class 2 nouns. In the examples in (15) the first column illustrates verbal compounds while the second column illustrates ordinary gender 1/2 nouns.

(15) a. nàŋśbírì ɣ-à  b. bì-nàŋśbírì ‘(water) springs’
spring       my "My (water) spring"  
"My (water) spring"

d. m-tò ɣ-à  e. bì-fò ‘chiefs’
ch屁     my "My chief"

c. bì-kúúkòrì ‘jiggers’  f. bì-lòdò ‘husbands’
2.2. Adjective + noun combinations

Compound nouns in Bafut can also be formed by combining an adjective and an ordinary noun. In such combinations, the adjective always precedes the noun although in an ordinary noun phrase the adjective generally follows the noun. The entire compound takes either the class 7 or class 9 noun prefix. The noun, which is the second element in the compound maintains its original prefix which remains constant (if it is not a vowel, in which case it may delete or coalesce with a preceding vowel) whether the compound is used in the singular or plural form. Only the initial prefix which precedes the adjective changes in the plural form. In the illustrations below, I categorise the compounds based on the noun class prefix that is employed in the derivation.

(16). Prefix à-

à-firimangjè/ì-ùfirimangjè “barren woman” from ìfrò “barren” màŋgjè “woman”
à-dirštú/ì-dirštú “shame/disgrace” from ìdirò “heavy” à-tú “head”
à-lwìntŋì/ì-lwìntŋì “anger/bitterness” from ìlwì “bitter” ñ-tōŋ “neck”

The first member of these compounds can also functions as an adjectival noun in the sense that it attributes a quality to the second member of the compound in the same way that ordinary adjectives do. For more on adjectival nouns, see chapter 5.

(17). Prefix N-

ǹ-fìdigi/m-ùfìdigi “darkness” from ìffì “black” ì-diŋì “places”
ǹ-fìftšò’ò/m-ùfìtsòò “police/soldier” from ìffì “black” ì-tsòò “clothes”
ǹ-fù’ùbéì/m-ùfù’ùbéì “dawn” from ìfù’ò “white” ì-bëì “outside”

These examples manifest the V2 deletion process discussed earlier.

3. Other noun formation processes

Bafut employs a number of other methods different from the standard processes discussed in the preceding sections to form nouns. Some of these processes are discussed below.

3.1. Idiophonic nouns

A small number of nouns in Bafut is derived from idiophones which generally reflect the sound made by the object to which the idiophone refers. These nouns take the class 1a zero prefix and behave exactly like ordinary class 1a nouns. Some examples are:

(18) a. ò-tsùtsù/bì-tsùtsù “water fall”
   b. ò-ŋįńįñ/bì-ŋįńįñ “tiny flies”
   c. ò-twààtwwàà/bì-twààtwwàà “HIV AIDS (from the sound of a running stomach)”
   d. ò-tògitùgì/bì-tògitùgì “motor cycle”
3.2. Reduplication

A special set of nouns is formed via reduplication of a verb which denotes direction of movement. The nouns thus formed designate migrants who have moved in from specific (usually disadvantageous) regions/areas. These nouns form their plural in class 2. For a more detailed discussion of reduplication as a word formation process in Bafut, see chapter 12.

(19) a. ø-sísígi/bí-sísígi “descendant from higher from sígå “descend” geographical region”
b. ø-kókó’ó/bí-kókó’ó “one who moved up from a from kó’ó “climb” lower (geographical) region”
c. ø-tsítswí/bí-tsítswí “autochthón (Original settler)” from tsít “sit/stay”
d. ø-kwékwéé/bí-kwékwéé “one who moved into the city from kwéé “return from” from a remote area” farm/bush”
e. ø-kúkúú/bí-kúkúú “one who moved into city from kúú “enter” unspecified area / foreigner”

The reduplication process here can be described as partial since the original member of the reduplicant has lost either the vowel length (d-e) or one syllable (a – b) characteristic of the original verb.

3.3. Generic compounds

A generic term - ūgān - which translates roughly as “person/expert” can be used to construct compound nouns which generally denote people who have some particular ability, function or characteristic. The resultant compound formed has the meaning of something like “Person/expert of X where X denotes the special ability, function or characteristic. Some examples are presented below. The meaning of the second member of the compound is indicated in the 3rd column.

(20) a. ū-gānmándzì “road constructor” mándzì “road”
b. ū-gānwàsò “nurse/doctor” à-wàsò “hospital”
c. ū-gānwà’ãnì “scholar/student/pupil” à-ñwà’ãnì “book”
d. ū-gānkwíífò “member of an administrative unit” kwíífò “administrative unit”
e. ū-gānjìjì’ò “participant at a wedding” nì-jì’ò “marriage”
f. ū-gānfìsò “member of a clan” à-tsò “clan”
g. ū-gānjìiòò “patient” nì-òò “illness”

The plural forms of the words in this group are marked by a floating high tone (the reflex of a tonal linker) which associates to the stem of the first member of the compound and then spreads one syllable rightwards. The low tone on the homorganic nasal as well as the following nasal consonant has a lowering effect on the floating plural marker such that it is realised as mid or stepped.

(21) a. ū-gānmándzì “road constructors”
b. ṣ-ɡāŋ̄waśdí “nurses/doctors”
c. ṣ-ɡāŋ̄wa’ànì “scholars/students/pupils”
d. ṣ-ɡāŋkwí’fó “members of a secret society”
e. ṣ-ɡāŋ̄ʃjó’ò “participants at a wedding”
f. ṣ-ɡāŋʃjó “members of a clan”
g. ṣ-ɡāŋ̄níyóò “patients”

3.3. Sex gender

Sex gender is not a grammatical feature of Bafut. That is to say, the fact that any particular noun may indicate a masculine, feminine, common or neuter idea is not in any way reflected in the morphology of the noun. Nevertheless, the idea of sex-gender in the nouns in Bafut may be conveyed in several ways. The most common way is to use a descriptive possessive expression indicating masculine or feminine immediately preceding the generic or common word. This method is often employed to derive animal names where the descriptive possessive translates roughly as “wife of …/husband of …”. Some examples of nouns in this group are:

(22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(22)</th>
<th>Generic word</th>
<th>Masculine form</th>
<th>Feminine form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>kwíñám “pig”</td>
<td>ň-dòókwíñám</td>
<td>ṣ-gwékwíñám</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>nàà “animal/pig”</td>
<td>ň-dòónàà</td>
<td>ṣ-gwénàà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>m-bú “dog”</td>
<td>ň-dòómbú</td>
<td>ṣ-gwémbú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>ŋ-sòò “elephant”</td>
<td>ň-dòónsòò</td>
<td>ṣ-gwénsòò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>bù’ú “baboon”</td>
<td>ň-dòóbù’ú</td>
<td>ṣ-gwébù’ú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f.</td>
<td>kàù “cow”</td>
<td>ň-dòókàù</td>
<td>ṣ-gwékàù</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the formation of personal nouns (nouns designating professions) a similar descriptive expression meaning “woman” is used after the generic form to designate a female person of that profession. Where the generic term is not followed by any descriptive expression, it is generally assumed to refer to a male member of that profession. It is worth noting that these are professions from which women were generally excluded, so, the feminine forms are recent developments created at the advent of emancipation.

(23)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(23)</th>
<th>Generic Word</th>
<th>Masculine form</th>
<th>Feminine form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>bílibá “blacksmith”</td>
<td>bílibá</td>
<td>bílibámāŋgíè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>ŋ-łön “palm wine taper”</td>
<td>ŋłön</td>
<td>ŋłō̊māŋgíè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>dólóba “driver”</td>
<td>dólóba</td>
<td>dólóbámāŋgíè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>tsítsà “teacher”</td>
<td>tsítsà</td>
<td>tsítsámāŋgíè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>kúgi “chef”</td>
<td>kúgi</td>
<td>kúgimāŋgíè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There in only one instance where a special terms is used to designate masculine and feminine where a generic or common term already exists.

(24)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(24)</th>
<th>Generic term</th>
<th>Masculine form</th>
<th>Feminine form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṣ-gwú “fowl”</td>
<td>á-ŋ-kàgò</td>
<td>ṣ-kó’ōngwú</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The generic term belongs in class 9 and although the masculine form begins with the vowel à it i.e. à-ŋ-kàgà ‘rooster’, does not belong in class 7. This noun is one of the irregular nouns which belong in class 1a by virtue of concord marking and plural formation although they begin with the vowel à. As we recall, this vowel was treated as an augment forming part of the root while the following nasal remains the class prefix since it determines concord. The feminine form ṳ-kó’ôngwâ ‘hen’ belongs in class 3a.

**Conclusion**

Of the different processes employed in derivation and compounding in Bafut as presented in this chapter, derivation stands out as the most productive. The derivational affixes attested can be used with a wide range of lexical categories to form new nouns in the language. In fact, derivation as a process of noun formation is widely used (albeit unconsciously) in creating new terminology to designate artefacts and concepts that have been borrowed from foreign cultures. Compounding as a word formation process, on the other hand, is very unproductive. As has been observed in other Grassfields Bantu languages, the list of items that can be viewed as compound nouns is exhaustive. In fact, no Grassfields Bantu language that I know of can boast of up to twenty compound nouns. What often appears to be compounds in these languages is actually an associative construction that employs a floating tone as associative marker.
Chapter 4
The pronoun system

Introduction

Bafut has eight main classes of pronouns: absolute pronouns, logophoric pronouns, demonstrative pronouns, possessive pronouns, interrogative pronouns, relative pronouns, qualificative pronouns and reflexive pronouns. The expression “pronoun” as used in this chapter refers to those forms that are in themselves complete words and which can stand instead of a noun, or which may be used in apposition to a noun, either before it or after it. However, since in most cases, these same elements can co-occur with a noun within the noun phrase as determiners, the discussion will also include their roles as modifiers. These different classes of pronouns are presented in the sections that follow.

1. Absolute pronouns

The absolute pronoun is one whose main function is to stand for a noun in a clause. It does not describe or limit a noun in any way. There are two sets of these pronouns and they occur as subjects or objects in sentences. Each set is further divided into human and non-human pronouns which can in turn be either simple or compound.

1.1. Simple human subject pronouns

These are pronouns which substitute for human nouns in subject position. They are designated as simple because their forms (internal constituency) are not complex and they substitute for single human nouns or for a group made up of single distinctive members. They contrast, in this respect, with the compound human pronouns (cf. section 1.3) which substitute for groups of human nouns functioning as subject of a clause. Following is a table of simple human subject pronouns in Bafut.

Table I: Simple human subject pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mò</td>
<td>bî`i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ò</td>
<td>ni/bù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>à</td>
<td>bó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the exception of the 3rd person plural form, all the human subject pronouns bear an underlying low tone. When used in sentences however, this low tone may be replaced by either a tense or aspectual high tone. In the following examples which illustrate the use of the simple human pronouns, mò in (1a) bears a surface high tone which in this context marks the progressive aspect. This high aspectual marker spreads rightward onto the verb and the first syllable of the object noun.

(1) a. \textit{mò nó mílù`ù}
\begin{align*}
\text{mò} & \quad \text{ nó} & \quad \text{mì-lù`ù} \\
1\text{+Asp} & \quad \text{drink} & \quad 6\text{-Palm wine}
\end{align*}

“I am drinking palm wine”.

b. \textit{bó nó mílù`ù}
\begin{align*}
\text{bó} & \quad \text{ nó} & \quad \text{mì-lù`ù} \\
\text{they+Asp} & \quad \text{drink} & \quad 6\text{-Palm wine}
\end{align*}

“They are drinking palm wine”.
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1.2 Simple non-human subject pronouns

The simple non-human subject pronouns stand for simple non-human nouns functioning as the subject in a clause. The form of these pronouns depends on the morphological class to which the nouns they substitute belong. The table below contains the simple non-human subject pronouns listed according to noun class. Following the table is an illustration of the use of these pronouns in sentences.

Table II: Simple non-human subject pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>à</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ã</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ní</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dʒí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>jì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dʒí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ffi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) a.  à kì wòðâ ŋë.
à kì wòðâ á ŋ-ʃē
it P2 fall on 9-ground
“It fell on the ground.”

b.  bì kì wòkô ŋë.
bì kì wò-kô á ŋ-ʃē
they P2 fall+Ext. on 9-ground
“They fell (severally) on the ground.”

c.  ffi kì wòð òûtë.
ffi kì wòð á ŋ-ʃê
it P2 fall on ground
“It fell on the ground.”

d.  mú kì wòkô òûtë.
mù kì wò-kô á ŋ-ʃê
they P2 fall+Ext. on 9-ground
“They fell (severally) on the ground.”

In the examples in (b) and (d), the verb “fall” is inflected to indicate that the event/action of falling affected several subjects at the same time. More will be said about such inflections in chapter 6. In (a) and (c), I have doubled the vowel o in the verb in order to accommodate an extra boundary low tone in the citation form and the low tone of the following desyllabified nasal on “ground”. In all the examples, the preposition deletes because of the preceding vowel. Recall that Bafut does not allow a sequence of two vowels across morpheme boundary. Although the subject in these examples is plural, it still remains simple as we are
not referring to a set of groups functioning together. This distinction will become clearer in
the next section where we treat compound absolute pronouns.

1.3. Compound subject pronouns

Bafut has only human compound subject pronouns. In other words, non-human compound
subject pronouns do not exist. The category of human subject pronouns discussed here is
designated as compound first because the pronouns substitute distinct groups of persons or
separate individuals functioning together as a set and second because in their internal
constituency, each is a combination of two sets of simple pronouns. The expression
compound here is however not synonymous to plural in the strict sense of the word. I attempt
to explain what this means: whereas a plural pronoun such as bô “they” may refer to a single
group of say birds (thus synonymous with plural), a compound pronoun such as bûbô
translates as “you (sg) and them” and refers to a set of two groups one comprising “you(sg)
and the other comprising “them (3rd persons”).

Table III: Compound Human Subject Pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persons</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>sî/bî’ô</td>
<td>bî’înô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 + 3</td>
<td>bî’ijû</td>
<td>bî’îbô</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 + 3</td>
<td>bûjû</td>
<td>bûbô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although these compound pronouns can be considered plural in the sense that each implies
more than one person, there is still some kind of number distinction. The singular forms are
dual pronouns in the sense that the cardinality of the pronominal reference is exactly two
while with the plural forms, the cardinality of the reference is more than two. The reference
of each of these pronouns is presented below:

Sing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sî/bî’ô</th>
<th>Speaker and Listener (I and you (sing))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bî’ijû</td>
<td>Speaker and a 3rd party (I and him/her)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûjû</td>
<td>Listener and a 3rd party (you (sing) and him/her)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bî’înô</td>
<td>Speaker, listener and a 3rd party (I, you and him/her, all of us or we (including listener) and them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bî’îbô</td>
<td>A set of two groups: the first group comprising speaker and a 3rd party and the second group comprising other people mentioned in the discourse. (I and them or we and them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûbô</td>
<td>Set of two groups: first group comprises listener and a 3rd party and the second comprises people mentioned in the discourse. (you (sing/plu) and them)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Plural

Apart from the form sî which is a primitive, each of the compound pronouns consists of two
simple pronominal forms that are clearly segmentable. In morphological terms, the pronouns
are derived by combining two simple pronominal forms as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singul ar</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bî’ô</td>
<td>1st person plural simple subject pron. + 2nd person singular simple subject pron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bî’ijû</td>
<td>1st person plural simple subject pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique pron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûjû</td>
<td>2nd person plural simple subject pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique pron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bî’înô</td>
<td>1st person plural simple subject pron. + 2nd person plural simple subject pron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bî’îbô</td>
<td>1st person plural simple subject pron. + 3rd person plural simple oblique pron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bûbô</td>
<td>2nd person plural simple subject pron. + 3rd person plural simple oblique pron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important to note that the first member of each compound is morphologically [+plural]
even though the referent is singular. Thus, taking the second dual form bî’ijû, we observe
that it is made up of bi’i “we” and jú “him/her”. However, the reading we get is not “we and him/her” but “I and him/her”. This raises questions as to why and how a plural pronoun like bi’i “we” which independently is [+plural] gets interpreted as “I” [+singular]. My guess is that this [+singular feature] is inherited from the second member of the compound jú “him/her” which is singular. This presupposes that in these compounds, the second element is the head whose features determine the basic characteristics of the entire compound. This proposal is however open to a more rigorous investigation.

The use of some of these pronouns is illustrated in the sentences below.

(3) a. sì ká yèë ndânwì.
    sì ká yèë á h-dânwì
    we (1 + 2) F0 go to 9-church
    “We (you and I) will go to church.”

b. bi’ibó ká yèë ndânwì.
   bi’ibó ká yèë á h-dânwì
   we (1 + 3) F0 go to 9-church
   “We (I/we and them) will go to church.”

c. bùjú ká yèë ndânwì.
   bùjú ká yèë á h-dânwì
   you (2 + 3) F0 go to 9-church
   “You (you and him) will go to church.”

1.4. Object pronouns

Only human pronouns in Bafut are used in object position. Non-human pronouns are never used in this position. There are two groups of the human object pronouns determined by their distribution. While some are restricted to occurring after verbs (object of verb), others are restricted to occurring after prepositions (object of prepositions). These again subdivide into simple and compound pronouns as in the case of the subject pronouns discussed immediately above.

1.4.1. Object of verb pronouns

Tables IV and V below contain simple and compound pronouns that are used as objects of verbs.

Table IV: Simple verb object pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>yà</td>
<td>jì’ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yò</td>
<td>yùù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jì</td>
<td>wàà</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table V: Compound verb object pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>jì’ò</td>
<td>jì’ìnò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+3</td>
<td>jì’i’jú</td>
<td>jì’ibó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+3</td>
<td>yùújú</td>
<td>yùúbó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+3</td>
<td>wàájú</td>
<td>wàábó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Like the compound subject pronouns, the object pronouns are designated as *compound* first because the pronouns substitute distinct groups of persons or separate individuals functioning together as a set and second because in their internal constituency, each is a combination of two sets of simple pronouns. The singular forms are dual pronouns in the sense that the cardinality of the pronominal reference is exactly two while with the plural forms, the cardinality of the reference is more than two. The reference of each of these pronouns is presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ji’ò</td>
<td>Speaker and Listener (me and you (sing))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ijú</td>
<td>Speaker and a 3rd party (me and him/her)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yùùjú</td>
<td>Listener and a 3rd party (you (sing) and him/her)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàájú</td>
<td>Him/her and a singular third party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ínà</td>
<td>Speaker, listener and a 3rd party (me, you and him/her, all of us or us (including listener) and them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ibó</td>
<td>A set of two groups: the first group comprising speaker and a 3rd party and the second group comprising other set of people mentioned in the discourse. (me and them or us and them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yùúbó</td>
<td>Set of two groups: first group comprises listener and a 3rd party, second group comprises people mentioned in the discourse. (you (sing/plu) and them)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàábó</td>
<td>Them and a plural third party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of these compound object pronouns is bimorphemic consisting of two simple pronominal forms that are clearly segmentable. Simply put, the pronouns are derived by combining two simple pronominal forms as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ji’ò</td>
<td>1st person plural simple object pron. + 2nd person singular simple subject p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ijú</td>
<td>1st person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yùùjú</td>
<td>2nd person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàájú</td>
<td>3rd person plural simple object pron + 3rd person singular simple oblique p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ínà</td>
<td>1st person plural simple object pron. + 2nd person plural simple subject pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ji’ibó</td>
<td>1st person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person plural simple oblique pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yùúbó</td>
<td>2nd person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person plural simple oblique pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàábó</td>
<td>3rd person plural simple object pron + 3rd person plural simple oblique pron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that in terms of the singular plural morphology of the members of the compound, the object compound pronouns behave in much the same way as the subject compound pronouns. Thus, the first member of the compound is consistently plural while the second is either singular or plural. Where the second member is singular, the entire compound has a singular referent and when it is plural, the referent is plural.

The use of these pronouns is illustrated in the following sentences. The sentences in (4) illustrate the use of simple pronouns while those in (5) illustrate the use of compound pronouns.

(4) a. òmbé kì fèé yà.
   òmbé à kì fèé yà
   Ambe SM P2 slap me
   “Ambe slapped me.”
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b. ãmbe kì fèè jì’ì
ãmbe à kì fèè jì’ì
Ambe SM P2 slap us
“Ambe slapped us (i.e. speaker and a third party).”

(5) a. ãmbe kì wà’átó jì’ò
ãmbe à kì wá’átó jì’ò
Ambe SM P2 remember us
“Ambe remembered us (i.e. speaker and listener).”

b. ãmbe kì wà’átó jì’ibo
ãmbe à kì wá’átó jì’ibo
Ambe SM P2 remember us
“Ambe remembered us (i.e. speaker and a 3rd group).”

1.4.2. Object of preposition pronouns

Just like the verb object pronouns, the preposition object pronouns subdivide into simple and compound pronouns. Tables VI and VII contain the simple and compound object of preposition pronouns.

Table 5.VI: Simple object preposition pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>mò</td>
<td>bì’ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>yò</td>
<td>bù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jú</td>
<td>bó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.VII: Compound object preposition pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>person</th>
<th>singular</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1+2</td>
<td>bì’ò</td>
<td>bì’ìnò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1+3</td>
<td>bì’jú</td>
<td>bì’ibo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+3</td>
<td>bùjú</td>
<td>bùbó</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The compound pronouns which are complements of prepositions are formally very similar to the compound pronouns which function as subjects. The only feature that distinguishes them is that whereas the first person singular form has two alternatives for the subject pronouns (sì ~ bì’ò), it has only one form (bì’ì) for the object (of preposition) forms.

The following examples illustrate the use of the compound object of preposition pronouns.

(6) a. ãmbe kì fá mi dù’ù mbó mò.
ãmbe à kì fá mi-lù’ù á m-bó mò
Ambe SM P2 give 6-Palmwine to 6-hands me
“Ambe gave palmwine to me.”

b. ãmbe kì fá mi dù’ù mbó bó.
ãmbe à kì fá mi-lù’ù á m-bó bó
Ambe SM P2 give 6-Palmwine to 6-hands them
“Ambe gave palmwine to them.”
(7) a. ðambè kì lòò mìlù’ù mbò bì’ô.
èmbè à kì lòò mì-lù’ù á m-bó bì’ô
Ambe SM P2 keep 6-Palmwine to 6-hands us
“We Ambe reserved palm wine for us (i.e. speaker and listener).”

b. ðambè kì lòò mìlù’ù mbò bùbò.
èmbè à kì lòò mì-lù’ù á m-bó bùbò
Ambe SM P2 keep 6-Palmwine to 6-hands you
“We Ambe reserved palm wine for you (i.e. groups of listeners and 3rd party).”

2. Logophoric pronouns

Logophoric pronouns in Bafut are very common in reported speech where the use of subordinate structures is frequent. The expression “logophoric pronoun” is used here to refer to devices (i.e. proforms) which indicate that in conjoined clauses, the subject of the following clause is identical with or different from the subject of the preceding clause. Following Wiesemann (1982a,b) we use coreference in the situation where the subjects are identical and switch reference in situations where the subjects are not the same.

2.1. Coreference

A logophoric pronoun marking coreference is used mostly in temporary subordinate sentences. In such cases, a pronoun jù or bó is used when a third person is coreferential with the third person doing the reporting. The following examples illustrate the use of coreference.

(8) a. kwìmànkò’ô lè n’ßòng mó jù kà lìgi nsòó wà.
kwìmànkò’ô à lè N-ßòng mó jù kà lìgi ñ-sòó w-á
Tortoise, SM P3 N-say that he, F0 till 3-farm 3-the
“We Tortoise said that he will cultivate the land.”

b. bisìí hjá tìgì ñkà’á mó bó kà 3wìts kwìmànkò’ô.
bisìí hjá bì tìgì N-kà’á mó bó kà 3wìts kwìmànkò’ô
Birds, the SM then N-plan that they, F0 kill tortoise
“The Birds then planned to kill tortoise.”

In these examples, the pronouns jù and bó in the subordinate clauses refer back to the subjects of the main clauses “Tortoise” and “the birds” respectively. In each example therefore, the subjects of the main verb and the subordinate clause are coreferential.

The logophoric pronoun marking coreference is deleted in consecutive clauses. Subsequent verbs, that is verbs following the main verb in the consecutive clause rather bear a homorganic nasal consonant. In the following examples, the homorganic nasal is in bold face and is separated from the root by a hyphen in the underlying representation.

(9) a. kwìmànkò’ô tìgi mmá’á màtáá wá nlàìntì.
kwìmànkò’ô á tìgi N-mà’á màtáá w-á N-làìntì
tortoise SM then N-set 1-trap 1-the N-hide
“We Tortoise then set the trap and (then) hid himself.”

b. ñù bàjûúdá jò jéèsò ñkwètò jì.
ñù bàjûúdá á jò jéèsò N-kwètò jì
person Jew SM see Jesus N-help him
“A Jew saw Jesus and helped him.”

In the first example in (9a), the homorganic nasal consonant on the main verb (N-ma’á ‘set’) has been occasioned by the preceding deficient verb ūgī. The second homorganic nasal on the verb N-lòntò ‘hide’ is a consequence of having verbs in a series. See chapters 7 and 12 for more on such forms of homorganic nasal marking in the language.

2.2 Switch reference

Switch reference marking is indicated by the presence of a subject pronoun in the subordinate or second clause of the temporary subordinative and consecutive clauses. The examples in (8a and 9b) can be rewritten as in (10a-b) to illustrate switch reference of two subjects.

(10) a. kwìmáŋkò̀ ̀ ̀ le ṉsòŋà mò à kà lìgì ̀ ̀ ̀ ǹsò̀ wà.
kwìmáŋkò̀ ̀ ̀ le ̀ ̀ ̀ Nìswòŋà mò à kà lìgò̀ ̀ ̀ ǹsò̀ ẁ à
Tortoisei SM P3 N-say that hek F0 till 1-farm 1-the
“Tortoise said that he (someone else) will farm the land.”

b. ñù bájùùdà jò jèéèsò̀ á kwètò jí.
ñù bájùùdà á jò jèéèsò̀ á kwètò jí
person Jew see Jesusi hei help him
“A Jew saw Jesus and he (i.e. Jesus) helped him (i.e. the Jew).”

In (10a), the person to farm the land is not Tortoise but a third party referred to earlier on in the discourse. In this case the logophoric pronoun à (with a low tone) is used. It is possible in this sentence to use the coreferential jù to indicate that Tortoise will farm the land himself. In (10b), on the other hand, Jesus Christ (the object of the sentence) helped the Jew. The logophoric pronoun ã (with a high tone) is used in this case where the third party referred to is mentioned in the same sentence. Contrast this with (10a) where à (with a low tone) is used when the third party is not mentioned in the same sentence but earlier on in the discourse. The use of the coreferential jù is not possible in (10b).

3. The demonstrative pronoun

In specific discourse contexts in Bafut, especially in situations where the substantive is recoverable from the context, the demonstrative alone can be used (as a pronoun) in the place of the substantive. There are three types of demonstrative pronouns whose forms are determined by two factors: (a) degree of proximity/relative distance between speaker, listener and object referred to, (b) the morphological class to which the relevant noun belongs. These pronouns also have emphatic forms which go up to three degrees of emphasis. We use the expressions neutral and emphatic demonstratives to distinguish between the two forms of demonstrative pronouns.

3.1 Neutral demonstrative pronouns

There are three stems of the neutral demonstrative pronoun each determined by the degree of proximity between speaker, listener and referent. The first form signifies “this/these” indicating proximity to speaker. The second form signifies “that/those” indicating proximity to the listener. The third signifies “that/those yonder” indicating relative distance from both speaker and listener but indicating that the object is within sight and can be pointed at. The stems of these three demonstratives are:
In rapid/colloquial speech, the anaphoric definitiviser is realized simply as åá. For instance, the last bit of the sentence immediately above will be realized as (...mi bàn åá)

(11) Near Speaker (NS)    Near Listener (NL)    Far from speaker and listener (FSL)
   -u            -aa             -ií

Each stem takes a concord consonant corresponding to the morphological class of the noun that the pronoun substitutes. These concord consonants are presented in the table below:

Table VIII: Demonstrative concord consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Concord consonant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ţ- ~ w-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b- ~ bj-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ţ- ~ w-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n- ~ nj-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m- ~ mj-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dz- ~ dʒ- ~ dʒ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>y-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dz- ~ dʒ- ~ dʒj-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f- ~ fj-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we notice, there is variation in the forms of the concord consonants. In fact, only classes 7 and 9 have a unique concord consonant. For a comment on this variation, see paragraph after table IX which presents the full forms of the demonstrative pronouns.

The following sentences illustrate the use of simple demonstrative pronouns which stand for nouns belonging in classes 1, 2, 5 and 6. The figures in the glosses indicate the noun classes.

(12) a. ɣý mbèé mò ní jinsígíñ láò.
      ɣý-û á m-bèé mò à ní jín-sígíñ
      “This one near me is a nice one.”

b. bù mbèé mò ní bín-sígíñ láò.
       bù á m-bèé mò b-í ní bín-sígíñ
       “These ones near me are nice ones.”

c. òmbé kòŋ nù mò ní bànñ láà.
      òmbé á kòŋř n-û mò n-í bànñ láá
      Ambe SM like 5-this that 5-is red DEF
      “Ambe likes this one which is red.”

d. òmbé kì nò̄n̄sí nò jà tú mû mò mí bànñ láà.
      òmbé á kì nò̄n̄sí nó j-á á à-tû m-û mò m-í bànñ láá
      Ambe SM P2 put 9-snake 9-the on head 6-these that 6-are red DEF
      “Ambe placed the snake on these ones that are red.”
3.2 Emphatic demonstrative pronouns

The emphatic demonstrative pronouns are derived from the simple demonstrative pronouns via suffixation and reduplication. There are three degrees of emphasis which we can capture in a scale ranging from 1 – 3 in ascending order. The full forms of the emphatic demonstrative pronouns corresponding to all the noun classes are presented in the table below. The forms corresponding to the degree 0 are the simple demonstratives from which the emphatic counterparts are derived. The first degree emphatic form for NL and FSL differs from the simple demonstrative form only in a rise in intonation when realizing the emphatic form. In the transcription, the symbol \( \overline{\text{I}} \) indicates the rise in intonation.

Table 5.IX: Emphatic demonstrative pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Sample noun</th>
<th>Near speaker (NS)</th>
<th>Near listener (NL)</th>
<th>Far from speaker and listener (NSL)</th>
<th>Degree of emphasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mifì “chief”</td>
<td>wàá</td>
<td>wìi</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñwá</td>
<td>ñwá</td>
<td>ñwìi</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñlá</td>
<td>ñlá</td>
<td>ñwìi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñwáyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>bù</td>
<td>bjàá</td>
<td>bìį</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bù</td>
<td>bjàá</td>
<td>bìį</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bùá</td>
<td>bjàá</td>
<td>bìį</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>bùábù bùábù</td>
<td>bjàábjà bjàábjà</td>
<td>bìì bìì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ñùá ñuláyú ñuláyú</td>
<td>ñwáwá ñuláwá</td>
<td>ñwìi ñulìwì ñulìwì</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The two forms of the third degree emphasis are simply stylistic variants. The variations in the forms of the concord consonants seem to be morphologically, rather than phonetically, determined. While phonetic factors can be explored, for instance, to account for the alternation between dz and j (j occurs before the vowel j while dz occurs elsewhere), there is very little else that can be said by way of accounting for the alternation between the other concord consonants in phonetic terms. As such, I will contend myself here and elsewhere in this book with a simple description of the facts. In noun classes 1 and 3, y- varies with w-.

While w- occurs before –aa, y- occurs before –u. In classes 8 and 10, dz- varies with dz- and dʒ-. The form dz- occurs before –u, dʒ- before –ii and dʒi- before –aa. In the other classes (2, 5, 6, 9, and 19), the general concord consonant for each class varies with a palatalized form; the palatalized form occurring before –aa and the non-palatalized form before the rest of the demonstrative stems (–u and –ii).

In actual usage, the degree of emphasis corresponds to the number of times that the speaker is forced to use the demonstrative pronoun. Generally, the 0 degree emphasis, (i.e the simple demonstrative pronoun) corresponds to the simple, neutral, first time of use. The 1 degree emphasis corresponds to a situation where the speaker has to repeat the demonstrative for the first time. If he/she has to repeat it a second time, this will correspond to the 2 degree emphasis and eventually the 3 degree emphasis if there is still a need for repetition. Thus, picture this scenario where a speaker wants a listener to take a particular níngò “plantain” (class 5 noun) from a group of many plantains located far from speaker and listener.

(13)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of Listener’s action</th>
<th>Speaker’s vocal reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral first time</td>
<td>lògò nìfì “take that one yonder”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener picks wrong plantain</td>
<td>nígàñ, nìfì “no, that one yonder”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener again picks wrong one. Speaker irritated. Voice louder</td>
<td>nígàñ, nílì “no! that one yonder”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener still fails to pick right one. Speaker more irritated and voice gets even louder.</td>
<td>nígàñ mà, nílinì “no, I say! that one yonder”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this context, voice is invariably linked to repetition. The speaker gets irritated (emotional) when caused to repeat or say one thing many times over. The degree of irritation, which corresponds to emphasis, is signaled by loudness and pitch of voice.

The demonstrative forms can be used as a determiner, in which case it follows the noun specified. However, in contexts involving contrastive focus, the demonstrative precedes the noun, in which case the stem vowel of the demonstrative is lengthened and intonation rises.

(14) a. _locals 1-spoon b. _locals 2-spoons c. _locals 7-dish d. _locals 19-salt

(15) a. _locals this+Focus “This spoon.” b. _locals these+Focus “These spoons.” c. _locals 7-this “This dish.” d. _locals this+Focus “This salt.”

The examples in (14) illustrate the unmarked neutral way of expressing ‘this N’ in the language while those in (15) can only be interpreted with contrastive focus reference to a particular object to the exclusion of all others in the domain of discourse.

4. Possessive pronouns

The possessive pronoun is made up of a stem and a concord consonant determined by the morphological class of the noun which the pronoun stands for. The stems further subdivide into three groups marking the possessive pronoun for number. The first group is made up of pronouns which substitute for single nouns. The second group is made up of pronouns which substitute for dual nouns; that is the pronoun refers to a group made up of two distinct nouns, e.g. _us meaning ‘you and I’. In the third group, we find pronouns which substitute for a set of groups of plural nouns, e.g. _you meaning ‘you (pl) and them’. Table X below presents the different concord consonants and their variants while Table XI presents the stems of the possessive pronouns. Table XII presents the full pronominal forms for class 1 nouns.

Table 5.X: Concord consonants of possessive pronouns

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>γ- ~ j- ~ w-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b- ~ bj-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>γ- ~ j- ~ w-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n- ~ nj-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m- ~ mj-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dz- ~ d3-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dz- ~ d3-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f- ~ fj-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As in the case of the demonstrative pronouns, the concord consonants of some of the classes have variants. In noun classes 1 and 3, γ- varies with j- and w-. γ- occurs before –a, –o and – uu, w- occurs before –aa and j- occurs before –i and –u. In noun classes 2, 5, 6 and 19, b-, n-, m- and f- vary with bj-, nj-, mj- and fj- respectively. The palatalized forms bj-, nj-, mj- and fj-
occur before –aa while the non-palatalized forms occur before the rest of the stems –a, -i, -u. In classes 8 and 10, d₃- varies with d₃j-. The palatalized form d₃j- occurs before –aa while the non-palatalized form occurs before the other stems.

Table XI: Stems of possessive pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-a</td>
<td>-i’o</td>
<td>(1+2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-o</td>
<td>-i’iju</td>
<td>(1+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-i</td>
<td>-uuju</td>
<td>(2+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aaaju</td>
<td>(3+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-uubo</td>
<td>(2+3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aa</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aabó</td>
<td>(3+3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table XII: Full pronominal forms for class 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single</th>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ʊa</td>
<td>“mine”</td>
<td>“ours (you and me)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ʊò</td>
<td>“yours”</td>
<td>“ours (he/she and me)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jì</td>
<td>“his/hers”</td>
<td>“ours (you and him)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wàajù “theirs (them)”</td>
<td>yùù “yours (group including listener)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wà “theirs (group of 3rd persons)”</td>
<td>wà “theirs (group of 3rd persons)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wà “theirs (group of 3rd persons)”</td>
<td>wà “theirs (set of two groups of 3rd persons)”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The possessive pronouns are formally identical (but for a few tone differences) to the human object pronouns discussed earlier in section 1.4 (compare tables IV and V with the immediately preceding tables). In fact, the possessive pronouns seem to be derived from the human object pronouns. In their internal composition, the dual and plural forms are bimorphemic; made up of a simple object pronoun and a simple subject or oblique pronoun as presented below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dual</th>
<th>1st person plural simple object pron. + 2nd person singular simple subject pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jì’ó</td>
<td>1st person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique Pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jì’jú</td>
<td>2nd person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person singular simple oblique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wàajù</td>
<td>3rd person plural simple object pron. + 3rd person singular simple</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Like demonstratives, the possessive pronoun can also be used as a determiner. In this usage, the pronoun follows the noun in unmarked, neutral contexts but precedes it in contexts of contrastive focus reference.

(16) a. láŋðə yà b. níbôô nì’í c. mbû jì’ì d. ãlà’á jûúbô
láŋðə y-à ní-bôô n-i’í mbû j-i’í ã-lá’á jûúbô
1-horse 1-my 6-egg 6-our 9-dog 9-our 7-wound 7-your

(17) a. yàâ lâŋðə b. nì’í nîbôô c. jì’î mbû
y-àâ lâŋðə n-i’í nî-bôô j-i’î mbû
my+Foc horse our+Foc 6-egg our+Foc 9-dog
“My own horse.” “Our own egg.” “Our own dog.”

An interesting observation about the use of the possessive pronoun as a modifier in the noun phrase is that whenever the notion of location is involved, the object (of preposition) pronoun is used instead of the possessive pronoun. The notion of ‘in (to) our village’ for instance is rendered as á la’á bi’î instead of *á la’á ji’î (bi’î being the object of preposition as in à kì fà à mbô bi’î ‘he gave it to us’).

5. Quantitative pronouns

Bafut has two main types of quantitative pronouns; that is, pronouns denoting number or quantity. These pronouns may be used in apposition to the nouns expressed, or they may stand alone. The stems of these pronouns are (i) -mbô’ô and (ii) -tsim. As usual with Bafut pronouns, the quantitatives take concord markers determined by the morphological class of the noun they refer to or accompany.

5.1. The pronoun -mbô’ô

The quantitative pronoun -mbô’ô signifies “some”, “one of”, or “a certain”. The last meaning i.e. “a certain” is used exclusively in narratives. The concord morphemes of this pronoun are presented in the table below.

Table XIII: Concord morphemes of -mbô’ô

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Concord morpheme</th>
<th>Sample pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>jì-</td>
<td>jì-mbô’ô</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Following are some illustrations of the use of these pronouns for classes 1, 2, 5 and 6. The classes are indicated in the glosses.

(18)  

a.  ámbê kí jùù jímò’á.  
    ámbê à kí jùù jí-mò’á  
    Ambe SM P2 buy 1-one of them  
    “Ambe bought one of them.”

b.  bímò’á kì zì fàà.  
    bì-mò’á b-ì kì zìì fàà  
    2-some 2-SM P2 come here  
    “Some of them came here.”

c.  nìmò’á lé ngwò múm òwàng  
    nì-mò’á n-ì lé N-wùù á múm à-wàng  
    5-one 5-SM P3 N-fall Prep inside 7-sand  
    “One of them fell into the sand.”

d.  ámbê lè nnìy múmò’á múm òwàng.  
    ámbê à lé N-nìíy mí-mò’á múm à-wàng  
    Ambe SM P3 N-put 6-some Prep inside 7-sand  
    “Ambe buried some of them in the sand.”

5.2. The pronoun -tsim

The pronoun -tsim signifies “both”, “all”. This pronoun is seldom used in the singular form, but when so used, it expresses the meaning of “the whole of”, “the entire”. The concord markers of this pronoun are significantly different from those of the sister pronoun -mò’á “one of” or “a certain” presented above. The concord markers of -tsim are presented in Table XIV.

Table XIV: Concord markers of -tsim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Concord marker</th>
<th>Sample pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>n-tsim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bi-</td>
<td>bi-tsim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ø-tsim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nì-</td>
<td>nì-tsim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mi-</td>
<td>mi-tsim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ø-</td>
<td>ø-tsim</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following sentences illustrate the use of this pronoun for classes 1, 3 and 2 nouns respectively.

(19) a. *tsim ki kùù mñño ŋgɔ’ɔ.
   tsim î kî kùù á mñño ŋgɔ’ɔ
   1-all 1-SM P2 enter Prep 1-bottom 9-stone
   “All of it entered under a stone.”

b. *tsim ki nòŋò ntà’á.
   tsim î kî nòŋò á ñ-tà’á
   3-all 3-SM P2 lie Prep 3-outside
   “All of it was exposed.”

c. ñmbè kî tòó bitsimò ndàŋwà’ànì.
   ñmbè à kî tòó bi-tsím á ñ-dàŋwà’ànì
   Ambe SM P2 send 2-all Prep 9-school
   “Ambe sent all of them to school.”

The quantitative pronoun can also be used modificationally as a determiner. When it occurs in the same construction with a definite article, the quantitative determiner follows the definite article. The quantitative determiner is not used in noun-initial focus position as is the case with the definite article, demonstrative and possessive determiners. Following are some examples of the use of the quantitative determiner.

(20) a. ñguù jà ntsim ki nòŋò ntà’á
   ñ-ɡuù já n-tsím î kî nòŋò á ñ-tà’á
   9-skin 9-the 9-all 9-it P2 lie Prep 3-outside
   “The entire skin lay exposed.”

b. nwì kài tòó bìjìrò bìjá bìmɔ’ɔ bànnfè.
   nwì à kài tòó bi-jìrò Bj-á bi-mɔ’ɔ á bànnfè
   God SM F3 send 2-thieves 2-the 2-some Prep 1-hell
   “God shall send some of the thieves to hell.”

6. Interrogative pronouns

There are four interrogative pronouns in Bafut used in the formation of content questions, that is, questions requiring the identity of a person, place or object as answer. These pronouns are fɔ̀ ‘where’, wɔ̀ ‘who’ akɔ̀ ‘what’ and -uú ‘which’. The first is a locative interrogative pronoun while the others are used to question the identity of persons and objects. The stem of the pronoun for ‘which’ takes concord markers determined by the morphological class of the relevant noun. Following is a list of the concord consonants.

---

1 In the example in (19c), the preposition â changes to ñ and is phonetically realized as part of the preceding word. This is a fairly common process in Bafut and it affects ñ any time it occurs in between two nasal consonants.
As pronouns, the interrogative stands alone or in apposition to a noun. The pronoun ‘which’ can co-occur with a noun, in which case it functions as a determiner. In the determiner function, the pronoun generally follows the noun although it can also precede it in situations of emphasis/stress. We illustrate this distribution using nouns from classes 2, 3 and 5.

21a. bilamfi buú
   oranges which
   “Which oranges?”

b. ñgári wúú
   gun which
   “Which gun?”

c. nísọ́ñ núú
   tooth which
   “Which tooth?”

22a. buú bilamfi
   which oranges
   “Which oranges?”

b. wúú ñgári
   which gun
   “Which gun?”

c. núú nísọ́ñ
   which tooth
   “Which tooth?”

The use of the other interrogatives (‘what’, ‘who’ and ‘where’) is illustrated in the sentences in (23).

(23) a. ò jọ́ṣ’ọ́ màngjè wáá nà kà?
   ò jọ́ṣ’ọ́ màngjè w-á-á mì àkà
   you marry 1-woman 1-the-DEF with what
   “What did you pay as bride price for the woman.”

b. tsọ́ṣ’ọ́ wá kì lọ́̀sí mbóò mí láá fá?
   tsọ́ṣ’ọ́ w-á à kì lọ́̀sí m-bóò m-í láá fá
   1-partridge 1-the 1-1SM P2 hide 6-eggs 6-its DEF where
   “Where did the partridge hide its eggs?”

c. mbó wò fá kwí’i?
   mbó wò à fá à-kwí’i
   cond. who SM give 7-answer
   “Who can give an answer?”

7. The relative pronoun

The relative pronoun in Bafut is marked by the stem -ìì which, as usual with pronouns in Bafut, takes concord consonants determined by the morphological class of the noun it refers to. Following is a table of the concord consonants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun Class</th>
<th>Concord consonant</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>w- / y-</td>
<td>wúú/yúú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>búú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>w- / y-</td>
<td>wúú/yúú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>núú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>múú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>júú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dʒ-</td>
<td>dʒúú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>júú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dʒ-</td>
<td>dʒúú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td>fúú</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table XVI: Concord consonants of the relative pronoun

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun Class</th>
<th>Concord consonant</th>
<th>Full pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>bìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>mìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>mìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dʒ-</td>
<td>dʒìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dʒ-</td>
<td>dʒìì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td>fìì</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative pronoun is used in relative clauses to express the meaning ‘the one(s) which/that’. In every instance of its use, it is optionally preceded by a demonstrative determiner and followed by the complementiser mó (for more on the relative clause, cf chapter 5). Following are some examples of the use of the relative pronoun.

(24) a. wá jìì mó sì kì jùù láà.
    w-á j-ìì mó sì kì yùù láà
    1-Dem. 1-Pron Comp we P2 buy DEF
    “The one which/that we (you and I) bought.”

b. nibà’á kì jùù njá nìí mó sì kì jó láà.
   nibà’á à kì jùù láà nj-á n-ìí mó sì kì jó láà
   Niba SM P2 buy DEF 6-Dem. 6-Pron. Comp we P2 see DEF
   “Niba bought the one that we (you and I) saw.”

8. Reflexive pronouns

Bafut employs four main strategies for reflexivity in clauses. In the first strategy, the reflexive marker consists of a bare noun stem. In the second, an ordinary object pronoun is used reflexively. The third strategy involves use of a lexical item plus a possessive pronoun while in the fourth strategy, the reflexive structure is an oblique pronoun plus a lexical item. These strategies hardly provide productive patterns as they are confined to uses in very restricted contexts. We examine each strategy in turn.

8.1 Bare noun stem

The bare noun stem nò “body” can be used reflexively with a very small number of verbs that deal with (grooming) taking care of the body (bathing, applying lotion, dressing, etc.) In their normal usage, that is, the non-reflexive usage, these verbs take as complement mó plus a possessive pronoun. However, in contexts where the speaker intends to establish coreference between the subject and the object, the possessive pronoun can be omitted and in this case, the bare noun nò assumes a reflexive interpretation. Consider the following examples:

(25) a. bí fì’í nò jì.
   bí h à fì’í nò jì
   Bih Prog SM wash 9-body 9-her
“Bih is washing her body/taking a bath”.

b. \( bǐ \ jī'í \ nô. \)
\( bǐ \ h₁ \ á \ jī'í \ n-ô \)
Bih Prog SM wash 9-body
“Bih is washing/bathing herself”.

(26) \( bǐ \ jī'í \ nô \ sùù. \)
\( bǐ \ h₁ \ á \ jī'í \ n-ô \ sùù \)
Bih Prog SM wash 9-body Suh
“Bih is bathing Suh”.

The first example shows the verb \( jī'í \) “wash” in its normal usage where it is followed by the noun \( nô \) “body” and a possessive pronoun. This example can be translated in three ways: “Bih is washing her body”, “Bih is bathing herself” or simply “Bih is bathing”. In the (b) counterpart, there is no doubt that subject–object coreference is involved and so the possessive pronoun is omitted and the bare noun stem then assumes a reflexive function. In the third example in (26), coreference is not intended and so a reflexive counterpart is impossible.

8.2 Ordinary object pronoun

In this strategy, personal pronouns are used for first and third persons to express reflexivity. The second person pronoun is hardly used reflexively in this strategy. The pronouns used here are ordinary object pronouns which have assumed an additional reflexive interpretation in order to denote reference identity between the subject and object of a clause. The verb that regularly appears in this paradigm is the verb \( wé'é \) “wear (a dress)”. However, two other verbs - \( jī'í \) “wash” and \( jī'í \) “apply lotion to body” referring to care of the body are equally acceptable in this context. No other verb, to the best of my knowledge, can occur in this context. Here are some examples:

(27) a. \( mò \ kì \ wé'é \ yá \ sǐgînî \)
\( mò \ kì \ wé'é \ yá \ sǐgînî \)
I P2 wear me nice
“I dressed myself nicely.”

b. \( bǐ \ kì \ jò'ù \ jí \ sǐgînî \ ní \ bùrî. \)
\( bǐ \ à \ kì \ jò'ù \ jí \ sǐgînî \ ní \ bùrî \)
Bih SM P2 rub her nice with 1-camwood
“Bih rubbed herself nicely with camwood.”

“Bih rubbed her/him (some other person) nicely with camwood.”

c. \( mámfo \ lè \ nô'î \ jí \ sǐgînî \ ní \ ndùrî. \)
\( mámfo \ à \ lè \ N-jí'î \ jí \ sǐgînî \ ní \ n-dùrî \)
Queenmother SM P3 N-wash her nice with 9-juice from climber plant
“The queen mother washed herself well with juice from a special climber plant.”

“The queen mother washed her/him well with juice from a special climber plant.”

While the example in (a) has a clear reflexive reading, the others in (b) and (c) do not. The (b) and (c) examples are ambiguous between a reflexive reading in which the pronoun \( jî'î \) is coreferential with the subject of the clause and a disjoint reference reading in which the
pronoun refers to a participant different from the subject. It is only the speech act (situation) that can help clear this ambiguity.

8.3. “Body” noun plus possessive pronoun

What we have labeled here as the “body” noun plus pronoun is a reflexivisation strategy in which the reflexive marker is a complex unit comprising a lexical item *ibi ñu* “trunk (of body) plus a possessive pronoun. The noun *ibi nù* itself is a compound derived from the associative construction *ibi “trunk” and nù “body”. The associative marker (AM) in this construction is a floating high tone which docks leftwards onto the final TBU of *ibi*. In this reflexivisation strategy, a clause which literally would mean X does something to X’s body receives a reflexive interpretation in specific contexts.

(28) a. *mò kí jò biínù yá múm ṣkì’ì.*
\[
\text{mò kí jò 1-biínù y-á múm ṣ-kì’ì}
\]
1 P2 see 7-body 7-my in 9-mirror

“I saw myself in the mirror.”

b. *kwímáŋkò’ò tígi ọkwéti biínù jí ní ọkábí já.*
\[
\text{kwímáŋkò’ò á tígi ŋ-kwéti 1-biínù j-i ní ŋ-kábí j-á}
\]
1-Tortoise 1-SM then N-help 7-trunk 7-his with 9-money 9-the body

“Tortoise then helped himself with the money.”

c. *lśŋá wá lé sí ñwítí biínù jí nò fà’à.*
\[
\text{1-lśŋá w-á á lé sí 3wítí i-biínù j-i ní à-fà’à}
\]
horse 1-the 1-SM P2 Asp kill 3-trunk body 3-his with 7-work

“The horse used to kill itself with work (used to overwork itself).”

It is worth noting that two morphological variants of the word for “trunk of body” are attested in the language. These are *mbiínù* (class 1) and *ibiínù* (class 3). While some speakers use these two words interchangeably, the general tendency is to use *mbiínù* where the literal meaning “trunk of body” is intended and *ibiínù* when a reflexive interpretation is involved. Thus in the example in (28a) for instance, if *mbiínù* substitutes *ibiínù*, the meaning we get is one in which the subject saw the trunk of his body (and not the entire body/self) in the mirror. The word for “body” *nù* can be used in this sentence without *ibi* “trunk” to refer to a situation where the subject saw his/her body in the mirror. This is however not a reflexive interpretation and the use of *nù* alone in the other examples in (28b) and (28c) is ungrammatical. Finally, we note that the *ibiínù* plus pronoun strategy is the most productive in the language as it is used with a variety of verbs including verbs denoting physical action, cognition, and emotion.

8.4. The pronoun plus “owner” noun strategy

This strategy makes use of a pronoun plus a lexical item *mbọ́ŋ “owner”. Elsewhere, the lexical item occurs regularly in associative constructions such as *mbọ́ŋ ndụgị “family head” which literally means “owner of compound”. The pronominal form which corresponds to the regular oblique personal pronouns discussed in section 1.4.2 can occur in all three persons (singular and plural). First we list the reflexive forms for all three persons and then present sentences illustrating the use of this reflexivisation strategy.
(29) Reflexive forms
mòmbòŋ “myself”
yòmbòŋ “yourself (sg)”
júmbòŋ “him/her/itself”
bì’ímbòŋ “ourselves”
búmbòŋ “yourselves”
bómbòŋ “themselves”

(30) a. mò kì yà’åsò yà mòmbòŋ.
   mò kì yà’åsò yà mòmbòŋ
   I P₂ praise me myself
   “I praised myself.”

b. ò kì lásò yò yòmbòŋ.
   ò kì lásò yò yòmbòŋ
   you(sg) P₂ hurt you(sg) yourself
   “you hurt yourself.”

c. à kì zwítò jì júmbòŋ.
   à kì zwítò jì júmbòŋ
   he/she P₂ kill him/her him/herself
   “He/she destroyed him/herself.”

Notice that the verb is followed by the regular object pronoun which is absent in the English translation. Thus, the example in (a) literally means “I praised me myself”. This leaves one with the impression that the reflexive form is a sort of intensifier which also serves an appositive function. This claim is supported by two facts. First, there is an audible phonetic break between the object pronoun and the reflexive complex. Secondly, if the object pronoun is omitted, the sentence loses its reflexive interpretation. In such cases, the object of the verb is implied and the reflexive complex serves to emphasize that the action of the verb was carried out specifically by the subject and no one else. Thus, if the object is omitted in the example in (30a), it is implied that someone was praised and this praising was done by the subject (i.e. mò “I”) and no one else.

The P- mbòŋ reflexive exhibits many other distributional properties which mark it out as distinct from other reflexives in Bafut. For instance, it can be positioned immediately after its antecedent in contexts where the situation described comes as a surprise to the speaker as in the following example uttered in a context where Ambe has been advising people not to burn the bushes.

(31) ìmbé júmbòŋ kì tòò nì-tá’à.
ìmbé júmbòŋ à kì tòò nì-tá’à
Ambe himself SM P₂ burn hill
Ambe himself burnt a hill.”

The antecedent and the reflexive constitute a phonetic group and an audible phonetic break is noticed only after the reflexive.

Reflexives in Bafut generally do not occur in a position where they are not controlled by an antecedent which is certainly not unusual crosslinguistically. The P- mbòŋ reflexive however seems to have the liberty to occur in sentence initial position where emphasis is intended.
This sentence is uttered in a situation where some form of threat is involved; the speaker will go to the office probably to confront the person in the office for some wrongdoing.

One interesting property of reflexivisation in Bafut is that the antecedent can occur in object position. As we have seen already, the most common position of the antecedent is the subject position. When an associative (genitive) construction occurs in subject position, the reflexive marker can be construed only with the head noun. We illustrate this with the biinû-P reflexive and the P-mbôŋ reflexive.

In very special constructions, a noun in object position can serve as an antecedent to a reflexive pronoun that appears in oblique position.

Constructions of this type are rare and constitute the only instances where a reflexive marker is construed with a noun in object position. Otherwise, antecedents of reflexive pronouns in Bafut, except in special cases of emphasis, are generally restricted to occurring in subject position.

9. Emphatic pronouns

Emphatic pronouns in Bafut are generally used to mark either insistence or surprise. In the case of surprise, the emphatic pronoun is used in a context where the speaker does not expect a certain action from the listener or a third party. The emphatic pronoun generally comprises a consonant followed by a long vowel. The only exception is the first person plural form in which the long vowel is separated by a glottal stop. In larger constructions, the emphatic pronoun occurs immediately following the verb. Following is a list of Bafut emphatic pronouns and illustrations of their use in larger constructions.
The use of emphatic pronouns is very common in Bafut as well as in many other Grassfields Bantu languages and their influence on second language learning is very visible. Sentences like *I am going me to church* are very common in the speech of Bafut learners of English.

**Conclusion**

In the discussion of pronouns in this chapter, we have laid emphasis principally on their function and distribution. The internal constituency of the personal pronoun forms was discussed in some detail. However, apart from saying that the compound pronoun is formed by combining this and that morpheme, we did not get into the exact mechanism of this combination. This will make and interesting study for Bafut and related Grassfields Bantu languages. We also mentioned agreement between the noun and a pronoun. With the exception of the human pronouns, all other pronouns exhibit this agreement phenomenon which is rather rich in the language. In chapter 5, we return to this in greater detail illustrating the various agreement patterns that hold between nouns and related elements including pronominals.
Chapter 5
The noun phrase

Introduction

The present chapter focuses on the modifiers of the noun such as adjectives, determiners, pronouns, genitives, etc. I describe the form and meaning of each modifier as well as its distribution relative to the noun and to other elements within the noun phrase. The expression “noun phrase”, as used in this chapter, has no theoretical import. It is used simply to refer to a group of words made up of a noun and some other word which specifies, qualifies or describes the noun. For ease of exposition, we categorize the noun phrase into simple and complex noun phrases; the simple noun phrase being a noun or pronominal element only or a noun modified by a single modifier and the complex noun phrase being a noun modified by a complex unit such as a genitive phrase or a relative clause.

1. The simple noun phrase

There are basically two categories of the simple noun phrase. The first category contains single nouns or pronouns that stand alone and function as subject or object while the second category contains a noun modified by simple modifiers such as determiners, adjectives and genitives. Having discussed the form and meaning of individual nouns and pronouns in chapters 2, 3, and 4, the first category of the simple noun phrase will, therefore, no longer retain our attention in this chapter. Consequently, we delve straight into the second category which consists of a noun and a modifier channeling the discussion to focus more on the form, meaning and distribution of the modifier and less on the noun since this has already been covered in chapter 2.

1.1. The noun and determiners

Determiners constitute a very restricted class of words in Bafut. They are generally positioned immediately after the noun they specify and obligatorily take agreement markers determined by the class of the noun they specify. The class of determiners includes the definite/indefinite articles, demonstratives, possessives, and interrogatives. In the preceding chapter, we described demonstratives, possessives and interrogatives mainly as pronouns but also as modificational elements which co-occur with and help to specify the noun. In this section therefore, we will describe only the definite/indefinite articles. The reader is referred to the relevant sections of the preceding chapter for a discussion on the use of the demonstrative, possessive and interrogative as determiners.

A. The indefinite article

Bafut has no indefinite article. Any noun standing and functioning alone as subject or object in a sentence is interpreted as indefinite. Nouns in both the singular and plural forms can be used in this way and in this usage, the noun often has a generic interpretation.

1. (a) òkíkúŋ ní sìŋ bìlìì
   ò-òkíkúŋ à ní sìŋ bi-liì
   7-owl SM is bird 2-witches
   “An owl is a witches’s totem.”

   b. bìlìì fe’ê kíkúŋ nìtúgà
      bi-liì b-ì fe’ê ò-òkíkúŋ nì-túgà
      2-witches 2-SM come out 7-owl 5-night
      “Witches transform into owls during the night.”

B. The definite article
The definite article in Bafut consists of the vowel $á$ and a concord consonant marking agreement between the definite article and the noun it specifies. The table below lists the different concord consonants that the definite article takes along side the full form of the definite article.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Concord consonant</th>
<th>Definite article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>w-</td>
<td>w-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bj-</td>
<td>bj-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>w-</td>
<td>w-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nj-</td>
<td>nj-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mj-</td>
<td>mj-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>j-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dʒj-</td>
<td>dʒj-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>j-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dʒj-</td>
<td>dʒj-á</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>fj-</td>
<td>fj-á</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the noun phrase, the unmarked position of the definite article is after the noun it specifies. However, in contexts of contrastive focus reference, the article precedes the noun. In this case, a low-tone vowel morpheme is attached to the stem vowel (of the definite article) and intonation rises. The examples in (2) with the noun preceding the definite article illustrate the most neutral, unmarked and common way of expressing definiteness in Bafut. The examples in (3) on the other hand, with the noun following the definite article, can only be interpreted with contrastive focus reference to a salient noun (distinct from all others) already mentioned in the domain of discourse.

(2) a. lú’ú wâ  b. bilú’ú hjâ  c. àkâŋ jâ  d. fŋgwâŋ fjâ
lú’ú w-á  bi-lú’ú bj-á  à-kâŋ j-á  fŋ-gwâŋ fj-á
1-spoon 1-the 2-spoons 2-the 7-dish 7-the 19-salt 19-the

(3) a. wâ lú’ú  b. hjâá bilú’ú  c. jââ kâŋ  d. fjâá fŋgwâŋ
w-á-á lú’ú bj-á-á bî-lú’ú j-á-á à-kâŋ fj-á-á fŋ-gwâŋ
1-the-Foc 1-spoon 2-spoons 2-the-Foc 7-the-Foc 7-dish 19-the-Foc 19-salt

In the focus examples in (3), the definite article combines with a low-toned vowel morpheme to produce the focus meaning. This focus morpheme, as we will see in chapter 11, bears various tones depending on the phonetic environment and on the kind of focus involved. In the particular instance illustrated in (3), the focus morpheme bears a low tone even though intonation generally rises in these instances of contrastive focus reference.

The definite article can co-occur with one other determiner within the same noun phrase. In this case, the definite article always comes in final position. Thus, we can have structures such as (i) Noun-Demonstrative-Definite article, (ii) Noun-Possessive-Definite article, (iii) Noun-Interrogative-Definite article. In contexts involving contrastive focus reference, the demonstrative, possessive or interrogative can precede the noun but the definite article always comes last in the noun phrase. Following are some examples.
In the examples in (6), the position of the interrogative determiner has no particular effect on the interpretation of the utterance. If anything, the occurrence of the interrogative in initial position may just signal emphasis on the part of the speaker.

1.2. The noun and adjectives

Adjectives in Bafut pattern into three broad categories namely, pure adjectives, derived adjectives and adjectival nouns. Pure adjectives are very few and are, for the most part, limited to colour and quality. Derived adjectives constitute a reduced-relative type construction formed from regular stative verbs and used to express adjectival meanings such as quality and other physical properties. Adjectival nouns, on their part, are ordinary nouns which are made to function like attributive adjectives in an N1-N2 type construction.

A. Pure adjectives

Pure adjectives are marked by a prefix governed by the class of the noun it qualifies. The tone of the adjective prefix is determined, to a large extent, by noun class and tone of the last syllable of the preceding noun. Generally, the adjective prefix is L if preceded by a H tone root and H if preceded by a L tone root. However, the adjective prefix is H if the noun is from class 1a, 2, 8 or 10. For more on such tone changes, see Neba (2007) and Mfonyam (1989). The different adjective prefixes are listed and illustrated below.
Table 6.II: Adjective prefixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Adjective prefix</th>
<th>Sample adjective ('nice')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>jîN-</td>
<td>jîn-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bî-</td>
<td>bî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jî-</td>
<td>jî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nî-</td>
<td>nî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mî-</td>
<td>mî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>jî-</td>
<td>yî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>dʒî-</td>
<td>dʒî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>jîN-</td>
<td>jîn-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>dʒî-</td>
<td>dʒî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>fî-</td>
<td>fî-sîgînî</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adjective prefix (concord morpheme) for classes 1 and 9 ends in a homorganic nasal which assimilates to the place of articulation features of the initial consonant of the adjective stem. The number of pure adjectives is extremely small. Only four of these are attested: -sîgînî ‘good/nice’, -bâgîtî ‘red/ripe’ -bî ‘raw’ and -fî ‘new’. In the noun phrase, the pure adjective follows the noun it qualifies and precedes the determiner if there is one.

(7) a.  kàrî jînsîgînî  b.  ñdâ jîm-fî jà
       jîn-sîgînî  ñ-dâ  jîm-fî  j-à

   ârî
   1-ring 1-nice  9-house  9-new  9-the

c.  nîbôò nîbî’î  d.  fîndzâù fîbâgîtî fîjâ
       1nî-bî’î  fî-ndzâù  fî-bâgîtî  fîj-à

   ì-bôò
   5-egg  5-raw  19-frog  19-red  19-the
   “A raw egg.”  “The red frog.”

B. Derived adjectives

A large number of the adjectives in Bafut are derived from verbs by prefixing a regular adjective prefix to the verb stem. Apart from the fact that these adjectives attribute a quality/physical property to the denotation of the noun they modify, and also follow the noun and agree with it in number and class as pure adjectives do, they behave otherwise as pure verbs in the syntax. For instance, they can be reduplicated, just like verbs, to emphasize the degree of a quality. The second element in the reduplicated form always takes a nominalized form of the corresponding verb. The example in (8a) shows the ordinary occurrence of a derived adjective in a noun phrase. In (8b), we illustrate a reduplicated derived adjective and in (8c) we illustrate a reduplicated verb form.
Reduplication of the type in (8b) is however limited to adjectives that are derived from unaccusative verbs\(^1\). Emphasis with an adjective derived from a transitive verb is done with the use of a consecutivevisation structure in a passive-like relative clause as in (9).

(9) \(\text{̀mìkùù mù mò bì láánláá} \)  
\m\ m-ù mò bì láá-n-láá
\i-kùù
\6-beans 6-these that they Cook-N-cook
“The over-cooked beans.”

The nasal element in the verbal complex in (9) is a consecutivevisation morpheme which serves to embed a series of consecutive events. See chapter 11 for more on consecutivevisation.

The derived adjective can also be used predicatively. In this usage, it can occur with tense-aspect markers (10b), can be negated (10c), can take a verbal extension (10d), and can be reduplicated (10e).

(10) a. \(\text{̀mìlù’ù mù mí lìì} \)  
\m\ m-ù m-í lìì
\-lù’ù
\6-palmwine 6-this 6-SM sweet
“This palm wine is sweet.”

b. \(\text{̀mìlù’ù mù mí kì sì lìì} \)  
\m\ m-ù m-í kì sì lìì
\-lù’ù
\6-palmwine 6-this 6-SM P2 Asp sweet
“(Yesterday) this palm wine was sweet.”

c. \(\text{(kàá) mìlù’ù mù mí sì lìì} \)  
\mì-lù’ù m-ú m-í sì lìì
kàá)
d. \(\text{̀mìlù’ù mù mí liìn-tò} \)  
\mì-lù’ù m-ú m-í liìn-tò
\kàá)

\(^1\) I call them unaccusative verbs because like the Italian verbs of the \(\text{essere} \) class and English verbs of motion and change of state, the Bafut verbs in question lack an external argument and do not assign accusative Case. The Bafut verbs in question therefore seem to be in the right semantic class to be unaccusatives.
Neg  6-Palm wine  6-this  6-SM  Neg sweet  6-Palm  6-this  6-SM  sweet+Ext.

“This palm wine is not sweet.”

“This palm wine is slightly sweet.”

c.  milù’ù mà mí lìinlií

mì  m-ú  m-í  lì-n-la

-lù’ù

6-palmwine  6-this  6-SM  Sweet-N-sweet

“This palmwine is very sweet.”

Some derived adjectives consist of a prefix, a stem and a suffix.

(11)  a.  âgârì ḳisà’àtì

âg-ári  ĸi-sà’-à-tì

kjè

3-gun  3-long-suff

“A long gun.”

b.  ḷkjè ḷdʒìfàŋkì

_keleng_  _dʒi-faŋ-kì

kjè

10-baskets  10-big-suff

“Big baskets.”

c.  ndùgì jìŋyà’átì

ǹdúgì  jìŋ-yà’-átì

kjè

9-compound  9-large-suff

“A large compound.”

The above examples are actually comparative forms used attributively. Thus (11a) for instance means ‘a gun which is slightly longer than ordinary (unspecified) guns’. Notice the difference in the forms of the suffix: the form ḳì is used with singular nouns to express the meaning of ‘slightly’ while kjè is used with the plural form of the adjective to indicate that the quality attributed affects many objects. These suffixes are ordinary verb extensions which, in the verb paradigm, express various subtle meanings. We return to the subtle differences in the forms of extensions in chapter 6 where we discuss the verb and its different extensions.

C. Adjectival nouns

Adjectival nouns occur generally in pre-nominal position where they attribute a quality to the noun they precede. In the morphosyntax, they exhibit ordinary nominal properties but modify the head noun in the way an ordinary adjective does. There are two subgroups of adjectival nouns.

Group A

Group A adjectival nouns are ordinary nouns which function as adjectives when used to modify a following noun. A noun phrase formed with a group A adjectival noun is similar to what Aarts (1998) calls a “Binominal NP” in English such as [a brat of a minister]. In Aarts’s analysis, [a brat of a] is a modificational adjunct of NP while [minister] is the head of the entire construction. Some of the Bafut nouns which make up group A adjectival nouns belong in noun class 1 while others belong in noun class 7. The examples in (12-13) represent an almost exhaustive list of such nouns (all denoting human beings) while (14) illustrates the use of these nouns in their adjectival function.
(12). Noun Class 1  (13). Noun Class 7
b. ǹ-dî  ‘An elder.’  b. à-kîkó’ô  ‘A dumb person (mute, unable to speak)’
c. ǹ-jàrî  ‘A thief.’  c. à-dzôj  ‘A giant.’

(14) a. ǹ-lŵin màŋjè  ‘An old woman.’
    b. à-tirô màŋjè  ‘A foolish woman.’

When a modifier, such as an adjective or determiner, is used in constructions like (14), the modifier is generally construed with the initial noun. In the example in (15), the definite article is construed with the initial noun as shown by the agreement morphology it bears (the figures in the glosses indicate noun class).

(15) àtirô màŋjè já
    i m-àŋjè j-á
    -tirò
    7-fool 1-woman 7-the
    “The stupid woman.”

The fact that the adjectival noun (i.e. the initial noun) triggers agreement on the definite article in this example is not surprising given its status as an ordinary noun. What is surprising is that even though these nouns function as adjectives, they can still bear plural morphology as ordinary nouns do. In examples like the one above, plural morphology must attach to both nouns as shown in (16). Attaching plural morphology to just one, but not the other of the two nouns, is unacceptable.

(16) a. bilwin bí bâŋjè  b. *bî lŵin bí màŋjè  c. *ǹ-lŵin

bâŋjè

b b-ĩ b-âŋjè  * bí m-âŋjè  * b-âŋjè
i-lŵin  bî-lŵin  ǹ-lŵin

2-old 2-linker 2-women 2-old 2-linker 1-woman 1-old 2-women

“Old women.”

2 Construing the definite article with the following noun is only very marginally acceptable to some speakers of Bafut. In a closely related language, Nweh, a modifier in such examples can only be construed with the initial noun.
As we notice in this example, the adjectival noun is linked to the noun it qualifies by a linker which has the form/shape of an associative morpheme. We cannot however treat such utterances as constituting an associative noun phrase because the interpretation we get is clearly one in which the initial noun qualifies the following noun. Thus (16) can only be interpreted as ‘women who are old’ and not ‘old people who are women.’ Also, as will become obvious from the section on the associative noun phrase (section 3.1), the second noun in constructions like (16) does not stand in any of the associative relations to the head noun.

**Group B**

Group B adjectival nouns are forms that look like nouns in their morphological composition but have the meaning of an adjective when used with an immediately following noun. Some examples of these forms are given below.

(17)  

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>má-</td>
<td>‘large.’</td>
<td>mû ’ù</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>mû-bò ’ò</td>
<td>‘plump.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>mû-kûm</td>
<td>‘short.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td>mû-ntîrî</td>
<td>‘small.’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.</td>
<td>mû-dîkî</td>
<td>‘tiny’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The forms in (17) take a prefix (ma-, mu-) which relates to size like the diminutive ñî- of noun class 19. Although we refer to them as prefixes, they do not relate to ordinary noun class prefixes in any way. In other contexts, these “prefixes” or their contracted forms are used as ordinary nouns e.g. mû ”child”, máå ”grandmother”.

Some of the roots in these examples are found elsewhere as ordinary noun roots. However, the meanings of the ordinary noun roots are not related to the meanings of the items in (17) thus making it hard to claim that the items in (17) are derived from independent nouns. The roots that occur elsewhere as independent nouns are ìkûm ‘name’ (cf 17c) and (b) àdîkî ‘place’ (cf 17e).

When used with an immediately following noun, group B adjectival nouns, like their group A counterparts, attribute a quality to the denotation of the following noun. Following are some illustrations of the use of group B adjectival nouns.

(18)  

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>mûdîkî ñkxì</td>
<td>b.</td>
<td>mûkûm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>mâmû ’ù</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñtì</td>
<td>ndå</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mû-dîkî ñ-kxì  
mû-kûm à-tì  
má-mû ’ù ñ-då  
Pref-tiny 1-water  
Pref-short 7-stick  
Pref-large house  
“A very small quantity of water.”

“A short stick.”

“A large house.”

In the example in (18a), the final vowel of “tiny” changes to a shwa due to the following nasal consonant. The presence of a high tone on the shwa is probably the reflex of some linking element.

All the categories of adjectives can co-occur with a determiner in the same noun phrase with the determiner always in final position. If there are two determiners co-occurring
with the adjective, it is usual for both to follow the adjective with the definite article in absolute final position. Only very special constructions allow a determiner to precede the adjective. In the translations of the following examples, NL means near the listener.

(19)  a.  mıḳoŋ mı-sa’áki mà mjå  
mì-kọŋ mì-sa’áki m-å mj-å 6-spear 6-long 6-my 6-the 
“Those long spears of mine.”

b.  fiŋkóbí fiíקין fi jå  
fi-ŋkóbí fi-liwín fi-íi fj-å 19-statue 19-old 19-that 19-the 
“The old statue there (NL).”

c.  mıḳoŋ mà, misa’áki mjå  
mì-kọŋ m-å, mì-sa’áki mj-å 6-spear 6-my 6-long 6-the 
“My spears, the long ones.”

b.  fiŋkóbí fiíики, fiíקין fi jå  
fi-ŋkóbí fi-íi, fi-liwín fj-å 19-statue 19-that 19-old 19-the 
“That (NL) statue, the old one.”

The examples in (19a & b) illustrate the unmarked order in a noun phrase containing a noun, an adjective and two determiners. In these examples, the two determiners both follow the adjective. In the examples in (19c & d) one of the determiners precedes the adjective.

These last examples are appositives in which the second part made up of the adjective and the definite article help to specify the noun.

1.3. The noun and numerals

Numerals in Bafut seem to be nouns that have been given a numeral meaning. As we will see in the ensuing discussion, most of the words that refer to numerals have singular and plural forms marked by prefixes that are identical to some of the noun class prefixes described in chapter 2. Within the noun phrase, the numeral generally follows the noun it describes and agrees with it in number and class. The numeral may however precede the noun but this under very strict conditions depending on whether the numeral is cardinal or ordinal.

A. Cardinal numerals

The cardinal number system in Bafut is based on the numbers ‘one’ through ‘ten’. The basic units, in their counting forms, are:

(20)  mıṣ’ṣ  ‘1’  
báá  ‘2’  
tarš  ‘3’  
kwaáa  ‘4’  
ntáá  ‘5’  
ntó’ó  ‘6’  
ỳɔmbá  ‘7’  
lwámš  ‘8’  
libù ’ù  ‘9’  
liwùm  ‘10’
The word for unit ‘nine’ has a variant *kwáli’i* which is identical in form to the introducing element in story-telling. The word for unit 10 also has a variant - *táwím* used mostly in counting. The numbers ‘11’ to ‘19’ are obtained via addition in which process the word *ntsò* ‘and’ is placed after the number ‘10’.

(21)  
\[
\begin{align*}
&niwùm ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘11’ & niwùm ntsò nto’ó \quad ‘16’ \\
&niwùm ntsò bàá \quad ‘12’ & niwùm ntsò sàmbáà \quad ‘17’ \\
&niwùm ntsò tářs \quad ‘13’ & niwùm ntsò nifwàá \quad ‘18’ \\
&niwùm ntsò nikwà \quad ‘14’ & niwùm ntsò nibù’ú \quad ‘19’ \\
&niwùm ntsò ntàá \quad ‘15’
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that the words for ‘4’ in ‘14’ and ‘8’ in ‘18’ have a prefix *ni* which does not appear in the examples in (20). This suggests that the forms of the words for the numbers may be undergoing a reduction process. Probably the words for ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘7’ listed in (20) above also had a prefix at some earlier stage in the history of the language. In fact, when used as adjectives following a noun, the words for 4 and 8 also have the *ni- : biìuí bi-ní-kwà “four spoons”, biìuí bi-ní-fwà “eight spoons”.

The numbers ‘20’ to ‘99’ are obtained via multiplication and addition. Thus, the number ‘20’ is literally ‘two tens’, ‘30’ is ‘three tens’ and so forth while ‘21’ through ‘29’ is ‘two tens and one’, ‘two tens and two’, etc. In this formation process, the plural form of the word for ‘ten’ is used thus, the prefix changes from *ni- to mi- (the same prefixes for ordinary class 5/6 nouns). This prefix determines the form of the adjective agreement morpheme *mi- which is prefixed to the second number.

(22)  
\[
\begin{align*}
&miwùm mímbáà \quad ‘20’ & miwùm míntó’ó \quad ‘60’ \\
&miwùm mímbáà ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘21’ & miwùm míntó’ó ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘61’ \\
&miwùm mímbáà ntsò bàá \quad ‘22’ & miwùm míntó’ó ntsò bàá \quad ‘62’ \\
&miwùm míntárì \quad ‘30’ & miwùm mísàmbáà \quad ‘70’ \\
&miwùm míntárs ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘31’ & miwùm mísàmbáà ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘71’ \\
&miwùm míntárs ntsò bàá \quad ‘32’ & miwùm mísàmbáà ntsò bàá \quad ‘72’ \\
&miwùm mínikwà \quad ‘40’ & miwùm mínifwàá \quad ‘80’ \\
&miwùm mínikwà ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘41’ & miwùm mínifwàá ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘81’ \\
&miwùm mínikwà ntsò bàá \quad ‘42’ & miwùm mínifwàá ntsò bàá \quad ‘82’ \\
&miwùm míntiàá \quad ‘50’ & miwùm mínibü’ú \quad ‘90’ \\
&miwùm míntiáá ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘51’ & miwùm mínibü’ú ntsò m̀’s \quad ‘91’ \\
&miwùm míntiáá ntsò bàá \quad ‘52’ & miwùm mínibü’ú ntsò bàá \quad ‘92’
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that in the numbers ‘20’ and ‘30’, the adjective representing ‘two’, *mímbáà* and ‘three’, *míntárì* has two prefixes: the adjective prefix *mi-* and a nasal *m*/n-. Recall that in their basic forms cited in (20) above, the words for two and three (bàá and társ) do not have a prefix. The nasal consonant is probably the reflex of a noun class prefix thus supporting our guess above that numbers which appear without a prefix probably had one at some point in the history of the language. If this is correct, then all numbers in Bafut are nouns which have been attributed a numeral meaning.

Progressing up the counting schema, there is a new unit for ‘100’, *ŋkxi* which can be multiplied by digits up to ‘9’ to obtain the numbers ‘200’ through ‘900’. Further, there is a new unit for ‘1000’, *nťiù’ú* and another one for ‘1,000,000’, *ŋkám*. Each of these can equally be multiplied by the digits ‘2’ through ‘9’ to obtain the relevant ‘thousands’ and ‘millions’. Numbers within the hundred, thousand and million brackets are obtained by addition using

---

3 Story-telling evenings in Bafut usually begin with riddles. The person asking the riddle introduces his question with *kwáli’i* and the audience responds with *li’ŋkwá*. 
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ntsò for digits from ‘1’ to ‘9’ and nì which literally means ‘with’ for ‘tens’. Thus ‘307’ for instance is ‘three hundreds and seven’ while ‘245’ is ‘two hundreds with four tens and five’.

(23) ḣkxì  ‘100’
    ḣkxì džibāà  ‘200’
    ḣkxì džibāà ntsò nifwāà  ‘208’
    ḣkxì džibāà nì miwûm mînîkwà ntsò ntāà  ‘245’
    ḣkxì džîtářā  ‘300’
    ḣkxì džînjûùà  ‘900’
    nifwāà  ‘1000’
    nifwāà džînkwà  ‘4000’
    nifwāà džînkwà ntsò târā  ‘4003’
    nifwāà džînkwà nì ḣkxì džîntâà nì miwûm mînî’ô ntsò târā  ‘4563’
    ḣkàn  ‘1,000,000’
    ḣkám džîsâmbāà  ‘7,000,000’

In counting money, ábâà ḣkábê ‘a bag of money’ is used for 100,000 (francs).

In the noun phrase, when a numeral is used to qualify a noun, the numeral follows the noun and agrees with it in class and number. The agreement morphemes on the numerals are identical to those of adjectives, reason why numerals in Bafut are treated as adjectives. Following is a list of the agreement morphemes that numerals employ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>Numeral prefix</th>
<th>Sample numeral (‘one &amp; two’)</th>
<th>Noun + numeral</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>jîn-</td>
<td>jîm-fûrı</td>
<td>fôrı jîmfûrı</td>
<td>‘one rat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bî-</td>
<td>bî-bâa</td>
<td>bîsêrâ bîbâa</td>
<td>‘two witches’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>jî-</td>
<td>jî-fûrı</td>
<td>ikxî jîfûrı</td>
<td>‘one cane’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nî-</td>
<td>nî-fûrı</td>
<td>nîsô nîfûrı</td>
<td>‘one tooth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mî-</td>
<td>mî-mbâa</td>
<td>mîngân mimbâa</td>
<td>‘two roots’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>jî-</td>
<td>jî-fûrı</td>
<td>âtô jîfûrı</td>
<td>‘one calabash’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>džî-</td>
<td>džî-bâa</td>
<td>îsî džîbâa</td>
<td>‘two hoes’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>jîn-</td>
<td>jîm-fûrı</td>
<td>ħgwû jîmfûrı</td>
<td>‘one fowl’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>džî-</td>
<td>džî-bâa</td>
<td>ħgwû džîbâa</td>
<td>‘two fowls’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>fî-</td>
<td>fî-fûrı</td>
<td>fîndzôn fîfûrı</td>
<td>‘one star’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tone pattern on these prefixes undergoes the same kinds of modifications that the adjective prefixes undergo. The tone of the adjective prefix is determined, to a large extent, by noun class and tone of the last syllable of the preceding noun. Generally, the adjective prefix is L if preceded by a H tone root and H if preceded by a L tone root. However, the adjective prefix is H if the noun is from class 1a, 2, 8 or 10. It is however worth mentioning that the tonal modifications are not as simple and clear cut as described here. An exhaustive account of the tone situation in this context requires a more detailed phonological study than the one carried out in this study. See Neba (2007) and Mfonyam (1989) for a much more detailed study of the tone situation in Bafut.

In the noun phrase, the numeral regularly follows the noun it quantifies as can be seen from the fourth column of the table above. If a definite article, or some other determiner is involved, it follows the numeral except in contexts involving contrastive focus.
In the examples in (24a) and (24b), the noun and the numeral function like a compound such that the definite article modifies this compound and not just the noun. In the example in (24c), it is the definite article and the noun that function like a compound while the numeral acts as the modifier of this compound.

The examples in (24d) and (24e) illustrate another interesting agreement pattern in which multiples of 10 agree with 10, multiples of 100 agree with 100 and multiples of 1000 agree with 1000. Because this agreement is governed by 10, 100, and 1000, we class these units as nouns such that they fall in the singular class 3 and the plural class 10 forming gender 3/10.

**B. Ordinal numbers**

Ordinal numbers serve to indicate order in a series. They are derived from ordinary nouns via prefixation of the adjective agreement morpheme. The nouns listed in (25) are used to express the notion ‘first’, ‘next’ and ‘last’. Beyond the first, right up to the last-but-one member in the series, the word for ‘next’ is used.

(25)  
-ntfâmbiì ‘first (lit. one that comes in front)’
-âjòngi ‘next (lit. one that follows)’
-nlwi ‘indzim ‘last (lit. one that ends (comes) at the back)’

The adjective agreement morpheme that these nouns take is, as expected, determined by the morphological class of the noun it modifies. In the case of the noun for ‘next’, the prefix vowel of the noun deletes since the phonology of the language does not allow a sequence of two non-identical vowels. Following are illustrations of the use of ordinal numbers.

(26)  
 a. mù jîntfâmbiì wâ  
 b. mbîjîjòngiìjâ
m jìn-tjàmbiì w-á   m-bî jî-jòŋtû j-á

-û

1-child 1-first 1-the 9-goat 9-second 9-the
“The first child (born).”   “The next goat.”

c. ñbîndzòrì jìnÌwì’ìndzìmjà
ñ-bîndzàrì jîn- j-á

Ìwì’ìndzìm
9 sheep 9 last 9 the
“The last sheep.”

Although the word for ‘next’ is pragmatically conceived of as referring to ‘the second’, its function extends to all following members in a series. Round about methods involving the use of a cardinal number are used alongside ‘next’ to specify the ‘third’, ‘fourth’, etc. member in a series. We should also mention that the numerals can function as pronouns in the sense that they can substitute for a noun and thus bear the meaning ‘the first (one)’, ‘the next (one)’ and ‘the last (one)’. In this case, the numeral takes a prefix whose form is determined by the noun it replaces, e.g. jîntjàmbiì “the first one (class 1 noun)”, ñíntjàmbiì “the first ones (class 6 noun)”, fîjòŋtì “the next/following one (class 19 noun)

1.4. The noun and quantifiers

Bafut makes use of four quantifiers, namely -tsìm ‘all/every’, -mùs’ù ‘some/certain’, -yà ’àtı ‘many/most’ and -kà ’òtı ‘few’. These quantifiers subdivide into two classes based on the agreement morpheme which they take. The first class contains only -tsìm ‘all/every’ while the second class contains the others. While the agreement morpheme of the second class is identical to that employed by adjectives and numerals, the agreement morpheme of the first class is quite unique. Following is a table of the agreement morphemes that the quantifiers employ. The agreement morpheme is separated from the stem by a hyphen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>-tsìm ‘all/every’</th>
<th>-mùs’ù ‘some/certain’</th>
<th>-yà ’àtı ‘man y/most’</th>
<th>-kà ’òtı ‘few’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>jì-mùs’ù</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bî-tsìm</td>
<td>bî-mùs’ù</td>
<td>bî-yà ’àtı</td>
<td>bî-kà ’òtı</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ø-tsìm</td>
<td>jì-mùs’ù</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nì-tsìm</td>
<td>nì-mùs’ù</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mí-tsìm</td>
<td>mí-mùs’ù</td>
<td>mí-yà ’àtı</td>
<td>mí-kà ’òtı</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When a quantifier alone is used with a noun, the noun phrase has a generic reference. Thus mú ntsìm and mìngáì miyà˚ati mean ‘every child’ and ‘many guns’ respectively. When used with a definite article, the position of the definite article varies and this variation in distribution corresponds to a difference in meaning. Consider the examples below.

(27) a. nàà dʒá dʒìyà˚ati dʒí tsɔ˚i kwìmàŋkò˚i
   nàà dʒá dʒì-yà˚ati dʒí-tsɔ˚i kwìmàŋkò˚i
   10-animals 10-the 10-many 10-SM vote 1-tortoise
   “Many of the animals voted for tortoise.”

b. nàà dʒìyà˚ati dʒá dʒí tsɔ˚i kwìmàŋkò˚i
   nàà dʒì-yà˚ati dʒá dʒí-tsɔ˚i kwìmàŋkò˚i
   10-animals 10-many 10-the 10-SM vote 1-tortoise
   “The (group of) many animals voted for tortoise.”

In the first example where the definite article follows the noun and precedes the quantifier, we are referring to the greater number of animals in a group and in the second example where the definite article follows the quantifier, we are dealing with many groups (potentially infinite number) one of which contains the largest number of animals. The animals in (27a) are therefore perceived as single entities whereas in (27b), they are perceived as a group.

Among the modifiers of the noun we have examined this far, the quantifier is the only one that exhibits this characteristic of occurring in phrase-final position when the definite article is present. We will see more of this distribution of the quantifier in phrase-final position when we examine the relative clause later in section 2.2.

2. The complex noun phrase

The complex noun phrase is one in which the modifier of the head noun is complex in the sense that it is larger than one-word units of the type discussed in the preceding sections. The modifiers that fall in this category are genitive phrases and the relative clause.

2.1. The genitives

The word ‘genitive’ is used as a cover term in this section to refer to the second noun in an N of N type construction or what is commonly known in Bantu grammar as the associative construction. When a genitive noun is used to modify a main noun in Bafut, the genitive is preceded by an associative morpheme which translates roughly into English as ‘of’. The associative morpheme (henceforth AM) is either a tone alone or a segmental morpheme of the shape (C)V and a tone. The shape/form of the AM is determined by the morphological class of the head noun (that is, the main noun that is modified). Following is a list the different associative morphemes (i.e. the AM) used to link the head noun to the genitive noun.

Table V: Associative morphemes in Bafut.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Associative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ø-ntsìm jì-mɔ˚i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ø-ntsìm  dʒì-mɔ˚i  dʒì-ya˚ati  dʒì-kɔ˚ été</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>n-ntsìm jì- mɔ˚i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ø-ntsìm  dʒì-mɔ˚i  dʒì-ya˚ati  dʒì-kɔ˚ été</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>fi-ntsìm fi-mɔ˚i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The AM for classes 1 and 9 is a low floating tone. This tone in class 1 is gradually phasing out as its influence on neighboring tones is not as strongly felt as that of a normal surface L tone or that exercised by the H tone marker of the other noun classes. Classes 3, 7, 8 and 10 are marked by a vowel/nasal plus H tone. On the surface, the vowel/nasal segment is deleted leaving the tone which then grounds either to the left or right. Although it is hard to set any fixed rules regarding the direction to which these floating tones ground, the following general tendencies are observed: The floating low tone of class 1 grounds to the left (if it is not deleted), the low floating tone of class 9 grounds to either left or right while the floating high tone of the other classes grounds generally to the left. For a more detailed discussion of these tone grounding patterns, see Mfonyam (1989).

Genitive nouns in Bafut stand in different relations to the head noun. Some modify the head noun as possessors, some are frozen with the head noun into some sort of compound, others, which are derived from verbs, are arguments of the head noun and yet others are related to the head noun in ways that are difficult to describe. These different relations are discussed in the sections that follow.

A. Genitives of possession

One type of relation that holds between two members of a genitive construction is a possessive type of relation, where possessive must be understood in a very broad sense. This is the kind of relation expected to hold between the two members of the following:

(28)   a.   lù’ú mfb   b.   miù’ú mì  màŋjiè   c.   biì’ú bi mfb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>morpheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>nfì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>mì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ã</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ñì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>fìì</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these examples, the genitive noun can be interpreted in one of two ways: (a) as a pure possessor, i.e. the entity to which the first noun (N1) belongs. (b) as a qualificative, i.e. indicating a quality or other distinguishing mark by which a person or thing is characterized (genitive of description or quality). Thus, for instance, (28b) means ‘palm wine that belongs to a woman’ or ‘a type of palm wine that women generally like (palm wine that is not very alcoholic).’ What is however common between the two interpretations is that the genitive phrase answers the question ‘which’ and its meaning determines the reference of the entire associative construction.

In these examples, the genitive noun can be interpreted in one of two ways: (a) as a pure possessor, i.e. the entity to which the first noun (N1) belongs. (b) as a qualificative, i.e. indicating a quality or other distinguishing mark by which a person or thing is characterized (genitive of description or quality). Thus, for instance, (28b) means ‘palm wine that belongs to a woman’ or ‘a type of palm wine that women generally like (palm wine that is not very alcoholic).’ What is however common between the two interpretations is that the genitive phrase answers the question ‘which’ and its meaning determines the reference of the entire associative construction.
Included in this group of genitives of possession is what we term ‘genitives of source/origin’ (following the Oxford English Dictionary) and ‘classifying genitives’. The genitive of source/origin indicates the person, thing or place from which N1 comes, is acquired or sought. It also expresses racial, local or native origin, descent, etc. or the notion of belonging to a place as deriving a title from it as its ruler. The classifying genitive on the other hand is adjectival in nature as it expresses a kind of quality. The examples in (29a-c) illustrate genitives of source/origin while (29d) illustrates a classifying genitive.

(29)  

a. ŋf̄i bifi  

b. ꞣ Ꞥ máŋkûù  

fìbwè Ɜ sôrìwàta

-ŋf̄i  

1-chief 2-Bafut  

“Chief of Bafut.”

1-bwè

1-person Mankon  

“A Mankon person.”  

19-fish 19-AM 1-ocean/sea  

“Fish from the ocean.”

d. ñdy̧n bili Ɬ  

1-bì-li Ɬ

-dy̧n

9-cup 2-witches  

“A drinking horn typical of witches.”

One common characteristic of genitives of source/origin and the genitives of possession in (28) is that the relation between the genitive noun and the head noun is not intrinsic in the sense that the choice of one noun does not depend on that of the other. The head noun and the genitive noun in both cases are like two distinct terms in a relation; two separate entities that are loosely related to each other. To demonstrate this distinctiveness, the possessor/source genitive noun can be pluralized independently of the head noun, can be post or pre-modified, and can be pronominalized. We illustrate this with pluralization in (30-31). The (a) examples show the head noun and the genitive noun in the singular form. In (b) and (c) one of the two is pluralized and in (d) both are pluralized.

(30) Possessives

(a) nîlôŋ ꞣ Ꞥ ndîm yà  

(b) nîlôŋ ꞣ bîlîm bà

n n-ì Ꞥ-dîm y-à  

n n-ì bî-lîm b-à

ì-lôŋ  

ì-lôŋ

5-radio 5-AM 1-brother 1-my  

“My brother’s radio.”

5-radio 5-AM 2-brothers 2-my  

“My brothers’ radio.”

c. nîlôŋ mî Ꞥ ndîm yà  

d. nîlôŋ mî bîlîm bà

m m-ì Ꞥ-dîm y-à  

m m-ì bî-lîm b-à
In some instances, pragmatic facts render pluralizing the genitive noun rather odd. The examples in (31b) sound rather odd, this because our world view cannot conceive the idea of a single frog coming from many rivers. This however, does not imply that pluralizing the genitive noun is generally bad. Where our world view permits, this is quite acceptable as in (31c). In (31c), world view accepts a child as issuing from a union between two chiefs (one male, one female) and as such pluralizing the genitive noun is perfectly okay.

These examples in (30 – 31) show us that, although the head noun and the genitive noun are in a relation, they are, in a way, independent of each other. The genitive phrase is not intrinsically linked to the head noun in the same way that ‘of John’, for instance, is related to ‘father’ in ‘father of John’. The genitive phrase is simply an adjunct modifier which
serves to describe/specify the type of the head noun in the same way that adjectives would attribute a quality to the head noun.

When used with another genitive phrase in the same construction, the genitive of possession/source is always further away from the head noun than the other genitive phrase. The example in (32a) shows a genitive of source in the same construction with another type of genitive. In (32b) the two genitives have switched positions and the construction is ungrammatical. The genitive of source is not italicized.

(32) a. bità bí nìbà ’à bí jàmndè  b. * bità bí jàmndè bí nìbà ’à
    bì-tà b-í nìbà ’à b-í jàmndè * bì-tà b-í jàmndè b-í nìbà ’à
    2father 2-AM Nìba 2-AM Yaoundé 2-fathers 2-AM Yaoundé 2-AM Nìba
    “Nìba’s fathers from Yaoundé.”

It seems to be the case then that the genitive of possession/source is always further away from the head noun than any other genitive phrase.

B. Compound genitives

This class of genitives includes genitive nouns which are intrinsically linked to the head noun, where ‘intrinsically’ linked means that they are treated along with the head noun as a unit; a compound. The constructions that constitute the class of compound genitives are presented below.

B.1. Genitives of purpose/place/time

As the name indicates, these genitives indicate the purpose for which the referent of the head noun is used as well as the time and/or place generally associated with its use. Some examples are:

(33) a. Purpose of use àfù fìbà  b. Place of use fìkùù fì ndânwì
    à fìbà  f f-í  ñ-dânwì
    -fù  i-kùù
    7-medicine  1-fever  19-bench  19-AM  9-church
    “Fever medicine.”  “A church bench.”

c. Time of use bìlìbà’á bì mbòŋ
    bì-lìbà’á b-í mbòŋ
    2-sandals 2-AM 9-rain
    “Rain sandals.”

B.2 Genitives of substance
These indicate the material of which something is made or consists of or holds/contains as a kind of extension of sense.

(34) a. Material make-up

\[ \text{\textit{ikùú kxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{ńtsîñ ñkxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{i-kùú ń-kxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{ń-tśîñ ń-kxì}} \]

\[ \text{3-bed 3-cane} \]

\[ \text{9-bottle 1-water} \]

\[ \text{“A cane bed.”} \]

\[ \text{“A bottle of water.”} \]

In the interpretation of the foregoing examples of compound genitives, the genitive phrase serves to restrict the reference of the head noun. In contrast to the identificatory relation in genitives of possession/source, the genitive noun in this case specifies the kind of the reference of the head noun; it provides an answer to a question relating to ‘the kind of’. The semantic relation between the two nouns is such that the denotation of the construction as a whole is a subset of the denotation of the head noun alone.

Other forms included in this class are kinship terms and some body parts such as:

(35) a. Body parts

\[ \text{\textit{ńtîí bó}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{ńdzààñtî táå}} \]

\[ \text{ń-tîí à-bó} \]

\[ \text{ń-dzààñtî táå} \]

\[ \text{1-heart 7-hand} \]

\[ \text{1-sister 1-father} \]

\[ \text{“Palm of hand.”} \]

\[ \text{“Father’s sister (aunt).”} \]

A syntactic property that characterizes compound genitive constructions is that the genitive phrase is bound to the head noun. ‘Bound’ is used here in a morphological sense to mean that the genitive phrase is inseparable from the head noun. In the case of the genitives of possession and source/origin treated earlier, we observed a number of properties which indicated that the head noun and the genitive phrase are two separate entities loosely linked together. Thus, for instance, each of the nouns could be freely pluralized, pre- or post-modified or pronominalized. Compound genitives do not exhibit this freedom. In the compound genitive construction, the genitive noun cannot be treated as a separate entity from the head noun. The two nouns are treated compositionally such that the overall meaning of the construction is the combined meanings of the head noun and the genitive noun. Inflections such as the plural morpheme as well as any modifiers in the construction are associated with the head noun only. As the examples below show, only the head noun can be pluralized in the compound genitive construction.

(36) a. \[ \text{\textit{ikùú kxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{i-kùú}} \]

\[ \text{3-bed} \]

\[ \text{“A cane bed.”} \]

b. \[ \text{\textit{mì-kùú mí kxì}} \]

\[ \text{mì-kùú m-i} \]

\[ \text{6-beds 6-AM 3-cane} \]

\[ \text{“cane beds.”} \]

c. \[ \text{\textit{* ikùú míkxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{i-kùú mî-kxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{i-kùú m}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{-kxì}} \]

\[ \text{3-bed 6-can} \]

\[ \text{“cane beds.”} \]

Also, only the head noun, but not the genitive noun, can be pre or post-modified. In (37) ‘small’ can modify the head noun ‘bed’ but not the genitive noun ‘cane’. In (38) the determiner can only modify the head noun (witness the agreement on the determiner), but not the genitive noun.

(37) a. \[ \text{\textit{mùntsîrî kùú kxì}} \]

\[ \text{mùntsîrî ń-kùú ń-kxì} \]

\[ \text{small 3-bed 3-cane} \]

b. \[ \text{\textit{* ikùú mûntsîrî kxì}} \]

\[ \text{\textit{i-kùú mûntsîrî ń-kxì}} \]

\[ \text{3-bed small 3-cane} \]
“A small cane bed.”

(38) a. *mìkù̀ mì kxí mjâ
mì-kù̀ m-f  i-kxì mj-á
6-bed 6-AM 3-cane 6-the
“The cane beds.”

In the compound genitive phrase, the genitive noun forms a constituent with the head noun such that the singular morpheme in (37a) and the determiners in (38) are actually associated with the entire construction and not just the head. If they appear to be associated with the head, it is simply because it is the head of the entire construction and it is normally expected for inflections to be generally located on the head of a constituent. It is therefore reasonable to think that the genitive noun is frozen with the head noun into a single constituent; a compound.

C. Dependent genitives

Dependent genitives comprise genitive nouns which stand in a close relation to the head noun akin to the one between the verb and its object. Dependent genitives are interpreted as denoting separate entities from what the head noun denotes. However, the relation between the two entities is not as loose as that between the head noun and the possessor genitives in the sense that, in their distribution, the dependent genitive is always in a position adjacent to the head noun. At the same time, the relation between the two is not as close as that between the head noun and a compound genitive. Unlike the compound genitive, the dependent genitive is not frozen with the head noun.

The most common type of dependent genitives are genitive nouns which mark inalienable possession. Some examples are given below.

(39) a. nìlì’í ni nìbâ’à
nì-li’í n-f nìbà’á
5-eye 5-AM Niba
“Niba’s eye.”

b. mìbè mì nìbâ’à
mì-bè m-f nìbà’á
6-liver 6-AM Niba
“Niba’s liver.”

Also included in this group are genitives which are interpreted as themes. In the examples below, ‘gorillas’ and ‘women’ are interpreted as themes, in the sense that the statue and the photograph represent gorillas and women respectively.

(40) a. fìŋkòbì fì bìbú’ù
fì-ŋkòbì f-f bì-bú’ú
19-statue 19-AM 2-gorillas
“A statue of gorillas.”

b. fûtò bàngjè
fútò b-àngjè
1-photo 2-women
“A photograph of women.”

An outstanding characteristic of the dependent genitive is that, when it occurs in the same construction with a possessive genitive noun, it (i.e. the dependent genitive noun) is always in a position immediately adjacent to the head noun. Consider the examples below which contain a dependent genitive and a possessor genitive. The dependent genitive is in bold face.

(41) a. nìlì’í nf l. nì nìkwábd
In each of these examples, the two genitive nouns modify the head noun (witness the form of the genitive morpheme). The dependent genitive is immediately adjacent to the head noun. Were we to reverse the positions of the two genitive nouns, the meaning of the construction would change completely.

(42)  

a. \( nî\-\text{lî’}î \ nî \ nî\-\text{kwâbâ} \)  
\( nî\-\text{lî’}î \ nî \ nî\- \ nî \ nî\-\text{kwâbâ} \)  

\( \text{kwâbâ} \)  

5-eye 5-AM 5-fortune-telling 5-AM Nîba  
“Nîba’s fortune-telling eye (Nîba’s eye used for fortune telling).”  

b. \( \text{mângjè} \)  
\( \text{fî-} \)  

\( \text{mângjè} \)  

19-statue 19-AM 1-woman  
“A woman’s statue of chiefs.”  

The example in (41a), with ‘Nîba’ adjacent to the head noun, refers to Nîba’s own eye (as part of his body). In its counterpart in (42a) where ‘Nîba’ is not adjacent to the head noun, we are no longer referring to Nîba’s eye. Rather, we are referring to an object which has the shape of an eye and which Nîba uses for fortune-telling. Similarly, in (41b), where ‘of chiefs’ is adjacent to the head noun, the statue represents chiefs but in (42b), where ‘of chiefs’ is further away, the statue represents a woman. We observe therefore that the dependent genitive is always adjacent to the head noun while the possessor genitive could be further away.

As a final observation before we leave the discussion of genitives, it is worth noting that when a determiner is used in these constructions, it can either occur immediately after the head noun or at the end of the entire noun phrase (i.e. after the genitive noun). When the determiner occurs after the head noun, it agrees with it (the head noun) and the construction is an appositive type construction in which the genitive noun serves to specify the reference of the head noun. In this case, there is an audible phonetic break after the definite article and
the genitive noun is preceded by a pronominal element which translates roughly into English as ‘the one of’.

(43) básíkò wá, jì ƞkàà
basíkò w-á, j-ì ƞ-kàà
1-bicycle 1-the 1-pron 9-monkey
“The bicycle, the one of a monkey.”

On the other hand, when the determiner occurs at the end of the entire phrase, it can agree with either the head noun or the genitive noun.

(44) a. miwúrí mí ƞkáá mjá
 mi-wúrí m-ì ƞ-káà mj-á
6-oil 6-AM 9-monkey 6-the
“The monkey-oil (a brand of oil)”

b. miwúrí mí ƞkáá já
 mi-wúrí m-ì ƞ-káà j-á
6-oil 6-AM 9-monkey 9-the
“The oil of the monkey (the monkey’s oil.”

Native speakers are generally not very conscious of the subtle difference in meaning when the definite article in final position agrees with either the head noun or the genitive noun. As such, both examples above are commonly used to express the possessive meaning ‘the monkey’s oil’. This difference in meaning however becomes clear to the native speaker when a possessive pronoun is used in place of the definite article.

(45) a. miwúrí mì ƞkáá má
 mi-wúrí m-ì ƞ-káà m-á
6-oil 6-AM 9-monkey 6-my
“My monkey-oil”

b. miwúrí mì ƞkáá jà
 mi-wúrí m-ì ƞ-káà j-á
6-oil 6-AM 9-monkey 9-my
“My monkey’s oil.”

In the example in (a) miwúrí mì ƞkáá is a kind/brand of oil generally associated with monkeys (monkeys like this kind of oil, the oil is named after monkeys, etc.). In the example in (b) on the other hand, we are referring to ordinary oil which belongs to my monkey.

2.2. The relative clause

The relative clause in Bafut functions to complement an antecedent noun by describing or delimiting its potential domain of reference. The relative clause is postnominal (in the sense that it occurs to the right of the relativised noun phrase) and the form of the verb and tense, aspect markers within S (the subordinate sentence) is not different from the form we find in ordinary declarative sentences.

The relative clause is introduced by either (a) a relative clause marker mξ, (b) a relative pronoun -ì, or (c) a combination of the relative pronoun and the relative clause marker. The relative clause marker is used elsewhere as a complementiser which generally serves to introduce a great variety of subordinate clauses. It is used with verbs of saying and thinking and is thus a regular complementiser and not a pronominal element of any sort. In particular, it never functions alone as a noun or pronoun, does not mark gender and number and does not code an NP for case.

The relative pronoun is derived from the far from speaker/listener (FSL) demonstrative pronoun. In fact, apart from tone differences and the concord consonant of classes 1 and 3 nouns, the forms of the relative pronouns and the FSL demonstrative
pronouns are identical. Following is a table showing the relative pronouns and FSL demonstrative pronouns and their respective concord consonants.

Table VI: Concord consonants of relative pronouns and FSL demonstratives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun class</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>Rel. Pron.</th>
<th>CC</th>
<th>FSL Dem.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>wññ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b-</td>
<td>biñ</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>biñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>wññ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>n-</td>
<td>niñ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>niñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>m-</td>
<td>miñ</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>miñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>d3-</td>
<td>d3inya</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d3inya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>j-</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>jiñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>d3-</td>
<td>d3inya</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d3inya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>f-</td>
<td>fiñ</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>fiñ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The relative clause marker *m aç* is used to introduce a relative clause which serves to identify or describe a referent. In such relative clauses, the antecedent noun is usually definite and the constituent sentence (i.e. the sentence that undergoes relativisation) is closed by an anaphoric
definitiser láá (contractable to simply á) which serves to convey or reinforce the specificity of the antecedent noun. In the very rare instances where the antecedent noun is indefinite or generic, the relative clause serves as a comment introducing an embedded sentence expressing an unexpected action. In this context, the anaphoric definitiser is not used, understandably because the antecedent noun is not definite. The following examples illustrate the use of the relative clause marker mó. The example in (a) contains a definite noun and thus the anaphoric definitiser láá while the (b) counterpart contains an indefinite noun and thus lacks the definitiser.

(46) a. ṱù wá mó kì jò ƙkwú wá láá à kwómò.
    ṱ-ù w-a mà à kì jò s-ƙkwú w-á láá à kwómò
    1-person 1-the COMP SM P2 see 1-ghost 1-the DEF he die-COMPL
    “The man who saw the ghost has died.”

b. mbí mò kì kwúró nsé gá, ò fí‘í mmà‘átì!
    mbí mò d3-i kì kwúró ñnsé gá, ò fí‘í mmà‘átì
    10-goats COMP 10-SM P2 eat 1-my you remove N-let go
    “Goats which ate my corn, you (dare) set them free!”

While mó introduces a relative clause which serves to identify or describe a referent, the relative pronoun -i introduces a relative clause which particularises (singles out) a noun from a designated group. Such relative clauses often translate into English like appositives. The relative pronoun can optionally combine with the relative clause marker in such contexts especially when emphasis on the antecedent noun is intended.

(47) a. ṱgàŋfà’a jìí (mó) bóříkó láá ká wá’á ní ṱkábí tsì
    ṱgàŋfà’a y-ií (mó) á bóříkó láá à ká wá’á ní ṱkábí tsì
    1-worker 1-who COMP SM lazy DEF he F2 Neg with 9-money be
    “A worker, (the one) who is lazy will not receive money.”

b. bò hjá bií (mó) tsì’5 (wáá) láá mbó bó jó’5
    bò bj-á b-ií mó m-f5 à tsì’5 (wáá) láá mbó bó jó’5
    2-people 2-the 2-whom COMP 1-chief SM choose them DEF Cond. they marry
    “The people, (the ones) whom the chief has selected can marry.”

In the first example, although the antecedent noun is not definite, the relative clause is closed by the definitiser láá. This is because, the relative pronoun, like other pronouns in Bafut (e.g. the demonstrative, possessive, etc.) has s definitising effect on the noun.

In the second example, the relativised noun which originates from object position leaves behind an optional resumptive pronoun. Compare this with preceding examples in which the relativised noun comes from subject position. Conditions at the extraction site in the relative clause and in the dependent sentence generally differ depending on whether the relativised position is subject, object or oblique. These conditions are examined in the subsections that follow.

A. Subject relatives
When the subject is relativised, it leaves behind a subject marker at the extraction site. If the relativised subject is a pronoun, it occurs in the oblique case form while the subject form of the pronoun (i.e. the nominative case form) remains at the extraction site. We repeat the pronominal forms discussed earlier in chapter 3 for convenience. Examples of subject relativisation then follow the table of pronouns.

Table VII: Personal pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Oblique</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mɔ́</td>
<td>yã́</td>
<td>mɔ́</td>
<td>‘I/me’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɔ́</td>
<td>yɔ́</td>
<td>wɔ́</td>
<td>‘you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à</td>
<td>jí</td>
<td>jú</td>
<td>‘he/she/him-her’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bì’ì</td>
<td>jì’ì</td>
<td>bì’ì</td>
<td>‘we/us’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bù/nì</td>
<td>yù/yù</td>
<td>bù</td>
<td>‘you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bó</td>
<td>wáá</td>
<td>bó</td>
<td>‘they/them’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(48) a. màŋjè jìí lìgì sígìnì láá ká lòó.

m-àŋjè j-ìí má á lìgò sígì́nì láá à ká lòó

1-woman 1-who COMP SM cultivate well DEF she F2 leave &

“Any woman who cultivates (farm) well will leave.”

b. mú wá mɔ́ tàá jì kì kwò láá ʒìmɔ́.

m-ù w-á mɔ́ tàá y-ì à kì kwò láá à ʒì-mɔ́

1-child 1-the COMP father his SM P2 die DEF he come+COMPL

“The child whose father died has come.”

c. wò jìí mɔ́ ó jòrì mbi láá ó ká yèè á bàŋʃè.

wò j-ìí mò jòrì mbì láá ó ká yèè á bàŋʃè

you who COMP SM steal goats DEF you F2 go to hell

“You who steals goats will go to hell.”

d. jú jìí mɔ̀ nɔŋjò ní bàŋjè láá ká bàŋnì yèè á bùrí.

jú j-ìí á nɔŋjò ní b-àŋjè láá à ká bàŋnì yèè á bùrí

he who COMP SM sleep with 2-women DEF he F2 rather go to heaven

“He who sleeps with women will rather go to heaven.”

These four examples illustrate subject relativisation. In the first sentence, a full noun is relativised and in the (b) counterpart, a genitive/associative noun (which is part of the subject noun phrase) is relativised. In the latter case, the associative morpheme is truncated and the relativised genitive/associative noun leaves a corresponding possessive pronoun at the extraction site. The examples in (c) and (d) illustrate relativisation of pronouns. The form of the antecedent pronoun in these cases is the form normally used as objects of prepositions.
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(oblique case form) while the form that remains in the grammatical subject position is the normal subject pronoun (nominative case form).

**B. Object relatives**

Relativised objects generally do not leave behind a resumptive pronoun. However, if the object is human, a resumptive pronoun can optionally be left behind. This affects both full nouns and pronouns. The relativised pronoun is always in the oblique case form while the resumptive pronoun is in the objective case form. The first example below illustrates relativisation of an ordinary non-human object noun phrase while the second example shows relativisation of a human object noun. In the last two examples, we illustrate relativisation of object pronouns.

(49) a. *ǹsòò jì jì mó bì lè nńigí láá hóŋá.*
   ǹsòò jì jì mó bì à lé nńigí láá i hóŋá 3-farm 3-which COMP Bih SM P3 N-cultivate DEF it nice
   “A farm, the one which Bih cultivated is nice.”

   b. *ŋū wà mò ŋkwú kì fëe (jì) láá, nì ká kwètš (jì).*
   ŋū wà mò ŋkwú à kì fëe (jì) láá nì ká kwètš (jì) 1-Person 1-the COMP 1-ghost SM P2 slap (him) DEF you F0 help (him)
   “You will help the man who was slapped by a ghost.”

   c. *wò mó nó kì lóō (yó) láá ò ká yëë á à-tsâŋ.*
   wò mó nó kì lóō (yó) láá ò ká yëë á à-tsâŋ you COMP 9-snake P2 bite (you) DEF they F0 go to 7-prison
   “You who was bitten by a snake, (you) will go to prison.”

   d. *jú wà mò bì kì twòŋ (jì) láá á ká tsì nì ñdʒí.*
   jú wà mò bì kì twòŋ (jì) láá á ká tsì nì ñdʒí s/he the COMP Bih SM P2 call (him/her) DEF s/he F0 stay with hunger
   “He/she whom Bih invited will go hungry.”

**C. Oblique relatives**

When a noun phrase which is object of a preposition is relativised, it leaves behind a resumptive pronoun *yú*. Elsewhere, *yú* is used as a locative pronoun meaning ‘there’. In the relative construction, the distribution of *yú* depends on the type of preposition used. The ordinary prepositions *d* ‘to/in/at/on/from’ and *n* ‘with’ are omitted and the resumptive
pronoun yú immediately follows the verb or the object (of verb) noun phrase. On the other hand, if the preposition is a complex unit made up of á and a body part, (e.g. á àtú ‘on’) the body part is maintained and the resumptive pronoun immediately precedes it. Consider the following examples in which the prepositions used are á ‘to’ and á mbèè ‘beside/near’.

àdzòn já lé  nyèè  lâ’à.

50)  a.

à : à
-dzòn -á é -yèè -lâ’à

7 7
-giant -the M 3 -shake o -village

“The giant went to the village.”

àlú’á já jùí mò dzòn já lé  nyèè yú láá....

b.

à  j  à N
-lâ’à -á -ìí  só -dzòn -á é -yèè  ú  áá

7 7 7 N
-village -the -which OMP -giant -the M 3 -go ron EF

“The village, the one which the giant went to....”

àtìrí já kì òfùì ni mbí já mbèè tákwùró wà.

51)  a.

à á  à
-tìrí -á  à  ì  ènù -bì -á -bèè  ákwùrí -á

1 1 1 1
-fool -the M 2 ether -goat -the t -side -leopard -the
“The fool tethered the goat near the leopard.”

tákwúrő wá mś tiri já kì tìŋnì mbí já yù mbèè láá....

b.

tá

kwúrí -á ū -tiri -á ì ìŋnì bì -á ú -bèè ãà

leopard -the OMP -fool -the M 2 ether -goat -the ron ide EF

“The tiger beside which the fool tethered the goat....”

In the example in (50b), the preposition á ‘to’ is omitted and the pronoun yú surfaces in its place. In (51b), the second element of the complex preposition mbèè is maintained and the pronoun yú immediately precedes it.

D. Other relatives

The relativised noun phrases presented so far originate from canonical subject, object and oblique positions and constitute single nouns. Relativisation can also target other positions of a construction as well as complex phrases including co-ordinate noun phrases, associative constructions and dative complements. We briefly present the characteristics of relativisation from such positions below.

i. Co-ordinate noun phrases

In a construction in which the subject or object is a co-ordinate noun phrase, each of the members of the co-ordinate structure or the entire structure can be relativised. Consider
the examples below in which the subject noun phrase is a co-ordinate structure resulting from reciprocal marking.

ñsôô bó nààkò kì tò mìlù̀ù.

52) a.

ò

nà

mì

-sââ ò åkò -ì ì ó -lù̀ù

Elephant nd Bush pig -SM 2 ap palmwine

“Elephant and Bush pig tapped palmwine.”

ñsôô bó nààkò biì mó biì kì tò mìlù̀ù láà bó fê?

b.

ò

n : mì

-sââ ò åkò -ìì ó -ì ì ó -lù̀ù áá ó ò

Elephant nd Bush pig -who OMP -SM 2 ap palmwine EF hey here

“Where are Elephant and Bush pig who tapped palmwine?”

ñsôô jìì mó bó nààkò kì tò mìlù̀ù láà à fê?

c.

ò

n m fê

sââ -ìì ó ó åkò ì ì ó -lù̀ù áá

Elephant -who OMP nd Bush pig M 2 ap -pwine EF ere

“Where is (the) Elephant with whom Bush pig tapped palmwine?”
As we notice from these examples, relativising the entire co-ordinate structure or single members of the structure does not pose a problem. The situation changes when dealing with an associative noun phrase; another complex construction containing two nouns.

ii. Associative noun phrases

In the associative construction, either the entire phrase or the modifying (genitive) noun alone can be relativised. Relativising the head noun alone is unacceptable. When the modifying (genitive) noun is extracted from the associative noun phrase, it obligatorily leaves behind a resumptive pronoun. Consider the examples below.

(53) a. bi lé mbó gigs nká’á ná téti njá.
   bi lé m-bógô ní-ká’a n-í a-téti nj-á

   Bih SM P3 N-break 5-leg 5-AM 7-table 5-the
   “Bih broke the leg of the table.”

b. nká’á ná téti njá mó bi lé mbógí láá....
   ní-ká’a n-í a-téti nj-á mó bi lé N-bógô láá

   5-leg 5-AM 7-table 5-the COMP Bih SM P3 N-break DEF
   “The leg of the table which Bih broke....”

   átéti já mó bi lé mbógí nká’á ní láá....

   N n láá...

   -téti -á ó i é -bógô i-ká’a -í .

   N 5 DEF

   -table -the OMP ih M 3 -break -leg -its
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"The table whose leg Bih broke…

* \text{N} \quad \text{í}

\text{nikà`à} \quad \text{j-á} \quad \text{é} \quad \text{-bá̤gð} \quad \text{-í} \quad \text{-títì} \quad \text{áá}….

\text{N} \quad \text{í}

\text{5- leg} \quad \text{-the} \quad \text{OMP} \quad \text{ih} \quad \text{M} \quad \text{3} \quad \text{-break} \quad \text{-its} \quad \text{-table} \quad \text{EF}

The example in (b) shows relativisation of the entire associative noun phrase. Since this is relativised from object position, it leaves behind no resumptive pronoun. In the third example, the possessor noun (the modifying genitive noun) is relativised and it leaves behind a resumptive pronoun which agrees with the head of the associative phrase in number and class. The last example shows the impossibility of relativising the head of the associative phrase.

iii. Dative complements

In the dative construction, the verb is immediately followed by a recipient/benefactive noun phrase while the patient/theme noun phrase follows a preposition which itself comes immediately after the recipient/benefactive noun phrase. Relativising either of these noun phrases is possible. The relativised noun leaves behind a resumptive pronoun. The pronoun left behind by the recipient/benefactive is the ordinary object (of verb) personal pronoun (see table VII above) and it is optional. On the other hand, the theme/patient leaves behind an obligatory third person oblique pronoun jú.

(54) a. \text{mbɔlɔ́́}’s \text{dzá} \text{lé} \text{ndásí} \text{báŋgjè} \text{bjá} \text{ní} \text{ŋkáβð}
\text{mbɔlɔ́́}’s \text{dʒ-á} \text{dʒ-í} \text{lè} \quad \text{N-} \quad \text{b-àŋgjè} \text{bj-á} \text{ní} \quad \text{ŋ-} \text{káβð}
\text{dášð}

10-Bororoes 10-the 10-SM P3 N-give present 2-women 2-the DAT 9-money
“The Bororoes gave money to the women as presents.”

\text{báŋgjè bjá mó mbɔlɔ́́}’s \text{lé} \text{ndásí} \text{(wáá)} \text{ní} \text{ŋkáβí} \text{láá}….
As the ungrammatical (d) shows, relativising both post verb arguments in the dative construction is not possible.

Conclusion

In the discussion in this chapter, we categorized the noun phrase into simple and complex noun phrases; the simple noun phrase being a noun or pronominal element only or a noun modified by a single modifier and the complex noun phrase being a noun modified by a complex unit such as a genitive phrase or a relative clause. This was however just for ease of exposition. The characteristics of the simple noun phrase, as has been evident from the discussion, generally carry over to the complex noun phrase. In a related study of the internal constituency of the noun phrase in a related Bantu language, it is advisable to consider this categorization of the noun phrase into simple and complex only as a measure to ease presentation.
Chapter 7
Tense, aspect and mood

Introduction

Tense, aspect and mood in Bafut are so intricately linked that separating one from the other in
an analysis of the type envisaged in this chapter would invariably lead to inadequacies in the
description. As such, they will be treated together.

The Bafut verb system employs two non-finite forms: *Infinitive* and *Imperative* and
five moods: *Indicative, Subjunctive, Conditional, Simultaneity, and Potential*. These moods
employ a variety of tense morphemes to mark past, present and future events/actions/states.
Most of the tenses found in the positive conjugation are also attested in the corresponding
negative conjugation.

1. The infinitive

There is no infinitive form of the verb per se in Bafut. What translates roughly into English as
the infinitive is a derived verb form preceded by an optional particle ˚ to”. The derived verb
is marked by a nasal consonant which is homorganic with the initial consonant of the verb
root. In all cases, the infinitive verb looks like a noun of class 9 or a nominalised verb.
Following are examples of infinitive verb forms.

(1) a. á mfâ’â “to work”
   b. á mbîntô “to set a trap”
   c. á ntsô’ô “to remove”
   d. á ndásô “to give a present”
   e. á ṣkôṣô “to love”
   f. á ṣyô’yô “to grind”

The infinitive is generally used to mark *means-purpose* relations as in (2) or *truth-value*
statements as in (3). In the absence of the infinitival particle ˚, the verb assumes the
interpretation of a derived nominal as in (3b).

(2) ˚ ā kî ʒi ˚ ṣkôtî mbî.
   à kî ʒî ˚ á N-kotô m-bî
   he P2 come to N-catch 10-goats
   “He came in order to steal goats.”

(3) a. ˚ ṣkôtî mbî nô nà jîbhî.
   á N-kôtô m-bî à nî à-nû jî-bhî
   to N-catch 10-goats it is 7-thing 7-bad
   “To steal goats is a bad thing.”

   b. ṣkôtî mbî nô nù jîbhî.
   ṣ-kôtô m-bî à nî à-nû jî-bhî
   Nom-catch 10-goats it is 7-thing 7-bad
   “Stealing goats is a bad thing.”

2. The imperative
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The indicative mood is used to state what was, is or will be, and covers a wide range of tenses. These tenses divide the time spectrum symmetrically into four past and four future
times with respect to present time or moment of speaking. Most of the tenses found in the positive conjugation are also attested in corresponding negative conjugations.

3.1. The present tenses, positive

The present tense in Bafut is marked solely by tone. It has three forms: the indefinite, the definite, and the perfective.

A. The indefinite

The indefinite present expresses the idea of habitual action. This form is only used with the psyche-verbs love, hate, believe, fear, know, regret. The indefinite present is marked by a replacive high tone which surfaces on the subject marker and then spreads rightward onto the verb. If the subject of the utterance is a pronoun, the replacive high tone surfaces directly on the verb and subsequent assimilation by the low tone of the pronoun changes the replacive high to a low tone. The verb “like/love” /kɔŋɔ/ in the following examples has an underlying LH tone pattern.

(6) a. ̀bù̀ ù kɔŋɔ nɔ̀tì
   à-bù̀ ̀ù à' kɔŋɔ nɔ̀tì
   7-slave SM+T0 like God
   “A slave likes God.”

   b. mɔ̀ kɔŋɔ nɔ̀tì
   mɔ̀ kɔ'ŋɔ nɔ̀tì
   I Like+T0 God
   “I like God”

The replacive high tone in (6a) grounds onto the subject marker and then spreads rightward onto the verb resulting in a high tone on the first syllable of the verb. In (6b) the replacive high surfaces on the verb and is eventually assimilated to the low features of the L on the subject pronoun.

B. The definite

The definite present has the idea of continuous action in present time. Unlike the indefinite present, the definite present is used with a wide range of verbs including verbs of action, psyche verbs and stative verbs. It is marked by a high tone which is realised on the subject pronoun or SM and which may spread rightward onto following words including the verb and even the object of the sentence. This high tone also has an aspectual (progressive) interpretation.

(7) a. mɔ̀ bìí nù jìí mó yàá láá nłoŋmɔ̀ ndʒì jò kɔ'ɔtɔ láá.
   mɔ̀' bìí à-nù j-ìí mó ó yàá láá nłoŋmɔ̀ ndʒì jò kɔ'ɔtɔ láá
   I+T0 believe 7-thing 7-which that you talk Def because voice your high Def
   “I am agreeing with you because your voice is raised.”

   b. bìsìŋ bìjá jɔ̀ ɔ́ níwò ní m'bì wàà wáá.
   bìsìŋ bìj-á b-í jɔ̀ ɔ́ nì-wò n-í m-fɔ̀ w-àà w-á
   2-birds 2-the 2-SM+T0 cry 5-death 5-AM 1-chief 1-their 1-the
   “The birds are mourning the death of their chief.”
C. The perfective

This tense indicates a completed action in present time. It is translated into English by the present perfect tense. In Bafut, it is marked by a low tone either on the subject pronoun from where it spreads rightward onto the first syllable of the following verb or on the SM from where it docks onto the first syllable of the following verb when the SM is truncated. In the examples below, the verbs “drive, send away” and “climb” (/fûrõ/, /kõ’õ/) have an underlying HH├ tone pattern.

(8) a. mò fûrõ báří jâ.
    mà` fûrõ ā-báří j-á
    1+T0 drive 7-mad man 7-the
    “I have driven away the mad man.”

b. mbú já kõ’õ tú ndâ.
    m̀-bû j-á ò kõ’õ ā-tû n-dâ
    9-dog 9-the SM+T0 climb 7-head 9-house
    “The dog has climbed onto the roof.”

In the example in (8b), two low tones are involved. First there is the low tone perfective marker and then the SM is truncated leaving behind a second floating low tone. The low tone of the truncated SM docks leftwards onto the definite determiner j-á giving rise to jâ while the low perfective marker docks rightward onto the first syllable of the verb.

3.2. The present tenses, negative

Sentential negation in Bafut is marked by a discontinuous morpheme: an optional pre-subject particle kàà and an obligatory post-subject particle which varies between sì, bûrû and wá’á depending on tense (see Chumbow and Tamanji 1994 for a more detailed discussion on negation in Bafut). The Bafut present tenses use the post subject particle sì (or its phonetic variant sà).

A. The indefinite

(9) a. kàà mò sì bângjè kõgõ.
    kàà mò sì b-ângjè kõgõ
    Neg 1+T0 Neg 2-women like
    “I do not like women.”

b. kàà mò sà nwi bû.
    kàà mò sì nwi bû
    Neg 1+T0 Neg God believe
    “I do not believe in God.”

B. The definite

(10) a. kàà mò sò nù jìí mò yàá jú’útò.
    kàà mò sì ā-nù j-ìí mà` ó yàá jú’útò
    Neg 1+T0 Neg 7-thing 7-which that you talk listen
    “I am not listening to what you are saying.”

b. kàà bisúy bjà sì nìwó nì mﬁ wàà w-á jà’á.
    kàà bì-sì̄ y bjà sì nì-wó n-ì m-fò w-à w-á jà’á
    Neg 2-birds 2-the SM+T0 Neg 5-death 5-AM 1-chief 1-thier 1-the cry
    “The birds are not mourning the death of their chief.”
C. The Perfective

(11) a.  kàà mò sò bàrò já fûrô.
   kàà mò sò à-bàrò j-á fûrô
   Neg 1+T0 Neg 7-mad man 7-the drive
   “I have not driven away the mad man.”

b.  kàà mbú já sò tú ndá kò’ò.
   kàà m-bû j-á i sì à-tû H ñ-dû kò’ò
   Neg 9-dog 9-the SM+T0 Neg 7-head 7-AM 9-house climb
   “The dog has not climbed up the roof-top.”

The phonetic variant sò often results from the coalescence of the two vowels ṭ and ò. As we notice in all examples in the negative, the verb gets moved to absolute sentence-final position. Other possible positions that the verb can occupy in the negative construction will emerge as the discussion progresses.

3.3. The past tenses

There are four past tenses in Bafut marking the immediate past, today past, yesterday past and remote past. Each of these forms is marked by a separate segmental morpheme and, variations in the form, determined by semantic factors and dialectal differences, are attested.

A. Immediate past

The immediate past (labelled P0) is used to denote events that have just taken place. Its meaning overlaps with that of the perfective present described immediately above in showing the completed nature of the event. However, whereas the immediate past focuses on the immediacy of the completed event, the perfective present focuses on the perfective nature or completive aspect of the action. In other words, the immediate past focuses on the nearness of the completed event to the moment of speaking with the result that the action is still “fresh” or felt. This corresponds, in a sense, to what McCawley (1971) termed the Hot News Perfect. On the other hand, the perfective present simply indicates that the action was completed without much regard to the result of the completed action vis-à-vis the moment of speaking. The immediate past tense is marked by two elements: (i) a LL replacive tone pattern which replaces the underlying tones of the verb stem or negative marker (if it is present), and (ii) a verb suffix mâ which functions mainly to mark the completive aspect. In the following examples, the replacive LL tone pattern of the immediate past has replaced the underlying HHHÌ and HHÌ pattern of the verbs.

(12) a.  kwímânqɔ’ò tsɔ’ítimɔ mîndɔŋ mì mfɔŋ mjå.
   kwímânqɔ’ò tsɔ’ítimɔ mîndɔŋ m-i m-fɔŋ mj-å
   Tortoise SM remove+P0 6-horns 6-AM 9-bull 6-the
   “Tortoise has pulled off the horns of the bull.”

b.  ñtwílàà wá zwiòtìmɔ mɔ bìsìŋ wá.
   ñ-twi álàà w-å à zwiòtì-mɔ m-ë L bì-sìŋ w-å
   1-blacksmith 1-the SM kill+P0 1-chief AM 2-birds 1-the
   “The blacksmith has killed the chief of the birds.”

In the negative conjugation, the immediate past takes the negative marker bûrîti which literally means “not yet”. The presence of this negative marker excludes the occurrence of the
verbal suffix -mə and the LL replacive tone of the immediate past. As usual, the negative marker pushes the verb to sentence-final position.

(13) a.  

\[\text{kāā kwímáŋkɔ’ɔ̀ bùrítí míndɔł mì mfɔŋ mjá tsɔ’ɔtə.}\]

ñ tr-lwílə̀ wá bùrítí mì-nɔñ mì mfɔŋ mjá tsɔ’ɔtə

Neg Tortoise SM Neg+P0 6-horns 6-AM 9-bull 6-the remove

“The Tortoise has not yet pulled off the horns of the bull.”

b.  

\[\text{kāā ntwílə̀ wá bùrítí mfɔ̀ bísíŋ wá ʒwítə.}\]

ñ twílə̀ wá bùrítí mì-fɔ̀ L bì-síŋ wá ʒwítə

Neg 1-blacksmith the SM Neg+P0 1-chief 1-AM 2-birds 1-the kill

“The blacksmith has not yet killed the chief of the birds.”

The surface final low tone on the verbs in these examples is a consequence of the general intonation pattern in Bafut which tends to drop towards the end of the utterance (except of course in questions where the intonation rather rises). Also notice that, as pointed out above, the verbs surface without the aspectual element -mə. The absence of this morpheme is expected since the morpheme indicates that an event is completed, but negation, by its very nature, implies that the event has not taken place.

B. Today past

The Today Past tense (P1) is used to designate actions that took place earlier in the same day, i.e. the day of speaking. It is morphologically marked by \(lí\) (or its dialectal variant \(mí\)) which precedes the verb. This morpheme provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant prefix on the initial syllable of the following verb. This may suggest that the today past tense marker historically developed from a verb given that in a context where verbs occur in a series, the first verb in the sequence often occasions the occurrence of a homorganic nasal prefix on following verbs. By the way, some speakers use the verb \(yírə\) “make/do” to mark the today past in Bafut. Following are examples of the use of the immediate past tense.

(14) a.  

\[\text{á lí mbɔ́ɔ nɔ̀ nì tì.}\]

á lí N-bɔ́ɔ nɔ̀ nì tì

He P1 N-build 9-house with 8-sticks

“He built a house with wood (today).”

b.  

\[\text{á lí ntú’ú ykɔ̀ müm ətɔ́.}\]

á lí N-tú’ú y-kɔ̀ múm ə-tɔ́

He P1 N-fetch 1-water inside 7-calabash

“He fetched water in a calabash (today).”

c.  

\[\text{á lí ðkànŋ mbà mbó tàá.}\]

á lí N-kànŋ m-bà á m-bó tàá

He P1 N-fry 9-meat Prep 9-hands father

“He fried meat for father (today).”

d.  

\[\text{á yírə ntú’ú ykɔ̀ múm ətɔ́.}\]

á yírə N-tú’ú y-kɔ̀ múm ə-tɔ́

He make/do N-fetch 1-water inside 7-calabash

“He fetched water in a calabash (today).”
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The P1 tense marker has an alternative form which differs in the tone. Whereas the regular P1 form discussed immediately above bears a high tone, the alternative form $i$ bears a falling tone. The alternative $i$ is used to mark once-in-a-day actions/events. That is, actions which, once carried out, do not need to be repeated on the same day. Thus, if this form is used in (14b) for instance, it means that “he has already fetched water in a calabash (and there is no reason for him to do so again)”.

In the negative conjugation, the today past tense employs the post subject negative marker $wá’á$ which has a dialectal/stylistic variant $kí’í$. The once-in-a-time P1 marker introduces a homorganic nasal consonant on the following negation marker. As in the case of the other tenses, the inclusion of the negative morpheme causes the verb to be realised in sentence-final position.

(15) a. $káá li̱ wá’á mbá mbó tāá káŋó.$
   káá ā li̱ wá’á m-bá ā m-bó tāá káŋó
Neg he P1 Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands 1-father fry
“He did not fry meat for father (today).”

b. $káá li̱ āwá’á mbá mbó tāá káŋó.$
   káá ā li̱ N-wá’á m-bá ā m-bó tāá káŋó
Neg he P1 N-Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands 1-father fry
“He did not fry meat for father (Lit. he has not yet fried meat as he usually does).”

c. $káá yírí wá’á ḷḵx̱i múm ńtōś tń́.̱$
   káá ā yířó wá’á ḷḵx̱i múm ā-tōd tń́ ’ń́
Neg he make Neg 1-water inside 7-calabash fetch
“He did not fetch water in a calabash (today).”

d. $káá yírí kí’í ḷḵx̱i múm ńtōś tń́.̱$
   káá ā yířó kí’í ḷ-ḵx̱i múm ā-tōd tń́ ’ń́
Neg he make Neg 1-water inside 7-calabash fetch
“He did not fetch water in a calabash (today).”

In the negative constructions, the tense morpheme provokes an initial homorganic nasal consonant on the following negative marker only if the tense morpheme marks once-in-a while events (cf. 15b). Where the tense morpheme marks a simple regular event which occurred earlier on the day of speaking, the homorganic nasal consonant does not appear.

Continuous action in the today past is marked by a high tone in the positive conjugation and by the morpheme $ká$ in the negative conjugation. The high tone aspctual morpheme in the positive conjugation is realised on the subject of the sentence or on the SM while the segmental morpheme is generally inserted immediately before the verb.

(16) a. $á li̱ tń’ń́ ḷḵx̱i múm ńtōḏ.$
   á ā li̱ n-tń’ń́ ḷ-ḵx̱i múm ā-tōḏ
He+Asp P1 N-fetch 1-water inside 7-calabash
“He was fetching water in a calabash (earlier today).”

b. $káá li̱ wá’á ḷḵx̱i ká tń’ń́ múm ńtōś.$
   káá ā li̱ wá’á ḷ-ḵx̱i ká n-tń’ń́ múm ā-tōḏ
Neg he P1 Neg 1-water Asp N-fetch inside 7-calabash
“He was not fetching water in a calabash.”
c. *kàà lí wà’á ṣọ̀ọ̀ mím ọ̀nà pà’ú.*

\begin{verbatim}
kan a lie wa’ab x-xi mним ọ-tọ̀ ñá n-tú’ú
\end{verbatim}

“He was not fetching water in a calabash.”

With the inclusion of the aspectual marker in the negative conjugation, the verb has the option of occurring after the object (16b) or moving to sentence-final position (16c). In the later case, the verb moves along with the aspectual marker.

C. Yesterday past

The Yesterday past tense (labelled P2) is used to describe actions/events occurring or situations existing yesterday, last week, last month or last year. It is marked by the morpheme *kì* and the replacive tone pattern LH on both L and H tone verbs. In the examples below, the underlying tone pattern of the verb is provided in order to highlight the effect of the P1 replacive tone pattern.

(17) a. HHL tone pattern

\begin{verbatim}
ítì wà kì kwètò bù’ù já.
ní fó w-á à kì kwètò à-bù’ù j-á
\end{verbatim}

1-chief 1-the SM P2 help 7-slave 7-the

“The chief helped the slave.”

b. HL tone pattern

\begin{verbatim}
ítì wà kì òkè mìlù’ù mjá.
ní fó w-á à kì òkè mì-lù’ù mj-á
\end{verbatim}

1-chief 1-the SM P2 filter 6-palm wine 6-the

“The chief filtered the palm wine.”

c. LHL tone pattern

\begin{verbatim}
ítì wà kì lìntò mú wá.
ní fó w-á à kì lìntò m-ù w-á
\end{verbatim}

1-chief 1-the SM P2 look after 1-child 1-the

“The chief looked after the child.”

The time adverbials *jọ̀* “yesterday”, *ọgbà* “last week” and *fú lòdò* “last year” can be used in today past tense constructions to specify the time of the action/event/situation relative to the moment of speaking.

The today past tense also has an alternative form which marks events which do not need/have to be repeated. This alternative form bears a falling contour tone and its use occasions the insertion of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb. The use of this alternative form is illustrated in the (c) example repeated below.

c’.  *ítì wà kì nlìntò mú wá.*

\begin{verbatim}
ítì fó w-á à kì N-ìntò m-ù w-á
\end{verbatim}

1-chief 1-the SM P2 N-look after 1-child 1-the

“The chief already took his turn in looking after the child (he does not need to do so again).”

In the negative conjugation, the yesterday past tense employs the post subject negative marker *wà’á* or its dialectal/stylistic variant *kírì*. As in the case of the other tenses discussed above, the inclusion of the negative morpheme pushes the verb to sentence-final position as shown below.
The remote past tense (P3) is used to describe events and actions that took place or situations that occurred in the distant past. It is marked by the morpheme ́le which, like the today past

D. Remote past

The remote past tense (P3) is used to describe events and actions that took place or situations that occurred in the distant past. It is marked by the morpheme ́le which, like the today past
tense marker, provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb stem.

(21) enade yáá ṣa lè ṣi sa ndóndó mím bò tsi’í jù.
η-ù mì-çáá w-á à lè N-ndsó ñ-dóndó L mì-lù’ù tsì’í jù
1-person 5-visit 1-the SM P3 N-drink 9-Calabash 9-AM 6-palm wine only him
“The visitor drank a calabash of palm wine alone (a long time ago).”

The remote past tense can also be employed to describe a state which was characteristic of a person or a society in the distant past and which no longer obtains at the moment of speaking.

(22) a. enade bágá wá lá mbín ntfá mbó.
η-ù báagá w-á à lè N-bíngá N-tfá m-bó
1-person red 1-the SM P3 N-dance N-pass 10-hands
“The white man was an excellent dancer.”

b. bitáá lá ndárrí ntfá mbó.
bí-ddí bí lè N-jíráa N-tfá m-bó
2-Bafut SM P3 N-steal N-pass 10-hands
“The Bafuts of long ago used to steal a lot.”

Again, like the today and yesterday past tenses, the remote past tense has an alternative form lèe which whose presence occasions the insertion of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb. This alternative form is used to mark once-in-a-life time actions/events. That is, actions/events which, by their very nature, can only occur once in life (23a) or events/actions which constitute a feat and so are not likely to occur again in a person’s life time (23b).

(23) a. nú yáá lèe ntsóñ ndóñ ji.
m-ú y-ù à lèe N-tsóñó ñ-ndóñ j-í
1-child 1-this SM P3 N-circumcise 1-penis 1-his
“This child had had himself circumcised (so he is ripe for marriage).”

b. m-fó sijáá lèe ñkö náá ñgweedá ní mbó ncé’é.
m-fó jí-sijáá w-á à lèe N-kó o-náángwejé ní m-bó ncé’é
1-chief 1-former 1-the SM P3 N-catch 1-leopard with 10-hands empty
“The former chief had killed a leopard with bare hands (a long time ago).”

The remote past tense employs the post subject negative particle wá’á which, as usual, pushes the verb to sentence-final position (24a-b). Continuous action in this tense is marked by the aspectual marker sì positioned between the tense marker and the verb in positive conjugations and between tense marker and the post subject negative morpheme in negative conjugations (25a-b).

(24) a. káá m-fó wá lá wá’á ndóñ mím bò tsi’í jù nó.
káá m-fó w-á à lèe wá’á ndóñ mì-lù’ù tsì’í jù nó
Neg 1-chief 1-the SM P3 Neg 9-calabash 5-palm wine only him drink
“The chief did not drink a calabash of palm wine alone.”

b. káá nú yáá lèé ńwá’á ndóñ jí tsöñó.
káá m-ú y-ù à lèé N-wá’á ñ-dóñ j-í tsöñó
order changes

markers as the past tenses

expect them the following year or in a few years time and not

although we do not know whe

describe events which have the potential of occurring in the very distant future. Thus,

Although the time of the event/action marked by F0 is unspecified, it is hardly used to
describe events which have the potential of occurring in the very distant future. Thus,

considering the introduction of the aspectual marker, the following verb (in the positive
conjugation) or the post subject negative particle (in the negative conjugation) no longer
bears the initial homorganic nasal consonant. The use of the homorganic nasal consonant is
optional if the once-in-a-lifetime tense marker is used.

3.4. The future tenses

Future time in Bafut is divided into four parts marking events and actions that will occur or
situations that will exist in the future. The future time units marked are: the simple future
(F0), today future (F1) tomorrow future (F2) and remote future (F3). Each of these time units
is morphologically differentiated from the other and each provokes a different type of
reaction in positive and negative conjugations.

A. The Simple Future

The simple future is the unmarked future tense in the sense that it is used to describe future
events/actions when the time is not specified. In this respect, it could also be referred to as the
general future. The simple future is marked by the morpheme ká which is normally
positioned between the subject and the verb if no adverbial element is present. If an adverbial
is present, the tense marker immediately precedes it.

(26) a. bàngjè bjá ká lígí mǐnsòô.

b-àngjè bj-á bí ká lígô mì-nsòô

2-women 2-the SM F0 cultivate 6-farms

“The women will cultivate the fields.”

b. ṭgwimì dʒá ká bů zì.

ṭ-gwimì dʒ-á dʒ-í ká bů zì

10-locusts 10-the 10- F0 again come

SM

“The locusts will come again.”

Although the time of the event/action marked by F0 is unspecified, it is hardly used to
describe events which have the potential of occurring in the very distant future. Thus,
although we do not know when the locusts will return in (26b), the context leads one to
expect them the following year or in a few years time and not say after a decade or a century.

In the negative conjugation, the simple future tense employs the same negative
markers as the past tenses and the presence of the negative morpheme causes the same word
order changes as noticed with the past tenses.
(27) a. *káá bàngjè hjá ká wá’á mì-nsòò lìgò*
   
   *káá b-àngjè bj-á b-í ká wá’á mì-nsòò lìgò*
   
   Neg 2-women 2-the 2-SM F0 Neg 6-farms cultivate
   “The women will not cultivate the fields.”

b. *káá ngwiìnì dʒá ká wá’á bù nżì.*
   
   *káá ċ-gwiìni dʒá-á dʒí ká wá’á bù n-ʒí*
   
   Neg 10-locusts 10-the SM F0 Neg again come
   “The locusts will not come again.”

The presence of the deficient verb *bù* in (27b) provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb.

**B Today future**

The today future tense (F1) is marked by the simple future tense morpheme *ká* and another morpheme *lì* which specifies F1 occurrences. A stylistic/dialectal variant of this morpheme is *yìr̥* whose form is identical with that of the verb *yìr̥* “make/do”. The today future tense is used to express actions and events that will take place or situations that will occur later on the same day, that is, the day of speaking.

(28) a. *bàngjè hjá káli lìgí mìnsòò.*
   
   *b-àngjè hj-á bí káli lígò mì-nsòò*
   
   2-women 2-the SM F0+F1 cultivate 6-farms
   “The women will cultivate the fields (later today).”

b. *ŋgi̞inni dʒá káli bù zì.*
   
   *ŋ-gwiìnì dʒá-á dʒí káli bù zí*
   
   10-locusts 10-the 10-SM F0+F1 again come
   “The locusts will come again (later today).”

Due to automatic lowering effects, the H on F1 *lì* is realised almost as a mid tone while the preceding H on *ká* remains almost as high as that on the preceding *dʒí*.

In the negative conjugation, the today future tense behaves exactly like the simple future in employing the same negative markers and causing the same word order changes (29a). Continuous action in this tense is marked by the morphemes *kí* in positive conjugations (29b) and *ká* in negative conjugations (29c-d).

(29) a. *káá bàngjè hjá káli wá’á mìnsòò lìgò.*
   
   *káá b-àngjè bj-á b-í káli wá’á mì-nsòò lìgò*
   
   Neg 2-women 2-the 2-SM F0+F1 Neg 6-farms cultivate
   “The women will not cultivate the fields (later today).”

b. *bàngjè hjá káli kí lígí mìnsòò.*
   
   *b-àngjè hj-á b-í káli kí lígò mì-nsòò*
   
   2-women 2-the 2-SM F0+F1 Asp cultivate 6-farms
   “The women will be cultivating the fields (later today).”

c. *káá bàngjè hjá káli wá’á mìnsòò ká nlìgò.*
   
   *káá b-àngjè bj-á b-í káli wá’á mì-nsòò ká n-lìgò*
The women will not be cultivating the fields (later today).

Neg 2-women 2-the 2-SM F0+F1 Neg 6-farms Asp N-cultivate

“The women will not be cultivating the fields (later today).”

d. käa bängjë bjá kálì wá’a kà nlí gi mínsò dù.
kàa b-ångjë bj-á b-ì kálì wá’a kà n-lígò mì-nsò dù
Neg 2-women 2-the 2-SM F0+F1 Neg Neg N-cultivate 6-farms

“The women will not be cultivating the fields (later today).”

We notice that in the negative conjugation, with the inclusion of the aspectual marker, the verb has the option of remaining in situ or moving to sentence-final position. When the verb remains in situ, the aspectual marker kä bears a low tone. In daily speech, the option with the verb in sentence-final position is more frequent than the one with the verb in situ.

C. Tomorrow future

The Tomorrow Future tense (F2) is marked by a combination of the simple future tense morpheme kä and the morpheme lò which specifies F2 events. Although the form of the today future marker is identical to that of verb lò “leave, go away”, there is no independent evidence that one is derived from the other. The tomorrow future tense is used to describe actions and events that are expected to take place or situations that will occur tomorrow, next week, next month or next year. The LH tone of the F2 morpheme is replaced by the H of the F0 morpheme and a subsequent downdrift effect is felt.

(30) a. nàà mítsò’á kálò bòsi bòsi bjá.
n-àà mı-tsò’á dʒ-i kálò bòsò b-òbjá
10-wild 9-SM F0+F2 frighten 2-children 2-the animals

“Wild animals will frighten the children (tomorrow, next week/month/year).”

b. bišòrì bjá kálò fi’í nttì jí.
bì-sòrì bj-á b-ì kálò fì’í n-títì j-ì
2-witches 2-the 2-SM F0+F2 remove 1-heart 1-his

“The witches will take out his/her heart (tomorrow, next week/month/year).”

The time adverbials: jò “tomorrow”, ngjà “next week”, fií sà“next month” and fií lò “next year” are employed, where necessary, to specify the expected time of the occurrence of the event, action or situation.

The behaviour of the tomorrow future tense in negative conjugations is identical to that of the today future tense in terms of the negative morphemes employed and effects on word order. Continuous action is also marked by kí in positive conjugations and by kä in negative conjugations.

(31) a. käa nàà mítsò’á kálì wá’a bòsì bjá bòsò.
kàa n-àà mı-tsò’á dʒ-i kálì wá’a b-òsì j-à bòsò
Neg 10-animals 10-wild 10-SM F0+F2 Neg 2-children 2-the frighten

“Wild animals will not frighten the children (tomorrow, next week/month/year).”

b. nàà mítsò’á kí bòsi bòsi bjá.
n-àà mı-tsò’á dʒ-i kálì kí bòsò b-òbjá
c.  käà nàà mitssé' só káló wà’â bós bjá kà mbósó.
    käà n-àà mitssé’ só dʒî káló wà’â b-ʒî bj-á kà n-bósô
Neg 10-animals wild SM F0+F2 Neg 2-children 10-the Asp N-frighten
“Wild animals will not be frightening the children (tomorrow, next week/month/year).”

d.  käà nàà mitssé’ só káló wà’â kà mbósí bós bjá.
    käà n-àà mì-tsé’ só dʒî káló wà’â kà n-bósô b-ʒî bj-á
Neg 10-animals 10-wild 10-SM F0+F2 Neg F0 N-frighten 2-children 2-the
“Wild animals will not be frightening the children (tomorrow, next week/month/year).”

D. The remote future

The simple future tense marker kä combines with the morpheme jì to mark the remote future (F3) in Bafut. This morpheme jì is probably derived from the verb ʒì ‘come’ whose dialectal variant is jì. The remote future tense is used to describe events and actions that are expected to take place or situations that are expected to occur sometime in the distant future.

(32) a.  bös käjì dhi’ítí bitàá bjáà
    b-ʒî b-í käjì dhi’ítô bi-tàà bj-áà
2-children 2-SM F0+F3 advice 2-fathers 2-their
“Children shall advise their fathers (some years to come).”

a.  bàngjè käjì j só’ só mbañno.
    b-àngjè b-í käjì j’ só’ m-bàñno
2-women 2-SM F0+F3 marry 9-men
“Women shall marry men (some years to come).”

With regard to negation, the behaviour of the remote future tense again parallels that of the other future tenses in terms of the negative morphemes employed and effects on word order. Continuous action is also marked in the same way by kì in positive conjugations and by kä in negative conjugations.

4. The Conditional mood

The conditional mood in Bafut describes a condition-consequence relation in which one proposition results if another holds. The consequence clause generally follows the condition clause although some speakers may decide to place the consequence clause before the condition clause for stylistic effects. The conditional mood interacts with tense and negation in very interesting ways to mark open, hypothetical, counterfactual and concessive conditionals. Because the purpose of this section is simply to show the interaction between mood and tense, we will use only open conditionals for illustration reserving a more detailed discussion of the other types of conditionals for later. The conditional mood has three markers: (i) mbá...bón “if...then”, (ii) bá...bón “if...then” and (iii) bëé “if”. The initial nasal in the form mbá...bón “if...then” is not the same homorganic nasal which we find in verbs that occur in a series. The marker bá has an alternant báá which is derived from bá via insertion of a focus marker á and subsequent assimilation of á to á. The marker bá...bón is used in the indefinite present, past and future tenses, mbá...bón is used in the present and future tenses while bëé is used in the future tenses only.
A. The indefinite present

The indefinite present tense employs the conditional markers *mbó*...*bóŋ* and *bó*...*bóŋ* to describe an “if...also” relation in which if the proposition in the antecedent clause (the condition clause) holds then that in the second clause (the consequence clause) also holds. The two markers have different distributions but the meaning is the same. In both uses, *bóŋ* introduces the consequence clause but *mbó* precedes the subject while *bó* follows the tense marker or the subject (marker) if tense is marked by tone.

(33) a.  

\[
\text{mbó bó kóŋ bàngjë bóŋ ò kí n-kóŋ.}
\]

mbó bó kóŋ bàngjë bóŋ ò kí N-kóŋ

I if like 2-women then you also N-like

“If I like women, then you also do.”

b.  

\[
\text{mbó mbó kóŋ bàngjë bóŋ ò kí n-kóŋ.}
\]

mbó mbó kóŋ bàngjë bóŋ ò kí N-kóŋ

if I like 2-women then you also N-like

“If I like women, then you also do.”

Notice that the presence of the particle *kí* “also” provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb, an indication that this particle could have derived from a verb or that it belongs to the category of verbs (i.e. it is a verbal element).

In the negative conjugation, two negative markers *sí* and *túú* or its variant *tsúú* are used in the consequence and antecedent clauses respectively. The presence of both negative markers pushes the verb to sentence-final position although this is not obvious in the consequence clause since the object is usually omitted. The sentence-initial negative marker *káá* can optionally be used only in the consequence clause. It is possible to negate both clauses or just one of them. We illustrate negation of both clauses.

(34) a.  

\[
\text{mbó bó túú bàngjë kóŋ bóŋ (káá) ò sí kí n-kóŋ.}
\]

mbó bó túú bàngjë kóŋ bóŋ (káá) ò sí kí N-kóŋ

I if Neg 2-women like then Neg you Neg also N-like

“If I do not like women, then you do not also.”

b.  

\[
\text{mbó mbó túú bàngjë kóŋ bóŋ (káá) ò sí kí n-kóŋ.}
\]

mbó mbó túú bàngjë kóŋ bóŋ (káá) ò sí kí N-kóŋ

If I Neg 2-women like then Neg you Neg also N-like

“If I do not like women, then you do not also.”

B. The Past tenses

The past tenses employ only the marker *bó*...*bóŋ* in both positive and negative conjugations. In both conjugations, *bó* follows the tense marker while *bóŋ*, as usual, introduces the consequence clause. We use the today past tense to illustrate.

(35) a.  

\[
\text{mbó lì bó kée mílù́ù mjá bóŋ ndōngárí wá yēé tsāŋ.}
\]

mbó à lì bó kée mílù́ù mjá bóŋ ndōngárí wá à yēé á âtsāŋ

chief SM P1 if filter palm wine the then messenger the SM go to prison
“If the chief had filtered the palm wine, the messenger would have gone to prison.”

b. ṇfọ lì bó túu mìlù’ù mjá kèé bọ́g ndòŋgáří wá yèe tsàŋ.

If Nibà SM if Neg palm wine the filter then messenger SM go to prison
“If the chief had not filtered the palm wine, a messenger would have gone to prison.”

Notice that in both conjugations, the P1 tense marker no longer provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb or negative marker due to the presence of the mood marker (compare these examples with those in (14) and (15) where P1 regularly provoked the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb or negative marker. This observation is also true of the P3 tense marker which, like P1, provokes a homorganic nasal on the following verb or negative marker.

C. The future tenses

The future tenses employ all three conditional markers: mbɔ̀...bọ́g “if...then”, bɔ̀...bọ́g “if...then” and bèé “if”. The use of these conditional markers has interesting consequences on the form of the future tense marker. When mbɔ̀...bọ́g and bɔ̀...bọ́g are used, the general future tense marker ká is never used in the antecedent clause where only the specific markers lí, ló and jí are allowed. On the other hand, ká is allowed in the consequence clause where lí, ló and jí are only allowed when the proposition in the consequence clause is expected to take place later than the time specified in the antecedent clause. When the third conditional bèé is used in the antecedent clause, the consequence clause has no tense marking. We illustrate the use of these conditional markers with the F1 tense marker. It should however be noted that whatever is said of F1 is also true of F2 and F3.

(36) a. nìbà’à bó lí zì bọ́g nì ká yèe ndàñwì.

Niba SM if F1 come then you(pl) F0 go to 9-church
“If Niba comes, then you will go to church (on the same day).”

b. nìbà’à bó lí zì bọ́g nì káló yèe ndàñwì.

Niba SM if F1 come then you(pl) F2 go to 9-church
“If Niba comes, then you will go to church (the following day).”

c. mbò nìbà’à lí nʒí bọ́g nì ká yèe ndàñwì.

If Nibà SM F1 N-come then you(pl) F0 go to 9-church
“If Niba comes, then you will go to church (on the same day).”

d. bèé nìbà’à lí nʒí nì yèe ndàñwì.

If Nibà SM F1 N-come you(pl) go to 9-church
“If Niba comes, you go to church. (the same day)”

The example in (36a) illustrates the very general and common situation where ká is allowed in the consequence clause but not in the antecedent clause while (36b) shows that the use of the specific marker ló in the consequence clause imposes the condition that the action in this clause can only take place later than the time in the antecedent clause. The sentences in (36c)
and (36d) illustrate the use of mbó...bóy and béé but more important, they introduce another interesting issue. In these examples, the verb takes a homorganic nasal consonant which is not present on the verbs in either (36a-b) or in any other construction where mbó...bóy has been used so far. This homorganic nasal consonant will shift to the negation marker if it is introduced as in (37b-c). It therefore seems to be the case that in these examples, the homorganic nasal is triggered by the markers mbó and béé but not bó.

(37) a. níbá’á bó lì túú ʒì bóy nì ká γëë ndáñwì
    níbá’á à bá lì túú ʒì bóy nì ká γëë á ñ-dáñwì
    Níba SM if F1 Neg come then you F0 go to 9-church
    “If Níba does not come, you will go to church.”

b. mbó níbá’á lì ntúú ʒì bóy nì ká γëë ndáñwì
    mbó níbá’á à lí n-túú ʒì bóy nì ká γëë á ñ-dáñwì
    If Níba SM F1 N-Neg come then you F0 go to 9-church
    “If Níba does not come, you will go to church.”

c. béé níbá’á lì ntúú ʒì nì γëë ndáñwì.
    béé níbá’á á lí n-túú ʒì nì γëë á ñ-dáñwì
    if Níba SM F1 N-Neg come you(pl) go to 9-church
    “If Níba does not come, you go to church.”

This situation might suggest that there are two forms of the future F2 marker in the language. While one of these forms is selected by the conditional markers béé and mbó...bóy, the other is used elsewhere.

5. The Subjunctive mood

The subjunctive mood is used with verbs of intending, desiring, liking, etc. in constructions which roughly correspond to the “final clause” construction in Latin. In this mood, only two tenses are generally recognised: the present and the future. Although the first is commonly called the “present”, it has a future intent and for that reason, it is termed the “present-future”. The Bafut subjunctive is marked by either tá or bóy positioned immediately before the subject. The use of the tá variant gives the utterance an imperative interpretation although the imperative force is not as strong as in ordinary imperatives. The use of bóy on the other hand has an advisory connotation; a subtle imperative which does not really come across as a command. The examples in (38) and (39) illustrate the use of tá and bóy respective. In each case, the (a) and (b) examples show the subjunctive (SUB) initiating the utterance in the present-future and future tenses while the (c) and (d) examples show the subjunctive in a subordinate clause.

(38) a. tá bó γëë mbóŋ ntŋŋ γá lwí.
    tá bó γëë mbóŋ n-tŋŋ γ-á i lwí
    SUB they go before 1-neck 1-my SM bitter
    “Let them go before I get angry.”

b. tá bó ló γyëë jɔɔ nłoŋmɔ mbόŋ lòò.
    tá bó ló N-γyëë á jɔɔ nłoŋmɔ m-bóŋ ʃ lòò
    SUB they F2 N-go Prep tomorrow because rain SM fall
    “Let them go tomorrow because it is raining.”
c. *tàá wá kí jwòŋ mó tá bò ɣéé.*
   *ò-tàá w-á à kí jwòŋò mó tá bò ɣéé*
   1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB they go
   “The father said that they should go.”

d. *tàá wá kí jwòŋ mó tá bò ló ɣyèé jòò.*
   *ò-tàá w-á à kí jwòŋò mó tá bò ló N-ɣèé á jòò*
   1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB they F2 N-go Prep tomorrow
   “The father said that they should go tomorrow/the following day.”

(39) a. *bòŋ bó ɣèé mbòŋ ntòŋ yá lwí.*
   *bòŋ bó ɣèé mbòŋ n-tòŋ ɣ-à i lwí*
   SUB they go before 1-neck 1-my SM bitter
   “It is advisable that they go away before I get angry.”

b. *bòŋ bó ló ɣyèé jòò nlòŋmò mbòŋ lòò*
   *bòŋ bó ló N-ɣèé jòò nlòŋmò mbòŋ í lòò*
   SUB they F2 N-go tomorrow because rain SM fall
   “It is advisable that they go tomorrow because it is raining.”

c. *tàá wá kí jwòŋ mó bòŋ bó ɣèé.*
   *ò-tàá w-á à kí jwòŋò mó bòŋ bó ɣèé*
   1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB them go
   “The father advised that they should go.”

d. *tàá wá kí jwòŋ mó bòŋ bó ló ɣyèé jòò.*
   *ò-tàá w-á à kí jwòŋò mó bòŋ bó ló N-ɣèé á jòò*
   1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB they F2 N-go Prep tomorrow
   “The father advised that they should go tomorrow/the following day.”

Notice the presence of the homorganic nasal consonant on the verb following the F2 tense marker. Recall that this homorganic nasal never occurred in any regular future tense.

In the negative conjugation the *tá* subjunctive takes the negative marker *tüú* positioned between the subject and the verb. The presubject negative particle *kàà* is completely excluded from this construction. The *bòŋ* subjunctive on the other hand takes both the optional presubject negative marker *kàà* and the post-subject marker *sì* but not *tüú*.

(40) a. *tá bó tüú ɣèé.*
   *tá bó tüú ɣèé*
   SUB they Neg go
   “Let them not go.”

b. *tàá wá kí jwòŋ mó tá bó tüú ɣèé.*
   *ò-tàá w-á à kí jwòŋò mó tá bó tüú ɣèé*
   1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB they Neg go
   The father said that they should not go.”

(41) a. *bòŋ (kàà) bó sì ɣèé.*
   *bòŋ (kàà) bó sì ɣèé*
   SUB Neg they Neg go
“(It is advisable that) they should not go.”

b. **táá wá kí jwónj má bóŋ (káá) bó sì yéé.**
   o-táá w-á à kí jwóŋá má bóŋ (káá) bó sì yéé
1-father 1-the SM P2 say that SUB Neg they Neg go
“The father said that (it is advisable that) they should not go.”

### 6. The simultaneity mood

What we term the simultaneity mood is roughly equivalent, at least as regards formal aspects, to the participial mood in English. We prefer to use the expression *simultaneity* here in order to highlight the semantic content. The simultaneity mood is generally characterised by two events, one secondary to the other, occurring at the same time. The second event is, most often, the result of the first. The verb expressing the primary event comes first while that expressing the secondary event follows the object or the verb if there is no object. The simultaneity mood is always expressed in the imperfective aspect. In the past tenses, and in negative constructions, the secondary verb is marked by an initial homorganic nasal consonant. Apart from the homorganic nasal consonant which appears on the secondary verb in past tenses and in negative constructions, there is no formal element marking the simultaneity mood in Bafut.

(42) a. **Nibá’á nó nim múlú’ú nj’á.**
   níbá’á á nó ní mú-lú’ú N-já’á
Niba SM drink it 6-palm wine N-cry
“Niba is drinking palm wine (and) crying.”

(43) a. **Nibá’á lì nmó nim múlú’ú nj’á.**
   níbá’á á lì N-nmó ní mú-lú’ú N-já’á
Niba SM P1 N-drink it 6-palmwine N-cry
Niba was drinking palm wine crying.

b **Nibá’á kálí kí nó nim múlú’ú já.’á.**
   níbá’á á kálí kí nó ní mú-lú’ú já’á
Niba SM F1 Asp drink it 6-Palm wine cry
“Niba will be drinking palm wine crying.”

(44) a. **à kí sí nó nim múlú’ú nys’á.**
   à kí sí nò ní mú-lú’ú N-já’á
He P2 Asp drink it 6-palmwine N-cry
He was drinking palm wine crying.”

b. **à káló kí nó nim múlú’ú yá.’á.**
   à káló kí nó ní mú-lū’ú já’á
He F2 Asp drink it 6-pwine cry
Niba will be drinking palm wine crying.”

(45) a. **à lë sí nó nim múlú’ú nj’á.**
   à lë sí nò ní mú-lú’ú N-já’á
He P3 Asp drink it 6-palmwine N-cry
Niba was drinking palm wine crying.”

b. **à kájí kí nó ní múlú’ú já.’á.**
   à kájí kí nó ní mú-lū’ú já’á
He F3 Asp drink 6-pwine cry
Niba shall be drinking palm wine crying.”

In the negative construction, the simultaneity mood employs the usual negative markers (*káá*)...*wá’á* and provokes word order changes of the same type described in the indicative mood. Following are two sentences to illustrate.
The negative construction employs the presubject negative marker ³DELOLW\ used to express one or more propositions. In the latter, the utterance expresses a kind of subject marker or on the verb (in the absence of a subject marker). The potential mood can be conditional mood marker, the subj.

The potential mood in the indefinite present is marked by mbø positioned immediately before the subject of the sentence. This morpheme, which is morphosyntactically identical to the conditional mood marker, is accompanied by a replacive high tone which surfaces on the subject marker or on the verb (in the absence of a subject marker). The potential mood can be used to express one or more propositions. In the latter, the utterance expresses a kind of “ability-condition” relation in which the condition clause exhibits properties of a consequence clause in a condition-consequence relation.

The negative construction employs the presubject negative marker kàà and the post-subject wá´á with the usual word order effects (SVO to SOV).
The potential mood is not expressed in the past tenses. Instead, utterances that translate the ability to act in the past into English are expressed using the conditional mood. In the future tenses, the potential mood is marked by mbó just as in the definite present discussed immediately above. In the future tense, the potential clause is often followed by a condition clause which sets the condition that guarantees the ability to act.

\[(49)\] a. *mbó mbó ló mbó ndá mó mbó fá ǹkábó.*

```
Potl. 1 F2 N-build 9-house that Cond. you give 9-money
```

“I can build a house tomorrow if you provide the money.”

Notice the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the verb of the potential clause and the use of the contracted form of the F2 marker (ló instead of káló) as in the case of the subjunctive mood.

Conclusion

The discussion in this chapter combined tense, aspect and mood because the interaction between them is so close that separating them would invariably lead to inadequacies in the discussion. In the course of the presentation, we noticed another interesting type of interaction between negation and tense. Principally, we observed that the inclusion of the negation morpheme causes the verb to occur in sentence-final position. This fact, which has generated a lot of interest among formal syntacticians is characteristic of most Grassfields Bantu languages. Some of these languages exhibit other curiosities with respect to the interaction between tense and negation. In Menka for instance, the inclusion of negation in some constructions excludes the tense marker. Such patterns of interaction call for a closer examination of the relationship between tense and negation in language in general and especially in the Grassfields Bantu languages.
Chapter 8
Compound tenses and deficient verbs

Introduction

Compound tenses in Bafut, that is tenses marked by more than one element, are characterised by the use of a large number of deficient verbs. By definition, the deficient verb is one which is (i) not associated with a specific meaning; instead the meaning is determined from the context in association with another (main) verb, (ii) irregular in its form. This category of verbs includes the verbs “to be” and “to have” principally because of their irregularity in form. The category also includes many other grammatical formatives some of which have adverbial meanings. In the first part we treat purely deficient verbs and in the second part we handle the verbs “to be” and “to have”.

1. Deficient verbs

Deficient verbs in Bafut look like ordinary verbs in three respects: (i) they pattern into the two verb tone classes LH and H(H)L, (ii) when preceded by the P1 and P3 tense markers ì and ìé, the deficient verb takes an initial nasal consonant which is homorganic in place of articulation with the initial consonant of the verb stem, (iii) like ordinary verbs in a consecutive structure, deficient verbs regularly provoke the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on following verbs in past tenses. Semantically, deficient verbs increase or lessen the force of the main verb and at times function like adverbial elements. I have decided to treat those that have adverbial connotations as deficient verbs because of their distribution and morphological effects on following verbs. Structurally, the deficient verb follows a regular tense marker and precedes the main verb except in negative constructions where it follows the negative marker and precedes the object if the verb is pushed to sentence-final position. Deficient verbs are treated in the following subsections.

A. ðòò

This deficient verb has the meaning of “nearly”, “to be on the point of doing but never quite doing”. It is used predominantly in the past tenses. Its usage in the future tenses is, at best, rather odd.

(1) a. mò ðòò wò.
   mò ðòò wò
   I nearly fall
   “I nearly fell.”

b. bó lí ñòò 5wító ñà.
   bó lí N-ñòò 5wító ñà
   they P1 N-nearly kill me
   “They nearly killed me.”

The negative conjugation employs the optional presubject marker kàà and the post subject markers sì if the utterance has no tense marker and wà ì if a tense marker is present.

(2) a. (kàà) mò sì ðòò wò.
   (kàà) mò sì ðòò wò
   Neg I Neg nearly fall
“I did not nearly fall.”

b. (kàá) bó lí gwa’á yədə 3wítō yá
(kàá) bó lí N-wá’a yədə 3wítō yá
Neg they P1 N-Neg nearly kill me
“They did not nearly kill me.”

c. (kàá) bó lí wá’a yá yədə 3wítō.
(kàá) bó lí N-wá’a yá yədə 3wítō
Neg they P1 N-Neg me nearly kill
“They did not nearly kill me.”

Notice that in the negative conjugation, the main verb can remain in situ (2b) or move to sentence-final position (2c). In the later case, the main verb moves along with the deficient verb.

B. fùù

This deficient verb denotes “to do before”, “to do first”. It is used in the past, present and future tenses. As usual, the interpretation of the utterance in the present tense has a past relevance. The use of this verb often involves a two-clause construction expressing a kind of preceding-subsequent action relation. The subsequent clause is itself introduced by another deficient verb tiɡi which we discuss below under (g).

(3) a. mándzŋ wá fùù mmá’á bînwi ntíɡi mfù ntsò.
    0-mándzŋ w-á fùù N-mə’á bî-nwî N-tíɡi N-fù á n-tsò
1-army 1-the SM first N-throw 2-gods N-then N-go to 1-war
“First the army worshipped the gods and then moved on to the battle field.”

b. mándzŋ wá lí mfùù mmá’á bînwi mbŋ fù ntsò.
    0-mándzŋ w-á lí N-fùù N-mə’á bî-nwî N-bŋ fù á n-tsò
1-army 1-the SM P2 N-first N-throw 2-gods N-before go to 1-war
“The army first worshipped the gods before moving on to the battle field.”

In the (b) example, the presence of the P1 tense marker provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the deficient verb which in turn provokes the occurrence of a subsequent one on the main verb. Compare this with the (a) example which lacks the P1 marker and the homorganic nasal consonant is found on the main verb only. The subsequent clause in (3a) contains a deficient verb which, normally, provokes the homorganic nasal on the following verb while that in (3b) contains a time adverbial which does not provoke the occurrence of the homorganic nasal consonant.

In the negative conjugation, only the preceding clause, that is the clause containing the deficient verb can be negated. In this form, both the deficient verb and the main verb either remain in situ or move to the end of the clause.

(4) a. (kàá) mándzŋ wá kì wá’a fùù mmá’á bînwi mbŋ fù ntsò.
    kàá 0-mándzŋ w-á kì wá’a fùù N-mə’á bî-nwî N-bŋ fù á n-tsò
Neg 1-army 1-the SM P2 Neg first N-throw 2-gods N-before go to 1-war
“The army did not first worship the gods before going on into battle.”

b. (kàá) mándzŋ wá kì wá’a bînwi fùù mmá’á mbŋ fù ntsò.
The repetitive deficient verb bŭ indicates “do again”, “repeat”. In the negative conjugation, bŭ employs the usual negative markers (kâa)... wâ’ā/sí and optionally moves with the verb to sentence-final position.

(7) a. à bŭ n-gyê ê yû.
à bū N-γέε γύ
he again N-go there
“He has gone there again.”

b. à kì bú ὑγεύ γύ.
à kì bú N-γέε γύ
he P2 again N-go there
“He went there again.”

(8) a. (kàà) à sì bú ὑγεύ γύ.
(kàà) à sì bú N-γέε γύ
Neg he Ne again N-go there
“He has not gone there again.”

b. (kàà) à sì γύ bú ὑγεύ.
(kàà) à sì γύ bū N-γέε
Neg he Neg there again N-go
“He has not gone there again.”

(9) a (kàà) à kì wá’á bú ὑγεύ γύ.
(kàà) à kì wá’á bū N-γέε γύ
Neg he P2 Neg again N-go there
“He did not go there again.”

b. (kàà) à kì wá’á γύ bú ὑγεύ.
(kàà) à kì wá’á γύ bū N-γέε
Neg he P2 Neg there again N-go
“He did not go there again.”

E. ὑδε

The deficient verb ὑδε denotes “want to”, “about to do”. It is one of the few deficient verbs that has a pure verb meaning in addition to its deficient verb function. Ordinarily, ὑδε means “to look for/to search” and in this meaning/usage it never co-occurs with any other verb. Like all other deficient verbs discussed so far, ὑδε provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb. Its behaviour in negative conjugations is also identical to that of the other deficient verbs.

(10) a. ὑδε ὑγεύ ὑγεύ.
 Hyde N-γέε
I Want N-go
“I want to go.”

b. (kàà) mò sì ὑδε ὑγεύ.
(kàà) mò sì N-γέε
Neg I Neg want N-go
“I do not want to go.”

(11) a. mò kì ὑδε ὑγεύ.
 mò kì N-γέε
I P2 want N-go
“I wanted to go.”

b. (kàà) mò kì wá’á ὑδε ὑγεύ.
(kàà) mò kì wá’á N-γέε
Neg I P2 Neg want N-go
“I did not want to go.”

F. τέ’έ

This is an occasional deficient verb which denotes “to do ever”, “to do once upon a time”. The utterance in which it is used often has the form of a question and can be interpreted as such. However, the same utterance can also be interpreted as an ordinary statement denoting absolute (emphatic) negativity and at times doubt.

(12) a. mìjàa leé nτέ’έ ηκέντο ηκόνσο?
ο-μìjàa à lè N-τέ’έ ηκένσο á N-κόνσο
1-river SM P3 N-ever N-stop to N-flow
“Has a river ever stopped flowing?”
“A river has never ever stopped flowing.”
b. *nǐ kì té’è njá ndìì wá?
   nǐ kì té’è N-já ǹ-dìì w-á
   you(pl) P2 even see 1-witch 1-the
   “Did you see the witch at all?”
   “You did not even/as much as see the witch.”

In the negative conjugation, the utterance states a negative fact in a very emphatic manner.

(13) a. *(kàá)* mijàà léè nté’è wá’à kéntá ǹkòŋá.
   *(kàá)* o-mijàà à lè N-té’è wá’à kéntá á N-kòŋá
   Neg river SM P3 N-ever Neg stop to N-flow
   “A river has never ever stopped flowing any way/after all.”

b. *(kàá)* nì kì té’è wá’á ndìì wá já.
   *(kàá)* nì kì té’è wá’á ǹ-dìì w-á já
   Neg you(pl) P2 even Neg 1-witch 1-the see
   “You did not even see the witch (so do not try to contradict me).”

G. tégi

The deficient verb tégi indicates “do after”, “happen afterwards”. It is very commonly used in narrative discourse to mark subsequent actions/events. In the negative conjugation, tégi employs the usual negative markers *(kàá)*...wá’á and optionally moves with the verb to sentence-final position.

(14) a. *bí’ì tégi ǹkxá.*
   *bí’ì tégi ǹ-kxá*
   we then N-run
   “We then ran away.”

b. *(kàá)* bí’ì wá’à tégi ǹkxá
   *(kàá)* bí’ì wá’à tégi ǹ-kxá
   Neg we Neg then run
   “We then did not run away.”

H. yá’ásá

This deficient verb denotes “to act always”, “to do continually”, “to do constantly”. By its very nature (the verb denotes continual action), it is always used in the progressive form. It is one of the deficient verbs with an adverbial meaning but we have decided to treat it here simply as a deficient verb because (i) it has the same distribution as other deficient verbs (it occurs after the tense marker and immediately precedes the main verb), (ii) it provokes a homorganic nasal consonant on following verbs in the past tenses as all other deficient verbs do, and (iii) in the negative construction, like other deficient verbs, it either forces the main verb to remain in situ or moves with it to sentence-final position.

(15) a. *bọ́sí bí ǹgwú yá’ásá ntó ní mìdʒí.*
   *bọ́sí bí ǹgwú bí yá’ásá N-tó ní mì-dʒí*
   2-children 2-AM 9-hen SM often  N-fight over 6-food
   “Chicks always fight over food.”

b. *(kàá)* bọ́sí bí ǹgwú sí yá’ásá ntó ní mìdʒí.
   *(kàá)* bọ́sí bí ǹgwú bí sí yá’ásá N-tó ní mì-dʒí
   Neg 2-children 2-AM 9-hen SM Neg often N-fight over 6-food
   “Chicks do not always fight over food.”
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c. \((\text{kàá})\) boś bí ngwú sì nì midží yà’ášò n-tò.
\[(\text{kàá})\] b-śò b-ì ñ-gwú bì sì nì mì-dʒí yà’ášò n-tò
Neg 2-children 2-AM 9-hen SM Neg over 6-food often N-fight

“Chicks do not always fight over food.”

l. tsìnì

The deficient verb tsìnì encodes the notion of obligation. In its usage, it indicates “to do of necessity”, “needs be”, “must do”, etc. It has an alternative form mùsò which, from the form and meaning, appears, most likely, to be derived from English “must”. The use of the two forms is however identical. In the illustrations that follow, we use only the pure Bafut form tsìnì.

\[(16)\] a. múŋkxo tsìnì njù ụtí ntsù táá jì.
\[\text{o-mùŋkxo à tsìnì N-jù’ụtò n-tsù o-tàà j-ı}\]
1-child SM Have to N-listen 1-mouth 1-father 1-his
“A child has to listen to/obey the father.”

b. bìfò lé ntsìnì njù’ọ bàngjè bì-yà’atò.
\[\text{bì-fò bí lé N-tsìnì N-jù’ọ b-àngjè bì-yà’atò}\]
2-chiefs SM P3 N-ave to N-marry 2-women 2-many
“Chiefs had to marry many wives.”

c. \((\text{kàá})\) múŋkxo fàǎlè sì tsìnì njù’ụtí ntsù táá jì.
\[(\text{kàá})\] o-mùŋkxo fàǎlè à sì tsìnì N-yù’ụtò n-tsù o-tàà j-ı
Neg 1-child today SM Neg Have to N-listen 1-mouth father 1-his
“A child (of) today no longer has to listen to the father.”

d. \((\text{kàá})\) bìtsò’ọ lé wá’à tsìnì njù’ọ bàngjè bì-yà’atò.
\[(\text{kàá})\] bì-tsò’ọ bí lé wá’à tsìnì N-jù’ọ b-àngjè bì-yà’atò
Neg 2-guards SM P3 Neg Have to N-marry 2-women 2-many
“The chief’s body guards did not have to marry many women.”

J. boś

The deficient verb boś denotes “to do just”, “do merely”, “do for a short time”. Like the others, it is used in the past, present and future tenses and employs the negative markers kàá...wà’à/sì. It has an aspectual meaning which is similar to the meaning of the attenuative verb extension which encodes the idea of “do lightly”, “do for a short time”.

\[(17)\] a. à boś njà’ọ 
\[\text{à boś N-jà’ọ}\]
he slightly N-cry
b. à ṣì mbòś njò’ọ.
\[\text{à ṣì m-bòś N-jò’ọ}\]
he P1 N-slightly N-cry
“Has he cried a little.”

c. à kálò boś jà’ọ
\[\text{à kálò bòś jà’ọ}\]
he F2 slightly cry
“He has cried a little.”

d. \((\text{kàá})\) à sì boś njà’ọ.
\[(\text{kàá})\] à sì boś N-jà’ọ
“He will cry a little.”

e. \((\text{kàá})\) à kálò wá’à boś njò’ọ.
\[(\text{kàá})\] à kálò wá’à boś N-jò’ọ
“Will he cry a little.”
Neg he Neg slightly N-cry Neg he F2 Neg slightly N-cry
“He has not cried a little.” “He will not cry a little.”

K. wâŋsô

This deficient verb encodes the meaning of “do quickly/hurriedly”. It is one of the deficient verbs that can easily lend itself to an adverbial treatment but we decide to handle it here as a deficient verb because, like yâ’âśô above, wâŋsô (i) has the same distribution as other deficient verbs (it occurs after the tense marker and immediately precedes the main verb), (ii) provokes a homorganic nasal consonant on following verbs in the past tenses as all other deficient verbs do, (iii) in the negative construction, like other deficient verbs, it either remains in situ with the main verb or moves with it to sentence-final position.

(18) a. à kî wâŋsi mbînî ntsô ŋkxî.
à kî wâŋsô N-bînô N-tsô á ŋ-kxî
he P2 quickly N-wake up N-go Prep N-water
“He got up quickly (early) and went to fetch water.”

b. (kàá) à lé wà’â wâŋsi mbînî máá ndʒwî.
(kàá) à lé wâ’â wâŋsô N-bînô máá ŋ-dʒwî
Neg SM P3 Neg quickly N-get up that 9-day
“he did not get up early on that day.”

c. (kàá) à lé wâ’â máá ndʒwî wâŋsi mbînô.
(kàá) à lé wâ’â máá ŋ-dʒwî wâŋsô N-bînô
Neg SM P3 Neg that 9-day quickly N-get up
“he did not get up early on that day.”

L. ki

The morpheme ki functions both as a deficient verb and a coordinating element. As a deficient verb, it encodes the meaning of “do in addition to”, “do as others have done”. As a coordinating element, it functions to conjoin verb phrases and predicative adjectival phrases. In this section, we focus on its role as a deficient verb reserving treatment of its role as a coordinator for chapter 11. Like other deficient verbs, ki occurs after the tense marker and immediately precedes the main verb. It also provokes a homorganic nasal consonant on following verbs in the past tenses.

(19) a. mò ki ñgwô.
mò kî N-wô
I also N-fall
“I fell too (like the others).”

b. bó li ñkî njwîtí nó.
bó li N-kî N-ʒwîtí nó
they P1 N-also N-kill snake
“They also killed a snake (in addition to a spider).”
“They also killed a snake (in addition to building a fire).”
“They too killed a snake (like the other people).”

2. The verb “to be”
The verb “to be” in Bafut has three finite forms: à ní, à bó, and tsì and one non-finite form á mbó. The finite forms are used in independent finite clauses marking a variety of predications (identification, description, location, etc.) of the type “it is X”, “X is (in)”. The non-finite form, on the other hand, is used in infinitival dependent clauses which are subordinate to verbs of desire and psych-verbs such as “want”, “like”, “fit”, etc. to mark a kind of dependent relation of the type “want to be X”.

A. Identification

To express simple identification of the type “it is a palm tree”, “who is it?”, etc. the form à ní is used. This form which can be broken down into à “it” and ní “is” is very often contracted simply to a but the meaning remains unchanged. In the negative conjugation, the infinitival form à...bó is used with bó occurring in sentence-final position.

(20) a. à ní/â kà?           b. à ní/â níyâ/míyâ.
   it is what
   “What is it?”
   “It is a palm tree/palm trees."

c. à ní/â wò?           d. à ní/â mfó/bifó wâ/bjâ.
   it is who
   “Who is it?”
   “It is the chief(s)"

B. Description

Predication referring to a description is normally expressed by the form à bó followed by the predicative noun or adjective. As in the previous case, à bó can be broken down into two parts: à a pronominal form meaning “it”, “he”, or “she” and bó meaning “is”. The form of the pronominal à changes depending on the class of the noun being described. In the case of adjectival predication, the adjective bears a concord marker determined by the class of the noun described. In all instances of the use of the à bó form, a particle áa which serves as a focus marker is inserted immediately following bó.

(22) a. mfó yú bóá nwì jì’ì.
   1-chief 1-this he is Foc 1-1-God 1-our
   “This chief is our God.”

(23) a. bifó buó bóá binwì bí’ì.
   chiefs these they are Foc Gods our
   “These chiefs are our Gods.”

(24) nihó’ò nú bóá midží mi’índ tú ngjâ.
nǐ-bò’ò n-ù ní bò áá mì-dʒí m-í’ínò á tù ḫ-gjà
5-pumpkin 5-this it is Foc 6-food 6-our for 9-week
“This pumpkin is our food for one week.”

It is also generally acceptable to use the simple identification form à ní in a description predication. In this usage, ní remains the copula “is/be” while à is a pronominal “it”, “he” or “she” whose form changes depending on noun class.

(25) a. mfnj yù ní nwì jì ‘ï.
   m-fn j-ù à ní o-nwì jì ‘ï
   1-chief 1-this he is 1-God 1-our
   “This chief is our God.”

b. mfnj yù ní jìnsìgìnì.
   m-fn j-ù à ní jì-nsìgìnì
   1-chief 1-this he is 1-good
   “This chief is a good one.”

As we see from these examples, the use of either à bọ or à ní in a descriptive predication has no major effect on the meaning of the utterance. The significant difference between (22) and (25) is therefore just one of emphasis: à bọ is more emphatic than à ní. Notice that the focus marker áá in (22) adds to the emphatic nature of à bọ.

C. Location

To express location, the form tsì which literally means “to sit/stay” is used preceded by the regular subject marker and followed by a locative complement. The negative conjugation employs the regular negative markers kàà...si/wà’á with the usual word order effects.

(26) a. ǹsòò wá tsìá mbì ntá’á.
   ǹ-sòò w-á ì tsì á m-bì L ǹ-tá’á
   1-farm 1-the SM is on 9-slope 9-AM 1-hill
   “The farm is on a slope.”

b. (kàà) nsòò wá sàá mbì ntá’á tsì.
   (kàà) ǹ-sòò w-á ì sì á m-bì L ǹ-tá’á tsì
   Neg 1-farm 1-the SM Neg on 9-slope 9-AM 1-hill is
   “The farm is not on a slope.”

The locative in these examples and elsewhere consists of a noun phrase introduced by a preposition. Prepositions are derived from body parts and they vary according to the locative relation between the subject and the noun phrase. We will discuss the properties of prepositions more fully in the next chapter.

D. Dependent Relation

The infinitival form of the verb “to be”, that is á mbọ is used exclusively in dependent clauses to express “the desire/condition to be X”. This infinitival form, like the finite forms used in identification and description consists of two parts á and mbọ. The infinitival however differs from the finite forms in many respects. Whereas à in the finite forms bears a low tone and functions as a pronominal element, á in the infinitival form bears a high tone and functions like the infinitival “to” in English. In addition to these, the copula bọ, like other non-finite verb forms in Bafut, takes an initial homorganic consonant. Following are some examples of the use of the non-finite form.

(27) a. ǹg jìí ọbọ ọgànjọgànù yà tá bùnọ.
    ǹg-ù jìí à ọbọ à ọgànjọgànù y-à tá à bùnọ
The negative conjugation employs the negative markers kàá...sí or túú depending on the mood of the clause and it is often common to negate both the preceding and the dependent clauses.

(28) (kàá) ɲú jíi sì ɲgwë‘è jì má‘átì (kàá) sì kù‘ùná mbó hànjàgóná.

Neg man who SM Neg family his leave Neg he Neg fit to be discip

“A man who does not leave his family is not fit to be a disciple.”

3. The verb “to have”

The verb “to have” in Bafut is a combination of the verb tsì “to be/to stay/to sit” and a preposition. The type of preposition used is determined by whether the utterance is a simple statement, a question or an answer to a question and on whether the verb expresses possession or association.

A. Simple statements and “Yes-No” Questions

In a simple statement and a “Yes-No” question, the verb “to have” expresses possession or indicates that one is associated with a certain condition. The preposition employed in this usage is nì “with” whose tone often changes to high in the neighbourhood of a high tone.

(29) a. mò tsì nò tsì’òtù.

mò tsì nì à-tsì’ò-L-tù
I be with 7-cloth-AM-Head

“I have a hat.”

b. (kàá) mò sì nò tsì’òtù tsì.

(kàá) mò sì nì à-tsì’ò-L-tù tsì
Neg I Neg with 7-cloth-AM-head be

“I do not have a hat.”

(30) a. àtìri já tsì nì mìtfè.

à-tìri j-á á tsì nì mì-tfè
7-fool 7-the SM be with brain

“The fool is intelligent.”

b. (kàá) àtìri já sì nì mìtfè tsì.

(kàá) àtìri já á sì nì mì-tfè tsì
Neg fool the SM Neg with brain be

“The fool is not intelligent.”

(31) a. mbà jà tsì nì mìwi‘ì.

mbà jà ɪ tsì nì mìwi‘ì
meat the SM be with maggots

“The meat is maggoty/contains maggots.”

b. (kàá) mbà jà sì nì mìwi‘ì tsì.

(kàá) mbà jà ɪ sì nì mìwi‘ì tsì
Neg meat the SM Neg with maggots be

“The meat is not maggoty/hasn’t got maggots.”

These utterances in (29-31) can all be turned into “Yes-No” questions (the type of questions that demand a simple “yes” or “no” for an answer) by simply raising intonation. This rising intonation corresponds to a register raising of the final tone on the last syllable of the utterance. The vowel of the preposition ì coalesces with the initial vowel of the following word giving rise to ø.
B. Content Questions

In content questions (questions of the type demanding the identification of a person or an object for an answer), the verb “to have” is marked by $tsi$ and the preposition $mbó$ which literally means “in the hands of”. In this usage, the verb “to have” expresses only the notion of possession.

(32) a. $\hat{n}dôŋ džá tsî mbô wô?$
   $h-dôŋ dž-á džî tsî á m-bô w-ô?$
   10-cups the SM be in 6-hands 6-who
   “Who has the cups?”

b. $dʒî tsî mbô mà.$

c. $(kâá) jî só mbô mà tsî.$

Notice that in the negative construction, just like ordinary verbs in the language, the verb “to have” occurs in sentence-final position. Of course, this is a regular behaviour of verbs in Bafut and other related Grassfields Bantu languages.

Conclusion

The elements which we have treated in this chapter as deficient verbs are actually elements which other people might like to treat as auxiliary verbs. We have however used the expression “deficient verbs” because their behaviour is fundamentally different from that of what we know as auxiliary verbs in English and French. The Bafut deficient verb does not bear tense morphology and cannot be separated from the min verbs as is the case with regular French/English auxiliary verbs. Also, while the phonological relationship between the regular auxiliary verb and negation is quite ‘close’ (notice contraction and cliticisation), no such close relation can be established between the Bafut deficient verb and negation. However, whether we give them the appellation verbs or auxiliary verbs, the treatment that we will give them is the same. What is in a name by the way?
Chapter 9
Adverbs and prepositions

Introduction

The formation and use of adverbs in Bafut is so intricately linked to the formation and use of prepositions that a discussion of one cannot exclude the other. Specifically, pure adverbs are rare in Bafut and what translates into English as adverbs are pure substantives (shorn of any inflection) used with prepositions. The prepositions themselves differ in form and function depending on the adverb with which it is associated. Because of this close link between adverbs and prepositions in the language, we have decided to describe these two word categories together in the present chapter beginning with prepositions.

1. Prepositions

Pure prepositions are rare in Bafut. There are only two elements which one can term genuine prepositions in the language. These are á and mít which are also used to derive more complex prepositions from body parts and other substantives.

1.1. The Preposition á

This preposition can function on its own to mark either location or direction. In this usage, it immediately precedes a substantive used adverbially to specify a location or direction. In the following examples, the preposition á seems to be absent in the surface forms due to the general vowel deletion rule in Bafut which elides one of two contiguous vowels. The presence of the preposition is however felt in (1a) where it becomes ñ due to the influence of the preceding nasal in “spears”.

(1) a. tàá wá jágíší nìkàŋò béé ntígí ŋkúú ndánwì.
   o-tàá w-á á jágíší nì-kàn á béé N-tígıí N-kúú á n-dánwì
   1-father 1-the SM lean 5-spear Prep outside N-then N-enter Prep 9-church
   “The man leaned a spear (on the wall) outside and then entered the church.”

b. á jú’ùmá ŋgà m já ntígí ntóó ŋgwé jì jì n-dánwì.
   á jú’ùmó ŋgàm j-á N-tígıí N-tóó ŋ-gwè j-i á n-dánwì
   he heard 9-story 9-the N-then N-send 1-wife 1-his to 9-church
   “When he heard the story, he then sent his wife to church.”

c. bí kí kí ntsí n-dánwì láá ñi-jàrò bí kó’jí nì-kàŋ.
   bí kí n-tsí á n-dánwì láá bí-jàrò bí kó’jí á nì-kàŋ
   They when N-be Prep 9-church DEF 2-thieves SM climb Prep 5-ceiling
   “Whenever people are in church, thieves climb up into the ceiling.”

d. n-dánwì mé bó sígí mfè’ë béé.
   n-dánwì í mè bó sígí m-fè’ë á béé
   9-church SM finish they descend N-go out Prep outside
   “When the service is over, they climb down and go outside.”

It is evident from these examples that attributing a specific meaning to the preposition á is an exercise in futility as it variously denotes “into”, “to”, “up to”, “out of” (and in other contexts “at”, “on”, “in”, etc.). The actual meaning of á is contextually determined by the substantive that it precedes and at times by the verb with which it is used. Thus the real meaning of the preposition á isolated from the substantive and the verb, seems to be that of “with respect to”.
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Hence the relevant sections of the utterances above may be translated as: “…entered with respect to the church”, “…send with respect to the church”, “…climb with respect to the ceiling”, and “…go out with respect to the church”.

The preposition à combines with body parts to derive complex prepositions denoting location, benefactive, source, etc. About 80% of prepositions in Bafut are formed in this way.

A. Location

To specify location, ã combines with the body parts àtú “head”, ñjì “face”, ñtsù “mouth”, ñdzìm “back”, and mbëë “buttocks/anus/penis/vagina” and the locative elements mbëë “side”, and mum “inside”, to form the complex prepositions outlined in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body part</th>
<th>Complex preposition</th>
<th>Sample phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>à-tú</td>
<td>“head”</td>
<td>“on top of house”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñjì</td>
<td>“face”</td>
<td>“in front of”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñtsù</td>
<td>“mouth”</td>
<td>“at opening of”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñdzìm</td>
<td>“back”</td>
<td>“at back of”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbëë</td>
<td>“side”</td>
<td>“beside near”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mum</td>
<td>“inside”</td>
<td>“inside the house”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following sentences illustrate the use of some of these complex prepositions.

2. a. bëfù mà’atì nàá láá ndzì’ì ndà.
   Bafut SM mà’atì nàá láá á ndzì’ì ndà  
   1-mother 1-the SM D-Verb N-throw 5-tooth 5-there Prep 7-head 9-house  
   “The Bafuts rear animals DEF Prep 9-vagina 9-house The Bafuts rear/keep animals below/at lower part of the compound.”

b. ñdì wá tïgì mnàá nìsàì njá tì ndà.
   ñdì wá tïgì N-ì-nàá nìsàì njá tì ndà  
   1-mother 1-the SM D-Verb N-send 6-palmwine 6-hands 1-person-5-visit 1-the     
   “The old mother then threw the tooth on top of the house.”

B. Benefactive

The benefactive preposition “to/for” is formed by combining the ordinary preposition à with the body part mbò “hands”.

3. a. mbò wá tïgì nïfàssì mìlù’ù mbò mëniyàà wá.
   mbò wá tïgì N-fàssì mìlù’ù á mbò nì-nì-yaà w-á  
   1-chief 1-the SM D-Verb N-send 6-palmwine 6-hands 1-person-5-visit 1-the     
   “The chief then sent palmwine to the visitor.”

b. mbò wá tïgì ñwá mbì mbò mëniyàà wá.
   mbò wá tïgì N-wà mbì á mbò nì-nì-yaà w-á  
   1-chief 1-the SM D-Verb N-slaughter 9-goat Prep 6-hands 1-person-5-visit 1-the
“The chief then slaughtered a goat for the visitor.”

c. *mỳwa tìgì ṣwá mbì yú mbò.*
mì- fò w-á à tìgì N-wá mì-bì yú mì-bì
1-chief 1-the SM D-Verb N-slaughter 9-goat Prep 6-hands
“The chief then slaughtered a goat for him/her.”

In the third example in (c), the normal preposition is replaced by a complex anaphoric form *yú* which combines the meanings of the preposition ‘for’ and the pronoun ‘him/her’. Elsewhere in the language, *yú* is used as anaphoric locative adjunct meaning ‘there’. This special use of *yú* to mean ‘for him/her’ is unique to third person singular forms only (see chapter 4 for more on the pronoun system and chapter 12 for more the anaphoric use of *yú*).

The combination *yú + body part* is possible with all the other body part prepositions presented in table I above. Such combinations yield meanings like ‘beside it’, ‘below it’, ‘above it’, ‘behind it’, etc.

C. Source-Origin

The source/origin preposition “from” is also formed by combining the ordinary preposition *á* with the body part *mbò* “hands”. In utterances, both the verb used and the context distinguish the benefactive from source/origin. In source/origin constructions, the use of *mbò* “hands” is obligatory when the complement (of the preposition) noun is animate. When the complement noun is inanimate, *mbò* cannot be used, instead *á* alone is used.

(4) a. *mò kì kwèrì mìtjè mìmù láá mbò kwímáŋkò ́ò.*
mò kì kwèrò mì-tjè mìmù láá á mì-bò 0-kwímáŋkò ́ò
1 P2 take 6-idea this DEF Prep 6-hands 1-tortoise
“I borrowed this idea from Tortoise.”

b. *mìtjè mìmù kì lò láá mbò kwímáŋkò ́ò.*
mì- mìmù mì- kì lò láá á mì-bò 0-kwímáŋkò ́ò
tjè 6-idea this 6-SM P2 come DEF Prep 6-hands 1-tortoise
“This idea came from Tortoise.”

(5) a. *àmbè kì kwèrì dú ́útì mú mú láá wùsáá.*
àmbè ́ a kì kwèrò á-dú ́útì mú mú láá á à-wùsáá
Ambe SM P2 take 7-advice this DEF Prep 7-city
“Ambe got this advice from the city.”

b. *àdú́útì mú mú kì lò láá wùsáá.*
à-dhú́útì mú mú á kì lò láá á à-wùsáá
7-advice this SM P2 come DEF Prep 7-city
“This advice came from the city.”

In the examples in (5), the use of *mbò* will imply that the advice came indirectly through the people of the city and not directly (as an experience) from the city itself. This feature of *mbò* regarding its presence or not with certain types of nouns is attested only in source/origin constructions. In benefactive constructions, the presence of *mbò* is obligatory.
1.2. The preposition *ní*

The preposition *ní* normally encodes the meaning of instrument and accompaniment. In some very special constructions however, it can also encode an applicative meaning. In this special usage where *ní* encodes the applicative meaning, its complement is a theme/patient NP.

(6) a. *nìbà’á kì kàgìtí mbà já nì mùnwi.*

_nibà’á kì kàgìtí m-bà j-á nì o-mùnwi_

Niba SM P2 chop 9-meat 9-the with 1-knife

“Niba chopped the meat with a knife.”

b. *bì kì mí fù jì nì mìlù ’ù.*

_bì à kì mì à-fù j-ì nì mì-lù’ù_

Bih SM P2 swallow 7-medicine 7-her with 6-Palm wine

“Bih took (swallowed) her medicines with palm wine.”

c. *kwìmáŋkɔ’ɔ lè ndù’ù bìsìŋ nì mìtʃè.*

_ɔ-kwìmáŋkɔ’ɔ à lè N-dù’ù bì-sìŋ nì mì-tʃè_

1-tortoise SM P3 N-teach 2-birds with 6-knowledge

“Tortoise taught the birds a lesson”.

Although the special construction in (c) is structurally very similar to those in (a-b), the semantic/thematic role of the noun phrase that comes after *ní* in (c) is different from that in (a-b). Whereas this NP in (c) is directly affected by the action of the verb, those in (a-b) are not. The post *ní* NPs in (a-b) are rather the means and the accompaniment through which the action of the verb is achieved. Thus in (a) for instance, “meat” was chopped; the knife being the instrument used in the action. In (c) on the other hand, what was taught was “knowledge/a lesson), the “birds” were only the recipients of the action of teaching. Thus, whereas the NP after *ní* in the example in (c) is a theme/patient, the NP after *ní* in (a-b) is an instrument or accompaniment. This suggests that while the preposition *ní* introduces goal participants, the semantics of the verb also plays a major role in encoding the various interpretations.

Other special uses of the preposition *ní* are provided in the examples below which employ stative and passive verbs.

(7) a. *àŋtɔ̀ wá lùú nì ṣkɔ̀xì.*

_ɔ-àŋtɔ̀ w-á à lúú nì ṣ-kɔ̀xì_

1-pot 1-the SM full with 1-water

“The pot is full with water.”

b. *mɔ̀ wá kì kwò nì ṣkà’ɔ̀.*

_m-ɔ̀ w-á à kì kwò nì ṣ-kà’ɔ̀_

1-chief 1-the SM P2 die with 1-dysentery

“The chief died of/from dysentery.”

The NP complements of *ní* in these examples can serve as subjects in other constructions that can be considered semantic paraphrases of the counterparts in (7). Thus we could have ṣkà’ɔ̀ _kì jwítɔ̀ mɔ̀ wá_ “Dysentery killed the chief” as a semantic paraphrase of (7b).
1.3. Derived prepositions

The expression derived prepositions is used here to refer to a set of personal pronouns that are used in adverbial phrases to give the meaning of “together with”, that is the meaning of
accompaniment. These personal pronouns are: bó/bóbì “they/with them”, bù/bùbì
“you(pl)/with you”, bì/bì/bìbì “we/with us (exclusive)”. Although the two variants in each case are virtually interchangeable, the variant that ends with bì is used especially when the
following noun is in the plural form.

(8) a. nibà’à kì ̀yèè ndànñi só bòbì mbù dàì.  
nibà’à ̀kì ̀yèè ̀á ndànñi bòbì ̀mbù dàì-â  
Niba SM P2 go Prep 9-church they with 9-dogs 9-his  
“Niba went to church (together) with his dogs.”

b. á njèrà wáá kì kò bi’ì mbù.  
á njèrà wà-á kì kò bì-i ̀mbù  
Foc 1-thief 1-take+Foc P2 catch 1+ with 9-dog  
“The thief was caught by me together with a dog.”

c. ̀ò kàlò fù bùbì mbù dàì.  
ò kòlò fù bùbì mbù dàì-â  
you(sg) F2 go farm you with 9-dogs 9-the  
“You will go to the farm together with the dogs.”

1.4. The definite preposition

The definite preposition wá combines the functions of the ordinary preposition á and a
definitiviser. It is used exclusively in situations where a definite location, source or
benefactive has been mentioned earlier on in the discourse. Following are some examples of
its use.

(9) a. mbò wá tìgì n`tìsì mílù’ù wá mbò ̀yùnyàá wà.  
mbò wà-á tìgì n-tìsì mílù’ù wá mbò ̀yù-nìyàá wà-á  
1-chief 1-take SM D-Verb N-send 6- Prep 6-hands Person-5-visit 1-the
palmwine  
“The chief then sent palm wine to the visitor (the visitor already mentioned).”

b. ̀ndì wá tìgì mmá’à nìsèm njá wá tú ndà.  
ndì wà-á tìgì n-mà’à nì-sèm nj-á wà-á atù ndà  
1-mother 1-take SM D-Verb N-throw 5-tooth 5-the Prep head 9-house
“The old mother then threw the broken tooth on the top of the house (the top already
mentioned).”

Notice that the definite preposition still combines with body part nouns like the ordinary á
and nì. In the example in (9a) for instance, a particular visitor had been mentioned or is
understood in the context of the discourse. The speaker therefore uses the definite wá in this
case for purposes of some sort of emphasis.

2. Adverbs

An adverb in Bafut is a word used to describe a predicative or a qualitative with respect to
time, manner or place. Pure adverbs are particularly rare in the language and so other word
categories, especially substantives and deficient verbs (chapter 8), are employed adverbially. There is a close relationship between the noun and the adverb; many nouns are used as adverbs without any change or inflection and, further, many adverbs are directly formed from substantives by the use of inflectional formatives, and sometimes by the mere device of inserting a prepositional formative. Although the distinctions between time and place, in many cases, are by no means rigid, it is still most convenient to classify Bafut adverbs according to the traditional categories of manner, place and time.

2.1. Manner adverbs

Manner adverbs can be formed from nouns, adjectives, numerals and ideophones. The formation processes involve vowel insertion, inclusion of a prepositional formative and reduplication.

A. Adverbs from nouns

The formation of adverbs from regular nouns involves the insertion of the prepositional formative ní immediately before the noun. Nouns that lend themselves readily to this process are laid out in the table below alongside the derived adverbs. Sentences illustrating the use of these adverbs follow the table.

Table II: Adverbs derived from Nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Derived Adverb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mì-tʃè</td>
<td>“knowledge/wisdom”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mì-tìì</td>
<td>“strength/energy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>à-ʒì</td>
<td>“intention/cunning”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mì-dà’à</td>
<td>“strength/energy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ-jàŋð</td>
<td>“pain”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋ-gì’ì</td>
<td>“trouble/suffering”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì-bò’ɔδ</td>
<td>“fear”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì-mìtʃè</td>
<td>“wisely/intelligently”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì mìtìì</td>
<td>“energetically/quickly/once”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì àʒì</td>
<td>“intentionally/cunningly”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì mìdà’à</td>
<td>“energetically/quickly/once”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì njàŋð</td>
<td>“painfully”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì ŋgì’ì</td>
<td>“with difficulty”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nì niɓò’ɔδ</td>
<td>“fearfully”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(10) a. à kì jàtì mbà já nì mìtʃè.
à kì jàtì m-bà j-á nì mì-tʃè
he P2 share 9-meat 9-the with 6-wisdom
“He shared the meat wisely (such that everyone had a piece).”

b. à kì jàtì mbà já nọ ʒì.
à kì jàtì m-bà j-á nì à-ʒì
he P2 share 9-meat 9-the with 7-cunning
“He shared the meat cunningly (reserving the choicest pieces for his friends).”

In the example in (10b), the vowel of the preposition ní coalesces with that of the following noun giving rise to the vowel ʒ.

In this category of adverbials, the form of the substantive per se does not change and so what introduces the adverbial meaning is the prepositional formative ní as well as the meanings of, and pragmatic relationship between the main verb and the post-ní substantive. The ordinary preposition ní generally encodes an instrumental meaning but in (10a – b), “wisdom” and “cunning” are not instruments that can be used to share meat and so pragmatic considerations favour an adverbial interpretation.
B. Adverbs from adjectives

Bafut has a very limited number of pure adjectives (just a little over 4) and only one of these sigini ‘well/nice’ is used adverbially. Deriving an adverb from an adjective involves prefixing the vowel i to the adjective. The presence of this vowel is hardly ever felt on the surface due to the vowel deletion process which targets the second of two tautosyllabic vowel sequences. The presence of the vowel can however be felt in the example below which is rendered slowly and deliberately.

(11) à kì nọ̀h i-sigini.
à kì nọ̀há i-sigini
he P2 sleep well
“He slept well/nicely.”

C. Adverbs from ideophones

Certain classes of ideophones can be used as adverbs describing manner in respect of transitive verbs. These adverbs are usually preceded by the formative à whose presence may not always be felt in surface forms because of vowel deletion effects. Unlike ní in the case of adverbs formed from nouns, à does not have any prepositional meaning. Examples of ideophones functioning as adverbs in transitive verb constructions are given below.

(12) a. mò kì sigisi bwií wà bọ̀bọ̀.
mò kì sigió o-bwií w-á à-bọ̀bọ̀
I P2 lower 1-straw 1-the slowly/gently
“I lowered the straw slowly/gently/gradually.”

b. mò kì ligí nsòò wá yúmbò à-dànjàndàŋ
mò kì ligó n-sòò w-á yú-m-bó à-dànjàndàŋ
I P2 cultivate 1-farm 1-the him-6-hands freely
“I cultivated the field for him for free.”

Another adverb which falls into this category but which is somehow different from the others is à-ngáànggà. This adverb resembles the others in form and function but it is different in that whereas the non-reduplicated form in the previous two has no specific independent meaning, the non-reduplicated form in this latter has a specific meaning: “a period of time”. The use of this adverb is illustrated below.

(13) a. mò fùnìmò mbó yò ñgáànggà mò mìlù `ù ká 3wìtù yò.
mò fùnìsàmò à mìbò yò à-ngáànggà mò mìlù`ù mf ká 3wìtù yò
I say/+Asp P hands you time time that pwine SM F0 kill you
“I have told you repeatedly that drinking will kill you.”

b. ñgùìñí wò fàà ñgáànggà.
ñgùìñí f wò fàà à-ngáànggà
9-locusts SM fall here time time
“Locusts come here frequently/time and again.”
An adverb such as á-dàngɔdàngɔ “for free” can be preceded by the intensifier tsì’ì which means “only” but the presence of this intensifier does not have any significant effect on the meaning of the utterance. Thus including this intensifier in the example in (12b) does nothing more than emphasise the point that the cultivation was done for free.

D. Adverbs from numerals

Adverbs describing manner can also be derived from numerals. The derivational process involves a simple reduplication of the numeral which is inflected for agreement. Numerals in Bafut function like adjectives and thus take an agreement marker determined by the class of the nouns that they describe. The following examples illustrate the use of the numerals “one” and “two” to describe the manner of an action performed by classes 1 and 2 nouns.

(14) a. bɔ̀ɔ hjá lí mfè’e ᣦkɔ̃kí jìmɔ’jòṃɔ́’ɔ

    bɔ̀ɔ bjá bì lí N-fè’e N-kɔ̃kí jìmɔ́’jìmɔ́’ɔ

    children the SM P1 N-go out N-run one one

    “The children ran out one after the other/one at a time.”

b. bɔ̀ɔ hjá tɔ̀ɔ ᣦkàŋ bibàábibàá.

    b-ɔ̀ɔ bj-á bì tɔ̀ɔ á ᣦ-kàŋ bibàábibàá

    2-children the SM stand Prep 1-line two two

    “The children are lined up in pairs.”

The numerals mɔ́’ɔ “one” and bàà “two” take the agreement markers jì- and bì- respectively for the classes 1 and 2 nouns “child(ren)”. In the first example in (14a), although the noun is plural (class 2), the numeral takes the agreement marker for class 1 in order to correspond to the idea of one child out of a group of many performing the action at a time. That is, it is one child that gets out and escapes at a time and not all the children at the same time.

2.2. Place adverbs

There are no locative adverbs per se in Bafut except for a restricted class of demonstrative pronouns. Instead, ordinary substantives are used as adverbs; the only requirement being that the substantive be preceded by the preposition á. These locative phrases denote the place at, on, in, into, to, from or out of which the action takes place. The specific meaning of the locative phrase is determined by the verb with which it is used, or the context in which it is found; for instance:

(15) a. ñtsɔ̀ wá lí mfè’á wùsàá

    ñ-tsɔ̀ w-á f lí N-fè’á ã-wùsàá

    1-war 1-the SM P1 N-go out Prep city

    “The war happened/took place in the city.”

b. nò jà lí mfè’á mìjàá.

    n-ò j-á f lí N-fè’á ã-mìjàá

    9-snake 9-the SM P1 N-go out Prep 1-river

    “The snake came out of the river.”

c. mò lí nnùŋ ᣦkàbí jàá ᣦkòm.

    mɔ̀ lì N-nùŋ ᣦ-kàbí j-á á ᣦ-kòm

    1 P1 N-put 9-money 9-the Prep 9-box

    “I put the money in a box.”
d. mò ḥinlògbë Ḫákëbi jùá jàündè.
mò ì N-lògbë Ḧ-kábë jùá á jàündè
I P1 N-take 9-money 9-this Prep Yaounde
“I took this money from Yaounde.”

e. mò ḥin ntòó mú wáá jàündè.
mò ì N-tòó m-ù w-á á jàündè
I P1 N-take 1-child 1-this Prep Yaounde
“I sent the child to Yaounde.”

In these examples, the same preposition á denotes “at”, “out of”, “in”, “from” and “to”. A specific interpretation can only be obtained from the meaning of the verb used as well as the context in which the locative phrase is used. For example, only context can tell us that in (15a) we are dealing with the place where an action took place while in (15b) we are concerned with the place out of which something came. In (15d), the verb lògbå “take” signals that the preposition á denotes “from” while in (15e) the verb tòó “send” signals that the same preposition denotes “to”. Notice that the vowel deletion rule which targets one of two contiguous vowels is suspended in these examples. The preposition á is preserved even though it is preceded by another vowel. This is probably due to the fact that á is the only morpheme, unlike in other cases where body parts and other elements participate in, marking the preposition in these examples.

The locative pronoun instantiates the only case of pure locative adverbials in Bafut. This pronoun functions like the demonstrative pronoun describing a location near the speaker (NS), near the listener (NL) and far away from both speaker and listener (FSL). There are three forms of this locative each determined by the degree of proximity between speaker, listener and object referred to. The first form signifies “here” indicating proximity to speaker. The second form signifies “there” indicating proximity to the listener. The third signifies “yonder” indicating relative distance from both speaker and listener but indicating that the location is within sight and can be pointed at. The three locative pronouns are: fàà “here (NS)”, fjà “there (NL)” and fî “yonder (FSL)”. Their use is illustrated in the following sentences:

(16) a. té’ë Ḧkjè jà fàà. b. té’ë Ḧkjè jà fjà. c. té’ë Ḧkjè jà fî.
put 9-basket 9-the here put 9-basket the there put 9-basket 1the yonder
“Put the basket here.” “Put the basket there.” “Put the basket yonder.”

Each locative pronoun has three forms corresponding to three different degrees of emphasis which we can capture in a scale ranging from 0 – 2. The simple locative pronouns presented above are the neutral forms (no emphasis) corresponding to the 0 degree emphasis. The other forms corresponding to the first and second degree emphasis are derived from the simple/neutral forms via suffixation and reduplication plus infixation. All the forms are outlined in the table below.

Table 9.III: Locative Pronouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Near Speaker (NS)</th>
<th>Near Listener (NL)</th>
<th>Far from Speaker and Listener (FSL)</th>
<th>Degree of Emphasis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fàà</td>
<td>fjà</td>
<td>fî</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fálà</td>
<td>fjálà</td>
<td>fîî</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fálàfàà</td>
<td>fjálàfjà</td>
<td>fîîî</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In actual usage, the degree of emphasis corresponds to the number of times that the
speaker is forced to use the locative pronoun in a dialogue situation. Generally, the 0 degree
emphasis, (i.e the simple/neutral locative pronoun) corresponds to the simple, neutral, first
time of use. The 1 degree emphasis corresponds to a situation where the speaker has to repeat
the pronoun for the first time. If he/she has to repeat it a second time, this will correspond to
the 2 degree emphasis. Thus, picture this scenario where a speaker wants a listener to place
an object at a specific spot near him (the speaker).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description of Listener’s action</th>
<th>Speaker’s vocal reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral first time</td>
<td>nònsí fàà “put it here.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener misses spot</td>
<td>ñgàñ, fàlà “no, here!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listener again misses spot.</td>
<td>ñgàñ, fàlàfàà “no! here I mean”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker irritated. Voice louder.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some speakers prefer to use alternative forms fààmò/fjámò/fììmò in the place of the first
degree emphatic forms fàlà/fjálà/fììlí and fàìámò/fjálàmò/fììmò in place of the second
degree emphatic forms fàlài fàà/fjálàfjá/fììfìì . The difference between the forms with mò
and the others is simply stylistic.

The locative pronouns can also be used prepositionally in the sense that they precede a
noun specifying the location of the noun in respect of the distance separating the speaker
from the listener.

(17) a. zì nlòò ñkábì já fàâ ñdá.
        zì N-lòò ñ-kábì j-á fàà ñ-dâ
        come N-keep 9-money 9-the here 9-house
        “Come and keep the money in this house (in which I am/near me).”

b. lòò ñkábì já fjá ndá.
    lòò ñ-kábì j-á fjá ñ-dâ
    keep 9-money 9-the there house
    “Keep the money in that house (in which you are/near you).”

c. ñjëè nlòò ñkábì já fíí ñdá.
    ñjëè N-lòò ñ-kábì j-á fíí ñ-dâ
    come N-keep 9-money 9-the yonder 9-house
    “Go and keep the money in that house yonder.”

In the first example, the location is near the speaker. It is near the listener in the second and
far from both of them in the third case.

2.3. Time adverbs

Time adverbials in Bafut are words which indicate periods of time. These words do not have
special inflections and some of them can be employed elsewhere as ordinary nouns. The
majority of them however do not exhibit ordinary nominal properties such as number
marking and modification by elements such as adjectives, determiners, pronouns, etc. Time
adverbials do not have any special inflections but are generally positioned after the verb (or
object noun phrase) without any accompanying prepositional element. Some of them
however take a variant of the locative pronoun to specify “next” or “last” as in “next week”
and “last week”. The following groups can be attested:
The words in the first group are used without any inflections or accompanying grammatical elements such as prepositions to indicate a period of time. This group contains words which seem to be genuine adverbs in the language since the words do not exhibit properties of other word classes such as nouns (no number morphology, cannot be modified by a determiner, etc.). The words in group B cannot be used independently to mark a period of time; they must co-occur with a variant of the locative pronoun in order to qualify as time adverbials. The words in this group are ordinary substantives which, elsewhere, inflect for number and class and also accept modifiers such as adjectives, determiners, pronouns, etc.

Table 9.IV: Time Adverbials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jî</td>
<td>“today”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jêš</td>
<td>“yesterday/tomorrow”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbî</td>
<td>“former times”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tîtwûgî</td>
<td>“morning”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jî’îñf</td>
<td>“afternoon”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūkJwêfê</td>
<td>“evening”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nîtwûgî</td>
<td>“night”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsîtsôñ</td>
<td>“now/presently”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūndwîtsim</td>
<td>“everyday”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lêlê</td>
<td>“everyday”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The words in the first group are used without any inflections or accompanying grammatical elements such as prepositions to indicate a period of time. This group contains words which seem to be genuine adverbs in the language since the words do not exhibit properties of other word classes such as nouns (no number morphology, cannot be modified by a determiner, etc.). The words in group B cannot be used independently to mark a period of time; they must co-occur with a variant of the locative pronoun in order to qualify as time adverbials. The words in this group are ordinary substantives which, elsewhere, inflect for number and class and also accept modifiers such as adjectives, determiners, pronouns, etc.

(18) a. ńibâ ‘a lî nžî nî ūkaîbî jâ jî.  
ńibâ’â a lî n-3î nî ūkâbî j-á jî  
Niba SM P1 N-come with 9-money 9-the today  
“Niba came with the money today (he brought the money today).”

b. bôb bâ kâlô yëê ndâŋwâ ’ânî fiî lôô.  
b-ôb b-â bî kâlô yêê â n-dâ-ŋwâ ’ânî fiî â-lôô  
2-children 2-my SM F2 go Prep 9-house-book Loc. 7-year  
“My children will go to school next year.”

c. mábû’ú kâ lénsî nîkwî nî mfô njá fââ ūngjâ.  
ô-mâbû’ú à kâ lénsî nî-kwî n-í m-fô nj-á fââ ūngjâ  
1-mabû’ú SM F0 announce 5-funeral 5-AM 1-chief 5-the Loc. 9-week  
“Mabû’ú (a special masquerade) will announce the chief’s funeral this week.”

d. ūtsû kî tôô nts’î jî’î fiî lôô.  
ūtsû kî tôô n-tô’ô j-1’i fiî â-lôô  
Person-certain SM P2 burn 9-palace 9-our Loc. 7-year  
“Someone burnt our palace last year.”

The examples in (18b, 18c and 18d) employ the locative pronouns fââ and fiî to specify a period of time in the present, past and future. The same pronoun fiî is used in (18b and 18d) and it is only the tense which helps to distinguish between “last year” and “next year” reference.

Conclusion
Although we decided to treat prepositions and adverbs together in this chapter, it is worth mentioning that in some languages, it might actually be more expedient treating them apart. This will be the case especially for languages which have distinct adverbs whose form and function does not require prepositions. Such languages are, to the best of my knowledge, very rare in the Grassfields region of Cameroon. The languages in this region often have very few prepositions (usually two or three) which then combine with various formatives to derive the meaning and function of an adverb. However, researchers should bear it in mind that the two categories of adverbs and prepositions can be treated independently.
Chapter 10
Interrogatives and focus

Introduction

This chapter focuses on the formation of questions and focus constructions. The decision to treat questions and focus together (i.e. in the same chapter) is driven by the structural similarities between the two constructions. The formation of questions involves very similar, if not identical prosodic, morphological and syntactic means as in focus. We explore these different means in both constructions while highlighting noticeable similarities and differences.

1. Question formation

Questions in Bafut divide into four major categories, some of which are capable of finer subdivisions. These categories are (a) yes-no questions, (b) content questions, (c) alternative questions and (d) confirmation questions. While prosody plays a major role in the formation of most of these questions, only some of them make use of morphological markings and a very restricted number exploit syntactic properties such as word order changes.

1.1 Yes-no questions

Yes-no questions, as the name implies, require a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’ for an answer. The morphosyntactic structure of yes-no questions is very similar to that of ordinary declarative sentences. Four factors that relate to the phonology of the language however distinguish yes-no questions from declarative sentences. Specifically, yes-no questions are marked by (i) suspension of downdrift, (ii) a general suspension of boundary L tone docking, (iii) a general rise in intonation, and (iv) a faster delivery rate. The following examples illustrate suspension of downdrift. Compare the question example in (b) with the declarative counterpart in (a). The digits after the free translation represent the relative heights of the different H tones in the entire utterance with 5 representing the highest pitch level.

(1) a. bó kā kō sīj wâ. (5 4 3 2 1)
   bó kā kō ø-sīj w-á
   they F0 catch 1-bird 1-the
   “They will catch the bird.”

   b. bó kā kō sīj wā? (5 5 5 5 5)
   bó kā kō ø-sīj w-á
   they F0 catch 1-bird 1-the
   “Will they catch the bird?”

In the declarative sentence in (a), the effect of the automatic lowering of subsequent H tones is visible (cf the digits within parenthesis which represent pitch levels). In the question sentence in (b), this automatic lowering is no longer attested as we notice that all the high tones maintain the highest pitch level (5).

The effect of the boundary L tone on question sentences depends a lot on the nature of the final syllable of the question sentence. As noted in earlier chapters, words in isolation and in sentence final position generally accept a L boundary tone such that an underlyingly H tone word such as ‘drink!’ will surface with a falling contour tone when in absolute final position. In questions ending with this category of words that generally accept the boundary
L tone, boundary L tone docking is suspended such that the final syllable will surface with a H tone instead of the falling contour tone. This is illustrated in the sentence below.

(2) a.  bì kì ligí nsòò wá nnô.
     bì à kì lîgô ñ-sòò w-á N-nô
     Bih SM P2 cultivate 1-farm 5-the N-drink
     “Bih cultivated the farm and then drank wine (perhaps to celebrate).”

b.  bì kì ligí nsòò wá nnô?
     bì à kì lîgô ñ-sòò w-á N-nô
     Bih SM P2 cultivate 9-farm 9-the N-drink
     “Did Bih drink after cultivating the farm?”

In the question sentence in (2b) the verb ‘drink’ surfaces with a H tone instead of the falling contour as in the declarative sentence.

A second category of words in Bafut generally do not accept the boundary L tone. This category sub-divides again into two groups: nouns with an underlying HH tone pattern (e.g. fôrí ‘rat’) and verbs with an underlying L'H pattern (e.g. group B verbs (cf chapter 6) such as ñì ‘come!’). In the final position of question sentences, words with the underlying HH pattern such as fôrí ‘rat’ maintain their H tones (cf e.g. 3). On the other hand, words with the L'H sequence surface with a final L tone in question sentences just as in ordinary declarative sentences (cf e.g. 4).

(3) a.  ò kì jwôŋ mó sùù kà kó fôrí.
     ò kì jwôŋô mó sùù â kà kó ø-fôrí
     you P2 say that Suh SM F0 catch 1-rat
     “You said that Suh will catch a rat.”

b.  ò kì jwôŋ mó sùù kà kó fôrí?
     ò kì jwôŋô mó sùù â kà kó ø-fôrí
     you P2 say that Suh SM F0 catch 1-rat
     “Did you say that Suh will catch a rat?”

(4) a.  (kàá) mîlhí mjá kî wà‘á ñì.
     (kàá) mî-lhî mj-á mí kî wà‘á ñí
     Neg 5-ants the SM P2 Neg come
     “The ants did not come.”

b.  (kàá) mîlhí mjá kî wà‘á ñì?
     (kàá) mî-lhî mj-á mí kî wà‘á ñí
     Neg ants the SM P2 Neg come
     “Did the ants not come?”

All of these question sentences (from (1) to (4) are produced with a rising intonation and the rate of delivery is a lot faster in the questions than in the ordinary declarative sentences.

1.2. Content questions

Content questions seek information about the identity of a referent. They divide into three subcategories following their mode of formation. These three categories are: (a) simple content questions, (b) passivised questions and (c) focused content questions. Simple content
questions are of the type “who did the police beat?”, passivised questions are of the type “who was beaten by the police?” and focused content questions are of the type “who is it that the police beat?” Whether simple, passivised or focused, the content question employs question words (Wh-words) such as wò ‘who’ (the pronoun “who” is not directly related to the word for person which is ηù), ḡkò ‘what’, ájá ‘why’, mṣká ‘how’, ṭó ‘where’ and nòòkë ‘when’. The formation of the three types of questions is sensitive to syntactic positions (subject, object, oblique) such that while all three modes of formation can be used to question a constituent in one syntactic position, only two are used to question constituents in other positions.

1.2.1 The simple content question

The simple content question is used to question subject NPs only. In their formation, the question word occupies the syntactic position corresponding to the constituent about whose identity information is being requested. There is no rearrangement of the linear distribution of words and only the question word plus a general rise in intonation mark the utterance as a question. Following is an example in which the subject of a transitive sentence is questioned.

(5) a. wò kì móñntí ntám dzá?
   wò à kì móñntò ǹ-tám dz-á
   who SM P2 touch 9-shoes 9-the
   “Who touched the shoes?”

This is not a very common mode of question formation in the language and questions formed in this way are used to express defiance or to deny an assertion. Thus the example above is used in a context where the speaker expects a ‘no body’ answer which will serve to deny an earlier claim that someone had touched the shoes.

When the subject NP questioned is an associative noun phrase, the question can target either the entire associative phrase or just the modifying (genitive) noun. Questioning the head noun is unacceptable, or at best, produces rather odd results.

b. nísòŋ ní bì kì tsèŋò bó já.
   nì-sòŋ n-í bì n-í kì tsèŋò à-bó j-á
   5-tooth 5-AM Bih 5-SM P2 wound 7-hand 5-my
   “Bih’s tooth wounded my hand.”

c. ḡkò kì tsèŋò bó já?
   ḡkò á kì tsèŋò à-bó j-á
   what SM P2 wound 7-hand 7-my
   “What wounded my hand?”

d. nísòŋ ní wò kì tsèŋò bó já?
   nì-sòŋ n-í wò ní kì tsèŋò à-bó j-á
   5-tooth 5-AM who SM P2 wound 7-hand 7-my
   “Whose tooth wounded my hand?”

e. ḡkò bì kì tsèŋò bó já?
   ḡkò H bì á kì tsèŋò à-bó j-á
   what AM Bih SM P2 wound 7-hand 7-my
   “What of Bih’s wounded my hand?”
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We have used the two examples above to demonstrate that the same situation occurs whether the associative construction expresses alienable or inalienable possession or whether it is animate or inanimate. In all cases, either the entire associative construction or the modifying genitive noun alone is questioned. The situation is different in coordinate structures.

As we notice, either the first or the second conjunct can be questioned. When the full coordinate structure is questioned, the questioned word is prefixed with a plural morpheme bì for humans (bì-wò) and i for non-humans (i-kò).

Other constituents that can be questioned using the simple constituent method are adverbials of time, place, manner and reason.
The passivised question is the most natural and common means of questioning the identity of subject NPs in Bafut. This category of questions is called passivised questions because their structure is similar to that of the passive construction in Bafut. In their formation, a number of syntactic changes affect the basic SVO word order. First, in intransitive verb structures, the question is introduced by a focus marker while the wh-word questioning the identity of the subject NP occurs in a position after the verb.

1.2.2. The passivised question

The passivised question is the most natural and common means of questioning the identity of subject NPs in Bafut. This category of questions is called passivised questions because their structure is similar to that of the passive construction in Bafut. In their formation, a number of syntactic changes affect the basic SVO word order. First, in intransitive verb structures, the question is introduced by a focus marker while the wh-word questioning the identity of the subject NP occurs in a position after the verb.

(9) a. ɲʊɲɪɣáà lè ɲì.  
ɲʊ-ɲɪ-ɣáà à lè ɲ-ɜì  
Person-5- SM P3 N-come visit  
“A visitor came.”

b. ɿ lè ɲì wó?  
ɿ lè ɲ-ɜì wó  
Foc P3 N- who come  
“Who came.”

In transitive verb structures, the object NP is preposed to a position before the verb while the subject wh-word is postponed after the verb. The object NP in sentence initial position is obligatorily stressed: all nouns with a prefix change the low tone of the prefix to high while nouns with a null prefix, including some nouns of class 1 whose prefixes are not clearly separable from the root (e.g. màngjè ‘woman’) are preceded by the focus marker á. The object NP is followed by the anaphoric definitiviser láá. Generally, the contracted form of the definitiviser (áá) is used and because of vowel deletion, only tonal changes attest to its presence in surface forms. In the following examples, we use the full form of the definitiviser for clarity.

(10) a. màngjè ká tʃwá tákwùrù wá.
A woman will hold the leopard.”

Who will hold the leopard?”

“Who ate the pumpkin?”

“A rope held the bamboos together.”

“What held the bamboos together?”

“Bih cultivated the farm with a hoe.”

“What cultivated the farm with a hoe?”

The same question could also be asked without preposing the object NP. In this case, the verb is repeated and the object NP comes after the second instance of the verb. In the P1 and P3 past tenses, the second instance of the verb obligatorily takes a consecutive homorganic nasal prefix.

Questioning the subject NP in constructions with a PP is not very different from the cases illustrated in (10-12): the object NP is either preposed or it remains inside the VP while the subject wh-word is postposed after the verb. The PP is either preposed along with the object NP or it remains in its original position at the end of the sentence (in the examples that follow, the vowel of the preposition nì coalesces with the initial vowel of the following noun giving rise to the vowel ọ).
c. ǹsọọ wá nà sɔ̀ lǎá kì lìgí wò?
1-farm 1-the with 7-hoe DEF P2 cultivate who
“Who cultivated the farm with a hoe?”

d. á kì lìgí wò nlígí nsọọ wá nà sɔ̀?
Foc P2 cultivate who N-cultivate 1-farm 1-the with 7-hoe
“Who cultivated the farm with a hoe?”

The interpretation of the example in (b) in which the object NP is separated from the PP is not very different from the one in (c) where the two are not separated. In some discourse contexts such as in (14) however, it is possible to interpret the PP as a modifier of the object NP.

(14) a. sùù kì bɔ̀ ndá tũ ntá’ã.
Suh SM P2 build 9-house on 7-head 7-AM 1-hill
“Suh built a house on a hill.”

b. ńdá tũ ntá’ã lǎá kì bɔ̀ wò?
9-house on 7-head 7-AM 1-hill DEF P2 build who
“Who built a house on a hill?”

The PP in this example could be interpreted as a locative or a descriptive modifier. Thus, the question could be interpreted in two ways: (a) who built the house on the hill (as opposed to in the valley)?, (b) who built that type of a house; a house on the hill (as opposed to a house in the valley)?

1.2.3. The focus question

As the name implies, the formation of a focus question involves the use of a focus mechanism. Focus questions in Bafut further divide into two categories depending on the type of focus mechanism employed. These are in situ focus and cleft focus questions.

A. In situ focus questions

In in situ focus questions, the question word occupies the grammatical position (subject, object, oblique) corresponding to the constituent about whose identity information is being sought. The formation of this category of questions employs the focus particle á whose distribution changes with the syntactic position of the question word. If the question word is in object position, the focus particle comes immediately after the verb.1 If the question word is in oblique position, the focus particle precedes the prepositional phrase, cliticising onto the preceding object NP (if there is one) or onto the verb. Subject NPs are never questioned using in situ focus. Following are examples of object and oblique questions.

(15) a. máá wá dzé’é ndóò jì.
1-grandmother 1-the SM feed 1-husband 1-her
“The grandmother is feeding her husband.”

1 In the phonology, it actually cliticises onto the immediately preceding word.
b. máá wá dzé’á wò?
ο- máá  w-áá  dzé’é  á  wò
1-grandmother the SM feed Foc who
“Who is the grandmother feeding?”

(16) a. àbàrò kò dì’í mándʒì mbó sùù.
 à-bàrò  á  kò  dì’ò  ο-mándʒì  á  m-bó  sùù
7-madman SM P2 show 1-road to 6-hands Suh
“A madman showed Suh the way.”

b. àbàrò kò dì’í mándʒìá mbó wò?
 à-bàrò  á  kò  dì’ò  ο-mándʒì  áá  m-bó  wò
7-madman SM P2 show 1-road Foc to 6-hands who
“To whom did a madman show the way?”

In the surface form, the focus particle cliticises onto the verb and the phonology subsequently deletes the preposition ‘to’.

Adverbials of time, manner, place and reason can also be questioned using in situ focus.

(17) a. màngjè wá ká dzwìá nóòkò?
 m-àngjè  w-áá  ká  dzwìá  á  nóòkò
1-woman 1-the SM F0 give birth Foc when
“When will the woman give birth?”

b. ô kì lòó bàà jáá fò?
 ô  kì  lòó  à-bàà  j-á á  fó
you P2 keep 7-bag 7-the Foc where
“Where did you keep the bag?”

c. ô kì nànsò mútù wáá mákò?
 ô  kì  nànsò  o-mútù  wáá  mákò
you P2 fix 1-vehicle the Foc how
“How did you fix the vehicle?”

d. àmbé kì kùm ndá jáá já?
 àmbé  à  kì  kùmáá  ñ-dá  j-á á  ájá
Ambe SM P2 demolish 9-house the Foc why
“Why did Ambe demolish the house?”

The focus particle introduces emphasis of the type ‘when is it that…?’, ‘where is it that …?’, etc. in these examples.

B. Cleft questions

In the formation of cleft questions, the question word is transposed to the beginning of the utterance, introduced with the cleft à nì‘it is’ which is generally contractible to simply à. The constituent sentence from which the question word is extracted then follows the question word introduced by the complementiser mè. All grammatical positions (subject, object, oblique) can be questioned using this method. The following examples illustrate subject, object and oblique questions.

(18) a. àdzùŋ já kì wò.
À-dzôŋ j-á á kì wǒ
7-giant 7-the SM P2 fall
“The giant fell down.”

b. à ní wò mó kì wǒ?
à ní wò mó à kì wǒ
it is who COMP SM P2 fall
“Who is it that fell down?”

(19) a. tsɔ′ɔ lè mbàrì nsɔʊ mìbá jù.
ɔ-tsɔ′ɔ à lè N-bàrĩ h-sòó a mì-bà j-ù
1-Partridge SM P3 N-carry 1-Elephant on 6-wings 6-her
“Partridge carried Elephant on her wings.”

b. à ní wò mó tsɔ′ɔ lè mbàrĩ mìbá jù.
à ní wò mó ɔ-tsɔ′ɔ à lè N-bàrĩ a mì-bà j-ù
it is who COMP 1-Partridge SM P2 N-carry on 6-wings 6-her
“Who is it that Partridge carried on her wings?”

(20) a. ṭàmbé kì nɔŋsì ɣkábé mbèè ɣkkì.
侘俾 à kì nɔŋsɔ ð-kàbëi a mbèë ð-kkì
Ambe SM P2 put 9-money Prep side 1-water
“Ambe placed money near the stream.”

b. à nɔ kɔ mɔ mbè ki nɔŋsì ɣkàbë yù mbèè?
à ní ìkɔ mɔ 侘俾 à kì nɔŋsɔ ð-kàbë yù ìmbèë
it is what COMP Ambe SM P2 place 9-money there near
“What is it that Ambe placed money beside?”

In the last example, the preposition changes its form from à to yù as is usually the case when the object of a preposition is transposed. Though 80% of speakers prefer having yù in these examples, its presence is not very obligatory.

1.3 Alternative questions

Alternative questions are formed with the conjunction kɔ ‘or’ and the question particle lè which usually comes at the end of the sentence. This is the only situation in Bafut where a morphological question particle is used.

(21) a. sùù kà ɔì kà nɔŋ lè?
sùù à kà ɔì kà à ká nɔŋ lè
Suh SM F0 come or SM F0 sleep Q
“Will Suh come or will he sleep?”

b. ð kì jì sùù kà bì lè?
ð kì jì sùù kà bì lè
you P2 see Suh or Bih Q
“Who did you see, Suh or Bih?”

c. à kì lɔá mbèë ndá kɔ tû tì lè?
à kì lɔá à mbèë ñ-dà kɔ á à-tû H à-tû lè
 Confirmation questions are questions in which the speaker expects a ‘yes’ answer. This category of questions is formed by making an ordinary declarative statement and attaching a question tag to it. The one clear case of a question tag attested in Bafut is `sǐ lá bó? ‘is it not so?’ The question tag is separated from the rest of the utterance by a pause in speech and a comma in writing.

(22) Ngwa kì jòrí mbà já, á sì lá bó?

Ngwa SM P2 steal 9-meat 9-the it Neg so be

“In Ngwa stole the meat, isn’t it?”

In this example, the speaker virtually forces the addressee to give an affirmative answer ììpó ‘yes’. A ngàp ‘no’ answer is generally unexpected except the addressee deliberately intends to taunt the speaker.

Another particle that could also be considered a question tag in Bafut is jà which is used in situations where the speaker is in disbelief, doubt or is requesting confirmation on a statement which he/she did not hear well. The particle jà translates roughly into English as ‘really?’.

(23) à kì mìí nsá’á jà jà?

He/she P2 swallow 9-needle 9-the really

“Did he/she (really) swallow the needle?”

The speaker expects a ‘yes’ answer although a ‘no’ answer could also be given where the speaker’s belief is erroneous or where the addressee intends deception.

2. Focus

Bafut employs four principal means to mark focus: word order, a special particle á, cleft sentences and pseudo cleft sentences. These formal means are mutually exclusive although they serve to mark the same kinds of focus: assertive, counter assertive, exclusive listing, etc.

2.1 Word order

A special constituent order, similar to that in passivised questions (see section 1.2.2) is employed to focus the subject of a sentence only. This special word order which marks assertive focus, involves postponing the subject to a position immediately after the verb. We cannot however claim here that the immediate after verb position is the position for focalised NPs as in Aghem (Watters 1979) since this position is used only in focusing subject NPs. As in the case of the passivised question, postponing the subject in an intransitive clause is accompanied by the appearance of the focus marker á in sentence initial position.

(24) á kì wò mfò wá.

Foc P2 fall 1-chief 1-the

“The person who fell is the chief.”
This sentence can be used in two contexts. First as an answer to a question such as ‘who fell?’ In this context, the speaker is simply providing information which was previously not available to the addressee. The elliptical forms là’á mf³ wê or simply mf³ wê are more often attested as answers to this question. In the elliptical form, là’á substitutes the preceding part of the sentence “The person who fell is ...” The second context in which the sentence in (24) can be used marks contrastive focus in which the speaker intends to correct an erroneous belief held by the addressee. Thus consider the following exchange between speaker and addressee:

(25) a. bì kì yêé mítáá.

bì à kì yêé á mì-tàà
Bih SM P2 go to 6-market
“Bih went to the market.”

b. (ngáñ) á kì yêé mf³ wê.

(ngáñ) á kì yêé m-fó w-á
(no) DS P2 go 1-chief 1-the
“(No), it is the chief who went.”

In transitive sentences, when the subject is postposed, the object can either be preposed to a position before the verb or the entire VP (containing the object) is repeated after the postposed subject. In the former case, the preposed object is preceded by a focus particle `if the object noun is prefixless. Nouns with clearly distinct prefixes are stressed (stress in this case is symbolised by a high tone on the noun prefix which otherwise bears a low tone). In both cases, the preposed object NP is followed by the definitiviser làá which often occurs when an NP is preposed. From the facts of this context, one can assume that the enclitic làá also has s defocalising or backgrounding function.

(26) a. süù kì jùú lóñó wê.

sùù à kì yùù o-lóñó w-á
Suh SM P2 buy 1-horse 1-the
“Suh bought the horse.”

b. á lóñó wá làá kì jùú süù.

á o-lóñó w-á làá kì jùú süù
Foc 1-horse 1-the DEF P2 buy Suh
“The horse was bought by Suh.”

(27) a. nìbâ’à kì kwùrî fîndzêó fjà.

nìbâ’à à kì kwùrî fî-ndzêó fj-á
Niba SM P2 eat 19-frog 19-the
“Niba ate the frog.”

b. fîndzêó fjà làá kì kwùrî nìbâ’à.

fî-ndzêó fj-á làá kì kwûrî nìbâ’à
19-frog 19-the DEF P2 eat Niba
“The frog was eaten by Niba.”

In the second case where the object NP is not transposed, the verb is repeated after the postposed subject. If the utterance is in the past tense, the second instance of the verb bears a homorganic nasal prefix of the type attested in consecutive clauses.
While the interpretation of the sentences remains more or less the same whether the object NP remains in situ or is preposed, the context in which the utterances are used differ. Utterances with the preposed object NP are used in contexts of assertive focus (i.e. where the speaker is simply providing information which was previously not available to the addressee). Their counterparts in which the object remains inside the VP are used in contexts of contrastive focus reference to correct an erroneous belief held by the addressee. Thus in (26 & 27), the speaker provides new information that the action was performed by X while in (28), the speaker emphasises that the action was done by X and not Y.

2.2 The focus particle á

While the special constituent order plus the focus marker á is used to focus subjects only, the focus particle strategy is used to mark focus on object and oblique NPs. This strategy is employed predominantly to mark contrastive focus. In the construction, the focus particle generally occurs to the immediate left of the focused object NP. In the phonology, it (the focus particle) cliticises onto the immediately preceding word.

If, on the other hand, the focused constituent is the object of a preposition, the focused particle occurs to the left of the entire prepositional phrase.

2.3 Cleft focus

Cleft sentences are used to mark a variety of sentence constituents for counter assertive focus. The cleft sentence á ní (or its contracted form á) occurs at the beginning of the entire construction followed by the focused constituent. The sentence from which the focused constituent is extracted then follows introduced by the complementiser mó. Following is an example of subject focus.
shows.

which the entire PP, and not just the oblique NP, has been moved
the oblique object
tenable given examples like (34b) in which
resumptive pronoun left behind by the moved oblique object. This claim is however not very
prepositions remain intact.

simple prepositions

oblique objects equally do not leave behind a resumptive pronoun per se. Rather, the

body parts which combine with á to form complex

replacements remain intact.

Oblique objects equally do not leave behind a resumptive pronoun per se. Rather, the

simple prepositions á and ní change to yú. Body parts which combine with á to form complex
prepositions remain intact.

The focused subject leaves behind a subject marker at the original subject position. In
the example in (31), the general vowel deletion rule eliminates the subject marker left behind
by the moved subject NP. If the focused constituent is the object NP, it leaves behind an
optional resumptive pronoun only if it is human. Non-human objects do not leave behind a
resumptive pronoun.

Considering examples like (33b) above, the claim could be made that yú is a sort of
resumptive pronoun left behind by the moved oblique object. This claim is however not very
tenable given examples like (34b) in which yú does not appear in the grammatical position of
the oblique object. In addition to this, yú also surfaces, though optionally, in constructions in
which the entire PP, and not just the oblique NP, has been moved (see example (35) below).

The entire prepositional phrase can also be focused via clefting as the example below
shows.
In addition to NPs and PPs, verbs can also be focused via clefting. In this case, the focused verb occurs in the nominalised form while a copy of the basic form remains at the original verb position.

The presence of the definitiviser is obligatory in these pseudo-cleft focus constructions. In rapid speech, it can be contracted to its simple form áàyá. This contracted form surfaces all the time even when the preceding word ends in a vowel.

Conclusion
An outstanding fact about the description in this chapter is the similarity between content question formation and focus marking. For instance, in both construction types, the questioned constituent and the focused constituent can occur in situ; marked by rising intonation or a preceding emphatic marker, both constituents can occur in a cleft, both receive primary and secondary stress, etc. These similarities exhibited by both construction types have led to various discussions in generative circles leading to the conclusion that both constructions are sub-parts of the same process in syntax. In the next chapter (chapter 11), we will indicate that in this respect, relative clause formation can also belong in this category of processes. We will however not explore the details of the relationship between content question formation, focus marking and relativisation since this is more a line of inquiry in generative linguistics than in descriptive linguistics.
Chapter 11
Complex constructions

Introduction

The chapter examines the structure of what is commonly called complex constructions which are understood here as phrases and clauses with more than one syntactic unit which have been joined together either via coordination, serialisation or subordination. Essentially the chapter describes (i) the markers of coordination, their syntactic distribution, context of use and the effect that coordinators and subordinators have on other constituents of the construction, (ii) the different forms of subordination and their distinctive features as well as the relationship between tense/aspect and subordination in Bafut and (iii) the distinguishing features of serialisation and consecutivisation in Bafut.

1. Coordination

Like many other languages, Bafut employs two major strategies to conjoin phrases and clauses. These are the overt strategy where the conjuncts of the coordinate structure are united by an overt coordinating conjunction and the covert strategy where the conjuncts are not united by any overt coordinating conjunction. Only commas (in writing) and pauses (in speech) are used to separate the two conjuncts. Each coordination strategy imposes various restrictions on the use of tense and aspect markers as well as on the syntactic categories that can be coordinated.

1.1. The covert strategy

Covert co-ordination occurs when two or more phrases/clauses are juxtaposed without any explicit connecting word, but the sentence is interpreted as possessing a conjunction. The covert strategy is used mostly to conjoin clauses/sentences characterised by the absence of an overt tense marker in the second and subsequent conjuncts.

\[(1)\]  
\[\text{a. } \text{mëfùm lé tsì wùgìndâ, ibá’à tsì tì tsìtì.} \]
\[\text{m-fùm } \text{i lé n-tsì á a-wùgò-ndâ, i-bà’à dʒì tsì tì tsìtì} \]
9-moss SM P3 N-be on 7-wall-house 8-doors SM be Neg shut

“There was mould on the walls and the doors were not shut.”

\[\text{b. } \text{bù’ú tìgì mbú’ú bwí fì ngkàà yèè njèrì nìngò.} \]
\[\text{bù’ú } \text{á tìgì } \text{N-bù’ú } \text{o-bwí } \text{ŋ-kàà } \text{á yèè á } \text{N-jèrò } \text{nì-ŋgò} \]
1-baboon SM then N-clear 1-straw 9-monkey SM go to N-steal banana

“Baboon then harvested straw and Monkey went to steal bananas.”

\[\text{c. } \text{bù’ú kì jùù nìgò, tsò’ò kòò nìbàn, nìkàà jàrì ndjàn.} \]
\[\text{o-bù’ú } \text{á kì jùù } \text{ŋ-gò } \text{o-tsò’ò } \text{á kòò } \text{nì-bàn } \text{ŋ-kàà } \text{á jàrò } \text{n-djàn} \]
1-baboon SM P2 buy 9-drum 1-partridge SM make flute monkey SM steal 10-xyloph.

“Baboon bought a drum, Patridge made a flute and Monkey stole xylophones.”

At first sight, it appears the events of both clausal conjuncts are related but a closer look reveals that there is no requirement for the events of the different conjuncts to be related. In (1a) for instance, moss growing on the wall has no relationship with the doors remaining open except that both states are characteristic of the same house. The fact that the second and subsequent clauses depend on the first for tense marking however establishes a temporal relationship between the events. If the second or subsequent clausal conjunct has an overt tense marker, the interpretation that results is that of two independent clauses having a
(sequential) reading of two events which may be unrelated and not a coordinate reading even if the tenses are identical.

(2) ŋkà ə kì bù’ú ŋgò, nàà dʒíá kì binə.

ŋh-ŋkà ə kì bù’ú ŋ-gò n-ŋá dʒí-á jì kì binə
9-monkey SM P2 play 9-drum 9-animals 9-the SM P2 dance

“Monkey played a drum, the animals danced.”

In this example, although the events in the two clauses are quite obviously related and can be interpreted as occurring in a temporal sequence, the presence of the tense marker in the second conjunct separates them entirely. The fact that the animals danced is not in any way related to the monkey playing a drum. There is no indication of a temporal or even spatial relationship between the two events. In other words, the monkey could have played the drum in scene A at time 1 while the animals danced in scene B at time 2.

Coordinating interrogative and negative clauses using the covert strategy is also possible although not frequently attested. In negative sentences, the verb as usual is positioned at the final position of each clause. In the example of the interrogatives below, interrogation is marked by a rise in intonation. See chapter 10 for other ways of marking interrogation.

(3) a. mbi kì kwúrì ŋgè, ŋgwú kwúrò nsåñ?

m-ŋbí ə kì kwúrò ŋ-ŋgè ŋ-gwú ə kwúrò ʊ-ʊnsåñ
9-goat SM P2 eat 9-grass 9-chicken SM eat 1-corn

“Did a goat eat grass and a chicken corn?”

b. (kåá) ŋkåá kì wá’á mfò dí’ìtì, (kåá) nà wá’á mú kwétì.
(kåá) ŋkåá ə kì wá’á mfò dí’ìtì (kåá) nà ə wá’á mú kwétì
Neg monkey SM P2 Neg chief advise Neg mosq. SM Neg child help

“Monkey did not advise a chief and Mosquito did not help a child.”

Coordinating phrases, as opposed to clauses, using the covert strategy produces very marginal results at best. In terms of both the verb morphology of the second conjunct and the overall distribution of constituents, there is no difference between a coordinated VP construction and a consecutive clause. Consider the example below in which the second verb takes a nasal prefix identical to the consecutive marker in ordinary consecutive clauses.

(4) jéésò le ŋkɔŋ nɔɔ, ndí’íti ŋgàŋjògíñù dʒí.

jéésò ə lé N-kɔŋ ʊ-nɔɔ N-dí’ítò ʊ-gàŋjògíñu dʒí-1
Jesus SM P3 N-love 8-crowds N-advice 1-person-learn-thing 8-his

“Jesus loved crowds and advised his disciples.”

Although the events in the two verb phrases can hardly be considered as being united in a sequential relationship (the events do not exhibit any logical succession), it is more felicitous to interpret this construction as a consecutive clause rather than a coordinated VP construction.

The covert strategy is never used to coordinate two noun phrases. At best, it can be used in a situation where more than two nouns occur in a series. Even in this case, the covert strategy cannot be used to coordinate all the nouns in the series. The last two nouns must be coordinated with an overt conjunction.

(5) a. bù’ú, tɔs’ɔ ni ŋkàá lè njɔɔ kɔɔ ndànwí.
b. *mô kî jîû mbà, nîngâ³, mîkùù nî fîngwàŋ*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P2</th>
<th>buy</th>
<th>9-meat</th>
<th>5-plantains</th>
<th>6-beans</th>
<th>and</th>
<th>19-salt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“I bought meat, plantains, beans and salt.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the marginal results obtained from VP and NP coordination above, it seems then that using the covert coordination strategy in Bafut is limited to sentences only. The overt strategy is a lot more extensive and covers a wider variety of constructions as we see in the following section.

1.2. The overt strategy

Bafut has many overt markers which permit various types of coordination to occur at the phrasal as well as the sentential level, thereby forming complex phrases of various grammatical categories. All of the morphemes are sensitive to syntactic categories as none of them is used ubiquitously, like English ‘and’, to conjoin sentences, verb phrases, adjectival phrases, prepositional phrases and noun phrases. Rather, the morphemes divide into two sets, one used exclusively to conjoin sentences, verb phrases and adjectival phrases and the other used to conjoin noun phrases and limited instances of prepositional phrases.

A. The coordinator *kî*

The coordinator *kî* has two forms: *ŋkî* used in the past tenses and *kî* used in the future tenses. This coordinator is used to conjoin verb phrases and predicative adjectival phrases. It is rarely used to conjoin sentences and never used at all to conjoin prepositional phrases or noun phrases. Morphologically, *kî* exhibits some characteristics of a deficient verb as it regularly provokes the occurrence of a homorganic nasal consonant on following verbs in past tenses. Also, *kî* has two forms; one (*kî*) used in past tenses and the other (*ki*) used in future tenses. In this section, we focus on its function as a coordinator (see chapter 8 for its role as a deficient verb). Following are examples in which *kî* is employed to conjoin verb phrases. In the future tense, the coordinator is

(6) a. *bisîŋ bjá kî kwûrâ nsâŋ wá ŋkî nšî’í nú jáà.*  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bi-sîŋ</th>
<th>bj-á</th>
<th>kî</th>
<th>kwûrâ</th>
<th>ŋ-ânsâŋ</th>
<th>w-á</th>
<th>N-kî</th>
<th>N-shî’í</th>
<th>n-ú</th>
<th>j-àà</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2-birds</td>
<td>2-the SM</td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>1-corn</td>
<td>1-the N-and</td>
<td>N-wash</td>
<td>9-body</td>
<td>9-their</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The birds ate the corn and bathed themselves.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. *bû-û ñû kâlû yëë ndânwî kî jî’i tsâ’í dûtë.*  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ð-bû-û</th>
<th>ñ-û</th>
<th>kâlû</th>
<th>yëë</th>
<th>ñ-ðá-nwî</th>
<th>kî</th>
<th>jî’î</th>
<th>ñ-tsâ’í</th>
<th>dûtë</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-baboon</td>
<td>1-this SM</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>go to</td>
<td>9-house-God</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>wash clothes</td>
<td>its</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“This baboon will go to church and wash his clothes.”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The morpheme *kî* serves to coordinate two events or states that exhibit some similarity in general topic or structure. The events are related; related in the sense that the second event is carried out as an addition to the first while the second state exists along side the first. Thus, the most appropriate translation for the examples in (6) would be ‘the birds ate corn and in addition, bathed themselves’, and ‘this baboon will go to church and also wash his clothes.’ This interpretation makes coordinate structures marked by *kî* very similar to the consecutive
construction. However, whereas the order of the physical events strictly follows the ordering of the verbs in the consecutive construction, the order of occurrence of the physical events in the coordinate structure is free.

The interpretation of the *kí* coordinator as generally including the adverbial notion ‘additionally/also’ is very evident when the coordinator is used to conjoin predicative adjectives as in (7a) and clauses as in (7b) below.

(7) a. *mídʒí mjá wá dígó níjɔ ‘š kí bôŋ ŋkí ŋyá ‘á.*

*mídʒí mjá wá áðigí níjɔ ‘š mí kí bôŋš N-kí N-ŋyá ‘á*
food the at place marriage SM P2 nice and much
“The food at the wedding was nice and plentiful.”

b. *bîfîí lî ntóŋš mândʒì, mâŋkùù kí njuû mîtı.*

bî-fîí bî lé N-tóŋš o-mândʒì mâŋkùù kí N-júù o-mîtù
2-Bafuts SM P3 N-dig 1-road Mankons and N-buy food
“The Bafuts constructed a road and the Mankons bought a car.”

In (7a), in addition to being nice, the food was in plenty while in (7b), in addition to various achievements such as the Bafuts constructing a road, the Mankons bought a car. The example in (7b) is a special case. While the translation leaves one with the impression that two clauses have been coordinated, the distribution of the coordinator shows that the conjuncts are verb phrases. The coordinator comes after the subject of the second clause and not before it as we would have expected if this were a case of clausal coordination. In order to coordinate the two clauses in this example, the covert strategy which simply juxtaposes the sentences would be used.

In verb phrase coordination which uses an overt marker, just like clausal coordination which employs the covert strategy, only the first conjunct is marked for tense. The second is not marked for tense although it is interpreted as if it were marked in the same manner as the first. This pattern of tense marking affects both verb phrase and predicative adjectival coordination.

**B. The coordinator *tándose***

The morpheme *tándose* is the only coordinator in Bafut that unites different clauses. It expresses the meaning ‘while’ and is used almost exclusively in the future tense.

(8) a. *ṅgwà kâlô tú’ù ṅkxì tâ bî láá mîjì.*

ṅgwà á kâlô tú’ù ṣ-kxì tâ bî á láá mî-dzì
*Ngwa* SM F2 fetch 1-water while *Bih* SM cook 6-food
“Ngwa will fetch water while Bih will cook food.”

b. *ṅgwà kâlô kí tú’ù ṅkxì tâ bî ká nláá mîdʒì.*

ṅgwà á kâlô kí tú’ù ṣ-kxì tâ bî á ká N-láá mî-dzì
*Ngwa* SM F2 Asp fetch 1-water while *Bih* SM Asp N-cook 6-food
“Ngwa will be fetching water while Bih will be cooking food.”

As in the preceding cases of verb phrase and clausal coordination, only the first conjunct is marked for tense. Aspect can however be marked on both conjuncts as the second example shows. Notice that the form of the aspectual marker is not the same for the two clauses. In the second clause, the progressive morpheme is *ká (kí in the first)* and it provokes a homorganic nasal consonant on the following verb.
C. The coordinator kò

The morpheme kò is a marker of disjunction. It is the unmarked form of disjunction which functions to stress that the conjuncts are to be considered as separate units, despite their syntactic linking. kò generally translates into English as ‘or’. To express the marked disjunction ‘either…or’, kò is repeated before the first conjunct. Where there are more than two conjuncts, the coordinating particle is generally repeated between each of them as well as initially before the first conjunct. The effect of such repetition is, however, emphatic and does not alter the semantic properties of the coordination.

(9) a. bì káló tú’ú ńkxì kò láá mìdzì.
   bì à káló tú’ú ṱ-kxì kò láá mì-dʒì
   Bih SM F2 fetch 1-water or cook 6-food
   “Bih will either fetch water or cook food.”

b. kò bìfò hjá búnì kò bisóğje kúú yù
   kò bì-fò bj-á b-i búnì kò bi-sóğje kúú yù
   either 2-chiefs 2-the 2-SM agree or 2-soldiers enter there
   “Either the chiefs agree/reach an agreement or soldiers intervene.”

c. kò mìlù ’ú mjá lí kò mí lwì kò mí ńwágò.
   kò mì-lù’ú mj-á lí kò m-í lwí kò m-í ńwágò
   Either 6-palm wine 6-the 6-SM sweet or 6-SM bitter or 6-SM sour
   “Either the palm wine is sweet, bitter or sour.”

In clausal coordination, the subject is repeated in subsequent clauses only when different actors are involved (see (9b)). Otherwise, where the actor is the same, the subject is not repeated in subsequent verb phrases (9a) or is simply marked by the subject marker in subsequent predicative adjectival phrases (9c). The subject marker could also simply be omitted in the second and third conjuncts. In this case, the adjectival predicates are preceded by the homorganic nasal consonant. Thus the example in (9c) could be rendered thus:

c. kò mìlù ’ú mjá lí kò nlwì kò ńwágò.
   kò mì-lù’ú mj-á lí kò n-lwí kò ńwágò
   Either 6-palm wine 6-the SM sweet or N-bitter or sour
   “Either the palm wine is sweet, bitter or sour.”

In noun phrase coordination, kò is normally used to conjoin only two NPs. If there are more than two NPs, repeating the coordinator is necessary only for emphatic purposes otherwise the first series of NPs are simply juxtaposed and kò is inserted between the last two.

(10) a. bì ká tsɔ’ ʃ nyòrò wá kò màngʒè wá.
   bì ká tsɔ’ ʃ n-jòrɔ w-á kò m-àngʒè w-á
   they F0 elect 1-thief the or 1-woman 1-the
   “The thief or the woman will be elected.”

b. màngʒè wá, mú wá kò nyòrò wá kò dʒì nàfɔ
   m-àngʒè w-á m-ù w-á kò n-jòrɔ wá à ká dʒì m-fɔ
   1-woman 1-the 1-child 1-the or 1-thief 1-the SM F0 eat 5-chieftaincy
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“The woman, the child or the thief will win the chieftaincy.”

c. ṃfù ká fá nífùrò mbô tsù’sò kà (mbô) ñkùm.
   ṃ-fù à ká fá ní-fùrí á mbô ọ-tsù’sò kà á (mbô) ṣ-kùm
   1-chief SM F0 give 5-feather to hands 1-adviser or to hands 1-noble
   “The chief will decorate/honour an adviser or a noble.”

D. The coordinator lá

The coordinator lá specifies that a contrast exists between two conjuncts, or between the implications of the conjuncts. Because of the very nature of contrast itself, the number of conjuncts is limited to two. This coordinator is used in three distinct ways: (i) to express a contrast in the interpretation of two conjuncts, (ii) to indicate a pragmatic contradiction in expectations and (iii) to provide explanations for unfulfilled intentions.

In the first case (i.e. expressing contrast in interpretations), the use of lá indicates that the events or states in the two conjuncts are in opposition. At the sentential level, the events/states are generally similar in topic and structure, but different in content.

(11) a. mbồ bògítò yá, ò jò’ò, lá m̀ bò t’àkwèjè.
   mbò̀ ò bògítò yá ò jò’ò lá m̀ bò ọ-tàkwè
   COND you insult me you marry but 1 be 1-bachelor
   “(yes), you can insult me, (after all) you are married but I am a bachelor.”

b. nì fà’á ñkábì wùsáá lá bì’ì lígí múdzì ìfù.
   nì fà’á ñkábì ã ì-wùsáá lá bì’ì lígí mí-dzì ã ìfù
   you work 9-money in 7-city but we cultivate 6-food in Bafut
   “You make the money in the city but we grow the food in Bafut (village).”

In the second case involving a pragmatic contradiction in expectations, the coordinator is used to express the idea that given the event/state in the first conjunct, it might be expected that the situation in the second conjunct will not hold, but nevertheless, it holds. This case is illustrated in (11c) below.

c. kwímàŋkù’ò ní ìtfà lá mbìndzò̀rì ká yá’á jì.
   ò-kwímàŋkù’ò ã ní ìf-ù mí-t’jì lá mbìndzò̀rì ì ká yá’á jì
   1-Tortoise SM be 1-person 6-sense but 9-sheep SM F0 defeat him
   “Tortoise is an intelligent person but Sheep will defeat him.”

In this example, Tortoise in considered an intelligent animal (in folktales) and so it might have been expected that he will always win in every situation. However, Sheep (an animal associated with stupidity) will defeat Tortoise this time around. In pragmatic contradictions of this type, there is no need for any similarity in general topic or structure between the conjuncts themselves.

In the last case concerning explanations for unfulfilled intentions, the event/state in the first conjunct would otherwise take place were it not for the situation in the second conjunct. The first conjunct is usually a hypothetical condition and so the use of the conditional mood marker mbá.

(12) mbá mbé jò’ò tsìtsì̀n lá (kàà) sì ní ñkábìì tsì.
   mbá ìmì̀mbé á jò’ò tsìtsì̀n lá (kàà) á sì ní ñkábìì tsì
   COND Ambe SM marry now but Neg SM Neg with 9-money stay
   “Ambe can marry now (is old enough to) but he does not have money.”
E. The coordinator *nì*

The conjunction *nì* is identical to the preposition coding the comitative and instrumental meaning ‘with’. However, devices exist for telling a coordinate structure from a comitative or instrumental construction. Two NPs separated by *nì* in subject position always have a coordinate interpretation. In the comitative or instrumental interpretation, the second NP is restricted to occurring after the verb in a prepositional phrase structure. In addition to this distributional difference, the coordinate NP in subject NP is always followed by a plural subject marker.

(13) a. *mbó mbí nì njìgbì kúù wà bàà jà.* (coordinate interpretation)

   mbó  m-bí  nì-ŋjìgbì  kúù  wà  à-bàà  jà  

   COND 9-goat  and  5-plantain  enter  into  7-bag  the  

   “A goat and a bunch of plantains can fit into the bag.”

   b. *mbó mbí kúù wà bàà nì njìgbì.* (Comitative interpretation)

   mbó  m-bí  i  kúù  wà  à-bàà  nì  njìgbì  

   COND 9-goat  SM  enter  into  7-bag  with  5-plantain  

   “A goat can fit into the bag along with a bunch of plantains.”

The coordinate NP in (a) is followed by the plural subject marker *bf*. Compare this with the singular subject marker *i* in (b).

In object position, it is rather difficult to distinguish a coordinate structure from a comitative or instrumental construction. Contextual factors, and at times the tone on the particle *nì* can help determine whether *nì* is used as a coordinator or a comitative/instrumental preposition. Generally, this particle bears a high tone when marking coordination and a low tone when marking the comitative/instrumental. This tone test is, to say the least, very unreliable as a way of telling coordinate structures from comitative/instrumental constructions because of the influence of neighbouring tones which is quite extensive in Bafut.

In the oblique position, two NPs separated by *nì* can only have a coordinate reading. The comitative/instrumental is never used in this position.

In addition to linking full lexical nouns, *nì* can also be used to link a noun and a pronoun as well as two pronouns. Following is a table showing examples of various combinations of pronouns that can be linked by *nì*. The table also contains the subject markers that the illustrated coordinate NPs in the subject position will take.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I: Coordinate pronouns with <em>nì</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subject position</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mò nì wò</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mò nì jù</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mò nì bù</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>wò nì mò</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>wò nì bù</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wò ní bò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jú ní wò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jú ní bi’ì</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jú ní bò</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that the second pronominal conjunct is always in the oblique case. For example, in the second example in subject position, while mò is in the nominative case, jú is in the oblique case. In object position, yá is in the accusative case form and jú again is the oblique form. In the oblique position itself, both pronouns are in the oblique case form. See chapter 4 for details on the nominative, accusative and oblique case forms of pronouns.

**F. The coordinator bò**

The coordinator bò functions, along side ní presented immediately above, to link NPs. Ordinarily, bò is the third person plural pronoun ‘they’ in Bafut and when used as a coordinator, it indicates the number and person of the conjoined NP. In this usage, bò serves as a link, adding no further information, between two already fully specified conjuncts. Following are some examples of this usage.

(14) a. bù’ú bò ŋkàà bò tígì ndì’ìtì bìfò bjâ.

| ø-bù’ú bò ŋ-kàà bò tígì n-dì’ìtì bì-fò bj-à |
| 1-baboon and 9-monkey they then N-advice 2-chiefs 2-the |
| “Baboon and Monkey then advised the chiefs.” |

b. sógjè wà kì tā tirì jà bò mbwìnkì wâ.

| ø-sógjè w-á à kì tā à-tirì j-à bò m-bwìnkì w-á |
| 1-soldier 1-the SM P2 kick 7-foot 7-the and 1-lame person 1-the |
| “The soldier kicked the fool and the lame person.” |

c. mòf wà kì fà dà’à mbò kìko’ò bò mòf’òní.

| mòf w-á à kì fà à-dà’à á m-bò à-kìko’ò bó m-fò’òní |
| 1-chief 1-the SM P2 give 7-power to 6-hands 7-dumb pers and 1-blind pers |
| “The chief gave authority to a dumb person and a blind person.” |

In the example in (14a), the subject coordinate NP takes the subject concord marker bò which is different from the bí which ordinary plural (non coordinate) nouns take in this position. However, it is worth mentioning that bí can also be used after coordinate NPs like ‘Baboon and Monkey’ in this example above.

It is also worth pointing out that bò can assume a comitative function expressing the meaning ‘together with’. Thus the example in (14b) can also mean ‘the soldier kicked the fool together with the lame person’.

In addition to linking full lexical nouns, bò, like ní can also be used to link a noun and a pronoun as well as two pronouns. In table 1 above, substituting ní for bò is perfectly accepted and the interpretation of the coordinate structures does not change. The two coordinators bò and ní are therefore very similar and are, at times interchangeable. It is only in very restricted contexts that bò can be used where ní cannot. In the examples we have seen so far, bò generally serves as a link between two nouns, between a noun and a pronoun or
between two pronouns. In this respect, bó and ní are very similar and can even be used interchangeably. bó is however unique in assuming the combined functions of both a coordinator and a pronoun. Thus we find structures such as bó N and bó pro where bó precedes a noun or a pronoun but the meaning we get is one of pro bó N or pro bó pro where bó serves as a link between a pronoun and a noun or another pronoun.

(15) a. bó mbé kì dzwî mû.
   bó àmbé bó kì dzwî mû
   they Ambe SM P2 give birth child
   “She and Ambe made a baby.”

   b. bó jú kì tsè’ê ṣkwàà.
      bó jú bó kì tsè’ê ṣ-kwàà
      they him/her SM P2 make 9-agreement
      “She and he betted.”

This usage is, however, restricted to the third person singular pronoun. It is also interesting to note that a number of other Bafut pronouns are also used in structures like (15) with a coordination meaning. Here are some examples.

(16) a. bùù mbé kì ʃwôŋô bàŋnônù.
   bùù àmbé bù kì ʃwôŋô à-bàŋnônù
   you (pl) Ambe SM P2 tell 7-lie
   “You and Ambe told a lie.”

   b. à kì jś wáá mbé.
      à kì jìò wáá àmbé
      he/she P2 see them Ambe
      “He saw him/her and Ambe.”

   c. à kì fá mbó b’i mbé.
      à kì fá á m-bó b’i àmbé
      he/she P2 give to 6-hands us Ambe
      “He gave it to Ambe and I.”

In these examples, the pronoun indicates the person and number of the entire coordinate NP. Thus although b’i is a plural pronoun meaning ‘us/we’ elsewhere, in this context it translates as ‘I and X’. This plural form of the pronoun serves morphologically to mark the entire NP for person and number.

The coordinators ní and bó can both be used in the same construction to link a series of NPs. Although these two coordinators can generally be used interchangeably, the tendency in this case is to use bó between the first set of NPs and ní between the last two NPs in the series. The first set of NPs could also simply be juxtaposed with either bó or ní inserted between the last two.

(17) a. fôrí bó sîŋ bó bûʃí nó ŋkàgô ká tũ’ũ ṣkxì.
   ô-fôrí bó o-sîŋ bó o-bûʃí ní o-âŋkàgô bó ká tũ’ũ ṣ-kxì
   1-rat and 1-bird and 1-cat and 1-cock SM F0 fetch 1-water
   “Rat, Bird, Cat and Cock will fetch water.”

   b. nsôš, lôŋô, bû’ũ ní/bó nàãkô ká yîtî m’s’ş wà.
2. Subordination

Subordinate clauses in Bafut are marked by special subordinating morphemes which denote time, purpose, condition and concession. Apart from these special subordinating morphemes, the structure of subordinate clauses is very similar to that of main (independent) clauses although the interaction of tense and aspect may differ in main and subordinate clauses. While it is generally the case that the subordinate clause follows the main clause, it is worth noting that its position can also be influenced by the role it plays in linking the main clause to the preceding discourse. In the sections that follow, we examine the various types of subordinate clauses in Bafut highlighting the subordinating morpheme and other special syntactic properties of the subordinate clause.

2.1. Complement subordinate clauses

The complement subordinate clause serves as a complement to regular subordinating verbs such as (getContextWord>fwọ̀pọ̀ “say”, tùù “refuse/deny” lènṣà “announce/deliver a message”, jà̀s “cry/regret”, bìì “accept/agree/believe”, wá’átọ̀ “think/remember/believe”, bì‘isà “deceive”, etc. The subordinating morpheme is the regular complementiser mọ̀ which is usually positioned immediately after the main verb. There are generally no restrictions on tense marking in the main and subordinate clauses as the following examples show.

(18) a. sùù kì fwọ̀pọ̀ mọ̀ jù ká 3ì.
   sùù á kì fwọ̀pọ̀ mò jú ká 3ì
   Suh SM P2 say Comp. he F0 come
   “Suh said that he (i.e. Suh) will come.”

b. bìù’ù wá kì wà’átì mó ná jì kí kwó.
   o-bìù’ù w-á á kì wà’átì mó n-ó j-á i kí kwó
   1-baboon 1-the SM P2 think Comp 9-snake 9-the SM P2 die
   “The baboon thought that the snake was dead.”

c. bì ká bìí mọ̀ ẹ̀ngàngà wá kì jèrà.
   bì á ká bìí mọ̀ ẹ̀ngàngà w-á á kì jèrà
   Bih SM F0 believe Comp 1-herbalist 1-the SM P2 steal
   “Bih will believe (the rumour) that the herbalist stole.”

When the subject of the main clause is coreferential with that of the subordinate clause as in (18a), the oblique 3rd person pronoun jù is used in the subordinate clause. Where coreferentiality is not intended, the subject pronoun à is used.

Each of the propositions (i.e. in the main clause and in the subordinate clause) can be negated. If the clause contains an object noun phrase, the verb, as usual with negative clauses, occurs in sentence-final position.

(19) a. ìm̀bè kì bì‘isà m̀fọ̀ wá mọ̀ jù nó ntàbà’à.
   ìm̀bè ó kì bì‘isà m̀fọ̀ wá mọ̀ jú nò àntàbà’à
   Ambe SM P2 deceive chief the that he smoke tobacco
   “Ambe deceived the chief that he (i.e. Ambe) smokes.”
Negating both clauses in the same construction is grammatically possible although the result
is usually pragmatically rather odd.

2.2. Purpose and reason subordinate clauses

Purpose and reason subordinate clauses provide explanations for the occurrence of a given
event, action or state. They differ in that the purpose clauses express a motivating event
which must be unrealised at the time of the main event while reason clauses express a
motivating event which may be realised at the time of the main clause event. While the
purpose clause is marked by the subordinating morpheme tā “in order to/so as to”, the reason
clause is marked by nlöŋmō “because”.

(20)  a. mò ká wàŋsí bìnì tā fū bóó.
     mò ká wàŋsí bìnì tā fū á à-bóó
     I F0 quickly Wake up Sub. Go bush Prep 7-hunting
     “I will wake up early in order to go hunting.”

b. n-dà kí fū ’ú ḥkábbie nlöŋmō kí tsíni njɔ ’ɔ mànɡjè.
     n-dà á kí fū’ú ḥ-kábbie nlöŋmō á kí tsíni n-jɔ’ɔ m-âŋɡjè
     squirrel SM P2 earn money because he P2 D-verb N-
     “Squirrel worked to earn money because he had to marry a wife.”

c. bângjè ká sàŋ mîdʒí nlöŋmō ḥdʒí ká kûú lá’ā.
     bângjè bî ká sàŋ̄ mîdʒí nlöŋmō ḥdʒí ɔ ká kûú á ʔâl’âa
     women SM F0 dry food because hunger SM F0 enter Prep village
     “Women will dry (preserve) food because the village will experience hunger.”

As we notice in the example in (a), tense is generally not marked in purpose clauses. Tense
marking in reason clauses depends on the tense of the main clause. Even when not specified,
it is understood that the subordinate clause event occurs later than the main clause event or, at
best, at the same time as the main clause event.

2.3. Time subordinate clauses

Time subordinate clauses express temporal sequence relationships between clauses. Across
languages, these relationships are typically marked by independent morphemes such as English
“when”, “before”, and “after”. In Bafut, time adverbials such as “when” and “after”
are expressed in a roundabout fashion using expressions such as “at the time that”, “later than
the time that”, etc. The adverbial “before” is however expressed using a subordinate clause
marked by the morpheme mbōŋ. In such constructions, the event expressed in the
subordinating clause has not yet happened at the time of the event named in the main clause.
Thus, there is a sense in which mbőŋ clauses are conceptually negative from the point of view of the event in the main clause. Following are some examples of mbőŋ clauses.

(21) a. nòngúbi já kì mì mbí já mbőŋ mò kúú wá kò.
    nòngúbi já ñì kì mì mbí já mbőŋ mò kúú wá àkò
    python the SM P2 swallow goat the before I enter the-Prep bush
    “The python swallowed the goat before I entered the bush.”

b. kọ̀ó bāṛi já nī fikà’ā mbőŋ tā bọ̄s ḅjā 3̣̣i.
    kọ̀ó àbāṛi já nī fikà’ā mbőŋ tā bọ̄s ḅjā ḅi 3̣̣i
    lock madman the with clog before Cond children the SM come
    “Put clogs on the madman’s legs before the children come.”

As we notice in the (b) example, it is possible to insert the morpheme tā after the subordinator mbőŋ. This morpheme which seems to be derived from the subjunctive mood marker serves a reinforcement/emphatic role in these constructions.

In very special circumstances, it is possible for the “before” clause to precede the main clause in the example in (21a). In this case, the “before” clause takes the imperfective aspect marker sī and the word lèbōŋ which expresses the idea of “done already”, “happened already” follows the “before” clause. Thus (21a) would be rendered as:

mò ki sí kúú wá kò lèbōŋ nòngúbi já mìmò mbí já.
    mò ki sí kúú wá kò lèbōŋ nòngúbi já mì-mò nò já
    I P2 Asp enter the-prep bush already python the Swallow- snake the Asp
    “Before I entered the bush, the python had already swallowed the goat.”

2.4. Conditional subordinate clauses

Conditional subordinate clauses in Bafut can be divided into two broad semantic categories: reality conditionals and imaginative conditionals. Reality conditionals express “real” present, habitual or past events. Imaginative conditionals, on the other hand, state what might have been or predict what will be. In both types, the main clause contains the ordinary conditional mood marker bō and the subordinate/consequence clause is marked by the special subordinating morpheme bőŋ.

Sentences containing a reality conditional clause usually state basic truths. Following are some examples.

(22) a. mbů bō kì bóō jì’i bōŋ kò ngòò.
    mbů ì bō kì bóō jì’i bōŋ ì kò ŋ-gòò
    9-dog SM Cond P2 hunt alot Sub it catch 9-porcupine
    “A stubborn dog ends up with a bullet in the head”. Lit. if a dog hunts a lot, it ends up encountering a porcupine (porcupines are known to kill dogs during such encounters).

b. àbō bō tìg̣̣o mìŋ jì’i bōŋ̣̣o mībüṛ ō.
    à-bō á bō tìg̣̣i á mḅ̣-fōŋ jì’i bōŋ̣̣o á mī-büṛ ō
    7-hand SM Cond delay Prep 1-anus alot Sub it touch 5-feaces
    “If the finger spends much time in the anus, it gets soiled.”

c. ò bō kì fà’á sìg̣ị́í bōŋ màngjè wàŋsì njò’ò yò.
between the main and the subordinate clause. This break is absent in the second example in

Concession clauses generally make a concession against which the proposition in the main clause is contrasted. The concession clause is marked in three different ways. In the first example, the concession clause is preceded by the morpheme mò “if”. In the second example, it is followed by a complementiser that can be marked for the future tense.

Unlike the reality conditional constructions, tense marking in both main and subordinate clauses is possible in the imaginative conditionals. The tense morpheme in the main clause is marked for the future tense. Imaginative conditionals are also termed counterfactuals because they express that which did not happen or which might happen only if certain specific conditions are met. Following are some examples.

(23) a. mò bó tʃǐ’i sùù bóŋ bì’įjú ká fǔ.
    mò bó tʃǐ’i sùù bóŋ bì’įjú ká fǔ
1 cond meet Suh Sub 1 + him F0 go farm
“If I meet Suh, we will go to the farm.”

b. ő li bó bín kòò wá bóŋ mɪd mà’ánɔ yò.
    ő li bó bín i-kòò w-á bóŋ m-ʃɔ à mà’ánɔ yò
you P2 cond dance 3-song 3-the Sub 1-chief SM give gift you
“If you had danced, the chief would have given you a gift.”

c. àmbë bó wùrí ndá bóŋ mò ká fá mǎŋjì ɣù mbò.
    àmbë à bó wùrí ndá bóŋ mò ká fá mǎŋjì ɣù mbò
Ambe SM cond build house Sub 1 F0 give woman his hands
“If Ambe builds a house, I will give him a wife.”

2.5. Concession subordinate clauses

Concession clauses generally make a concession against which the proposition in the main clause is contrasted. The concession clause is marked in three different ways. In the first method, the concession clause is preceded by the morpheme kíká “although” and the regular complementiser mò. The concession clause itself can either precede or follow the main clause.

(24) a. kíká mó bì tsi nì mú làá ká tʃjɔ ŋkwìi.
    kíká mó bì à tsi nì mú làá à ká tʃjɔ ŋkwìi
although that Bih SM be with child DEF she F0 fetch wood
“Although Bih is pregnant, she will fetch wood.”

b. bì ká tʃjɔ ŋkwìi kíká mó tsi nì mú làá.
    bì à ká tʃjɔ ŋkwìi kíká mó à tsi nì mú làá
Bih SM F0 fetch wood although that she be with child DEF
“Bih will fetch wood even though she is pregnant.”

In the actual rendition of the first example (i.e. (a)), there is a noticeable phonetic break between the main and the subordinate clause. This break is absent in the second example in (b).
In the second method of marking concession clauses the concession clause is introduced by the formative \textit{wim}\textsuperscript{1} “although” followed by a reduplicated form of the verb of the concession clause.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
(25) & m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} w\textsuperscript{i} wi \textit{gy}gy\underline{d}ó láá (lá) m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} ká yëë mítàá.\\
 & m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} w\textsuperscript{i}’i \textsc{N-}gy\textsc{d}gy\underline{d}ó láá (lá) m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} ká yëë á mítàá\\
I & D-verb N-sick-sick DEF (but) I F0 go Prep market\\
& “Although I am sick, I will go to the market.”
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

There is a phonetic break after the concession clause and the main clause is introduced by an optional \textit{lá} which literally means “but” in English. Unlike the preceding cases in (24), the concession clause in (25) can only precede the main clause. As usual, the concession verb which follows the formative \textit{wim}\textsuperscript{1} takes an initial homorganic nasal consonant.

The third method of marking concession clauses is very similar to the preceding one. The concession is introduced by the formative \textit{wim}\textsuperscript{1}. The verb of the concession clause then follows but this time it is not reduplicated. Rather, it is repeated and the second instance (of the verb) is separated from the first by the particle \textit{bó}.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
(26) & m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} w\textsuperscript{i}’i \textit{gy}gy\underline{d}ó bó yëë láá (lá) m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} ká yëë mítàá.\\
 & m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} w\textsuperscript{i}’i \textsc{N-}gy\textsc{d}gy\underline{d}ó bó yëë láá (lá) m\textsuperscript{\textsc{d}} ká yëë á mítàá\\
I & although N-sick part sick DEF (but) I F0 go Prep market\\
& “Although I am sick, I will (still) go to the market.”
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Although the particle which separates the two instances of the concession verb is similar in form to the conditional mood marker \textit{bó}, it does not express any notion of conditionality. Rather, it serves to emphasize the speaker’s determination to carry out the action in the main clause.

3. Serialization

In the serial verb construction in Bafut, two or more verbs which all refer to subparts or aspects of a single overall event occur in a series in the same construction. The second verb usually denotes an outgrowth of the action denoted by the first verb and represents a further development, consequence, result, goal or culmination of the action of the first verb. Morphologically, the serial verb construction (henceforth SVC) is marked by an initial homorganic nasal consonant on the second verb (or subsequent verbs) when the construction is in the past tense. In the discussion that follows, we will use mostly examples in the past tense in order to highlight this morphological marker. Cases of serial constructions in the future tense will be presented in the next chapter (13).

Four major categories of the SVC have been identified in Bafut. These are (i) locative/directional SVCs, (ii) Manner SVCs, (iii) Resultative SVCs and (iv) Comparative SVCs. Each category is treated in turn below.

3.1. Locative/Directional SVCs

In the locative or directional SVC, a verb of motion is followed by a second verb which, in most cases, denotes the location, or direction of the motion encoded in the first verb. The verbs of motion that usually occur in this construction include \textit{k}\textsc{s} “climb/ascend/go up”, \textit{s}\textsc{i}g\textsc{s} “descend/go down”, \textit{k}\textsc{u} “enter”, \textit{k}\textsc{w} “return from farm”, \textit{t}\textsc{d} “walk”, \textit{z}\textsc{l} “come”, \textit{fëë} “go out”, \textit{d}\textsc{a} “cross over”, \textit{k}\textsc{d} “run”, \textit{d}\textsc{a} “fly”, \textit{n}\textsc{g} “crawl”, and \textit{l}\textsc{u} “jump”. On the other hand, the verbs that generally occur in V2 position include \textit{yëë} “go”, \textit{k}\textsc{u} “reach”,
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In the resultative SVC, the second verb denotes the result or consequence of the action of the preceding verb. The resultative SVC generally looks like a consecutive construction

The locative/directional serial verbs take a prepositional phrase complement. This complement is not obligatory especially in contexts where the location is already mentioned in the preceding discourse.

3.2. Manner SVCs

Manner SVCs express the manner in which an action or a process is carried out or perceived. The first verb expresses the manner while the second verb expresses the main action/event. This relative ordering of the two verbs marks out the manner SVC from other SVCs in Bafut as the modifying verb generally follows (rather than precede) the core verb. Examples of manner SVCs are given below.

In the first example, the second verb tsí does not take an initial homorganic nasal consonant because the construction is marked for the future tense. In the other examples (b) and (c) which are not marked for the future tense, the second/subsequent verb takes the usual homorganic nasal consonant. The third example in (c) seems to combine serialization and consequitivisation. The act of coming silently, although marked by two verbs, is perceived as a single overall event. However, coming silently and biting the witch is perceived as separate events unfolding in a sequence, one after the other.

3.3. Resultative

In the resultative SVC, the second verb denotes the result or consequence of the action of the preceding verb. The resultative SVC generally looks like a consecutive construction
especially in cases where the two verbs are separated by a noun phrase. Consider the examples below.

(29) a. ƞùbọ́ wá kì tùm nàá já ntwító
ŋ-ù-bọ́ w-á  ̣  kì tùm  n-àá j-á  N-3wító
1-person-hunting the SM P2 shoot 9-animal 9-the N-kill
“The hunter shot the animal dead.”

b. àfisọ́ tii bi̱lwin hjá nmà́ à
à-fisi  á tii ḇ-ḻ-w̱n ḇj- m-màÁ  à
7-wind SM push 2-old people 2-the N-throw
“The wind pushed down the old people.”

c. ùtsi̱twúgi wá kì hwii nli iṉò nòò.
ŋ-tsì̱-twúgi w-á  ̣  kì hw̱i̱ n-Ì̱-ìṉó n-óò
1-guard-night 1-the SM P2 sleep N-forget 1-time
“The night watchman slept and forgot the time.”

In (29a) and (29b), the two verbs in each construction are separated by a noun phrase visually creating the impression of a sequence of actions realized one after the other as in a consecutive clause. The interpretation of the constructions however leaves no doubt as to their serial properties. That is, although the verbs are separated, they are interpreted as representing a single overall action unfolding as a unit and not in separate stages. For instance, shooting the animal dead in (29a) can only be viewed as a single action in which the hunter shot the animal and it died. It cannot be interpreted as meaning that the hunter shot the animal and then killed it (later). In like manner (29b) cannot be interpreted as meaning that the wind pushed the old people and then later threw them to the ground in a separate action.

3.4. Comparative SVCs

The comparative SVC is characterized by the presence of the verbs tfá “surpass” and kù́’ú “suffice/be enough”. These verbs, occurring in second position, introduce an element of comparison.

(30) a. kwímáŋkó’ọ́ lé ṉḵxó ntfá ŋgjá
o-kwímáŋkó’ọ́  á lé N-ḵxó N-tfá  ŋ-gjá
1-Tortoise SM P3 N-run N-surpass 1-deer
“This Tortoise ran faster than Deer.”

b. ifá’á wáá yá’á ŋkù’ú fá’á b̀ọ́ bìbáá
i-fá’á w-áá í yá’á N-kù’ú 1-fá’á b-ò  bì-báá
1-work 1-this SM plenty N-sufficient 1-work 2-people 2-two
“This job is big enough for two people.”

In the first example, the homorganic nasal consonant on the first verb n-kxó “run” is occasioned by the P3 tense marker. On the other hand, the nasal on the second verb n-tfá “surpass” is the regular consecutivisation/serialization morpheme which we expect to find on second/subsequent verbs in any serial verb construction. This homorganic nasal consonant is also found on second/subsequent verbs in the consecutive construction. The two nasals, and consequently the two constructions, however differ significantly. Although both constructions make use of verbs in a string, the verbs in an SVC refer to subparts or aspects of a single overall event/action while those in a consecutive construction represent a sequence
of separate actions/events occurring one after the other. Compare the following examples of consecutive clauses to the preceding SVCs.

(31) a.  ámbë kë zî njûû mûndzû ñkwûrë.
  ámbë à kî zî N-jûû ñ-mû-ndzû N-kwûrë
  Ambe SM P2 come N-buy 1-chld-peanuts N-eat
  “Ambe came, bought and ate peanuts.”

b.  âtô jà kî wô njê ñkwô.
  â-tô jà à kî wô á ñ-fê ñ-kwô
  7-calabash 7-the SM P2 fall Prep 9-ground N-break
  “The calabash fell to the ground and broke.”

In these examples, the actions/events denoted by the verbs are viewed as occurring one after the other. Thus in (31a) for instance, the action of coming preceded all other actions. Then came the buying of peanuts and finally the eating of the peanuts. This temporal relationship between the actions of the different verbs is distinct, for example, from what we find in (29a) where shooting the animal cannot be separated from killing it. This temporal relationship between the events of the verbs makes it plausible to think that the consecutive structure was derived from a coordinate construction in which the two (or more verbs belonged to different clauses joined together by the conjunction ñki “and also/and then”. What appears on the surface now as a consecutive construction is the result of various transformations notably truncation of a part of the conjunction. Although this view appears quite plausible, one will be hard put to it accounting for the semantics of the different conjuncts as well as the details of the truncation process affecting the conjunction marker.

Conclusion

In this chapter we have examined the structure of what we call complex constructions. We described the markers of coordination, their syntactic distribution, context of use and the effect that coordinators and subordinators have on other constituents of the construction. We also described the different forms of subordination and their distinctive features as well as the relationship between tense/aspect and subordination in Bafut. Finally, we described the distinguishing features of serialisation and consecutivisation in Bafut. At the end of this chapter, it is worth mentioning that the description of these constructions does not come any way close to exhaustive. In fact, the details of each construction type can take up a whole volume depending on the conceptual framework adopted. Given our objective of providing a simple straightforward description of the facts of the language in this volume however, the description we have given of these constructions is sufficient to open up avenues for further study.
Chapter 12
Conclusion: curiosities in Bafut grammar

Introduction

The intention in this concluding chapter of the book is to draw the attention of the reader to phenomena in the grammar of Bafut which I call curiosities. These are phenomena which, to some extent, are considered intriguing in the sense that I failed to see a straightforward description or explanation for them. My reason for drawing the reader’s attention to these phenomena is therefore to encourage more in-depth research especially from researchers who are interested in related Grassfields Bantu languages. The phenomena that I describe have an aerial status and a closer examination of these facts in other languages may reveal facts about the relatedness of Grassfields Bantu languages. These phenomena include reduplication, homorganicity, and anaphora.

1 Reduplication

Reduplication in Bafut affects various word classes including prepositions and articles. The process can affect an entire word or just part of it producing different semantic effects especially intensification/emphasis. The reduplication processes that I describe in the following pages are quite common across the Grassfields languages.

1.1 Partial reduplication

Partial reduplication appears to be very restricted in the Bafut language. It has been observed to affect only a very restricted class of nouns and verbs.

A. Noun reduplication

The partial reduplication observed in nouns is of the type attested in West African Benue-Congo and Kwa languages. In this special type of partial reduplication, the initial consonant of a nominal root is copied and an underspecified vowel is inserted between the reduplicated consonant and the nominal root. The underspecified vowel is the high central unrounded vowel [i]. Consider the examples below.

(1) a. à-tsítsá`à “mud”, “lump of wet earth”
   b. à-sísáŋ “sugar cane”
   c. à-líláš “bat”
   d. à-kükúŋ “owl”
   e. à-kíkíš “type of insect”
   f. à-lílón “shadow”
   g. à-kíkó’ò “a dumb person”

These examples all belong in noun class 7 with their corresponding plurals in class 8. Unlike in other Grassfields languages like Isu (Kiessling pc) where the reduplicated morpheme tends at times to function like a secondary nominal prefix, in the Bafut examples above, the reduplicated morpheme is fussed with the root and does not add any special meaning to the entire form.
Another form of partial reduplication is attested in a restricted number of direction verbs. In this category, the first syllable of the direction verbs is reduplicated to designate settlers who have moved in from a neighbouring region.

(2) a. ø-sísígî/bì-sísígî “descendant from higher geographical region”
   b. ø-kókó’ó/bì-kókó’ó “one who moved up from a lower (geographical) region”
   c. ø-tswítsví/bì-tswítsví “autochthon (Original settler)” from tswî “sit/stay”
   d. ø-kwékwéé/bì-kwékwéé “one who moved into the city from kwéé “return from from a remote area” farm/bush”
   e. ø-kúkúú/bì-kúkúú “one who moved into city from unspecified area / foreigner”

1.2. Total Reduplication

Total reduplication in Bafut is observed in a variety of functions affecting nouns, adverbs, locatives, adjectives and verbs.

A. Locatives/Prepositions

Locatives/prepositional phrases reduplicate to indicate distance from point of reference.

(3) a. múmmúm “right/deep inside” from múm “inside”
   b. ñdóñndóñ “right on the surface” from ñdóñ “up, above, on top”
   c. łfóñłfóñ “deep below” from łfóñ “bottom”
   d. łbếłbế “Just at the side” from łbế “side”
   e. àtútú “Just at the top” from àtú “head”
   f. ñññññ “right in front” from ññññ “face”

Prepositional phrases also reduplicate to indicate temporal regularity. The temporal adverbial alone can reduplicate or the entire phrase containing the adverbial (which is a noun) preceded by the particle lú “every” can reduplicate.

(4) a. ñdzwíndzwí “daily” from ñdzwí “day”
   b. ñńgijà “weekly” from ñńgijà “week”
   c. tungsí “monthly” from şañ “moon/month”
   d. lóldò “yearly” from lóldò “year”
e. ḭgàāngáá “every time/often” from ḭgà “time”
f. nòòndò “every time/often” from nòò “time”

B. Nouns

Nouns reduplicate to denote various semantic functions. Most prominent of these semantic functions is a quality which indicates dominance in a group. The dominance could be partial or total. In partial dominance, the noun reduplicates to indicate that the objects, persons, phenomena, etc. expressed by the noun outnumber all others in the group.

(5) a. ḭgà’āngò “made up mainly of stones” from ḭgà “stone”
b. ɪtítí “made up mainly of trees” from ɪtì “trees/sticks”
c. ḭgàìngò “containing mainly drums” from ḭgò “drum”
d. ɪngòndíngò “containing mainly plantains” from ḭngò “plantain”
e. mìkììmkì “containing mainly pipes” from mìkìì “pipes”
f. bòòbò “made up mostly of children” from bòò “children”
g. bììbìì “made up mostly of chiefs” from bìì “chiefs”
h. bàngìjèbàngì “made up mainly of women” from bàngì “women”
i. bitàbì “made up mainly of fathers” from bità “fathers”
j. mbáñìmbáñì “made up mainly of men” from mbáñì “men”

Total dominance, in a sense, is an extension of partial dominance since the reduplicated forms in partial dominance are made to function in total dominance via addition of the particle tò’ì which means “only”. Thus, the addition of this particle to the examples in (5) above introduces the notion of “exclusion”. For instance placing tò’ì before the reduplicated form designates a group comprising the persons or objects referred to by the unreduplicated noun form to the exclusion of any other person, object or phenomenon.

(6) a. tò’ì ḭgà’āngò “made up solely of stones” from ḭgà “stone”
b. tò’ì ɪtítí “made up solely of trees” from ɪtì “trees/sticks”
c. tò’ì ḭgàìngò “made up solely of drums” from ḭgò “drum”
d. tò’ì ɪngòndíngò “made up solely of plantains” from ḭngò “plantain”
e. tò’ì mìkììmkì “made up solely of pipes” from mìkìì “pipes”
f. tò’ì bòòbò “made up solely of children” from bòò “children”
g. tò’ì bììbìì “made up solely of chiefs” from bìì “chiefs”
h. tò’ì bàngìjèbàngì “made up solely of women” from bàngì “women”
i. tò’ì bitàbì “made up solely of fathers” from bità “fathers”
j. tò’ì mbáñìmbáñì “made up solely of men” from mbáñì “men”

Another form of partial dominance which we prefer to treat as distinct from the examples in (5) above for reasons that will become clear as the discussion progresses are cases in which the reduplicated forms are mass/liquid nouns or body parts. In the case of mass/liquid nouns,
reduplication indicates that a mixture contains an excess of the reduplicated noun (7a – e). Reduplicated body parts are used pejoratively to indicate an imbalance in size, lack of proportion or absence of symmetry.

(7) a. ValueChangedVar “salty/too much salt” from VChangedVar “salt”
b. VChangedVar “watery/too much water” from VChangedVar “water”
c. VChangedVar “too much wine/wine only” from VChangedVar “wine”
d. VChangedVar “bloody/too much blood” from VChangedVar “blood”
e. VChangedVar “too much smoke” from VChangedVar “smoke”
f. VChangedVar “small trunk with a big head” from VChangedVar “head”
g. VChangedVar “small trunk, big buttocks” from VChangedVar “bottom”
h. VChangedVar “small head, huge eyes” from VChangedVar “eyes”

C. Verbs

Verbs are generally reduplicated to indicate intensity; that is, to indicate that the action is done repeatedly or thoroughly. In this form of reduplication, a homorganic nasal consonant is often inserted in between the reduplicants.

(8) a. VChangedVar “wash thoroughly/for long” from VChangedVar “wash”
b. VChangedVar “sleep for long” from VChangedVar “sleep”
c. VChangedVar “give over and again/to many” from VChangedVar “give”

Notice the tone changes in the reduplicated forms.

D. Adjectives

Like the verbs, adjectives are also reduplicated to indicate intensity of a quality. In this form, a homorganic nasal consonant is also inserted in between the reduplicants.

(9) a. VChangedVar “very white” from VChangedVar “white”
b. VChangedVar “very clean” from VChangedVar “clean”
c. VChangedVar “very twisted” from VChangedVar “twisted”

E. Other forms of total reduplication in nouns

(10) a. VChangedVar “line by line” from VChangedVar “line”
b. VChangedVar “age group by age group” from VChangedVar “age group”
c. VChangedVar “age group by age group” from VChangedVar “age group”
d. VChangedVar “secretly” from VChangedVar “back”

F. Ideophones

(11) a. VChangedVar “tiny flies”
b. VChangedVar “moss”
c. VChangedVar “type of grass”
G. Manner adverbs

Manner adverbs reduplicate to express intensity, duration.

(12) a. búùribùùrì “confused/in a confused from búùrò “to confuse/manner”
b. nitiiti “very quickly, extremely fast” from niti “quick/fast”
c. èbòòbò “gently”
d. átiràti “in a very stupid way” from átirì “a fool”
e. sígínsígígni “nicely” from sígíni “nice”

H. Numerals

Numerals reduplicate to indicate multiple values.

(13) a. mò’mò “one by one” from mò “one”
b. níbù’níbù “in nines” from níbù “nine”
c. níwúmníwúm “in tens” from níwúm “ten”
d. èkxèkxì “in hundreds” from èkxì “one hundred”
e. ìchwù’ùnchù’ù “in thousands” from ìchwù “one thousand”
f. èkámèkàm “in millions” from èkàm “one million”

So far, these are the major forms of reduplication commonly attested in the Bafut language. The following observations can be made about these different forms of reduplication:

(a) High vowel reduplication affects only nouns and does not result in change of word class or modification in meaning;
(b) Some instances of reduplication result in fossilized forms;
(c) Partial reduplication in verbs and total reduplication in nouns results in change of syntactic category;
(d) Reduplication of adverbs, numerals, etc. results in significant/insignificant modifications in meaning.

The observation in (a) and (c) retain attention raising the following questions:

(i) How much of the features of the unreduplicated form are transferred into the new syntactic category and how do these transferred features cohabit with the original features of the receiving syntactic category?
(ii) In the case of nominals, how do we define (characterize) the new syntactic category that results from reduplication?
(iii) Is high vowel reduplication and partial verb reduplication an instance of phonological repetition or morphological reduplication?
(iv) How does high vowel reduplication in Grassfields Bantu connect to a similar process in Kwa and West African languages?
(v) How do these data from selected Grassfields Bantu inform a process of establishing a typology of reduplication for the entire Grassfields region?

These, and many other questions that could be raised about these data, are things that could retain the attention of a concerned researcher working on Grassfields Bantu languages. Because I
could not find straightforward answers to the questions raised above, I prefer to leave the issue of reduplication for future research.

2 Homorganicity

One other curious aspect of Bafut grammar is the homorganic nasal consonant which usually occurs in the initial position of nouns such as the following:

(14)A  

i. ñmbàŋ “palm nut”  
ii. ñmbì “goat”  
iii. ńdà “house”  
iv. ñtàn “hut”  
v. ñkù “tail (of animal)”  
vi. ñgár “gun”  

B  

i. ñ-bwì “sleeping (the act/manner of)”  
ii. ñ-yè “going (the act/manner of)”  
iii. ń-làá mìkú “(the act/manner of) cooking beans”  
iv. ñ-kọ mì-ŋkòbì “wood carver”  
v. ñ-lwìn “old person”  
vi. ñ-kwèf “evening”

The interesting thing about this homorganic nasal consonant is that it occurs in many other areas of the grammar of the language and wherever it occurs, its meaning/function is usually not quite clear. For instance, in these examples of nouns, the homorganic nasal consonant has been treated as a noun class prefix (See chapter 3 of this book as well as Mfon (1989)) for classes 3b and 9. However, unlike other singular prefixes which are replaced in the plural form, the nasal prefix of these noun classes is maintained in the plural forms (e.g. ñ-tsù/mì-n-tsù ‘mouth(s)’). This has led some researchers on Grassfields Bantu languages (e.g. Mutaka and Tamanji 2003, Niba 2007) to wonder if the homorganic nasal is actually the singular prefix of class 3b and 9 nouns.

While one can at least assume that in the noun category, the homorganic nasal functions as a class marker, in the verb category where the use of this nasal consonant is a very common feature, it is often difficult to make even an assumption about its function. Let us look at some of the instances in which the homorganic nasal consonant occurs in the verb category.

2.1 Tense Marking

The homorganic nasal consonant surfaces in the infinitive (á mfà “to work”, á ntsù “to remove”, á nkà “to love”). Its presence in the infinitive form of verbs is rather confusing since it co-occurs with another element which can rightfully be termed the infinitive marker. In fact, a number of researchers have termed this homorganic nasal consonant the infinitive marker. But the questions remains; why an element that normally turns a verb into a nominal form will be used to mark the infinitive?

The homorganic nasal consonant also surfaces in some past tenses. It does not surface at all in the future tenses. In the regular past tenses, it surfaces in the today past tense and the remote past tense. Its occurrence in what I call the once-in-a-time past tenses is selective. The examples in (15) illustrate the today past tense while those in (16) illustrate the remote past tense.

(15) a. à lí mbù ndá nì tì.  
à lí N-bù ń-dá nì ń-tì  
He Pl N-build 9-house with 8-sticks  
“He built a house with wood (today).”

b. à lí ntu’ú ñkù mìm ñtsù.
à lí N-tú’ù ṣì-kxì múm à-tôò
He P1 N-fetch 1-water inside 7-calabash
“He fetched water in a calabash (today).”

(16) a. ṣù bàŋ wá lë mbín ntfà mbô.
ṣù bàŋ w-á à lë m-bînó n-tfà m-bô
1-person red 1-the SM P3 N-dance N-pass 10-hands
“The white man was an excellent dancer.”

b. bìffì lé njòrì ntfà mbô.
bì-fí lé N-jêrè N-tfà m-bô
2-Bafut SM P3 N-steal N-pass 10-hands
“The Bafuts of long ago used to steal a lot.”

In all the past tenses (including the yesterday past tense) when the once-in-a-time tense marker is used, the homorganic nasal consonant surfaces on the following verb.

(17) a. à lí ntú’ù ñkxì múm òtôò
à lí N-tú’ù ñ-kxì múm à-tôò
He P1 N-fetch 1-water inside 7-calabash
“He already fetched water in a calabash today (he does not need to so again).”

b. mtfô wá kî nlintô mú wà.
m-fô w-á à kî N-lîntô m-û w-á
1-chief 1-the SM P2 look after 1-child 1-the
“The chief already took his turn in looking after the child (he does not need to do so again).”

c. mú yù lêé ntsôy ndôjì.
m-û y-û à lêé N-tsôy ñ-dôjì jì
1-child 1-this SM P3 N-circumcise 1-penis 1-his
“This child had had himself circumcised already (so he does not need to do so again).”

In negative constructions in the past tense, regular P1 and P3 provoke the occurrence of an optional homorganic nasal consonant on the following negation marker.

(18) a. kàâ lí wá’á mbà mbó tâà kâñô.
kàâ á lí wá’á m-bà á m-bô tââ kâñô
Neg he P1 Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He did not fry meat for father (today).”

b. kàâ lí ñwá’á mbà mbó tâà kâñô.
kàâ á lí N-wá’á m-bà á m-bô tââ kâñô
Neg he P1 N-Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He did not fry meat for father (today).”

(19) a. kàâ mtfô wá lë wá’á ndôy mìlù’ù tsì’í jù nô.
kàâ mtfô wà à lë wá’á ñdôy mìlù’ù tsì’í jù nô
Neg chief the SM P3 Neg calabash palm wine only him drink
“The chief did not drink a calabash of palm wine alone.”

b. (Register) ñá m³ wá lé ywá’á ndøŋ mìlù’ù tsì’í jù nô.

Neg chief the SM P3 N-Neg calabash palm wine only him drink
“The chief did not drink a calabash of palm wine alone.”

When the once-in-a-time past tense marker is used, an optional homorganic nasal occurs in all the past tenses including the yesterday past.

(20) a.  ñá lí wá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P1 Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He has not fried meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

b.  ñá lí ywá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P1 N-Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He has not fried meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

(21) a.  ñá kí wá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P2 Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He he did not already fry meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

b.  ñá kí ywá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P2 N-Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He did not already fry meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

(22) a.  ñá léé wá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P3 Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He has not fried meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

b.  ñá léé ywá’á mbà mbó tàa káŋə.

Neg he P3 N-Neg 9-meat Prep 10-hands father fry
“He has not fried meat for father (so it is his turn to do so).”

When the action is in the imperfective aspect, the homorganic nasal occurs only when the today past tense marker is used. In this case, the homorganic nasal occurs both on the aspectual marker and the following verb when the construction is not a negative one. Of course, the once-in-a-time tense marker is not involved in this case since once-in-a-time events cannot be in the imperfective aspect.
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When the construction is a negative one, the homorganic nasal consonant occurs on the negation marker and the verb but not on the aspectual marker which is situated between the negation marker and the verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(23)</th>
<th>Bih líŋká ndʒi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bih</td>
<td>lí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bih</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“Bih was eating.”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the foregoing discussion, it would appear that the homorganic nasal consonant is part of the past tense system. However, one still has to answer the question why its distribution is so selective. In fact, a number of questions that relate to this restrictive distribution remain unanswered. First, if it is part of the tense system, why does it not occur as the last element of the tense maker? In addition to this, why does it occur only with the once-in-a-time yesterday past tense marker and not the regular counterpart? Also, why does it occur on the aspectual marker in some contexts and not in others? As I pointed out at the start of this chapter however, these questions will remain open in this book awaiting a more detailed study of other related Grassfields Bantu languages.

2.2 Verb serialisation and consecutivisation

The homorganic nasal consonant is also attested in serial verb constructions and in consecutivisation structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(24)</th>
<th>Bih líŋgwá’á ká ndʒi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bih</td>
<td>lí</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bih</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(“Bih was not eating.”)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. nàá dʒá tsím ká’á nyéé bürǘ.
   nàá dʒá tsím dʒí ká’á N-nyéé á ābürǘ
   “All the animals went (up) to heaven.”

b.  mbú já yá’ášá ndóó bóbí bóbí bí.
   mbú já yá’ásá N-dóó bóbí b-óó b-í.
   9-dog 9-the SM always N-play with 2children 2-its
   “The dog often/always plays with its puppies.”

c. kwíímáŋkó’ó lé ńkxó ntsá ńgjá
   o-kwíímáŋkó’ó á lé N-kxó N-tśá ń-gjá
   1-Tortoise SM P3 N-run N-surpass 1-deer
   “Tortoise ran faster than Deer.”

d. àmbé kí ʒí njúú múndzu ńkwúrś.
Even when the subsequent verb in the serial construction is separated from the preceding verb by a direct object NP, the homorganic nasal still surfaces.

(26) a. լուբու կի տում նաձ կա նձիտ տում
่น-ոձ-ո ա-կի տում նձ-կա նձի-տում
1-person-hunting the SM P2 shoot 9-animal 9-the N-kill
“The hunter shot the animal dead.”

b. աթի ե փյ կա-լի ե քաձ
ա-ե փյ-ե կա-լի ե քաձ
7-wind SM push 2-old people 2-the N-throw
“The wind pushed down the old people.”

The intriguing thing about the homorganic nasal consonant in these constructions is that it never surfaces when the construction is in the future tense.

(27) a. նաձ դժ-ա տսիմ քա-ոջ թե բուր
նաձ դժ-ա տսիմ ձու քա-ոջ թե բուր
animals the all SM F0 climb go Prep heaven
“All the animals went (up) to heaven.”

b. կվիմանկո-ե կալի քաձ տաձ աջ
օ-կվիմանկո-ե կալի քաձ տաձ աջ
1-Tortoise SM F1 run surpass 1-deer
“Tortoise ran faster than Deer.”

c. ամբե կաի-ձ ջուձ մունձ կվուկ
ամբե կաի-ձ ջուձ մունձ կվուկ
Ambe SM F3 come buy 1-child-peanuts eat
“Ambe came, bought and ate peanuts.”

One would imagine that the homorganic nasal consonant is the morphological marker of serialization and consecutivisation par excellence and that it functions to embed verbs in a series. The fact that its occurrence is restricted to past tenses therefore casts doubts on its role as the marker of serialization and consecutivisation. Its absence in future consecutivisation structures confirms the doubt expressed in the preceding chapter concerning the popular belief that the consecutivisation clause is a result of the merger of coordinate structures and that the homorganic nasal is a contracted form of the coordination marker դկո.”

2.3 Coordination

We also find instances of the homorganic nasal consonant in cases of coordination involving the coordinator կո. In all the three past tenses: P1, P2 and P3, the coordinator and the following verb take an initial homorganic nasal consonant.
(28) a. *bisiŋ bjá lí ŋkwùrò nsànŋ wá ŋkí ŋjì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí lí N-kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á N-kí N-ŋjì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM P1 N-eat 1-corn 1-the N-and N-wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds ate the corn and bathed themselves.”

b. *bisiŋ bjá kí kwùrò nsànŋ wá ŋkí ŋjì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí kí kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á N-kí N-ŋjì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM P2 eat 1-corn 1-the N-and N-wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds ate the corn and bathed themselves.”

c. *bisiŋ bjá lé ŋkwùrò nsànŋ wá ŋkí ŋjì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí lé N-kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á N-kí N-ŋjì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM P3 N-eat 1-corn 1-the N-and N-wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds ate the corn and bathed themselves.”

Unlike in the previous cases where the homorganic nasal does not feature in the P2 tense, we notice its presence in this case of coordination (cf 28b). In the future tenses on the other hand, the homorganic nasal consonant does not feature either on the coordinator or on the following verb.

(29) a. *bisiŋ bjá ká kwùrò nsànŋ wá kû jì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí ká kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á kû jì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM F0 eat 1-corn 1-the and wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds will eat the corn and bathe themselves.”

b. *bisiŋ bjá kálí kwùrò nsànŋ wá kû jì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí kálí kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á kû jì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM F1 eat 1-corn 1-the and wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds will eat the corn and bathe themselves (later today).”

c. *bisiŋ bjá kálò kwùrò nsànŋ wá kû jì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí kálò kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á kû jì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM F2 eat 1-corn 1-the and wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds will eat the corn and bathe themselves (tomorrow).”

d. *bisiŋ bjá kájí kwùrò nsànŋ wá kû jì’í nù jàà.
  bi-śiŋ bj-á bí kájí kwùrò ø-ànsànŋ w-á kû jì’í n-ú j-àà
  2-birds 2-the SM F3 eat 1-corn 1-the and wash 9-body 9-their
  “The birds shall eat the corn and bathe themselves.”

At the end of this subsection, one wonders what the exact role of the homorganic nasal consonant is. Why does it feature on both the coordinator and the subsequent verb in all three past tenses? Why does it fail to feature at all in the future tenses? Overall, what is the relationship between the homorganic nasal and tense marking?
2.4 Reduplication

A homorganic nasal consonant also occurs in some forms of verb and adjective reduplication. Verbs and adjectives are generally reduplicated to encode intensity of a quality. In this form of reduplication, a homorganic nasal consonant is inserted in between the reduplicants.

(30) a. ʃi’iʃi’i ‘wash thoroughly/for long’ from ʃi’i ‘wash’
b. ʃuʃi’rewu ‘sleep for long’ from ʃuʃu ‘sleep’
c. ʃaʃa ‘give over and again/to many’ from ʃa ‘g’

(31) a. ʃuʃu ‘very white’ from ʃu ‘white’
b. ʃiʃi ‘very clean’ from ʃi ‘clean’
c. kááři ‘very twisted’ from kááři ‘twisted’

What is interesting in these forms of reduplication is that the two segments of the reduplicated form can be separated by a full lexical item. When this happens, the homorganic nasal consonant still appears at the beginning of the second segment of the reduplicant.

(32) Ambé kà ʃi’i tsɔ’ɔ dɔ̃a ʃi’i
Ambé à kì ʃi’i 1- tsɔ’ɔ dɔ̃-á N-ʃi’i
Ambe SM P2 wash 8-dresses 8-the N-wash
“Ambe washed the dresses thoroughly”.

As in the previous cases, one continues to wonder what the role of the homorganic nasal consonant is in instances of reduplication.

3. Anaphora

Anaphora was first mentioned in section 2.1 of chapter 4 where we treated instances of the use of a pronoun in place of a nominal that had been mentioned earlier on in the discussion. Thus we discussed cases of coreference (33a-b) and instances of switch reference (34a-b).

(33) a. kwimāŋkɔ’ɔ lé ʃwñoŋ mo jú ká lígì nsɔò wá.
kwimāŋkɔ’ɔ à lé N-ʃwñoŋ mo jú ká lígì n-sɔò w-á
Tortoise, SM P3 N-say that he, F0 till 1-farm 1-the
“Tortoise said that he will cultivate the land.”

b. ñù bàjúúdà jò jéèsò ŋkwétɔ jì.
ñù bàjúúdà á jò jéèsò N-ŋkwétɔ jì
person Jew SM see Jesus N-help him
“A Jew saw Jesus and helped him.”

(34) a. kwimāŋkɔ’ɔ lé ʃwñoŋ mo à ká lígì nsɔò wá.
kwimāŋkɔ’ɔ à lé N-ʃwñoŋ mo à ká lígì n-sɔò w-á
Tortoise, SM P3 N-say that he, F0 till 1-farm 1-the
“Tortoise said that he (someone else) will farm the land.”
b. ṣù bájúúdà jò jééso, á kwétô jì.

ṣù bájúúdà á jò jééso á kwétô jì
person Jew SM see Jesus, hei help him
“A Jew saw Jesus and he (i.e. Jesus) helped him (i.e. the Jew).”

In addition to these forms of anaphoric usage relating principally to nominal forms, the language also exhibits other forms of anaphora in which some other element, not necessarily a pronoun, is used to refer to something that is simply understood (background kind of information) in discourse or to refer to a clause or some other piece of discourse. The reason why I have decided to present this information here and not in the chapter on pronouns is for the simple reason that the forms which I treat here as anaphoric do not specifically refer back to a noun and they are not often pronominal in nature.

3.1. The anaphoric adjunct ỹú

The anaphoric adjunct ỹú is used to refer to a time, place or instrumental adjunct mentioned earlier on in the discourse. In these examples illustrating the use of this anaphoric adjunct, indices are used to mark the anaphor and the adjunct that it refers to.

(35)   a. bó kì twí nóò jìi bó ỹú
bó kì twí nóò jìi bó ỹú
they P2 name [time that], they come ANAi
“They told us the time when they would be coming”.

b. nibà’á fá’á wúśáá, mó yèè ỹú
nibà’ á á fá’á á àwúśáá mó yèè ỹú
Niba SM work [in city], I go ANAi
“Niba works in the city. I am going there”.

c. nibà’á lí nò̄gí ngò’ò ntwí mbàń ỹú
nibà’ á á lí N-lò̄gò ñ-gò’ò N- twí mbàń ỹú
Niba SM P1 N-take [stone], N-crack kernels ANAi
“Niba took a stone and cracked kernels with it”.

In the first example, the anaphor refers back to the time adjunct nóò jìi ‘the time’ and in the second example, it refers back to the place adjunct á àwúśáá ‘in the city’. In the third example, even though the anaphor is indexed with the noun ngò’ò ‘stone’, it actually refers back to the entire instrumental adjunct ‘with the stone’.

The anaphoric adjunct is also used in some constructions where it precedes a locative or beneficiary noun. In such constructions, although the anaphor occupies the same structural position as a preposition and actually seems to function like one, it refers back to a nominal that had been mentioned earlier on in the discourse or a nominal whose presence in the domain of discourse is known or simply assumed.

(36)   a. mó kì nǹg ỹú múm
mó kì nǹg ỹú múm
I P2 put ANA inside
“I put it inside it.”
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b. *mà kí fá yú mbò*

\[ mò̰ kí fá yú mbò \]

I [P2] give ANA hands

“I gave it to him/her.”

In both examples, the direct object of the verbs *put* and *give* are omitted as they are understood in the context of the discourse. Anaphoric \( yú \) however does not refer to this direct object. Rather, it refers to the container inside which the direct object was put in (36a) and to the person to whom the direct object was given in (36b).

Interestingly, the semantics of anaphoric \( yú \) is restricted to third person singular usage. For instance, if a set of baskets is understood, assumed or mentioned in a discourse context, one cannot say *I put it inside them* using \( yú \) as in the examples in (36).

3.2. The anaphoric demonstrative preposition

The element that I refer to here as the anaphoric demonstrative preposition is anaphoric in meaning but not in form and structure. That is to say, semantically, it is used only in a context where a locative adjunct (e.g. in the basket) has been mentioned earlier on or is assumed/understood in the discourse context. However, unlike other anaphors which are used in place of the entity that they refer to, the anaphoric demonstrative preposition is used alongside the entity that it refers to. The only thing that makes it anaphoric is that it cannot be used with an entity that has not been mentioned or assumed in a discourse context.

The anaphoric demonstrative preposition has three forms: \( \text{wáá}, \text{fjáá} \) and \( \text{máá} \). It can be used alongside an ordinary preposition such as \( \text{múm} \) ‘inside’. The use of these three forms is illustrated below.

\[ (37) \]

\[ a. \quad \text{mà kí lásù mì-lù’ù mjáà wáà kò} \]

\[ mò̰ kí lásù mì-lù’ù mjáà wáà à-kò \]

I [P2] keep 6-\( p \) wine 6-the DEM 7-bush

“I kept the palm wine in the bush (the bush that we know about) and not anywhere else”.

\[ b. \quad \text{mà kí lásù mílù’ù mjáà fjáá múm àtsà} \]

\[ mò̰ kí lásù mílù’ù mjáà fjáá múm à-táà \]

I [P2] keep 6-\( p \) wine 6-the DEM inside 7-calabash

“I kept the palm wine inside that calabash (that calabash near you which we know about already) and not anywhere else”.

\[ c. \quad \text{mà kí lásù mílù’ù mjáà máá múm àtsà} \]

\[ mò̰ kí lásù mílù’ù mjáà máá múm à-táà \]

I [P2] keep 6-\( p \) wine 6-the DEM inside 7-calabash

“I kept the palm wine inside that particular calabash (the one that we have mentioned already) and not anywhere else”.

In the examples in (a) and (c), the location is not physically present but it is one that has already been mentioned or is understood as background information in the discourse context. In the (b) example on the other hand, the location is physically present and the speaker actually points at it for emphasis.
3.3. The Anaphoric definitiviser *láá*

The anaphoric definitiviser marks as definite (specifies) a specific entity, event or clause as anaphoric, i.e. known or already mentioned or assumed as background information. Like the anaphoric demonstrative preposition, it is used alongside the entity, event or clause that it marks as definite and anaphoric.

(38) a. *mò kì kwèrí mitjë mámû láá mbó kwímáŋkɔ’ɔ*.  
    I P2 take 6-idea this DEF Prep 6-hands 1-tortoise  
    “I borrowed this particular idea (which we have been talking about) from Tortoise.”

b. *bì tsímɔ mí mú láá mò tfɔ ŋkwíi*.  
    Bih SM be-Comp with 1-child DEF I fetch 10-wood  
    “As Bih became pregnant like that, I fetched wood.”

In the first example, *láá* marks the noun phrase *mì-tjë mámû ‘this idea’* as definite and anaphoric in the sense that it is the particular idea (and not just any other idea) that has already been mentioned in the discourse. In the second example, *láá* marks the clause *as Bih became pregnant* as definite and anaphoric.

In standard analyses of anaphora, one expects to see a pronominal form which is used to refer to a person, an animal or an object that had been mentioned earlier on in the discourse situation or that which is understood as background information. The phenomenon of anaphora that we have seen in this section distinguishes itself in a variety of ways:

(a) The referents are not always nominal expressions. At times entire clauses act as referents;
(b) The referent is, in many cases, present alongside the anaphoric pro-form;
(c) The anaphor belongs to various word classes including determiners, prepositions, adjuncts, etc. and not just the pronoun class that we know of.

Taking these into consideration, one wonders whether we should continue to treat the phenomena handled in this section as anaphoric. In terms of semantic interpretation and pragmatic function, the phenomena are clearly anaphoric but in terms of morphological classes and syntactic distribution, the phenomena do not look anaphoric. For the time being, we leave them where they are in this chapter and wait for better planned study on these facts.

**Conclusion**

To conclude this chapter of the book, I will like to mention again that I decided to conclude the book by drawing the attention of the reader to certain phenomena which I termed ‘curiosities’ because I could not provide a straightforward description for them. I talked of reduplication which manifests in various ways producing outcomes which do not fit neatly into any of the standard word classes that we know of, a homorganic nasal consonant which occurs ‘everywhere’ without an indication of its function, and anaphoric elements which are generally not nominal and which do occur adjacent to their referents. In addition to being curiosities in Bafut grammar, these phenomena have an aerial scope. The same kinds of reduplication, homorganicity and anaphora attested in Bafut are found in Medumba, Kom, Lamso’, Isu, Ghomala’, Shupamum, Babungo, Fe’fe’, Mungaka, etc. A closer examination of these facts will
not only edify the grammars of these Grassfields Bantu languages, but will also through more light on how related these languages are to one another.